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ABSTRACT
The: research exposes a developing African Management model, within a case study
framework, and deals with its management approach, structures and processes.
Through the qualitative research methodology employed sufficient evidence was
found to suggest that African Management is (I) eclectic in nature, embracing
Lessern's (I 990a, I990b, I993a, 1993b) constzucts of 'Western' empiricism,
'Northern' rationalism, 'Eastern' idealism and 'Southern' humanism in a dynamic
whole: (2) that the natural lnclination of organisations and/or sections thereof
operating within an environment of collective consciousness is toward a 'Southern'
humanistic orientation as opposed to a 'Western' primal, 'Nortnern' rational, or
'Eastern' developmental bias; (3) that such 'Southerness' is pre-eminently
concerned with themes of voluntary subordination of self-interest to communal
Objectives, rights and obligations, relationships built on trust, community
ownership, inclusive and transparent arrangements, democratic decision making
t'~·O'csses, celebration, humanistic values, primacy of ~<ll1g':Jageand African humility;
flHi:h(.,i to which (4) the pathological down side of over developed 'Southern'
humanism - at the expense of 'Western' emplrlcism, 'Northern' rationalism and
IEastern' idealism - is heightened expectation, prolonged consultation, favouritism,
patronage, and nepotism.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
1.1. Research Framework
1.2. Research lustification
The Research Report to follow ~)rms part of the "South African Management
Project" initiated by the University of the Witwatersrand's Faculty of Management.
The aim of which is to provide impetus to the study c: African Management
philosophies, concepts and applications in the pursuit of finding indigenous solutions
to local organisational problems. To which end benchmark organisations practising
African Management were identified for research purposes, This Research Report
details a single unit of study within a multiple case study framework involving other
researchers. Replication of the Research Findings, arising out of the single unit of
analysis, is beyond the scope of this Research Report and forms part of the
research objective of the "South African Manageme'lt Project".
At the outset it is with regret that one has to acknowledge Khoza's (1993)
assertion that while there has been much talk of the economic triad, involving the
United States, the Pacific Rim and Europe over the past decade, crucial debates
about Africa have invariably been off screen, as if the entire continent does not
exist. Reason for which lies in the continent's negligible contribution to the world
economy. Given this bleak scenario the question is asked whether a case can be
made for a . Afrocentric management approach. To which Khoza (1993, pi I?)
answers philosophically, "No, because there is no real management track record to
blow our trump .. about Tanzania's ujamaa and Zambia's African humanism have
delivered very little, ostensibly because of socialist embroidery. Yes, because this
continent has an economic date with destiny. Africa is essentially an
underdeveloped gee-economic, socio-political entity with potential."
I
I
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While Khoza (1993) answers the question philosophically, Human (1993) sees the
development of African Management theory as an economic imperative.
Human (1993, p206), in an assessment of the socio-economic and political
transformation taking place in South Africa at the moment, forwards the motion
that, "The need for a theory of the firm and a sound understanding of its essential
features is, moreover, crucial since South Africa, and the world in fact, are entering
perhaps the most dramatic period of punctuated change in history. The
consequences of such change for the business firm are, as yet, not fully
appreciated. The importance of the business sector, as the wealth creation element
in the equation for the successful outcome of a transforming South Africa, cannot
be underestimated."
!.3. Strategic Human Resource Managemem:
Theories of Strategic Human Resource Management which call for congruency
between organisational strategies, structures and processes are acknowledged as
being in-separable to the development of an African Management theory.
This main stream theory is however well reported and readily accessible. As a
consequence it is not the intention of this Research Report to paraphrase over
prescribed definitions of Strategic Human Resource Management. Instead the
Research Report offers a practical illustration of how these concepts of
organisational fit, congruence and integration find application in a transcultural
management setting.
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1.4. Transcultural Management
The term transcultural management is used throughout this Research Report to
define philosophies, structures and processes needed in the management of an
eclectic or multi-cultural workforce.
1.5. Contemporary Studies
It is noted that, while published papers and journal articles on the topic 'African
l"1anagement' abound, very little research has been conducted to substantiate a
host of identifiable abstractions. As a consequence the study of African
Management is restricted by the need to avoid:
o Inappropriate Assumptions About the Functioning of F....rmet Organisations:
Blunt (1983, p.xl) argues that," ... management text books used by lecturers
and students in Africa have up to now been mostly British or American in
origin, written by Western academics for a readership in the West, and
taking as a starting point a Western business environment. Very few books
indeed have been written which deal with a third world or African
environment, or provide an alternative perspective relevant to issues. 1
problems faced by managers in our developing societies."
l
I
r
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o Sweeping Generalisations About African Management: Khoza (1993, pi 18)
cautions that, "Afrocentricity remains a broad concept, a content-wide
challenge with attendant vexing questions : Is the continent sufficiently
culturally homogeneous from Cape Town to Cairo, East to West Africa? Are
there values that are characteristically African, transcending African
boundaries?" An answer to this can be found in Blunt and Jones' (1992, pi)
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assertion that, "Even where empirical studies exist it is unrealistic to suppose
that we can say anything about the contexts of African organisations which
will have equal validity across the whole vast continent, even if we confine
our analysis to those nations generally referred to as the south of the
Sahara."
o A Tendency Among Manag'f~mentResearchers to Focus Narrowly on
Internal OrganisationalProcesses: Blunt and jones (1992, p l) warn that
among Atrican Managb .. " researchers, If '" there is a tendency to focus
heavily on internal organisational processes at the expense of developing a
more complete understanding of the environment in which formal
organisations operate. One serious effect of this is that whereas Afrk rn
organisations may find they can apply Western management concepts and
practices to their technical core with few modifications, these imported ideas
and practices are generally found to be inadequate and I or inappropriate for
the organisations' relationships with their environment,"
o Normative Presrrsptions: Human (1993, p205) points out that. "There is a
paucity of serious scientific studies of the South African business firm. Most of
the books and published articles on management and the business firm in
South Africa tend to be normative prescriptions about what management
should do and what the business sector should become. Our researchers and
writers on organisations appear to be exclusively interested in idealistic
futures and exotic answers and would seem to find the very important
project of explaining reality for what it is, distinctively unattractive. The past
and the present are perhaps less attractive than the simplistic and idealistic
end states so passionately offered to us by the 'corporate crusaders',"
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o Outdated Research Material: The problem with dated research is that it
reflects the bias of various subjective forces which include amongst others
the bias of a predominantly white sample. Human (1993, p213) draws our
atter.tion to a societal paradox inherent in certain dated management
research, "The diversity in business organisations found in this society is far
less than the diversity found in society as a whole. The environment in which
business organisations operare has been specjfi'pto the needs of the elite. The
majority of the population, who were viewed as 'visitors', had little significant
impact on the nature of the specific and relevant environments served by the
business organisation. The environment of business could be seen as
protected and isolated enclaves in the broader South African environment.
Apartheid structures and racist attitudes created small white islands only
vaguely conscious of th~~African sea surrounding its shores." Unfortunately,
up until very recently it is within these skewed islands of homogeneity that
samples of management research were drawn. I.,
dFor all the reasons stated above this Research Report should be viewed as a
contemporary study without a reliable framework for theoretical triangulation.
1.6. Layout
The organisation of the Research Report follows logical format to denote the
research methodology employed.
I
f
I
~
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Chapter Two serves to identify and contextuallse the Research Problem, which
at times is seemingly obvious but difficult to isolate, to which end Beck and
Linscotts' (1993) metaphor of a human crucible is referred to, to describe the
socio-political environment within which South African management operate.
Further to which a brief synopsis of Graves' "Double Helix Model of
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Biopsychosocial Systems Development Model", as reported by Beck and Linscott
(1993), is given to isolate the Research Problem.
Chapter Three, a detailed Literature Review, unpacks the Research Problem and
serves to integrate the teachings of various theorists and writers on the topic of
African Management. As a consequence the Literature Review is divided into two
sections, the first deals with broader theoretical ideas raised by Lessem (1990a,
I990b, 1993<i, 1993b) and Koopman (1987, 1991, 1993), while the second section
is confined to the identification of a number of conceptually formulated assertions
to support the mainstream theory. The literature review is narrow in the sense
that it deals primarily with emerging principles on African Management at the
expense of more widelv accepted global management principles.
Chapter Four serves to summarise the Literature Review findings through tne
coding of four Research Proposltions upon which the Research Report is based,
The Research i"lethodology employed is el=borated on in Chapter Five together
with a methodologlcal appraisal to guide future researchers attempting to study a
contemporary phenomenon, such as African r"la.nagement, within a case study
framework.
Chapters Six, Seven and Eight, the crux of the Rp.sean:h Report, outline the
Research Findings with reference to three headings, namely : Exploratory.
Descriptive and Explanatory to reflect the method of data analysis employed.
The final chapter, Chapter Nine, concludes with a brief synopsis of the significance
of th'i! research findings, key assumptions and limitations and ave, res for future
research.
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CHAPTER 2 - RESEARCHPROBLEM
2.1. Introduction to the Research Probl~m
Beck and Linscott (1993) describe South Africa as a dynamic crucible whose
contents are - sometimes quite literally - exploding in the chaos of change. The
crucible, as described by Beck and Linscott (1993), is seen as a vessel in which
disparate and often incompatible elements are forced by circumstance into fusion
and transformation under intense heat, with high and focused energy. As an apt
metaphor for human development, the crucible is seen to melt down old systems,
refine out impurities, form new alloys, create new entitles, destroy old orders,
contain and re-focus energy and spark thresholds of change.
Beck and Linscott (1993, p93) alert us to the fact that, "Into the human crucible
of South Africa are being poured some of the most explosive elements and forces
to have plagued the planet itself through history - the legacy of colonial disposition,
war, bizarre racial theories, perceived historical slights and injustices, warped
r~!igious cults, and ideologies with pretensions to transcend truth. All the value
systems which have developed over mankind's long psychological ascent are
present in pristine form in South Africa, impinging one on the other. Along with
this is the daily contrast between first-world and third-world lifE:styles."
i
I
i
I
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According to Beck and Linscott (1993) the manifestations of the above are all too
evident: South Africa's relatively small and fragile first-world component is in
danger of being swamped by an emergent, demanding, yet under educated
third-world mass; literacy and numeracy deficiencies are alarming; many
organisations are still coloured by paternalistic or authoritarian attitudes; and
heightened and altogether unrealistic expectations of affluence for all are
impetuous and naive.
l
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Echoing Becx and Linscotts' (1993) assertion van der Meme ( 1993, p223)
concludes, "While the forces for a vicious downward cyde into chaos in this
amalgam are great, the potential for a virtuous upward spiral based on creative
synergy amongst this incredible diversity is equally great."
The question to be asked is whether there can be order in human chaos and
whether South Africa has the ability and capacity 'Co forge a common language to
escape the confusion of change?
In an attempt to isolate the nature of the challenge confronting South Africa
management Beck and Linscott (19~~3)make reference to Graves' IEmer'gent,
Cyclical, Double Helix Model of Blopsychosocial Systems Development'. The main
features of which are captured in Table 2.1 below:
2.2. Definition of Research Proble"l Parametet·s
Entrapeneurial
Drive
,,,,,,,
I'
I
I
Animist
Tribalism Order
I
, I
'6' ..'
Egalitar~n\
Order
--------~------------~--_j
Table 2.1.
The Emergent. Cyclical. Double Helix Model of Blopsychosoclal Systems
Development.
I
11._
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Source: Reprinted from Beck. D.E. and Linscott, G. (1993): "The African
Crucible - Unity in Diversity", in African Management: Philosophies,
Concepts and Applications, Christie, Lessern and Mbegi (editors)
Randburg; Knowledge Resources (Pty) Limited, p94.
Graveslan theory holds that the thinking patterns of individuals, groups and
societies are the produce of their response to challenges of existence in their
environment. As the challenges of existence and environment change, so do
thinking patterns and values. As a result individuals and groups can and do move
along the refix or spiral te levels of greater conceptual complexity in order to
cope with the rigours of theft new environrnerrt.
The thinking p; ':terns to emerge at each particular level are summarised in
advancing order of complexity in Figure 2.1 below:
.
•.•Level pescription 1'1anifest;;tion.
I Biological Survival Characteristic of hunter / gatherer bands.
-2 Animist Tribalism A belief in spirits and magic, close identiflcation with tribal
order. -
3 Achievist Drive A breaking away from tribal order, strong personal
ambition, often accompanied by a ruthless urge for power.
4 Order IA concern for order, correctness, doing things the right
way, an intolerance of dissent.
S Entrepreneurial A quest for materialism, the good things in life here and
Drive now. Strategic thinking and the capacity to strike deals.
6 Egalitarian Order A reaction to level five, a concern for justice and
community.
7 Integrated Thinking Integrated, holistic thinking, a cc:.pacityfor taking tne large
view, interacts with leaders at all levels without seeking to
manipulate, marglnallse or patronise them.
a Global Order Still emerging, a concern for global issues and continued
humar, SUr/ivai.
u_-_.. __
Figure 2.1
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Thinking Patterns at Each Particular Level of the Gravesian Double
Helix Model.
Source: Adapted from Beck, D.E. and Linscott, G. (1993): "The African
Crucible ~ Unity in Diver'sity", African M~magement: Philosophies,
Concepts and Applications. in Christie, Lessern and Mbegi (editors)
Randburg: Knowledge Resources (Pty) Limited, p95.
r
I
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Beck and Lindscott ~1993) note that in ~\country of South Africa's heterogeneity,
where there is a flux from tribal to urban environments. the Gravesian 'Double
Helix Model of Development' has profound implications, the logic being that South
African's of diverse backgrounds are at different levels of development and by
inference perceive the world about them in ~:.Iifferentways. The dynamic of which
leads Beck and Linscott (1993) to conclude that South African's are already
experiencing. in the workplace, the World tt~ the Power of Sleven, a level of
complexity which would confound their counterparts in virtually any other
countrv.
2.3. ManagellJ.ent Implications of the Gravesian Qouble Helix Modet
The essential message of the Gravesian 'Double Helix Model of Development' is
that problems of existence created by competition, interaction and contllct among
the value systems of the first six levels cannot be resolved by thinking exclusively
in terms of anyone of the first six levels of thinking. Hence, Beck and Linscotts'
(1993, pi 02) assertion that, "The Law of the Spiral dictates - as interpreted through
Level Seventh thinking ~ the importance of creating managerial models that can
deal with all the other levels both individuallyand collectively."
Page II
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2.4. Research Objective
The objective of the Research Report is therefore to expose a developing African
Management model, which is seen to be managing the entire litany of social
problems listed above. both individually and collectively, and to offer not only a
description of its structure and processes but an explanation of its business
outlook, managerial orientation and leadership style.
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CHAPTER 3 -LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1. Section One: Theoretical Framework
The section to follow covers a broad theoretical framework of emerging African
Management theory as outlined by Lessern (1990a, I990b, I993a, 1993b) and
Koopman (1987, 1991, 1993).
The purpose of this section is to provide a basts for classifyingvarious abstractions
and generalisations to follow in Section Two of this Literature Review.
3.1. ;. Cultural Foundations of South Africa's Businessphere
In spite of a general paucity of contemporary research material inspiration upon
which this Research Report is based is found in the works of Lessem (1990a,
I990b, I993a, 1993b) and Koopman (1987, 1991, 1993) who provide theoretical
frameworks against which emerging theories on the subject of African
Management can be classified.
Lessern's work (1990a, I990b, I993a, 1993b) is similar in intent to that of the
Gravesian'Double Helix Model of Development', presented by Beck and Linscott
(1993), in that it recognises and deals with the complexities of South Africa's
socio-political and economic heritage.
Lessem (1993a) posits the idea that South African management thinking has to a
greater or lesser extent been influenced by four world views. drawn from ~
number of sources, namely:
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o Empiricism which is rooted in South Africa's British or 'Western' culture.
This Anglo-Saxon culture is seen to have given rise to an experiential or
primal manager who is concerned with free spirited individualism and the
need to be enterprising;
o Rationalism which is grounded irl South Africa's French HuguE:rt-t or
'Northern' European heritage. This northern heritage is seen to have given
rise to the professional or rational manager who is concerned with
meritocracy and conventional wisdom associated with planning, organising,
directing and controlling;
a Idealism or 'Eastern' philosophy which is grourvled in South Africa's Dutch
philosophical tradition. This eastern philosophy is seen to have given rise to
what is termed the developmental manager who is concerned with holistic
thinking and co-operation; and
o Humanism which is strongly rooted in 'Southern' and African soils. This
southern approach is seen to have given rise to the convivial manager who
relates to people in terms of morals and emotions rather than in terms of
roles arid functions.
The main tenets of these four world views, as developed by Lessem (1990a, 1990b,
1993a, 1993b) and refined by the "South African Management Project" (1994), are
tabulated in Figure 3.1 below.
r
l
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I
.. ..... ... .:
World I World
...
- South• < I
••••••
. ....
Empiricism Rationalism Idealism Humanism
Competitive and Co-ordinated and Co-operative Communal
personalised managerial
Primal management Rational management Developmental Humanistic
management management
Free enterprise Planned corporate Industrial renewal SOcio-political
growth reconstruction
-
Business leadership Dirigisme, economic Sustainable Spiritual
planning development transformation
Privatised Public I Private Co-operating Networks of
competition co-ordination clusters re-construction
Entrepreneurship Professional cadre. "[apan Inc." Communal
elite enterprise
Process I Corporate planning Katzen, continuos Ubuntu -
re-englneering impi ovement community building
f--
Empowering people, Industrial democracy Quality circles Story telling, value
customer care sharing
Improving work rate Undertaking work Enhancing work Buildingwork
study flow rhythm --
Adding value Allocating value Enhancing value Value sharing
Economy Technology Ecology Spirit
Figure 3.1.
Four Management World Views
Unfortunately, as Lessem (1993a, p 18) points out, "Business enterprise in Southern
Africa has not emerged in a vacuum. In effect it has evolved out of one particular
cultural heritage and duly ignored its others. Nore specifically, it has drawn strongly
on its competitive and personalised world (Western) and weakly on its
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co-ordinated and managerial world heritage (Northern), while ignoring its
co-operative (Eastern) and communal worlds (Southern)."
3.1.2. PosItive and Negative Pathologies of the Businessphere~
While less em argues (1993a) that African Management is a dynamic whole
representing the interplay between air four worlds he draws attention to the need
to engage and integrate the neglected dimension of the 'Southern' appro ... .t into
management thinking. The premise being that only those organisations which can
harness the collective forces of 'Western' competition, 'Eastern' co-operation,
'Northern' co-ordination and 'Southern' community will be able to compete
successfully in the global market.
Lessem (1993a) cautions however the extent to which anyone of these dimensions
is overdeveloped at the expense of the others, so the organisation will exhibit
distinct pathologies in the form of overdone 'Western' materialism; 'Northern'
mechanism; 'Eastern' cartelism; or 'Southern' nepotism.
i
I
I
In an affirmation of Lessem's (1993a) concern about 'Southern' nepotism, Blunt
and Jones (1992, p37) caution, "It is clear that African managers are linked to
extensive networks of social obligation; and that values of reciprocity and social
exchange that characterise social systems still impinge directly on the working lives
of African managers."
Hence, the need to view African Management as a dynamic whole of differentiated
yet integrated forces so as to alleviate the likelihood of any of the above
pathologies developing.
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3.1.3. Eqllal Esteem Between the Businesspheres
Alexander (1990, pI) in a philosophical paper tracing the historical and commercial
origins of business isolates the challenge identified by Lessem( I990a, I990b, I993a,
1990b), If ... even big businesses are constellations of small clusters of discernible
identity, in couslnship with other dusters of equally discernible identity. What
makes the difference is the quality of the people in each cluster, and the affinity
they have with those in other clusters. No doubt some men and some clusters
spend great sums essential to the corporation. Other men and some dusters spend
small sums - equally essential to the limbs of the corporation. It is not easy. in the
face of their differences of scale and function, to achieve a condition of equal
esteem between the clusters,"
The essence of African Management is therefore to be found in the manner in
which it seeks to bring about a condition of equal esteem between people of
different world views.
3. J.4. Pragmatic Humanism
Koopman's (1987, J 991, 1993) seminal work in the area of transcultural
management is seen as a practical illustration of how Lessem's (1990a, I990b,
I993a, 1993b) four world views can be elevated to a condition of equal esteem
through the promotion of pragmatic humanism.•
I Pragmatic humanism seeks to liberate the work ethic of transcultural organisationsby finding congruency between structures of corporate governance and social
purpose, in which instance a distinction between the management of hard and soft
variables is made.
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In a foreword to Koopman's (1991) book, Transcultural Management: How to
Unlock Global Resources. Lessem summarises the notion of hard and soft
management variables, "ln many ways the polarity between hard and soft is
reflected in the stereotypical character differentiation between male and female,
business and society, First World and Third vVorld. Yet, if we follow the healthy
road to business and economic development, we find that the imO forces of what
the Chinese have termed yang (hard) and yin (soft) need to be combined."
Pragmat; ~ humanism might therefore be seen as an openness of heart and mind;
combining individuality and community; integrating people and tasks; balancing
human with economic growth; and finding symmetry between autocratic and
democratic controls.
Throug ~ democratisation of soft management variables emphasis is placed on
Viewed differently, pragmatic humanism is a simultaneous process of maintaining
control over the technical core of the organisation - strategic decision making -
while issues related to quality-of-work-lite and work rhythm are democratised.
shared values, common citizenry and the need to be enterprising. Koopman (1993,
p55) argues that, "", the sense of social purpose thus achieved will, in turn enhance
the dignity, respect, pride and consciousness of the worker, enabling him to give
expression to the work ethic."
I
3.2. Section Two: Artificial versus Natural Management
In order to elaborate on the central themes of pragmatic humanism - the tool
through which the neglected Southern management approach can be engaged to
liberate the work ethic in transcultural organisations - reference is made to the
teachings Agha Hasan Abedi, as referred to and expanded upon by Lessem
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{1990a). Abedi (1984) draws the clistinction between artificial management, which
is seen to be synonymous with flie old order of the United States and Europe. and
natural management which focuses on Interdependency rather ~han on individuality.
Against this backd A artificial versus natural management « series of dimensions
is provided against which the extent of the 'Southern' management approach in
transcultural organisations can be assessed. Each of the dimensions will be
discussed in turn, albeit indirectly, to draw attention to a primary African
Management theme.
3.2.1. Individual versus Collective Consciousness
Lessem (t993a, p20) argues that, "For the first time in its history South Africa .s
developing interdependently from within rather than its constituent parts battling
independently, each in a state of apartheid. At the same time work spirit rather
than physical labour, human as opp !d to financial capital, intangible information
rather than tangible resources, culture rather than the economy. have become the
prlm-rv resources."
Unfortunately, while a great deal is known about the visible aspects of
management in general very little is known about the invisible aspects of African
Management, let alone its positive and negative manifestations in the workplace,
Figure 3.2. refers.
I
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, Visible Invisible
-
For the artificial manager the process of The natural manager searches for
management and organisational planning, management truth that lies beyond
organising, staffing, directing and control, can conventional Wisdom. both administrative
each be precisely defined and analysed. and behavioural. Real truth often lies in
the unseen world behind everyday
perceptions, and this reflects the larger,
cosmic truth that contains the smaller,
conventional managerial wisdom.
- ._
Figure 3.2.
Visible versus lnvlsible Management
Source: Lessem, R. (1990): Developments! Management: Principles of
Holistic Business, Great Britain: BasilBlackweli Limited, p43.
In the quest of discovering th~ truth beyond that of conventional Wisdom van der
Post (1955, p42) alerts our attention to the fact that, "... European man arrived in
Africa already despising Africa and African beings. He arrived there, not for Africa's
sake, but for what he could get out of Africa on his own behalf. He arrived as a
superior person ready to impose himself and his way of living on Africa, not
dot, ', ing for a second that his was a better way and that it was all for Africa's good.
The same thing which made him despise the African made him despise the Afrtcan's
social organisation, his goode; and chattels, his agriculture, the way he tended his
crops as well as his cattle. Chiefs, tribal organlsations, witch do-tors and ancient
rituals were abolished swiftly by the administrator with a pen."
Van der Post (1955, p47) concludes, "No human being or society, however self
sufficient and rational it may at>pear, can live without institutions which deal with
those aspects of lifewhich cannot be explained rationally."
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Coldwell and Moerdyk (1981) argue that while questions may be raised as to
whether. after decades of chrlstianisatlon, industrialisation and urbanisation, there
remains much of anything that can be called traditional African culture, there is
something that may be termed transitional culture displaying many grades of
enculturation.
While not ignoring the role of supernatural forces - mystical spirits and ancestors -
in African Management, socio-economic depravation is seen to pervade both rural
and urban African life and it is within this adversity or lifE:.experience that the
visible I invisible aspects of African Management find special meaning.
f
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Kotze (1993) points out that in order to cope with soclo-economlc depravation
people are forced by circumstance into a collective interdependency. According to
Kotze (1993, p4) the corollary of this is. "If widespread poverty is replaced by
widespread affluence, a different perceptual style will develop simply because
collective consciousness was not designed for affluence."
The interplay of a collective versus individual consciousness therefore is not so
much an iSSUeof race, as it is an issue of affluence. Unfortunately, by the very
success of apartheid these perceptual styles, albeit black or white, have not been
fully explored or acknowledged.
Kotze (1993) points out that a collective consciousness would appear to be
incomprehensible if interpreted with the intellectual tools formed by individualistic
consciousness, and vice versa.
Kotze (1993, p.vii) argues further that, " .... people do not adhere to a particular
perceptual style merely because of some romantic notion connected with
tradition, but because they are forced to do so. Ifwe can accept this, and we need
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to do so for the sake of progress in human relationships in South Africa, whites will
change their own perceptions about the perceptions of blacks and vice versa."
Hence. the importance of extending ones intellectual horizons to come to terms
with the invisible aspects of African Management albeit within the realm of values
and perceptions.
r
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o "People with a collective consciousness are socially open, whereas people
with individualistic consciousness are SOCiallydosed;
The manifestations of a collective versus an individual consciousness, as developed
by Kotze (1993, p8-20), are summarised:
o Communities characterised by collective consciousness of necessity require
collective democracy l.e., consensual procedure. People with individualistic
consciousness regularly demand their individual democratic rights;
o In communities dominated by collective consciousness, adjudication is a
matter of reconclllatlcn. The legal process in societies dominated by
individualistic consciousness is clinically geared to establish right or wrong,
innocence or guilt;
o People with collective consciousness are forced to divide their loyalty
between the group / community and the workplace. Persons with
individualistic consciousness subordinate social loyalty to prof€lssionalloyalty;
o C. ollective consciousness creates an insatiable need for people and social
situations; individualistic eonsclcusness creates an acute need to escape from
people at times; and
'"
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financial resources. competition.
o Collective consciousness defines time socially and in terms of the immediate
present; individualistic consciousness defines time in terms of economic
surplus and the future."
The central themes of collective versus individual consciousness, as developed by
Kotze (1993), are elaborated on throughout the rest of this section and their
application in the workplace should become apparent.
3.2.2. Shared Values and Vision
Following South Africa's first democratic election on the 27th April, 1994 business
enterprises have not only been challenged to develop new business formulae but
to implement these through well-harmonlsed policies in real time, Consequent
thereto, there is a need for a new guiding vision which goes beyond the bound of
Western and Northern thinking, Figure 3.3 refers.
The artificial manager commits his The natural manager ccrnrmts his
thoughts and actions to a strategic plan. thoughts, feelings and actions to a
Such a plan determines the long-term business vision. He snes the organisation
direction of a particular company within a within a larger cosmic environment. It is
competitive environment, and the unbounded, individuallyor geographically,
allocation of Its physical human and and unconstrained by physical or business
Figul e 3.3.
Plan versus Vision
Source: Lessern, R. (1990): Developmental Management: Principles of'
Holistic Business, Great Britain: Basil Blackwell Limited, p43.
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Beck and van Heerden (1982. p3), quoting from the late General J,e. Smut's book,
Holism and Evolution, contextualises the challenge, "The old concepts and
formulas are no longer adequate to express our modern outlook. The old bottles
will no longer hold the new wine. The spiritual temple of the future, while it will be
built largely of the old well-proved materials. will require new and ampler
extensions of our intellectual horizons."
It might further be argued that African Management will not come into its own
until it is able to draw a distinction between the topsoil. subsoil, deepest roots and
bedrock foundations of organisational existence, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. below .
I
..
Description Manifestatlon_.. .
Topsoil The physical and material manifestations of the organisation -
quality circles, share schemes.
1--'
Subsoil Rational, logical and mental nature of the organisation .. passion for
performance, personal accountability,
Deepest roots Spiritual integration of the organisation - participative processes,
corporate citizenship._.- ~
Becir("~ Soul and deepest expression of the organisation's existence ..
shared values, trust .
.
Figure 3.4.
Mother-Earth
Source: Adapted from Nel, C. (1993): "Value-centred Leadership", in
African Manag'ement: Philosophies, Concepts and Appllcetions; Christie,
Lessem and Mbegi (editors), Randburg: Knowledge Resources (Pty)
Limited, p 139.
Nel (1993) contends that the cultural and structural changes called for in African
management will not come about through an adherence to physical and material
immediacy or through individual endeavour. Nor is it to be found in the primacy of
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participative processes. It starts and ends at the bedrock of shared values and
vision.
Beck and van Heerden (1982, p3) illustrates the point. "New management will
contain much of what now exists but in a different form. It is analogous with the
emergence of a dragon-fly from the chrysalis. Until it rids itself of its old skin
completely. that dragon-fly is going nowhere. While the essential parts have always
been present, or in the making. new arrangements and new emphasis have
produced a creature of beauty, highly effective, and in a new environment."
The secret of African Management is therefore seen to lie in its ability to create
shared values and vision without which transformation will not be possible.
3.2.3. Metaphysical Management
Further to the need to break the shackles of bounded Western and Northern
thinking there is a call for proponents of African Management to anchor
themselves, in what Khoza (1993) calls their own continent, its histories, traditions,
cultures, mythology, creative motif, ethos and value systems which exemplify the
African collective will.
Mbigi (1993a, 1993b, I993c. 1994), while acknowledging the importance of
collective consciousness in African management as identified by Kotze (i993),
draws ours attention to undercurrents of Afrocentric religion.
Mbigi (1993c) contends that the Divine Will of Africa lies in ceremonies, rituals and
symbols. More specifically traditional African culture, according to Koopman
( 1991). is seen to find expression in:
1
I
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o The fact that wisdom's are carried forward in the form of metaphors and
stories as opposed to the written word which preserves information in
Western culture;
The artificial manager lives in a world of The natural manager recognises the
objective reality. The real world is one invisible forces, or psychic energies,
which can be seen and heard. touched governing the visible world. The natural
feit - people, money, machines, materials. world is the interaction of the seen and
the unseen in an indivisible, livingsystem.
o The reverence paid to ancestors and other departed relatives who are
believed to be able to affect the living;and
o In the value accorded to ceremony and ritual in social life.
r
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Mbigi (1993a, 1993b, 1993c) posits the motion that managers should start adopting
these traditional African practices and consciously integrate them with Western
management techniques and values. Hence, the concept of metaphysical
management which represents the interaction between the tangible and the
intangible in a dynamically charged system. Figure 3.5 below refers.
Figure 3.5.
Tangible versus Intangible
Source: Lessern, R. ( 1990): Developmental Management: Principles of
Holistic Business, Great Britain: Basil Blackwell Limited, p43.
In order to come to grips with the tangible and the intangible aspects of
f'1etaphysical management one has to have a clear understanding of what Mbigi
(1994) calls Nhorowondo.
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Nhorowondo, a management tool traces the roots of a concept namely: the
evolution of the concept, the history of the concept, the key actors and their
agenda's, environmental circumstances, and relevant themes.
The caution is that while certain customs, rites and rituals are no doubt important
not all have application or relevance in an organisational setting.
In keeping with African culture Mbigi (1993c) calls on organisations to free the
enterprising spirit therein through the creation of their own distinctive myths and
rituals, including stories of its creation, so as to turn vision into action.
3.2.4. Holism
As pointed out by Lessern (1993a) African Management, as a dynamic whole. is
represented in the interplay between the four world views of empiricism,
rationalism, idealism and humanism. The extent to which anyone of these
dimensions is overdeveloped at the expense of the others leads to distinct
pathologies in the form of overdone 'Western' materialism; 'Northern' mechanism;
'Eastern' cartelism; or 'Southern' nepotism. Hence, the need to view African
management holistically in order to avoid the development of any of these negative
manifestations, Figure 3.6 refers.
The artificial manager sees the The natural manager conceives of the
in management process as a whole. He
are believes that the managerial essence is
1
or skilled lost in pursuit of the parts. He sees
Whole
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Part, or
management process in parts,
principles, in separate entities, as
management arId workforce,
and unskilled workers. himself managing the whole process and
the whole person. He integrates
individual and organisation. business and
envl onment, people and things into a
management eco-system.~--------------.--.--------------------,--_.------.--------.----~----------------~
Figure 3.6.
r
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Part versus Whole
Source: Lessem, R. (1990): Developmental Management' Prim:ip/es of
Holistic Business, Great Britain: BasilBlackwell Limited, p43.
To illustrate the concept of holistic thinking, Nel (1993, P136) draws our attention
to the fact that, "It is impossible to conduct even the simplest process in a modem
organisation without utilising the skills of a variety of people. Imagine for instance, a
soccer team consisting of the eleven best goalkeepers in the world! Their individual
and collective skills would be undoubtedly great, but their lack of diversity would
ensure a goalless game!"
In an organisational setting a similar lack of diversity is a virtual guarantee that
certain essential points of view, attitudes and approaches will be ignored or not
allocated the importance that they deserve.
Beck and van Heerden (1982, p5) argue, "In terms of the organisation's people and
their brain power, the whole becomes greater than the sum of its parts. Instead of
-Ii
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destroying people it puts them back together as individuals and teams. wherever
they are at every level of existence."
In support of the above assertion Coldwell and Moerdyk (1981, p 191) alert our
attention to the fact that, "It is easier to restructure a role than to restructure the
character of either an individual or society, In accordanc ) with this argum ..nt, and
in order to build upon the individual's existing values and abilities rather than deny
them, it is argued that attention should be given to the development of
organisational and managerial steuctures that are more culturally correct."
3.2.5. Mechanistic versus Organic Management
Riding high on the wave of soclo-econcmlc and political change workers are
currently demanding greater organisational transparency, democratic control, and
empowerment.
In order to bring about this socio-polltical reconstruction Koopman (!987, 1991,
1993) and Mbigi (1993u., I993b, 1993c) argue that business leaders need to go
beyond the confines of closed / mechanistic systems and embrace the collective
energy of open / organic systems. Figure 3.7 refers.
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a place in the amassed structure. continuous and evolutionary, rather than
as episodic. Moreover, he views each
person as being in progress, a
self-directing source of energy rather
than as an inert mass.
The artificial manager visualises the The natural manager visualises the
organisation as a structure. He organisation as a process, a vast stream
concentrates on organisational form and of energy to which '! contribute and
managerial content. His institution is from which all draw. He concentrates on
structured by means of a series of such energy. on its quality, velocity,
pyramidal levels, which are periodically vitality, qualltity and direction.
reformed. People belong when they have Organisational changes are viewec' as
Figure ?<.7.
Mass versus Energy
Conventional : reward for effort. Non-conditional
rejection by people.
recognition and
Source: Lessem, R. (1990): Developmental Management' Principles of
Holistic Business, Great Britain: Basil Blackwell Limited, p43.
To unpack the notion of collective energy further reference is made to what
Koopman (1991) calls a role based culture (closed I mechanistic) versus a task
based culture (open I organic), the latter being the more culturally correct of the
two, the main tenets of which are captured in Figure 3.8 )elow.
Design programmes to assist the system. Design processes to improve human
enterprises.
Based on your ability to interact with
other humans.
A systems approach. A human approach.
Based on knowledge and skills.
Structure
management I worker management on a need to do
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Power given to you by a higher authority. Power given to you by people further
down the line.
A right is granted. A right is earned.
People seen as an extension of a machine. People integral in process.
Alienation with fellow man. Solidarity with fellow man.
Strong hierarchical design for control, Organic and fluid structures for control
little communication. through a lot of communication and
consultation.
~-
Figure 3.8.
Role versus Task Based Culture
Source: Adapted from Koopman, A. (1991): Transcultural Management:
How to Unlock Global Resources, Great Britain: Basil Blackwell Limited,
pJ09.
In transforming culturally incorrect organisations, dosed and mechanistic, into
enterprising concerns Koopman (1987, 1991, 1993) and Mbigi (1993a, I993b,
I993c) refer to importance of implementing participative and value sharing
structures. The Venturecomm system associated with Koopman (1987) at
Cashbuild and Pungwe sessions with Mbigi (1993c) at the Eastern Highland Tea
Estates in Zimbabwe are summarised for illustrative purposes, Figure 3.9 refers.
Formal constitution setting out Open-air session, initiated by
representation, proceedings of basis.
rreetings, powers and authority
etc.
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Representation
.
V P .. ·r OA'S'!enturecomrn - arnctpanve , rungwe;« pen " ""0"' I
Structure
• •••
Characterised By Open discussion, sharing of Singing. dancing. drinking, eatingj
information, joint-decision and moral instructlon, Everyone
making, present given an opportunity to
express his 01' her feelings.
Purpose Joint-decision making, effective To improve morale, create a
communication, trust building, new spirit in the company.
development of human change attitudes to western
potential ami dignity - quality business values, V;~'1I:mication
and productivity regarded as of corporate vision.
spin offs,
Mandate
~-------------+------'~------------~~r---------------~---'--'~
issues Each session was dedicated to a
(profitability, expenditure, primary theme.
Return-on-lnvestrnent etc) are
discussed partidpatively while all
soft variables (customer-service,
stock, safety, employee needs
etc) are managed through joint
decision making by vote.r---------~---_+------
Indirect involvement of
between 80. [00% of employees worker in each session.
through elected representatives.
All hard variable
Full participation of every
Shared Vision The sessions were effective in
into their
I practices.'----------'------........,_____,-,- ~
Figu, ... 3.'1.
Employee involvement and
participadon viewed as a 'way of Junior managers and supervisors
Venturecomm is an integrated,
focal point of the total business
plan.
life' in the business.
Organic Management Structures
the creation and
cor-munication of a gripping]
corporate Vision.
went on to incorporate them
management
"lI""!II'--~-----"-~---
\
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African Management is therefore seen to be concerned with work rhythm and the
need to embrace the collective energy of employees through participative
structures and value sharing workshops.
3.2.6. African Hur'~ni5m
In terms of Mbigi's (1993a, I993b, I993c, !994) portrayal of African culture, a
person only becomes a person through other people hence, the much vaunted
term ubuntu. The term denotes a reciprocal relationship between the individual
and his or her community. Each individual is ent:tled to respect from his or her
group and in turn he or she must give !oyal~yand support to the gr cup, As a
consequence a source of social alignment akin to Kotze's (199'3) notion of
collective consciousness. Ubunta nonetheless has a further foundation, and
according to Mhigi(1994), 11:.based on the following central values : compassion and
care; acceptance and respect; regard for the rights of others and tolerance of
differences; human dignity and co-creation: and morality as a basis of numan
existence and actions.
In terms of this portrayal of humanism the notion of feeling finds special application
in African Managemel1t, Figure 3.10 refers.
I
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scientific process. Intuition is suspect. and flow. Intellect and reason have their
limitations. Ideas can be developed using
the thought processes but thinking alone
does not originate ideas.
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Thought. or Feeling~'--------------------------T--------------------'--------'.......-----------.--.._----- .........~----------I
The artificial manager malntains that The natural manager believes that:
thinking is primary, and, as a result. that thinking is important but that feeling is
scientific management is the ultimate primary. In fact feeling energises and
management force. Feelings have their humanises thought. Without feelings
place, but they tend to cloud the thoughts are lifeless, they lack movement
figure 3.10.
Thought versus Feeling
Source: Lessem, R. ( 1990): Developmental Management: Principles of
Holistic Business, Great Britain: BasilBlackwell Limited, p44.
Koopman (1993) reporting on the effect of ubuntu on collective declslon making,
observed a natural inclination amongst the members of a task based team to:
o Focus on morals and emotions, rather than on roles and functions;
o Work through problems aurally and emotionally;
o Think out aloud and use continuous debate and argument as the main part of
their reasoning process;
a Remove dissent before the group could proceed, a factor which is in keeping
with the traditional indsbs; and
o Check out how the other member's of the team feel and whether proposed
solutions are acceptable to all.
r \
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Koopman (1991, p58) concludes, "This marriage amongst the team members is
driven by trust, sharing and commitment and the group's harmony and cohesion of
spirit becomes the main concern."
Christie (1993. p 196) captures the interplay between feeling, thinking and acting in
African Managerr.~nt through the analogy of a human body, "If the brain of the
organisation relates to its goals, and the body of the organisation relates to its
tasks, then the heart of the organisation is mostly clearly evident in its
relationships. The interplay between the organisation's goals and tasks, between its
econc. .lic and technical subsystems, is expressed as a result of the relationships
between organisational members. The heart of the organisation then, its emotional
element, is in essence a social entity. If thoughts and actions are mediated through
the lndlvldual's emotional reality, the organisation's economic and technical
orientations are mediated through its social reality. Hence, the social subsystem
integrates the economic and technical subsystems within the organisation."
Chistie's (1993) analogy illustrates the importance of integrating the hard and cold
aspects of Lessem's (1990a, I990b, !993a, 1993b) four world model, primarily
'Western' and 'Northern' in approach, with the heart and soul of the organisation,
primarily 'Eastern' and 'Southern' in apprczch, so as to develop sustainable and
superior perforrrance .
.J.-2.? Voluntar'YS:Jbordination to Communal <:.loals
As with collective decision making the concept of ubuntu finds expression in the
need to develop the life skills of the collective, Figure 3.11 refers .
..
Work Skills, or LifeSkills
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The artificial manager focuses on the The natural manager focuses on life skills
person's business and technical skills with for the whole person, including his
a view to improving performance, His technical and commercial abilities. He
first requirement is ::0 ensure that both therefore concerns himself wit.h the
he and the people he manages perform individual's physical, mental and spiritual
tasks at a satisfactory level. Performance
can be enhanced through training and
development.
well-being. His first requirement is that
both he and the people he manages
should be whole, should be people of
qdality. The quality of performance will
then follow. Furthermore, he i.-C:II( ve..!
that manage..rs m~lst. develop lellow I
managers t~ be better t!1an them ..elves..,
Figure 3.11.
Work Skillsversus Life Skills
Source: Lessem, R. (1990): Developmental Management: Principles 01'
Holistic Business, Great Britain: BasilBlackwellLimited, p44.
Adonisi (1993', p31 I) cautions that, " ... it is inconceivable that individual careers
can be formed and actualised outside of the communal context that provides
meaning and anchors in life for people. In our choices and purnult of careers we
seek to uplift the community and in the process improve our weH..being as
individuals. The prosperity of the community is the prosperity of individuals within
that community."
In order to Illustrate this paradox, of the individual existing for himself and
concurrently for others, reference is made to Ramudzuli's (1993, p304) experience
as a prisoner on Robben Island, "The kolkhoz (a structure to facilitate group
learning) although important from the perspective of sharing of resources, played a
more important role in respect of human relations between the prisoners. This
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role helped to establish and perpetuate a belief that no one individual should
depend on any other individual. This implied the interdependence of prisoners in
relation to both their individual and collective learning needs, a ld is a further
lndlcation of the inclusive thinking that prevailed on the island. Access to learning
was not restricted to the whims of those with greater resources than others. On
the contrary. each prisoner could depend on the kolkhoz to look after him. Akin to
the traditional custom of drinking beer from the host's calabash, the kolkhoz
provided the structure for educational mrebulo, that each should sip from the
fountain of knowledge."
African ManagemEnt might therefore be seen to be founded on the principle of
capacity building through personal sharing, and as such denotes a high level of
maturity j~:1give Knowledge and resources unselfishly for the greater being of man.
Koopman (1993, PIS I) illustrates the point, " ... each individual has a special role but
more as a thread in the societal fabric than apart from it or in opposition to it. He
wants to voluntarily subordinate himself to group or societal objectives because he
is inherent in them. His worth is in his willingness to work together, and virtue lies,
therefore, in the domination over self, rather than the exterlorisation of self in
conforming to communal expectations, rather" than individualistic self-assertion and
differentiation."
3.2.8. African I-:!umili:~
I"'~;;~i (1993c), quoting Alexander Solzhenltsyn, argues that, "A society based on
the letter of the law and never reaching any higher, fails to take advantage of the
full range of human pcssibllitles. The letter of the law is too cold and formal to
have a beneficial Influence on society. Whenever the tissue of life is woven of
Humility
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legalistic relationships, this creates an atmosphere of spiritual mediocrity that
paralyses men's noblest impulses."
In order to get around this paralysis inherent in overdone 'Northern' rationalism
van der Merwe (1993) advocates the adoption of ubuntu or humility as a means of
bringing about social alignment. Figure 3.12 refers.
,
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The artificial manager sees control as a The natural manager sees humility as a
strength and humility as a weakness. For strength. In effect natural control is
submission involves loss of control. As a achieved by taking the risk of relaxing
result he tends to produce fixed control, by detaching one's ego from a
positions or positions of conflict. He certain poslxion. T0 let go of one's
visualises central headquarters as a control is to let inter-fusion happen. The
control centre. natural manager visualises his company as
a support centre, rather than as a control
centre.
Figure 3.12.
Control versus Humility
Source: Lessem, R. (1990): Developmental Management' Principles of
Holistic BUsiness, Great Britaln; Basil Blackwell Limited, p45.
According to Coldwell and Moerdyk (199 I. p73). African humility, ".... is a
combination of Western and Oriental systems due to its guilt: and sheme
dimensions as captured in the notion of community spirit or ubuntu .... Each is his
brother's keeper. Each has a right and an obligation to expect help from, and give
help to his neighbour .... Seek the good of community, and you seek your own
good, Seek your own good, and you seek your own destruction. Mutual aid is a
moral obligation. II
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The gUilt dimension of African humility refers to an internalised conviction of sin
while the shame dimension refers to a reaction to other people's criticism. The
physical manifestation of which is illustrated by way of example of an African
stokvel.
The stokvel system - a type of credit union based on a tradition of cornmunallsm,
sharing and co-operation - epitomises the strength of social as opposed to
legalistic bounds in governing anti-social behaviour. Ukhele (I990) reports that the
social pressures brought to bear on defaulting stokvel members failing to pay their
monthly instalments or support the activities of their stokvel can be considerable,
often culminating in social exclusion. Hence, a high level of conformance to
unwritten codes of conduct is to be expected.
~
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Koopman (1993, pSO) illustrates how these forces of social alignment can be
incorporated into the workplace through the advance of mutual rights and
obligations, "To create such a basis for communal morality and values will require
that you develop open dialogue with all employees and involve them in
circumscribing what your (all employees) values will be, in order to serve as
guidelines ':or good and antisocial behaviour at the workplace. This in fact, implies
building a community of people within the business. Typical areas to cover will be
aspects of teamwork, justice and fairness, quality work, customer service,
participation and wealth creation. In fact, all performance areas are covered, but in
the context of relationships a 'community' of people working inside the
organisation. Adherence or non-adherence to these values (alignment I
non-alignment) therefore becomes the explicit code of conduct of the business
community,"
..
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3.2.9. Spiritual Transformation
Van der Post (1955, P 12) argues that, "The human spirit is being served by words,
ideas, and world-concepts that have become totally inadequate for the meaning
which it is trying to express and the being which it is trying to create ", I believe
one of the reasons why Western man has been failing in increasing measure in his
contracts all over the world is because the ideas wherein his spirit expresses itself
are no longer contemporary. They need to be deconditioned from associations
that do not belong to our age, and to be reassessed in terms of our own living
experience in its fullest contemporary meaning."
In order to bring about the spiritual transformation called for by van der Post
(1955) there is a need to move away from strict adherence to notions of
self-assertiveness toward notions of self-improvement as illustrated in Figure 3.13
below:
The artificial jungle fighter of a manager For the natural manager winning is a
believes in the survival of the fittest. The non-event, irrelevant in the co-operative
world, for him, consists of winners and pursuit of purpose, Competition is only
losers, Even the modern search for win I with oneself and this takes the form of
win situations retains the language of self-improvement. The natural manager
winning and losing. commits himself to unique success in
pursuit of extraordinary vision and
purpose.
Figure 3.13.
Self-assertiveness versus Self-lmprovement
Source: l.essem, R.. ( 1990): Developmental Management: Principles of
Holisttc Business, Great Brltalru BasilBlackwell Limited, p45.
\
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Mbigi (1993b, p27) places the issue of self-improvement in context, "In the
Afrocentric reiigion, in order to know what you can become, you must start by
knowing who you are. This cannot be done through a memo. or privately - it must
be done in a ritual and ceremonial manner. It must also be done collectively."
Mbigi (1993b, p22) illustrates the point metaphorically, "Most African tribes in
Southern Africa do not bury a dead body if it shows a shadow. A shadow in
Afrocentric religions sigr-"les negative feelings such as guilt, bitterness, fear and
anger which will prevent the dead person from moving on and being transformed
into a useful ancestral spirit .... If this happens during the burial ceremony, the
mourners go onto an open burning platform to discuss what exactly went wrong in
the deceased's life and then carry out cleansing ceremonies to allow the spirit of
the dead person to continue with the transformation journey."
. 111
African Management might therefore be seen to encapsulate the need for a
spiritual transformation without which socio-political and economic raconstructlcn,
no matter how weil intend ling. will not be possible.
3.2.10. Inclusive Evolutionary Process
While not detracting for the need to bring about socio-political reconstruction, the
notion of process or timing is of equal importance. The concept is illustrated in
Figure 3.14 below .
(i
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".
. or Timing
The artificial manager tries to control time. The natural manager knows that one
He imposes his time schedule on others. cannot control time but only the timing
This forcing of events may accelerate or of one's interventions. He pursues a
delay achievement. While he recognises the course of action with persistence and
importance of timing, this rr:ay be perseverance, exercising patience and
subordinated to the need for power or waiting for the right moment. he
task achievement. intuitively perceives others need for
direction, support and inspiration, and
intervenes accordingly.
Figure 3.14.
Time versus Timing
Source : Lessem, R. (1990): Developmental Management : Principles of
Holistic Business, Great Britain: BasilBlackwell Limited, p45.
According to Kotze (1993) people with a collective consciousness define time
socially and in terms of the immediate present whilst people of a individualistic
consciousness define time in terms of economic surplus and the future.
Kotze's (1993) argues, "For people with surplus material assets the present is part
of history, life is projected into the future, and time is of utmost importance. To
people who possess no, or insignificant, surplus material assets, survival is a serious
matter of here and now. To them life holds very little predlctablf ..y. To be
concerned with the future in terms of material considerations would therefore be
neither sensible nor practical. Predictability is consequently sought in social
relationships which are constantly maintained and re-inforced for the sake of
long-term security. Social relationships, though, demand a lot of time."
\
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For African management the value of time does not lie in a precise mathematical
moment but in the need to make provision for sufficient time to do the right thing
- to develop sustainable social relationships - through an inclusive and evolutionary
process.
3.3. Conclusion
From the literature review it is evident that there are a host of identifiable
abstractions and generalisations which need to be validated and tested, the central
themes of which have been coded as Research Propositions in Chapter Four to
follow .
. ,
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CHAPTER 4 - RESEARCHPROPOSITIONS
4. I. Researcll Proposition On~
In view of the stated Research Problem and Lessem's (1993a) assertion that the
resolution of South Africa's economic problem Ii~s in the need to integrate the
differelh.>ted yet complementary forces of 'Western' competition, 'Eastern'
co-operation, 'Northern' co-ordination and 'Southern' humanism the following
Research Proposition is forwarded:
r
I
~
r
I
o African Management is eclectic in nature encompassing all four world views
of Lessem's model.
The Research Proposition recognises Lessem's (1993a, p20) assertion that, "For the
first time in its history South Africa is developing independently from within, rather
than its constituent parts bat<:!ingindependently, each in a state of apartheid."
4.2. Research Proposition Two
The second Research Proposition finds expression in the teachings of population
ecology. Human (1993, p209) points out, "The population ecology perspective
proposes that organisational form and underlying deep structures can best be
explained by the salient features of the environment in which the population of
organisations evolves since organisations are isomorphic to their relevant
environment." In view of failing parasitic business relations created under ambit of
apartheid and the emergence of new symbiotic business relationships with its
environment, the following Research Proposition is forwarded:
I
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o The natul .!!'l<'ltionof those enterprises which have managed to engage
the hearts 01' its black employees is toward a 'Southerr.' humanistic
orientatton as opposed to a '\Nestern' primal. 'Northern' rational or
'Eastern' developmental bias.
This Research Proposition gives credence to reported initiatives, such as Koopman
(1987, 1991t I 993), aimed at integrating South Africa's small first-world
component - predominantly white and exclusive in nature - with the values of the
country's large third world component - predominantly black and inclusive in
nature.
4.3. Research Proposition Three
The third Research Proposition forwarded, an extension of the second, gives
recognition to teachings of Agha Hasan Abedi, as referred to and expanded upon
by Lessern \ I ~90a), and encapsulates t.he notion of natural management.
o That such 'Southerness' is pre-eminently concerned with soclo-polltical
reccnclllation and .piritual transformation and subsequently with building
netwcrks of reconstruction I enterprising communities through the adoption
of shared vision, organic organisational structures, inclusive: processes,
ubuntu; metaphysical management and capaclty building.
i
I
I
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4.4. Research Proposition Four
The final Research Proposition forwarded gives recognition to Lessem's (1993a)
caution of the need to be wary f the pathological downsides of overdone
'Western' materialism; 'Northern .iechanlsrn, 'Eastern' cartelism; or 'Southern'
nepotism. Consequent thereto, the following Research Proposition is forwarded:
o The extent tbat anyone component of the buslnessphere is exclusively in
evidence, so the organisation will exhibit distinct pathologies in the form of
overdone 'Western' materialism; 'Northern' mechanism, 'Eastern' cartr lism;
or 'Southern' nepotism.
The issue of I:>aternalism, patronage and nepotism are well reported in South
Africa, albeit by doomsday theorists of country's fledgling democracy. and it is
precisely for this reason that the vartous components of Lessem's (1990a, I990b,
1993a, I993b) four world model need to be integrated so as to transcend the limits
of a particular world-view.
,~ .
, I
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CHAPTER 5 - RESEARCIj METHODOLOGY
5.1. Case Study Methodolo_gx
Lawler (1985, p2) argues that "Traditionally, researchers of organisational
behaviour have not focused on the issue of usefulness. We have assumed that if a
research project is methodologically sound, it will contribute to scientific
knowledge and ultimately to practice. Indeed, many researchers seem to have
found comfort and justification for their- basic position in Kurt lewin's statement
that nothing is as practical as a good theory. This has often led to their doing
research that is far removed ',..>m practice." Consequent thereto, this Research
Report sought to not only to contribute to 'theory and practice but to satisfy the
requirement of usefulness.
Lawler (1985, p3) goes further' to say that, "... in the case of organisational
behaviour research there seems to be a particular danger that We wlll do research
that is: more a product of the methodology than of the phenomenon being studied."
In order to ensure that the Research Report was phenomenon as opposed to
method driven, a case study methodology was employed, justification for which is
summarised:
o The objective of the Research Report was to uncover the meaning, not just
the frequency of human events in a particular environmental setting.
o "ln general, case studies are the preferred strategy when 'how' or .'why'
questions are being posed, when the investigator has little control over
events, and when the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within a
real-life context" (Yin, 1984, p 13).
\
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.0 "Observed relationships between particular events, actions or circumstances in
One organizational setting may suggest hypotheses which can be explored
elsewhere" (Blunt, 1983, p24).
.0 "[ust like most other data, case studies can be employed as primary data; that
is, they can be used to test the robustness or validity of theories or
generalisations about organlzational Ilfe"(Blunt, 1983, p24).
.0 In line with the notion of holism outlined in the Literature Review of this
Research Report a broader perspective is required albeit within a tightly
defined sampling frame. In this instance meticulous attention to detail,
=xposure to actual practices and access to multiple viewpoints were deemed
essential in achieving the Research Objective .
.0 Case study methodology takes cognisance of Orpen's (1987, jj250) caution
that management research should, "... attempt to explain the actions of people
in organisations by showing how they are affected by the total context in
which they occur, and in turn how they affect the various elements that
constitute this context."
For the purpose of clarity, Yin's (1984, p23) definition of a case study was
employed, itA case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries between the
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of
evidence are used."
,
(.
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5.2. Literature Review
The Literature Review, contained in this report, simply served in the identification
of Research Propositions and as such was not altered in anyway to support the
Research Findings of this report. The Literature Review should therefore be
viewed circumspectly for what it is ~ a means toward an end and not an end in
itself. Reference to alternative and often more appropriate research material is
quoted in Chapter Ei(3htof the Research Report.
5.3. Parameters of the Case Study
,
,~ The four Research Propositions outlined in Chapter Four define the parameters of
the case study. Concomitant thereto, the Research Report is confined to three
mutually inclusive dimensions, namely:
o The business outlook of the organisation under review in terms of Lessem's
(! 990a, I990b, 1993a, I993b) four world view model;
o Structures of corporate governance; and
o Management processes I systems in place which facilitate the integration of
differentiated yet complementary forces within the organisation under
review.
To be more specific, the unit of study is the Community Bank which was
identified as being sufficiently 'Southern' to be classirled as balanced African
organisation in terms of Lessem's (1990a, I990b, .I 993a, 1993b) four world view
model.
.iII
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Chapter Six to follow provides an in-depth description of the Community Bank,
suffice to say the organisation caters for low income I uri-banked communities and
was formally opened in April 1994.
For research purposes the Community Bank, as a unit of study, was seen to have
sufficient substance in terms of the size of its venture capital - two hundred million
rand - and its human resources - currently 90 and expected to rise to one
thousand five hundred over the next five years - to justify its analysis.
5.4. Sample Population
As will become clear in Chapter Six to follow the Community Bank is made up of
wo primary arms - the Bank and the Foundation - each serving a particular'
purpose.
The Banking arm, incorporating a Head Office and permutations in the form of
regional branches and outlets, conforms to the provisions of the Mutual Banks Act
of 1993.
The Banking arm, at the time of the research interviews, was manned by 70
employees, the majority of whom were new recruits holding clerical positions. The
senior management team covering the functional areas of operations, finance,
technology, marketing and human resources on the other hand had longer service
and had been intimately involved in the formation of the Community Bank. These
senior managers, with the exception of the Human Resource Manager, were all
experienced bankers.
At the time of the interviews four regional branches were in operation, namely
Benoni, Hillbrow, Johannesburg and Athlone. Community outlets affiliated to the
I
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regional branches were in the process of being operationalised. The Benoni branch
being the most notable as it was the first of the four branches to be opened. The
branch managers, as with their colleagues at the Bank's Head Office, were all
experienced bankers. Interestingly, junior clerical banking staff were drawn from
both the formal banking fraternity and from local communities. The latter category
of recruits were selected due to their affinitywith the Bank's clientele rather than
for their banking skills.
The Foundation, a separate division of the Community Bank, is registered as a
Section 21 Company and is grant funded. More specificaliy the Foundation is
responsible for creating awareness and building the capacity of local communities
to utilise the services of the Bank through community workshops. At the time of
the research interviews the foundation was staffed by 20 employees drawn from a
variet,)' of sources, including amongst others political and trade union movements,
local community structures and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGO's). Some
of the staff employed by the Foundation were drawn from the ranks of the
unemployed.
Based on a research agreement between the Community Bank and the researcher,
access to various stakeholders in the organisation was assured.
5.5. Non-Probability SampliQg
A convenience sampling technique war employed whereby the research subjects
generated a list of referrals, not all of whom were lntervlewed for logistical and
samphng reasons.
The referral's were first streamed in accordance to their broad representation of
the core Bank, its regional branches and the Foundation. The purpose of stratifying
I'·' S.I'
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the target population in terms of these distinct yet homogeneous groups was to
ensure that the population was net skewed or biased because of the inequality in
any of the sub-populations,
The sample population was thereafter streamed in accordance to functional
responsibility, designation, race and sex.
I,
f
)
This t1No step stratification process while crude III .•ppllcation ensured that the
eclectic nature of the study was captured hereby contributing to the qualitative
nature of the research.
A possible weakness of the Research Report lies in 1"h", fact that junior personnel
were purposefully not interviewed. The reason ben- ~ exclusion of junior staff
from the research sample lies in the fact that the Community Bank is a relatively
new business venture, with the majority of junior personnel being new recruits
with less than six months service. As a consequence it might be argued that while
these junior members of staff may have a heightened appreciation of the
Community Banks service ethic, they are not in a position to comment on the
rationale behind the way the Bank has been structured. Asking 'how' and "why'style
questions with respect to these employees might have contaminated the data
received.
As an extension of the above point, the choice of a more acceptable sampling
technique was restricted by the fact that the Community Bank is just as much an
evolving business concept as it is living reality. As a consequence the researcher
had to be directed to knowledgeable S.':lu~'r~:"";by the respondents themselves.
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While the sampling technique employed was deemed appropriate for the
generation of exploratory constructs, it does not purport to be generalisable to
the wider population.
5.6. Samp'leSize
Due to the qualitative nature of the Research Report, involving in-depth interviews,
the size of the sample population was purposefully limited and guided by the
principle of, 'as small as possible and as large as needed.' As soon as information
from a particular stakeholder group started repeating itself, then the data obtained
was deemed sufficient. Emphasis was placed all the quality of the data, as opposed
to representation of the organisation.
A summary of the research sample is tabulated in Figure 5.1 below:
Head Office
Staff complement of seventy, interviewed six senior management
representatives covering the functional areas of finance, marketing,
technology, operations and human resource management.
Regional Branches
Four Branch Managers, interviewed WlO (johannesburg and Benoni).
Staffcomplement of twenty, interviewed three respondents.
FOUNDATION _j
Figure 5.1
Research Sample
I
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As was to become evident in the analysis of the data obtained, a study of this
nature needs to be purposefully contained so as to avoid a perceptual overload.
Observable traits of the various respondents interviewed is summarised in
Appendix Two of this Research Report,
5.7. Nominal Data Gathering Technique
Yin (1984, p78) alerts one to the fact that. "Evidence for case studies may come
from six sources : documents, archival records. interviews, direct observation,
participant observation, and physical artefacts .... In addition to the attention given
to these individual sources, some overriding principles are important to any data
collection effort in doing case studies. These include the use of (I) multiple sources
of evidence - that is, evidence from two or more sources. but converging on the
same set of facts or findings; (2) a case study data base .. a formal assembly of
evidence distinct from the final case study report. and (3) a chain of evidence .. that
is. expllelt links between the questions asked, the data collected, and the
conclusions drawn. The incorporation of these principles into a case study
investigation will increase its quality substantially."
In adherence to this case study protocol two sources of data collection were
employed, to vary degrees of success, namely: semi-structured in-depth interviews
and a review of supporting documents, the aim of which is to increase the
construct validity of the case study.
While the use of semi-structured in-depth interviews proved successful, it is
regretful to report that a review of supporting documentation was constrained by
the fact that policies were still in the process of being documented and were not
\
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readily available for scrutiny. A founding document, a mission statement, a comic
strip and a newspaper clipping were nonetheless sourced. These secondary
sources of data proved useful in the compilation of Descriptive Research Findings
to follow in Chapter Six.
o The respondents may feel uncomfortable about revealing the organisations'
management style, successes and failures in a public forum;
S.B. Semi-Structured / In-Depth Interviews
The appropriateness of conducting focus groups and group interviews as a means
of data collection, in keeping with the communal nature of African Management,
was dismissed for the following reasons:
o Peer pressure may inhibit open discussion;
o One respondent may dominate proceedings and exert undue influence on
the groups' thinking; and
o The respondents may succumb to giving a more socially acceptable view to
the group .
..~
Consequently, a more traditional approach associated with semi-structured
in-depth interviews was employed, the aim of which was to provide a framework
for the subjects to speak freely about a set of concerns which the researcher
brought to the interaction. Although free narration by the subjects was
encouraged the narration was guided to ensure that the data collected contributed
to the research objectives.
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The merits of the approach are summarised:
o Blunt (1983, p29) argues that "... in many respects the approach manages to
achieve the spontaneity of a natural conversation. This aspect can be of some
importance in Africa as very often subjects are unaccustomed to the
formality o~the question and answer of a structured interview and are made
to feel uncomfortable by it."
o The technique ensures that the subjects interpret the questions in the
intended manner. This point proved to be of particular relevance. Bythe very
nature of the Community Bank's structure, some of the respondents
interpreted the research questions in terms of their immediate frame of
reference, namely their functional ,'espollsibility, instead of interpreting the
research question in broader generic terms. As a consequence, clarification
of questions was required to uncover the organisational dynamics of the
Community Bank as a whole. Furthermore, some of the research
terminology, such as structures of corporate governance, needed to be
demystified by way of example and analogy.
o Information attainted can be checked for its validity on the basis of the
subject's non-verbal behaviour.
~,
The interview technique employed took cognisance of Blunt's (1983, p29) advice
that " ... age differences between the .nterviewer and the subject may make it
difficult to conduct a formal interview : older men in particular may resent being
closely questioned by a younger researcher. Better results are often achieved,
therefore, when the subject is allowed to pass on his experiences to the
interviewer - in much the same way as an elder might have dispensed advice or
opinion in a traditional setting."
Ii
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5.9. O"pen~EndedQuestionnaire Design
Considerable planning went into the design of a semi-structured interview
schedule (see Appendix One). The purpose of this was to ensure researcher
detachment, while at the same time addressing the specifics of African Management
as identified in the Literature Review and stated in terms of the four Research
Propositions. Furthermore consideration was given to the need to avoid the use of
leading questions. As a result, all references to specific examples of African
Management were eliminated.
In order to respect the respondent's time and to avoid the possibility of losing
focus during the in-depth interviews, the range of open-ended questions was
purposely limited. The semi-structured interview schedule distilled therefrom was
deemed to be concise and no longer than absolutely necessary.
During the interviews care was taken to avoid manipulating the respondents into
giving a socially acceptable answer. Consequently, the probing technique employed,
in line with the lntenc of the semi-structured interview schedule, was 1 r-: "''Sefulll'
confined to avoid the interview becoming an interrogation through an endless array
of secondary questior-s. The premise was that a first response to a question is
based on some form of objective reality / experience, while a second or third
response to a question of similar moul-i becomes more fictional and detached
from objective reality / experience.
Following a review of the interview <,!"anscriptsit is evident that the quality of some
of the interviews is better than others. It might further be added that, even within
J
, I
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a good interview, certain sections are better than others. Consequently, while
each interview has unique merit, meaning is found in their collective analysis.
For the sake of completeness verbatim transcripts of the in-depth I semi-structured
interview schedules are submitted as an annexure, Appendix Two refers. The
transcripts contain a wealth of information from which alternative research themes,
other than that defined by this Research Report, may be inferred.
5.11. Data Analysis
According to Ferreira (1988, P I09) "A qualitative research strategy is inductive in
that the researcher attempts to understand a situation without imposing
pre-exiting expectations on the setting. Qualitative research designs begin with
specific:observations and build towards general patterns, Categories or dimensions
of analysis emerge as a researcher comes to make sense of and organises patterns
that exist in the empirical world ·..·"'len he is studying. He then begins to focus on
testing and elucidating what appears to be emerging. The qualitative researcher
thus develops analytical, conceptual and categorical components of explanation
from the data itself'.
To which end the accumulated data was anal~""=dat three levels, namely:
"\
o Descriptive: The data to emerge out of the in-depth interview was analysed
in the first instance by a factual account of the :/mmvnity Bank's
organisational genesis and history; a mythological or societal
contextualisatlon of the organisation and its operating environment; and a
biographical account of its structures of corporate sovernance; systems and
processes.
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o Exploratory: The data. to emerge out of the in-depth I SI! ,ni..structured
Interviews was analysed in the second instance by means of content analysis.
The purpose of which is to reduce the accumulated data into manageable
statements and to develop suggestive ideas for future quantitative research
whlch can stand the rigours of statistical testing.
This section deals specifically with the substantiation of the four Research
Propositions outlined in Chapter Four of this Research Report.
The steps employed in the content analysis of the raw data include:
Text within each interview transcript was colour coded using highlighting
pens to denote each of the four Research Propositions;
The colour coded text was separated and transferred onto a matrix
detailing emergent themes per Research Proposition and respondent;
Constructs were built hy entering short sentences from the interview
schedule and secondary data sources;
Long descriptions were summarised with care being taken not to lose
the content and meaning of the sentences;
Additional descriptive words were added to the original constructs so,
as to build in-depth meaning to develop a cross tabulation of constructs;
and
Causal and association analysis of the constructs was conducted against
the following predetermined criteria, namely: (I) to what extent was
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there consistency among the respondents on the sub-issves and
definitions identified above; (2) to what extent were contradlctior.s and
divergent views on the sub-issues and definitions evident; (3) t<' id,.~Pt!fy
the underlying sources of these contradictions and divergent views; (4)
to determine the relationship between the sub-issues; (5) and to identify
the underlying issues and factors supporting or rejecting the research
propositions.
o Exptenstory: The goal at this stage was to develop explicit theory so as to
explain the empirical generalisations to evolve out of the case study. In
accordance with a guideline submitted by Yin (1984) on exemplary case
study protocol an iterative process involving the following steps was
employed:
Make an initial theoretical statement or an initial proposition;
Compare the findings of an initial case against such a statement or
preposition;
Revisit the statement or proposition;
Compare other details of the case against the revision;
Review the statement or proposition again;
Compare the revision to the facts of a second, third, or more cases
(beyond the scope of the proposed research report); and
Repeat the process as many times as required.
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5.12. Conclusion
By following the above analytical framework, the Research Report is deemed be
holistic in nature and by implication conducive to comparative studies.
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~HAPTER 6 - DESCRIPTIVERESEARCHFINDINGS
6.1. The Community Bank's G~nesis
The section to follow pays homage to Blunt and Jones' (1992) caution that there is
a tendency among African Management researchers to focus heavily on internal
organisational processes at the expense of developing a more complete
understanding of the environments in which formal organisations operate. As a
consequence a full concextuallsatlon of the Community Bank is given with
reference to the Bank's socio-economic and political environment, the pioneering
spirit of its leadership and the) .slative framework within which the Bank finds
definition.
6.1.' Socio-Economic and Political Environment
The Community Bank, a product of South Africa's socio-economic and political
reconstruction, was. created for the explicit purpose of addressing the issue of
socio-economic depravation. Morc.:overthe Community Bank is a reaction to the
inherent structural weaknesses of traditional financial institutions, who are
incapable through the design of their structures of corporate governance, to
deliver a cost effective financial service to underdeveloped and marginalised rural
and urban communities.
\
Through years of neglect low-income rural and urban communities have become
distrustful of the motive and intentions of traditional financial institutions, reasons
for which include:
o Years of neglect and exploitation: Financial institutions traditionally operated
on the basis of profit maximisation and as a consequence showed preferential
treatment to their more affluent clients at the expense of 10Vl income
earners who are accordingly treated as second or third class customers;
'\
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o Lack of Empathy: Traditionally financial institutions have been bastions of
white domination devoid of warmth and understanding toward the financial
and service requirements of black clientele;
o Inaccessibility of' Banking Facilities: Due to social, political and security
reasons low income urban and rural communities were denied access to
banking facilities in their immediate locality;
o Artificial Credit Requirements: Black South Afrirans until very recently
were not allowed co own property, hence, a restriction on their abllicy to
access finance due to a lack of collateral;
o Politicisation of Banking: Due to the prevalence of red lining - a conscious
decision to avoid granting home finance in certain black townships - banking
became politicised.
As a consequence to the above points an inordinate amount of capital, estimated
to be seven billion rand, was taken out of productive circulation in low-Income
rural and urban communities, and quite literally piaced under mattress's for safe
keeping. The prevailing ignorance of basic banking concepts precludes the
mobilisation of savings and the financialgearing thereof.
6.1.2. Pioneers and hspired Leadershlp
Bob Tucker, the former Chief Executive Officer of the Perm Building Society,
recognising the inability of traditional financial institutions to service the needs of
low-income communities, provided the inspiration for the formation of the
Community Bank. While Cas Coovadla, the present Chief Executive Officer of the
Community Bank, gave a measure of legitimacy to the initiative, at a grass roots
level, through his invoivement in respected community and political structures.
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As a team, Bob Tucker and Cas Coovadia, initiated a process of conceptualisation
and consultation which is directly attributable to the formation of the Community
Bank.
In terms of Lessem's (1990a, I990b, I993a, 1993b) four world view model Bob
Tucker, the visionary behind the Bank's formation, is seen to exemplify the qualities
of an idealistic manager. The strength of an idealistic manager lays in their ability to
think holistically and their capacity to forge co-operation. While idealistic managers
are renowned for their helicopter vision, they are found to be lacking in their
attention to detail. To which end the services of a rationally based manager in the
form of Archie Hurst, former Group Executive of ABSA,were required to set up
systems and procedures without which the Council of South African Bankers, the
South African Reserie Bank and the Registrar of Banks would not have accorded
the process the credibility it needed to get off the ground. It can be equally said
that without Cas Coovadia's involvement. as with other c »mmunity leaders, the
process would have failed to have gained legitimacy at grass roots level. Cas
Coovadla, a humanistic manager with an acute understanding of community
processes, provided the political sensitivity that Bob Tucker lacked.
In as much as the formation of Community Bank was a result "f Bob Tucker's
guiding vision, Archie Hurst's banking experience and Cas Coovadia's support on
the ground, the Bank is a consequence of widespread involvement.
Unlikely bedfellows ranging from businessmen, experienced bankers, political and
community activists, trade unionist and development workers were pulled into the
proce~jS of conceptualisation and consultation. Together, rather than apart. the
formation of the Community Bank was made a realisable dream. One's weakness
was the another's strength, the creative tensions of which gave impetus to the
promulgation of the Mutual Banks Act of 1993 in January J 994, hereby providing
the framework within which the Community Bankwas to find deflnltion,
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6.1.3., Mutual Banks Act of 1993
The Act replaced the Mutu 3uilding Societies Act of 1965 and provides for
mutual building societies, which were largely restricted to mortgage tending; to
become mutual banks and expand their lending into other areas.
Banks operating under this Act are subject to the same principles of accountability
as Banks regulated under the Banks Act, along with complementary standards of
risk management. The differentiating feature is that Banks formed under the Mutual
Banks Act do not have to comply with the Companies Act. As a consequence
provision is made for them to obtain their primary sr:..(e capital through the issue
of permanent interest-bearing shares. Ideally, in the spirit of the Mutual Banks Act,
these Banks should be capitalised by the communities they serve.
Informal deposit-taking activities, such as self-regulatory credit unions, stakvels and
workers' saving dubs, are not regulated under the Mutual Banks Act. These
informal deposit-taking activities are allowed to hold up to 9.9 million rand in
subscriptions, provided they are affiliated to the National Stokvels Association or a
similar approved body by the Registrar of Banks.
6.1.4. The Community Bank
\
Th : Community Bank ~ established in April 1994 - is a hybrid organisation and as
such cannot be classified as a bank, building SOciety or credit union in the true
sense. It incorporates elements of all three. For clarity the essential differences
between a bank, building SOcietyand credit union are summarised:
o According to Quinn (1994, pS), "Buildingsocieties were traditionally similar
in origin and philosophy to credit unions. Both sprang from the same stable
of Victorian self-help societies, owned by members for mutual benefit". These
societies brought people together into a mutual association with the explicit
purpose of mobilising savings toward a specific end, such as the provision of
housing.
i)
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o Credit unions are owned and managed by their members through the
principle of 'one member, one vote'. The word 'credit' being derived from
the Latin verb, credere - to trust, to believe - and the Latin noun, creditum »
a thing entrusted to another, a loan. Trust forming the key to the operational
success of credit Unions. Credit unions provide a basic savings and loans
service.
o Building societies, an advanced permutation, have a number of distinguishing
features which set them apart from credit unions. The distinguishing features
include a wider membership base; less restrictive depository requirements;
and a wider array of financial services. In recent years many building
societies have gone down the yellow-brick road of commercial big business,
and are in the process of transforming themselves into banks.
o Whilst credit unions are owned by member shareholders on a mutual
co-operative basis, banks are owned by shareholders on a commercial basis.
The source of credit for credit unions is generally the members themselves
whereas banks operate in wider financial markets,
The Community Bank, as will become apparent, transcends all three levels of
operation described and is characterised by its benevolent and development bias.
\
In accordance with its mission statement, the Community Bank is committed to
and is actively engaged in building the individual and collective capacity of its
clientele and employees, along with the public in general.
In as much as the Community Bank provides a primary banking service, it
recognises that it cannot deliver its product effectively without the development of
the target market that it serves.
, J
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f,.2. Operating Environment
A number of dimensions specific to the Community Bank's operating environment,
have had a direct impact on its structures of corporate governance and
management strategies / processes,
6.2.1 Target Market
The low-income urban and rural communities """lich the Community Bank serves
aria by definition principally black rather than white. This unfortunate quirk of
South African life does not mean the Community Bank is a black. bank. It is
everybody's bank irrespective of colour, edmicity, creed or religion.
More specificallythe Community Bank services the needs of (I) the poorest of the
poor and their relatively more affluent neighbours: (2) the illiterate and the
educated; (3) individual and group accounts: (4) informal and formal business; (5)
the unemployed and the employed; and (6) the uri-banked, under-banked and the
unhappily banked.
'.1 summary it might be concluded that even within low-income rural and urban
communities degrees of affluence exist, as do lifestyles and literacy levels.
As a consequence a branch of the Community Bank catering to the needs of
cosmopolitan clientele working in the inner city will differ substantially from a
branch located in the depths of a sprawling urban township or in the locality of a
traditional rural community.
6.2.2. Collective Consciousness
The common denominator of these communities is their collective experience of
socio-economic depravation and a concomitant collective consciousness as
espoused by Kotze (1993) in the Literature Review of this Report. By implication
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the formation of branches or outlets in these areas is not a fait accompli or
decision that can be undertaken unilaterally.
As Kotze (I ?93, P I I) points out, "In terms of collective democracy, nr:=cisionsby
the group (or the community) are only, truly legitimate ones - no individual, no
leader however big, may take decisions for the group on his own. Very few things
cause so much bitterness and anger as decisions taken on behalf of the community
without its consensus. As in more traditional times, no modern leader (be it a
headman, chief cabinet mi.'lister, or any informal leader) enjoys popular legitimacy
unless he seeks and follows the opinion of his follower s."
The decision to open or not open a branch or outlet therefore needs to be
process driven principally, because of community mistrust of the motives and
intentions of financial institutions.
6.2.3. Community Ownership
The question of community ownership - a reaction to the achievist and
entrepreneurial drives of the Gravesian 'Double Helix Model', as referred to in
Chapter Two - is central to the formation of the Community Bank. In order to
Illustrate the significance of community ownership, reference is made to Clarke's
(1983) depiction of four different types of relationships that organisations can have
within their operating environment, Figure 6.1 refers.
\. Predation One of the parties in the associa jon benefits (the predator). the
other is destroyed.
1------.
Parasitism One of the parties in the association benefits (the parasite) and
Icommercialism
the other is harmed (the host).
An association where one party gains and the other is
unaffected. lSymbiosis An association where both parties benefit.
Figure 6.1
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Typical Environmental Relationships
Source; Clarke, H.G. (1983): "Business Ecology - A New Science", South
AfricanJournal of Business Management, 14,2, p69.
Given the low level of trust in the prevalling operating environment, the
Community Bank would not have been able to establish itself by trying to emulate
the success (failure) of traditional financial institutions.
The perception amongst local communities is that traditional financial institutions
had, for the best part of their long ascendancy been parasitic, 'while they were
quite prepared to take our money, they denied us access to capital]'
Where a sense of commercialism prevailed it did very little for the well being of
local communities beyond that of philanthropic and altruistic gestures, not to
mention the fostering of learnt helplessness.
In light of these insensitivity's to the needs of local communities anything less than a
symbiotic relationship - community owned and managed - would have been
tantamount to failure.
-,
\
Furthermore, it might be argued that in the absence of collateral, novel means of
credit assessment and control were required, hence the need to harness ano ",ake
use of forces of social alignment inherent in the concept of ubuntu whereby the
community becomes co-responsible for credit management. The application of this
calls for a reconstitution of structures of corporate governance, along the lines of a
symbiotic relationship, as illustrated in Figure 6.2 beiow.
I":1
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.EBQM
Company
Employees I
Members
Employees I
Members
Values based on Company
paternalistically providing
for the fear against destitution.
Self-interestof the C. ·.,p:wy
Values of employees !Inembers
wanting to protect the Company
against environmental onslaught.
Communal interest of individuals
Figure 6.2
Organisational Governance
Source: Adapted from Koopman, A. (1993): "Transcultural Management: In
Search of Pragmatlc Humanism". in African Management: Philosophies,
Concepts and Applications, Christie, Lessem and Mbegi (editors) Randburg:
Knowledge Resources (Pty) Limited, p52.
Through this reconstitution of structures of corporate governance, the
inseparableness of each employee / member from his or her community is
recognised. As Koopman (1993) points out each employee / member has a special
role to play, more as a thread in the social fabric than apart from it or in
opposition to it.
6.2.4. African Humanism
Due to the demographic profile of traditional financial institutions - predominately
white - these institutions are indifferent to the needs of the Community Bank's
target market , which includes amongst others the poorest of the poor and the
illiterate. Consequent thereto the need for staff to show compassion, care, respect
and tolerance become critical success factors in product delivery and operational
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success. Above all else, staff need to be friendly and willing to communicate in the
language of the customer. In summary the target market finds it difficult to relate to
bank personnel who are not grounded in community life.
6.3. Structures of 'Corpprate Governance
IIn response to the need to (I) develop the capacity of its employees, members,
and the public in general. without which product delivery would not be possible;
and to be (2) community owned and managed, a unique structure of corporate
governance is in evidence, Figure 6.3 refers.
eAfriC<lnReserve Bank - Registrar - Mutual Banl(s Act of 1993
I
_1.._ ... -- ......,
I
\ ,
,
\,
\
\
\
\.__
Local Board of DirectorS",
,~),,:::_::=~~
~:.~
\
\
\
\,
cornmun ity I Membe---......_
(
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\
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Figure 6.3.
Structures of Corporate Governance
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Each of the above structures of corporate governance and the significance behind
their architecture is elaborated on in the paragraphs to follow.
6.3.1. Corporate Identity
By its very nature the Community Bank is eclectic. On the one hand it needs to
conform with statutory provisions set out in the Mutual Banks Act of 1993 and on
the other hand it has to provide a people centred service incorporating notions of
trust, compassion and care. This marriage of 'Northern' rationalism and 'Southern'
humanism is of particular significance. It is noted that the registration of the
Community Bank with the Registrar of Banks brings confidence to the people the
Bank serves. Even at the bottom rung, among the poorest of the poor, it is
important that the Community Bank is seen to have an identity and that it can be
held accountable for its actions.
6.3.2. Board of Trustees
..~
In terms of the provisions of the Mutual BanksAct of i993 it is the intention of the
Community Bank to be capitalised by the communities that it serves through a
process of savings mobilisation. To speed up the process tmo hundred million rand
was obtained on the open market and is held in trust. This share capital is
transferred to local communicles through the issuing of tm(.nty rand permanent
interest-bearing shares. Through the purchase of these permanent interest-bearing
shares the status of the Bank's customers is changed to that of member or
co-owner. The share entldGs the member to vote in a Local Board of Directors at
community outlet level, hereby givingaffect to the Community Bank's vision to be
owned and managed by the communities that it serves.
The roie of the Board of Trustees is first and foremost to ensure that the tmo
hundred million rand held in trust is transferred to commur-lties responsibly. In
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addition the Board of Trustees is responsible for ensuring that the Bank's vision
does not become corrupted or mis-managed by the self-interest of any stakeholder
group. As a consequence tho: integrity of he Community Bank is ensured through
the nature of the people represented on its Board of Trustees which is made up of
businessmen, experienced bankers, community and political activists, trade
unionists, and development workers.
As the Local Boards of Directors at community outlet level are empowered so
they will eventually from a National Board, responsible for the nomination and
voting in of new members ';:0 the Board of Trustees.
While it is the role of the Chief Executive Officer of the Community Bank to forge
a common culture in the bank, it is reported that he works through the Board of
Trustees in reaching consensus as to the strategic direction of the Community
Bank. This approach de-pollticlses decision making and in the absence of a common
organisational culture and counters the likelihood of an operating arm, such as the
core-Bank or Foundation, rrorn refusing to follow a particular path due to
self-interest and hereby paralysing the whole process.
6.3.3. The Bank
The Banking arm, incorporating a Head Office and perrnucatlons in the form of
regional branches and outlets, conforms tCI the statutory provisions of the Mutual
Banks Act of 1993. The Bank has its own Board of Directors, distinct from the
Board of Trustees, and is run along business lines.
Profit maximisation, while important from a sustainability point of View, is
conslo ad a means toward and end, rather than overriding objective.
The Bank's He.ad Office is functionally structured in the key areas of operations,
finance, technology, marketing', human resources and support services. While
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functionally Lased, the organlsational structure is relatively flat with an emphasis
on speed of communication and delivery.
fo.3.4. The Foundation
The Foundation, a separate division of the Community Bank, is registered as a
Section 21 Company and is grant funded. More specifically the Foundation is
responsible for creating awareness and building the capacity of local communities
to utilise the services of the Bank through community workshops.
The intention of these community workshops is to ( I) dispel myths and
misconceptions about banking in general; (2) create awareness about the
Community Bank; (3) appraise the banking needs of each community; (4) determine
whether the Bank has a role to play in satisfying those needs; (5) quantify whether
local communities have a strong enough social fabric to support a community
outlet; (6) determine whether the community themselves will accept the Bank
coming into their area: (7) build relationships with local structures; and to (8)
educate members and prospective members how to utilise the facilities of the
Bank.
\
\
Community Liaison Officers, drawn from a variety of sources, including amongst
others political and trade union movements, local community structures, such as
civic associations, and Non-Govenmental Organisations (NGO's) are responsible
for the above mentioned community workshops.
i
~
in the formative stages of opening a community outlet, a Liaison Committee
comprising the. Community Liaison Officer') and voluntary community
representatives drawn from I':",calstructures would be formed. This temporal
Committee falls away once the workshopping process is complete. Invariably due
" ()
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to the knowledge and skills picked up by the voluntary community representatives
on the Liaison Committees, they would be elected to the Local Board of
Directors, to represent member interests at community outlet level.
6.3.5. Branches
Branches affiliated to the core-Bank represent the first level of field operation and
form the technical hub around which community outlets operate. This regional
entity, comprising a branch and a web of community outlets, is evaluated as a
whole. Consequently, cross subsidisation between outlets is made possible. These
branches are run along formal banking I:nes and oversee the operations at outlet
level.
Depending on the nature and size of credit applications, the application is referred
to the most efficient means of delivery, be it outlet or branch level. In this way
various levels of financial sophistication are catered for. As a result micro loans and
small business development loans, up to a predetermined level, may be catered for
at community outlet level while larger loans such as home finance will be handled
at branch level.
6.3.6. Community Outlets
Accessibility is the key word in delivering a product to rural and urban low-income
communities. As such the community outlets give expression to the term, 'taking
banking to the people'. Accessibility is ensured through (I) point of locadon; (2)
operating hours to conform to the needs of the community; (3) staff members who
understand and speak the language of members; -md above all else (4) access to
credit based on a savings pattern and trust.
;).,
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In order to give substance to the Community Bank's vision to empower local
communities through a process of capacity and lnstituelonal building, a significant
proportion of members of staff are drawn from the communities that they serve.
These appointments are made on the basis of the staff member displaying an
affinitywith the Bank's clientele rather than for their banking skills.
Further to Lessem's (1993a) caution about the need to be wary of the dangers of
nepotism, favouritism C'F l bribery, outlet managers are not appointed from the
immediate community that they serve. This is a conscious decision to ensure that
the outlet manager applies objectivity in the granting of credit and the. processing
of employment applications.
As community outlets develop and grow in stature they may take on additional
responsibilities previously performed at branch level, which will enhance the
possibility of their status being up graded to that of a fully fledged branch with their
own network of community outlets.
\
Through the purchase of a twenty rand permanent interest-bearing share, the
status of clients of the Bank is changed to that of member, hence the notion of
rights and obligations. The rights of the member, enforceable through the principle
of 'one member, one vote irrespective of the extent of shareholdlng', include the
right to know what is happening in the Bank, and the right to influence the
direction of the Bank through the Local Board of Directors. Reciprocal obligations
include an obligation to attend outlet meetings to elect an accountable Local Board
of Directors and an obligation to support and promote the activities of the Bank.
i
>
~
00
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In view of the fact that members have little or no form of collateral to secure
access to capital, a regimented six months savings pattern is called for. During this
initial six month period, following the purchase of the twenty rand permanent
interest-bearing share. the member is required to make regular monthly savings
deposits. By complying with this requirement the member builds a relationship with
the Bank. Staff get to know the new member and in this way the credit worthiness
of the member can be assessed. Once satisfied that the member has shown a
source of security in acqu' a loan.
propensity to save. the member is given an opportunity to apply for a loan, In this
way the character of the borrower, as opposed to collateral, becomes the main
6.3.8. Local Board of Directors
The Local Board of Directors, born out of the need to maintain a constant link and
liaison with target communities, are a voluntary and transient body. Moreover the
Local Board of Directors are elected by outlet members to represent their
interests in the day-to-day running of the Community Bank. The powers of the
Local Board of Directors are advisory rather than definitive in the sense that their
influence is limited to making recommendations to the Outlet Manager. 'vVhilethe
Local Board elf Directors can not hire or fire anyone, they influence (I) product
development; (2) how the community outlet operates; (3) how staff handle
customers; and the (4) processing of credit applications. The latter point of
assisting in the processing of credit applications is of particular significance.
In the absence of collateral, the Community Bank has to make a judgement call as
to the credit worthiness of a loan applicant. These decisions are mediated through
the Local Board of Directors who are best positioned to rnzke such decisions due
to their proximity to the applicant who might be a neighbour, a fellow member of
stokve! or church. As a consequence tbe risks associated with the granting of a
o '~\
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Joan are diminished. The chances of the borrower reneging on loan repayments are
further diminished through forces of social alignment inherent in () collectivist
consclousness, If a borrower fails to meet his or her loan repayment, the whole
community suffers as a consequence of a diminishing pool of capital being made
available to other members of the community.
9.4. Organisational Culture
The four world views identified by Lessem (1990a, I990b, 1993a, 1993b) are
dearly in evidence in the day-to-day running of the Community Bank. each of
which will be elaborated on under the headings 'Eastern' Idealism; 'Western'
Empiricism, 'Northern' Rationalism and 'Southern' Humanism.
6.4.1. 'Eastern' Idealism
This dimension is clearly reflected in the visionary leadership of Bob Tucker who
not only forged a soeio-economlc pact between unlikely business partners, but
through-a process of consultation and conceptualisation forged a mental image of
the Community Bank, the work of which has subsequently been taken over by the
Board of Trustees.
6.4.2. 'Western' Empiricism
..~
This dimension is reflected in the Community Bank's rise to ascendancy which is
characterised by its pioneering spirit. In many respects the staff that make up the
Community Bank are comrades in adversity, each learning in the process of doing,
hence an element of risk taking which requires giant leaps of faith to be made on a
daily basis. The Community Bank is breaking new ground. In the process of
discovering what works and what does not work, the Community Bank is in the
process of settir.g benchmark standards for other banks entering the low-income
market to follow.
v :1
1
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6.4.3. 'Northern' Rationalism
In as much as the Community Bank is breaking new ground it carries with it an
inescapable legacy of the need to conform to accepted banking practices, principally
through the statutory provisions of the Mutual Banks Act of 1993, consequent
thereto a high degree of rationalism prevails, The technical core of the Corm unity
Bank epitomises the principles of co-ordinated management as practised by a
professional cadre of experienced bankers.
6.4.4. 'Southern' Humanism
The principal competitive advantage of the Community Bank lays in its community
interface, which is exemplified by (I) an understanding of the social fabric of the
communities it serves; (2) a commitment to socio-economic reconstruction; and
(3) attention to people centred values. This humanistic approach is dearly evident
in the Foundation and will no doubt become more pronounced as community
outlets are opened and Local Boards of Directors appointed.
6.5. Systems and Processes
\
In an organisation such as the Community Bank which displays the combined
dimensions of 'Western' empiricism, 'Northern' rationalism, 'Eastern' idealism, and
'Southern' humanism, one would expect a number of integrating mechanisms so
as to prevent the domination or compromise of any particular interest group.
While an uneasiness exists within the Community Bank about how to manage its
diversity, a number of integrating mechanisms are in evidence.
1I
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6.5.1. Shared Vision
The Community Bank has a powerful sense of purpose which is dearly articulated
in a mission statement. Consequent thereto individual stakeholders are able to
distinguish between what is good and bad for the organisation. The mission
statement, or the Bank's vision as it is commonly referred to, provides a
framework for mediating all decision making. In addition it is the role of the Board
of Trustees to ensure that the Bank's vision of empowering low-income rural and
urban communities does not become corrupted through the domination or
compromise of any stakeholder.
6.5.2. Value Sharing
The Bank's senior management team comprising delegates of the core-Bank and
the Foundation, with the assistance of an outside management consultant,
participated in a bosberssd or bush conference whlch culminated in identification
of shared values. These shared values deal principally with the importance of trust
and human dignity. hereby reinforcing the Bank's service ethic.
6.5.3. Orientation
Through a process of careful recruitment and selection, care is taken to employ
people who have an affinity not only with the vision of the Bank but with its
espoused people centred values. Further to which all new recruits undergo an
intensive one week orientation or induction programme. During this orientation
programme new recruits are sensitised to the values of the Bank. In addition to
which new recruits receive instruction on how to manage diversity and how to run
meetings. The orientation programme culminates in a field excursion to a local
community. For certain white traditional bankers, this field excursion can lead to a
'Road to Damascus' type experience and a heightened appreciation of community
life. The orientation programme is of equal benefit to new staff members steeped
in community life but who have no previous banking experience. This source of
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social alignment is seen as a important mechanism of ensuring synergy and
integration.
.1..··.··.:.··'···.'··'··:'·
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6.5.4. Communication
6.5.5. Consultation and Information Sharing
At the present juncture in its development the Communlty Bank is characterised
by a relatively flat organisational structure which is conducive to direct and clear
communication. It is nonetheless noted that a traditional chain of command iemore
prevalent within the core-Bank than it is in the Foundation, which is process driven.
This discernible difference In communication styles is a reflection of the individual
versus collective consciousness of the two operating arms of the Community
Bank. While the core-Bank calls for a more exclusive arrangement, the Foundation
champions the cause of inclusive arrangements, hence a source of potential conflict.
The perception amongst the core-Bank is that open-forum discussions involving all
personnel are lengthy and inconclusive. The Foundation on the other hand view
widespread participation as a source of strength, without which sustainable
solutions to problems would not be posc::ble.
While the Community Bank values transparency and accountability, the Bank does
not, at this point in time, have a formalised co-determination committee which
transcends the needs of management and staff. In the absence of which informal
open-air meetings and briefing sessions involving all staff members seem to be the
order ofthe day.
6.5.6. Management-By-Wondering-Around , ,
In addition to open-air meetings and briefing sessions the Community Bank places
reliance on informal open communication. This open style of communication
epitomises what Koopman (1987) calls, 'management-by-walking-around (MBWA)
and the management-by-fumbling-around (MBFA).
I
i\
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Koopman's (1987, p99) note on MBWA and MBFA as applied at Cashbuild is of
equal validity to the Communiey Bank, "Management realised that it would have to
live with the discomforts of fumbling around and understood that this exploratory
process required a great deal of faith and willingness to take risks. The success of
MBFAdepends on how much MBWA is done. The fumbling around process is not
confined to the boardroom but through consistent participation and negotiation
takes place at all levels of the organisation. The formulation of strategy and
direction is therefore based on management's awareness of needs and feelings at
the operational level, which plays a major role in the successful execution of any
strategy."
6.5.7. Cross~Functional Teams
The Community Bank's ability to put together cross-functional teams and its ability
to manage the diversity therein is reported to be its greatest organisational
strength.
In a traditional sense a Management Committee comprising, all heads of
departments from the core-bank and the Foundation, meet on a weekly basis to
discuss operational issues of concern.
Effective cross blending is given further substance in what is called a Roll-Out
Committee comprising members of the core-Bank and the Foundation. The
Roll-Out Committee ~ a transient body tasked with the responsibility of initiating,
developing and operationalising new branches or outlets ~ provides a forum within
which mediated declsions are reached. The ascendancy of recommendations
emanating out cf this Committee are devoid of any direct affiliation to any
stakeholder group.
A cross-functional Launch Committee, responsible for the launching of new
branches and community outlets, is operational together with a cross-functional
training team comprising staff from both the core-Bank and the Foundation. It is
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the reported intention of the Community Bank to develop more of these
cross-functional teams in the future.
6.6. Human Resource Policy
Given the humanistic orientation of the Community Bank in its interface with its
members one would expect the organisations Human Resource systems and
procedures to be Afrocentlc in nature,
Accordir g to Khoza (1993, p 1(8), "Afrocentricity is about Africans putting Africa at
the centre of their existence. It is about Africans anchoring themselves in their own
continent; its history, tradlnons, cultures, mythology, creative motif, ethos and
value systems exemplifyingthe African collective will."
Unfortunately, the systems and procedures identified in the Community Bank seem
to be more rooted in 'Western' empiricism and 'Northern' rationalism rather than
in 'Southern' humanism. No doubt as the Community Bank begins to operationalise
its community outlets the influence of 'Southern' humanism on human resource
policy and systems will become more pronounced.
For the sake of completeness, rather t'ian a definitive statement of intent,
'Southern' humanism is seen to be making tentative in-roads in a number of areas.
6.6.1. Recruitment and Selection
Whilst recruitment is conducted through traditional means of recruitment
advertising and the employment of recruitment agencies, selection is conducted of'
a panel or group basis so as to ensure transparency and prevent the possibility of
social exclusion due to the bounded rationality of any particular stakeholder.
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6.6.2. Recognition_of Traditional Mealing
The Community Bank is reported to be amenable to conscripting a Medical Aid
Society which recc
be a neE:d.
s the role of traditional homeopathic medicine should there
6.6.3. Bereavements
6.6.4. leave to Attend an Initiation School
I
The importance of an office collection and the offering condolence to a family in
bereavement, was shown to be in evidence in the Foundation. The death of a
member of staff or his I her' immediate family represents not only a loss to the
family but a loss to every other member of the community, whose wholeness is of
crucial importance given the vulnerability of its constituent parts.
\:
In recognising the influence cf trac.oonal African culture it W'd; reported that
consideration may be given to a special ledT~ !,,?,"!uiremenr ~......r staff wishing to
attend an initiation school. This practice being more prevalent amongst rural
communities than in urban communities. It was nonetheless cautioned that there is
a cut off point at which business principles have to be applied.
6.6.5. Celebration
A strong need to celebrate the collective achievement of staff in the opening of
new branches w?s alluded to as a means of harnessing the good will of employees.
The symbolism attached to the slaughtering of a beast in the celebration and
re-enactment of past achievements was also alluded to. The significance of the
latter point was reported to be more of a rural than an urban phenomenon.
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[,.6.6. Open and ~iose Meetings with a Prax
Depending on the leadership style of a Committee Liaison Officer and the nature
of the community in which he or she serves, the Community Liaison Officer may
call upon a respected community elder or local priest to open and close
cornrnuniry workshops with a pray.
6.7. Conclusion
The Community Bank's success as an emergent African Management Mode! is dear
for all to see. The Community Bank, within its first year of operation, is reported
to have (I) opened 9 branches / community outlets; (2) committed itself to 900
housing loans worth approximately R43 million; (3) set-up 300 thousand rands
worth of micro-business loans; (4) issued 400 personal loans for household and
eduratlonal needs; and to. have (5) taken on 9,500 new shareholders. The latter
group is reported to have saved an astonishing R8 million with the bank. A figure
that belies the perception that low-income people have no need for saving.
Variable'Sdirectly attributable to the success Community Bank are expounded up in
the Chapter to follow, entitled Exploratory Research Findings.
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CHAPTER 7 - EXPLORATORY RESEARCH FINDINGS
7.1, Exploratory Research Met,~,odologx
The Exploratory Research Findings to follow address the stated Research Problem
~ how to deal with different levels of socio-economic development both individually
and collectively - and by implication address the four Research Propositions
forwarded in Chapter Four.
The methodology employed in compiling the Exploratory Rese, -rch Findings, to
follow, is detailed in Chapter Five.
7.2. Research Proposition One
As described in Chapter Six there are strong indications of the presence of
'Western' primal management, 'Northern' rational management, 'Eastern'
developmental management and 'Southern' humanistic management in the
Community Bank. In light thereof the first research proposition was held to be
provisional true pending refinement in Chapter Eight tC, follow.
o African Management is eclectic in nature encompassing all four world views
of Lessern's model.
..~ Support for the Research Proposition is found in three areas of commentary,
namely (I) regard for diversity: (2) evidence of four buslnesspheres; and (3)
pre-eminent themes of integration. The summation of which presents an interesting
interplay between what appear to be dlfferentlated yet complementary forces.
,
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7.2.1. Regard for Diversity
The term 'valuing diversity' has special significance for the Community Bank and it
was not surprising to find that all of the respondent's identified with the term,
albeit a source of motivation or frustration. Anecdotal points of interest include:
Black Male Branch Manager. "The Community Bank is a melting pot of
cultures, there is no single culture, we need to manage dlversltv, II
Black Male Graduate, "The Community Bank is a hybrid bank made up of
good mix of people from different backgrounds, we accept and actively
encourage diversity."
Black Male Professional, "The Community Bank is made up of people from
different walks of life,we are part of an evolving culture, we value diversity of
opinion, it is part of the Chief Executive Officers job to not only manage but
forge a common culture."
Black Male Banker, "The Community Bank is a hybrid initiative made up of
community leaders and experienced bankers, at times there is cultural
conflict but there is a realisation that we cannot succeed without each
other",
White Female Foundation Manager, "The Community Bank is a total mix of
people and management styles, in the long run we will have a common
culture but for the time being we are different, it does not matter that we
have different perceptions as long as it can be controlled."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, 'The Community Bank is like a fruit
salad, you do not want to blend it, you keep it mixed so as to maintain the
creative tensions, diversity is more of a strength than a weakness."
~
I
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It was implied by a significant number of the respondents that there is an evolving
culture within the Bank. This assertion is taken to mean that diversity is and will
remain a way of organisational life.
1.2.2. Evidence of Four Businessphere!!
r
r
Qualities called for in inspired leadership, as expressed by the respondents,
include vision, political sensitivity, empathy and a conceptual ability to
transform ideas into practical and achievable goals.
Themes of diversity in evidence in the Community Bank are deciphered upon
under Lessem's (1990a, 1990::', '993a, 1993b) headings of (I) 'Western' primal
management; (2) 'Northern' rational management; (3) 'Eastern' developmental
management; and (4) 'Southern' humanistic management.
7.2.2.1. 'Western' Primal Management
Four recurring themes of primal management deserve particular mention, namely
(I) inspired leadership; (2) customer needs driven; (.3) 1=-' 'ofit motive; and (4) open
communication.
\
\
o Inspired Leadership: One of the most impressive aspects of the Community
Bank is its overwhelming sense of purpose brought about through inspired
leadership. In the absence of this primal force the formation of the
Community Bank would not have been possible - a point acknowledged by all
of the respondents. It was nonetheless cautioned that the Community Bank
is as much a living reality as it is an emerging concept. The unleashing of
dynamic yet contradictory forces therein provide a source of creation or
destruction. The role of inspired leadership is to keep opposing forces in
check and to bring about co-operation without which the release the
organisation's free spirit would not be possible.
() CI
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White Male Banker, "We satisfy client needs where they are rather than
where the Bank finds it convenient to deliver, we try to provide services
which the client needs rather than develop products according to our own
perspective and then looking for a market, we look at things from a grass
root level up rather than adopt a top-down approach."
o Customer Needs Driven: Servicing the '1eeds of customers, albeit in the
form of a defined community. exemplifies a primal approach to management.
It implies knowledge of who ones market is. what the needs of the market
are, and how to effectively deliver a customised product. The following
anecdotal comments. whilst selective, represent a consensus view:
Black Male Professional, "We engage communities and listen to what they are
saying, it is a community needs driven approach."
Black Male Branch Manager, "The Community Bank is about the community,
it deals with the community and is for the community."
Whilst the words 'community needs driven' will be discussed more aptly
under ehe heading 'Southern' Humanistic Management, the phraseology is
seen to be pre-eminently concerned with the need to be enterprising
through the delivery of a targeted and customised service.
o Profit Motive: Eight of the respondents. all within the Banking arm of the
Community Bank, emphasised the importance of profit and financial
sustainability, Anecdotal comments appertaining to this overwhelming need
to be performance orientated include:
~
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Black Male Graduate, "We are running a business and at the end of the day
we have make a profit."
Black Male Professional, "A bank is a bank, it is driven by bottom lines and set
targets."
_- .
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White Male Banker, "The Community Bank might be seen as a crash course
in capitalism, we need to generate enough profit to sustain ourselves."
In spite of the selectivity of the above comments it is acknowledged that
whilst the issue of profit and financial sustainability is of utmost importance,
the Community Bank will not be able to maximise earnings relentlessly at
the expense of social responsibility. The principal objective of the Community
Bank as defined in its founding documents is that of community up-liftment
and capacity building. Consequent thereto, the Community' Bank has a
built-in safety mechanism to prevent an ascendancy of overdone 'Western'
materialism.
a Open Communtcetion: A primal approach, within the Community Bank, is
further typified by its open and participative communication channels. These
traits, whilst more amplified within the Foundation, provide for free flowing
communication, albeit horizontally across departments and/or vertically
between hierarchical levels within the organisation. Pertinent anecdotal
comments include:
Black Male Professional, 'We have a open door policy and communication is
levelless, structuralless and classless."
\
Black Male Banker, "We have an open door policy, we have regular open
forum meetings where people can air their views irrespective of their
seniority."
I
I
l
I
~
I
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Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "Communication within the
Community Bank is both formal and informal, horizontal and vertical."
White Male Banke ., "We practice a participative hands-on style of
management, communication structures within Banking arm are functional
()
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without necessarily being remote. we have regular briefing sessions beth
within the banking arm and across divisions."
As will be elaborated on more fully under the heading 'Southern' Humanistic
Management issues of accountability and transparency are crucial to the
Community Bank's success and transcend all aspects of the Bank's espoused
policy on open communication.
7.2.2.3. 'Northern' Rational Management
Through necessity. rather than grand design. the top echelons of Community
Bank's Banking arm are experienced bankers. Their focus of attention been the
operation of controls, procedures and systems designed to withstand the scrutiny
of internal and external audits. The prevailing technocratic / professional approach
within the Banking arm, as described in Chapter Six. is a source of great pride and
conflict. Anecdotal comments substantiating this observation. include:
White Male Banker. "Further to the conceptualisation of the Community
Bank the services of a technocrat were required to give substance to those
ideas through the development of appropriate systems and procedures, the
Bank has to comply with the legislative requirements of the Mutual Banks
Act."
Black Male Banker, "Within the Banking arm there is a business culture, the
bank is run along business lines, we have to ensure that business ethics and
standards are maintained."
I
~
While Male Banker. "We have to deliver a quality service, this is minimum
standard which all customers - rich or poor - call fori regrettably the
Foundation are not used to working in a structured way."
i.,.,J
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Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "There is a professional bias within
the Banking arm, they are set in their ways."
,I
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Black 1'1a1e Community Liaison Officer, "The Banking arm functions with a
hierarchy and is bureaucratic, they value people in rands and cents."
Rational management tendencies in evidence, whilst diametrically opposed to
'Southern' humanism, ensure that critical decisions affecting the Bank are mediated
through the application of tried-and-tested dictates of financialmanagement.
7.2.2.4. 'Eastern' Developmental Management I!
.1
l
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o External Networking: Putting together a business concept as big the
Community Bank is a daunting task which defies the ability a single 'ndlvidual
and/or organisation. Due to resource constraints - albeit intellectual, financial,
physical involvement, community grounding and/or technical ability - internal
and external networking is of operational necessity. In recognition thereof,
all the respondents alluded to the need of the founding doyen, subsequent
successors and people in the field to source and work in collaboration with
other institutions. These relationships, as described in Chapter Six, are
mostly transient in nature. The importance of which is captured in the
following anecdotal comments:
Further to 'Western' primal instincts to be customer needs driven, and to
prevailing 'Northern' rational tendencies to set up internal systems and
procedures, an 'Eastern' or developmental capability is required to bring about
productive partnerships among unlikely parties.
Prominent themes of an 'Eastern' developmental capability include (I) external
networkin, (2) cross functional teams; and (3) capacity building.
White Male Banker. "Experienced bankers and community leaders where
brought together to give expression to Bob Tucker's vision, the formation of
the Community Bank would not have been possible without this unique
process of conceptualisation and consultation, equally the establishment of
.-'
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community outlets would not be possible without networking with local
structures such as NGO's and other development agencies."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "We could not do our job without
the support of the community and the ,assistance of other networks such as
civic associations, churches and NGO's."
As wiil be elaborated on under the heading 'Southern' Humanistic
Management, networking skills such an abllit; to source, engage and develop
productive partnerships are more indigenous to a collective consciousness
than an individual consciousness.
o Cross-Functional Teams: In an endeavour to capture and utilise unique
streams of vitality within the Community Bank great importance is attached
to the establishment and management of cross-functional project teams. As
with external partnerships these cross-functional project teams are transient
in nature. The following anecdotal comments refer:
White Female Foundation Manager, 11There has to be team work, we have
joint teams between various departments within each arm and across each
arm."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "We have a number of cross
functional committees, we have to work together collectively, there has to
be a sharing of responsibilities.
Besides harnessing the benefits of cross fertilisation of ideas, the
multi-functional project teams facilitate the sharing of work loads.
", ,
o Capacity Building: Due to reasons of community impoverishment, suspicion
and ignorance of formal banking structures, as described in Chapter Six, the
issue of capacity building is seen by all the respondents to be vitally
Il._
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important. This multi-faceted term is given expression through use of
anecdotal comment:
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "Our ability to train and develop
capacity is a distinguishing feature which separates us from other financial
institutions."
Black Male Graduate, "You have to have an appreciation of the
developmental needs of local communities, you cannot simply set up an
infrastructure and expect customers to come through the door."
White Malt? Banker, "The Community Bank concept is based orr developing
relationships, training and capacity building, we do not want to be the only
bank in the communities we serve, there is room for all."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "We are actively involved in building
the capacity of both communities and staff."
White Female Foundation Manager, "You empower communities through
capacity and institutional building."
White Male Banker, "Capacity and institutional building is facilitated through
community workshops."
The anecdotal comments referred to give credence to the fable, "give ~ man
a fish and he will not be hungry for a day, teach a man how to fish and he will
never be hungry again." It is further concluded that the Community Bank's
benevolent nature will undoubtedly lead to a mobilisation of previously
un-utillsed capital which bodes well not only for members of the community
but ~he Community Bank itself and other business enterprises.
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7.2.2,5. 'Southern' Humanistic Management
The topic 'Southern' humanistic management transcends al' .Jur Research
Propositions. Consequent thereto, the section to follow is purposefully limited to
fmO recurring themes so as not to detract from impending discussion. The themes
dealt with include recognition of (I) humanistic values; and (2) inclusive ard
transparent arrangements. Each of which will be elaborated upon, in the body 01
this Chapter, with reference to Research Propositions Two, Three and Four.
o Humanistic Values: All of the respondents alluded to the fact that the
Community Bank's competitive edge is to be found in its humanistic
approach. This competitive edge is actively encouraged and nurtured withli1
the realms of work performed by the Foundation and at the Bank's member I
customer interface. The following anecdotal comments refer:
White Male Banker, "The Community Bank differs from traditional banks in
the terms of its humanistic approach, the Foundation is very humanistic, if
you are not comfortable with the humanistic side of things you are not going
to stay very long with the Bank."
White Male Banker, "It is like operating in an entirely different world, we
promote personal contact with people, you need to iiave people sensitive
values."
Black Male Banker, "Employees must have that humanistic touch, the market
in which we operate requires that type of feeling."
White Female Foundation Manager, "Within the Foundation there is a
humanistic and community orientation we need to be culture sensitive, staff
must show a propensity to work with others in a friendly way, we value each
member as a person."
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Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "You need to make people feel
welcome, we are not just talking about ubuntu we are practising it."
People centred values touched on by the respondents include the need for
integrity, honesty, trust, respect for the elderly, empathy and understanding,
restoration of human dignity, putting oneself out on behalf of others, and
being courteous and friendly. These people centred values are elaborated
upon in Section 7.3 to follow.
o Inclusive and Transparent Arrangements: All the respondent's recognised
the need for 'inclusive' and 'transparent' organisational arrangements. albeit a
source of frustration or motivation. The necessity for which, as described in
Chapter Six, is found in the need to move away from dated styles of
management characterised by adversarlal relationships, intolerance,
polarisation and mis-trust which excluded people from decisions affecting
their quality of work life. Whilst the terms 'inclusive' and 'transparent'
arrangements are identifiable as distinct and separate issues they are
inextricably linked and mutually dependent. The following anecdotal
comments refer:
Black Bank Manager, "The Community Bank is a group process and as such
would not succeed unless it is totally ope" and transparent."
Black Male Branch Manager, "There is transparency in our meetings, the
whole bank is involved, members of ',e Board of Trustees oversee and
provide legitimacy to the whole process."
White Female Foundation Manager, "In an initiative such as this you need
political sensitivity, the people that we deal with have a democratic
background, you cannot over emphasise the importance of group processes."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, 'lWe neec '::0 be accountable and
transparent, we have to avoid paternalism and develop democratic values,
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staff have to be consulted in the formatlon of policy and issues that affect
them, the principle of group consultation needs to be institutionalised."
The above comments give creditability to the assertion that people steeped
in a collective consciousness or community way of life require collective I
democratic decision making processes.
7.2.3. Pre-eminent Themes of IntegratioQ
In recognition of the disabling effect that conflict can have - at variance with
overdone rationalism or humanism - the respondents, particularly those steeped in
a communal way of life, pay homage to the theme of 'constructive conflict',
Anecdotal comments of interest include:
BlackMale Liaisonofficer, "You must allow for conflict it is healthy."
Black Male Liaison Officer, "There are fights, while some might feel
frustrated, I feel exited, it is all about exposing misconceptions, you need to
put mechanisms in place to manage those misconceptions."
Moreover the respondents recognise the need to maintain equal statue; and
harmony amongst the four differentiated world views in evidence in the
Community Bank. The primary means of ensuring harmony and equal status within
the Community Bank is accorded to ",::e Board of Trustees and thereafter to the
Chief Executive Officer, Chapter Six refers. In addition to these structural safe
guards, two processes designed to maintain equal status and harmony amongst the
four differentiated world views where touched on by the respondents, namely (I)
commonality of purpose; and (2) orientation.
o Commonality of Purpose: While commonality of purpose can take ....my
forms, albeit a mission statement or shared set of values, the importance
thereof cannot be under estimated. The following anecdotal comments apply:
)
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White Male Banker, "Commonality of purpose is essential. without it the
Banking arm of the Community Ban« would do things autocratically and in
isolation to the Foundation."
BlackMale Professional, "The role of the Board of Trustees is to ensure that
the Bank operates within the mission / vision that it has set itself, we are
fortunate in that the people that we have here understand and appreciate
what the Bank is trying to "chieve and where it is heading, whatever
discomfort they might feel by being in a strange envlronrnent is overcome 'vI
their willingness to participate in the venture."
White Female Foundation i'1anager, "Everyone is working toward the same
end, it does not matter that we have different percepticns as long as it can be
controlled, the CEO has not only a leading role but a mediating role to play."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer. "Both arms of the Community Bank
have to work together, we require a common understandlr= and
interpretation of our vision."
Black Male Community Officer. "We recognise that we come from different
backgrounds but at the same time we recognise we have to respect each
other. we have a common understanding of each other."
o Orientation: Orientation or induction processes for new employees serve
an important function in bring about commonality of purpose, Anecdotal
comments confirming this assertion include:
Black Male Graduate, "Employees entering the Bank come form different
backgrounds anu they all have to undergo a certain amount of unlearning. we
all go through an lnduction process and are told this is the market and the
type of people that we are gomg to be dealing with."
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White Male Banker, "All employees undergo an orientation programme run
by the Foundation which focuses on our values and the need to be
hurnanlstlc."
White Male Banker, "If you are not use to this type of environment it is like
going into an entirely different world, hence the importance of our induction
programme."
Black Male Professional, "Our induction programme gives one an
appreciation of managing dlverslty,"
White Female F, vI Jatlon Manager, "Our one week induction programme is
very important, bankers by their very nature are risk adverse and th,ay need
to unlearn a lot of what they have learnt."
Black Mal(:lCommunity Liaison Officer, "Orientation plays an important role,
it helps employees understand the Bank's vision."
Whilst the above mechanisms to bring about social and business integration might
seem overt, there is tentative evidence to suggest that integration will become a
more natural and metamorphic process in time to come.
7.3. Research Proposition Two
I
~
I
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Based on the themes of diversity submitted thus far it can be concluded that
African Management is by necessity multi-cultural, There are nonetheless strong
signals to suggest an affirmation of Research Proposition Two, pending refinement
in Chapter Eight. which reads as follows:
o The natural inclination of those enterprises which have managed to engagf:'
the hearts and minds of its black employees is toward a 'Southern' humanistic
orientation as opposed to a 'Western' primal, 'Northern' rational or
'Eastern' developmental bias.
..
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It is cautioned that the indination toward a 'Southern' humanistic approach within
the Community Bank is a more prevalent feature at the organisations customer
interface than a feature of its.technological core.
EVidence to support the assertion of a natural inclination toward a 'Southern'
humanistic orientation, at the Bank's customer interface, is listed with reference to
the importance attached to (I) a voluntary subordination of self·interest to
communal objectives; (2) democratic decision making processes; (3) community
ownership; (4) empathy and understanding; and (5) primacy of language.
o Volunt8ry Subordlnstion of Self-interest to Communal Objectives: As
detailed in Chapter Six the Community Bank was created for the explicit
purpose of addressing the issue of scclo-ecorromlc depravation, To which
ed there are indications, particdarly within the Foundation, of a voluntary
subordination of personal needs in the pursuit of larger communal objectives.
The prevailing collective consciousness and desire to address the needs of
others is not only 'Southern' in approach but a source of motivation. The
following anecdotal comments refer:
White Male Banker, "People hearts should be in their jobs, that is what the
Community Bank is all about, it is a philosophy of serving client needs rather
than about reward."
I
~
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BlackMale 'tommunity Llaison Officer, "The Community Bank is a philosophy
of life."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, rejoiningthe Bank is an extension of
my political life, the Community Bank is part of the struggle and I have been
caring for it, it is a new type of vision, it is about empowt'ting people and
about ensuring that the youth credit."
~
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White Female Foundation Manager, "Employees are attracted to the
Community Bank because of its African management style, they have
something to contribute, they want to feel valued, their heart is in the right
place."
The latter comment being a prevalent feature of the work ethic in evidence
in the Foundation. The premise being that the struggle, albeit political or
economic, will only give way when there are visible signs of social
up-llftrnent, Concomitant thereto, the call for self sacrifice for the greater
being of the communities remains a strong mobilising force both within :lnd
outside the organisational setting.
This Willingness and desire to work together in conformance ,,,,jth a
communal expectation is an indictment of a 'Southern' humanistic inclination
within certain areas of the Community Bank.
a Democratic Decision Ma.kingProcesses: As pointed out by Kotze (1993)
communities dominated by a collective consciousness by necessity require
collective democracy or consensual decision making procedures. The need
for which was reiterated by all the respondents. Pertinent anecdotal
comments in support thereof include:
BlackMale Branch Manager, "The whole process has to be transparent, every
body is consulted, employees through oper- forum meeting and members
through elected Locai B~ards of Directors, everyone is involved in decision
making, people do not feel threatened to speak their mind."
!
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BlackMale Graduate, "Everybody here participates in the decisions that have
to be made, everyone is given an ear."
White Male Banker, "Everything is process driven, it is very participative, a lot
of negotiation takes place, where appropriate employees at lower levels are
involved in the processes that directly affect them."
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BlackMale Professional, "The name Community Bank conjures up the notion
of involvement by the people, community involvement is paramount."
White Female Foundation Manager, "The business concept is based on
community participation, we insist on having mass meetings, it is part of our
culture,"
Black Male Branch Manager, "The development of policies, systems and
procedures is participative and process driven, employees must feel
comfortable with group dynamics."
Regrettably, as will be elaborated on in Section 7.5, there is an inherent
danger of this 'Southern' tendency becoming unmanageable.
o Community Ownership: For reasons explained in Chapter' Six the
Community Bank is founded on the concept of being 'community owned and
managed.' The concept is unpacked by way of anecdotal comment:
BlackMale Branch Manager, "The Bank is owned by the community it serves."
White iv'JaleBanker, "The sense of ownership created through the purchase
of permanent-interest-bearing shares is important, in time members will take
over this initiative,"
Black Male Professional, "You are not just a customer but a member and
membership means you are entitled to a vote and have a say in how the Bank
is run."
BlackMale community Liaison Officer, "We do not talk about customers but
members because it is thl'lir bank, ownership is important because it creates a
sense oi pride."
. ,.,,'
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Further to the above it is concluded that the Community Bank has a strong
'Southern' inclination due to the inseparableness of each employee I member
from their community(s).
o Empathy and Understanding: All of the respondents alluded to the cold
interface that traditional financial institutions have with their clientele. In
acknowledgement thereof the respondents advocate the placement of special
measures to accommodate the 'Southern' humanistic orientation of their
members. The following anecdotal comments serve to contextualise the
importance thereof:
BlackMale Community Liaison Officer, "Traditional banks are intimidating in
the sense that they are not friendly or physically accessible, emotional
sensitivity is of utmost importance."
BlackMale Branch Manager, "Traditional institutions use a whole lot of jargon
which our members do not understand, a lot of OUI· members are illiterate
and cannot flllout forms."
White Female Foundation Manager, "It is difficult for a black person to sell
himself to a white manager, you cannot force technology onto people,
althouzh we wanted to use bank cards members feel more comfortable with
saving booklets."
BlackMale Community LiaisonManager, "Our modus of operandi is different
to that of traditional banks, instead of looking at high tech management styles
we concentrate on the needs of the illiterate."
Further to the above, local conditions dictate that staff be recruited from the
communities that they serve. Reasons for which are apparent in the following
anecdotal comments:
~"L~{ .. ~r'"'"'
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Black Male Professional, "Locality has a huge influence on how the bank
operates, local residents have credibility and know the peculiarities of their
area better than anybody else, so it makes sense to employ them even if they
do not have any previous banking experience."
BlackCommunity Liaison Officer, "Employees serving the community have to
be from that community, they have to know each another, they have to
know very member by name, people have to be able to say he belongs to us,
the Bank has to be seen to be run by people with credibility."
Besides providing a measure of creditability, local recruits have a localised
understanding of what is required in terms of the correct display of dignity,
empathy and hospitality when dealing with members from their own
community. Further to which local recruits are able to build on the life
experiences peculiar to that area in the explanation of key concepts. In this
instance there is evidence to suggest that the use of similes and metaphors
are an important yet under utilised business skill.
o Primacy of Language: As an extension of the above point the recruitment of
loca' residents gives substance to a need to observe the language
requirements of local communities, This sensitivity gives credence to the
Community Bank's espoused humanistic or 'Southern' approach. The
following anecdotal comments apply:
White Male Banker, "We have to be sensitive to different languages, literacy
is a major issue."
Black Male Graduate, itA strength of ours lies in the fact that we speak the
clients language, people behind the counter can speak at least one if not
more African languages, we explain things to people in their own language."
Black Male Brach Manager, "Whatever we do we must speak the language
that people understand, we talk the predominant language of the area."
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As a cautionary note it is observed that while there is evidence of a natural
inclination toward 'Southern' humanistic approach, the intensity thereof varies
within the Community Bank depending on the pull of other forces such as
'Western' primal management; 'Northern' rational management; and 'Eastern'
developmental management. For this reason the Bank's technical core whilst
politically amenable to open to inclusive I consultative arrangements, may at times
be insensitive to humanistic I community values.
7.4. Research Proposition Three
The third Research Proposition, an extension of the second, was affirmed with
minor modification to follow in Chapter Eight. The Research Proposition, as
provisionally forwarded in Chapter Four, is repeated for reference purposes:
o That such 'Southerness' is pre-eminently concerned with socio-poiitical
reconstruction and spiritual transformatlon and subsequently With building
networks of reconstruction I enterprising communities through the adoption
of shared vision, organic organisational structures, inclusive processes,
ubuntu and metaphysical management.
\
Before reviewing pre-eminent themes of 'Southern' humanistic management the
pre-conception that the approach is concerned with notions of Afrocentric
religion, metaphysical management and spirituality is dispelled. The following
anecdotal comments refer:
Black Male Graduate, "African customs have not really been incorporated in
the way in which the Community Bank conducts its business, we are trying to
give responsible credit to people."
White Male Banker, "No deep rooted African beliefs, customs or traditions
have been incorporated in the way in which the Community Bank manages
its people."
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White Male Banker, "No deep rooted African beliefs, customs or traditions
have been incorporated in the way in which the Community Bank goes about
its business, the Foundation might be a little bit more progressive in this
regard."
Black Male Banker, "The only deep rooted thing would the concept of
ubuntu; to say that '-'e are adopting a distinctive African culture at this point
in time would be premature because we have not really made any in roads
into rural areas."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "There are hardly any deep rooted
customs, traditions or beliefs have been incorporated in the way in which the
Community Bankgoes about its business."
BlackMale Community LiaisonOfficer, "I do not think that we have adopted
any deep rooted African customs, traditions or beliefs, people living in the
townships are sought of livingin the modern world, when we move into rural
areas this might be a key issue."
Black Male Banker, "No deep rooted African beliefs, customs or traditions
were incorporated into the way in which the Community Bank goes about its
business, if there is something really important to a particular community
such as attendance at an initiation school we might consider it but there is a
cut off paint,"
In view of the above anecdotal comments it is tentatively concluded that notions of
Afrocentric religion, metaphysical management and spirituality are not of overriding
concern at this juncture of the Community Bank's development.
Whilst pre-eminent themes of (I) humanistic values; (2) inclusive and transparent
arrangements; (3) voluntary subordination of self interest to communal objectives;
(4) democratic decision making processes; (5) community ownership; (6) empathy
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and understanding; and (7) primacy of language have been dealt with in Section 7.3.,
a number of supplementary themes deserve particular attention, namely (8) people
centred values; (9) relationships built on trust; (10) rights and obligations; (I I)
African humility; and the (12) importance of celebration.
o People Centred Values: k~previously mentioned all eleven respondents
alluded to the fact that the Community Bank's competitive edge is to be
found in its humanistic approach, albeit a more prevalent feature of the
Bank's customer interface than its technical core. These people centred
values. as alluded to by the respondents, include, amongst others, the need
for integrity, honesty, trust, respect for the elderly. empathy, restoration of
human dignity, putting oneself out on behalf of others, being courteous and
friendly. These central themes of ubuntu, whilst developed more fully in
Chapter Eight, find expression by way of anecdotal comment:
Black Male Branch 1'1anager,"The only tradition that has been incorporated
in terms of how we operate is a question of bemg respectful, courteous and
friendly."
White Male Banker, "The core values of the Bank include honesty, trust and
integrity."
\
BlackMale Graduate, "The f:.No most important values displayed by the Bank
are trust and integrity."
BlackMale Professional, "The Bank is about the restoration of human dignity.
ubuntu is one thing that sets us apart from other financial institutions, we
need to harness and develop that empathy."
Black Male Banker, "The basic values which the Bank feels important about
include : integrity, respect and concern for others, a service ethic and
professionalism, the c.oncept of ubuntu will come through strongly at outlet
'j,
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level, ubuntu is essentially the ability to sacrifice and to be sympathetic but
not necessarily to take pity on others."
White Female Foundation Manager, "The word community means having
empathy, understanding and connecting with people, you learn about
modesty by going into communities."
BlackMale Graduate, "The two most Important values displayed by the Bank
are trust and integrity."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "Trust and respect are important,
respect in the sense that if you do not greet a person it will be taken as a sign
that you do not recognise that person."
From the above comments it is evident that a definition of ubuntu remains
illusive. In the words of Archbishop Tutu, as quoted by Prozesky (1996, p9),
"It means the essence of being human. You know when it there, and you
know when it is absent."
a Relationships Built on Trust: .As reiter ':ed by all the respondents trust is
central to the ext=nslon of credit to low-income earners who might not be
formally employed or have collateral. Concomitant thereto the Bank's
success is largely dependent on relationships built on trust. The following
anecdotal comments refer:
Black Male Graduate, "We are a mutual Bank, we build relationships with
potential borrowers, this relationship is built on trust."
White Male Banker, "Tn ..md integrity are built up through members
developing a savings pattern with the Bank, during this phase a relationship is
built up with the client, that is how trust is developed."
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White Male Banker. "The Community Bank epitomises the importance of
personal relationships in banking, the granting of credit is based on a trust
relationship rather than on flnancla' ·utity."
Black Male Professional, "The Community Bank is more of a relationship than
an institution, we need to allay fears and build trust and confidence."
White Female Foundation 1'1anager, "By building a relationship members
know what they are getting themselves into, the fact that people call be
trusted is important,"
Black Male Branch Manager, "Borrowing IS not based on security but trust,
that relationship built on trust is what distinguishes us from other
organisations:'
o Rights and ObligJtions: By inference the Community Bank's association of
trust with its members has a reciprocal aspect which finds expression in the
form of mutual rights and obligations. The following anecdotal comments
apply:
Black Male Graduate, "There have to be checks and oalances, people
understand that, what ever you borrow you must pay back."
Black Male Banker. "You have to educate people of their rights and
obligations."
Black Male community liaison Officer, tiThe Community Bank is a realistic
approach, everyone understands what it can and cannot do."
Black Male Branch Manager, "Nembers have rights and obligations, if you
acquire something it must be paid for, you cannot just borrow from the Bank
without saving (':St."
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Cor-sel-,..".::I'~to the above, it is concluded that 'Southern' humanistic
management is not about weepy sentimentality as it calls for great strength of
character. self-sacrlflce and discipline.
o African Humility: Further to the concept of mutual rights and obligations a
mechanism is required, albeit an unwritten code of conduct, to bring about
social alignment. Anti-social behaviour is dealt with through an understanding
and application of African humility. Anecdotal comments affirming the
assertion are listed:
Black Male Graduate, "Peer pressure plays an important role in the
repayment of loans, if you renege on your loan repayment you let down the
whole community, peer pressure does us a lot of good, the credit worthiness
of the individual is found in the group, to get into the group they have to
trust YOlll, there is an element of ubuntu right there."
Whi' lV1aleBanker, "In the credit screening process we investigate how well
the members supports his stokvel or church, this is where peer pressure
comes to bear."
Black Male Banker, "The social fabric cf the community is important to us,
the more cohesive the sc clal fabric the greater our control over credit
management. II
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "\/'1e look for a strong social fibre
before committing ourselves to opening a new branch or outlet, successful
projects have to be people driven and managed, you have to look no further
than people initiated and driven stokvels and burial societies to understand
what I mean."
BlackMale Branch Manager, "The ability for the next person to qualify for a
loan will be on the good of another to repay, the Local Board of Directors
put their head on the block every time credit is granted, if the borrower
I j
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does not repay his loan, questions are going to be asked of the Local Board
of Directors."
African humll' as described above, gives credence to a central theme of
ubuntu that each is his brot..ers keeper. In the words of Coldwell and
Moerdyk (1981, P73), "Each has a right and an obligation to expect help from,
and give help to his neighbour .... Seek the good of community, and you seek
your own good. Seek your own good, and you seek your own destruction.
Mutual aid is (\moral obligation.n
a Celebration: Great importance was attached to the need to c'!;1l~bratepast
and planned events in a style befitting a communal way of life. F\~grettably,
the desire for such celebrations, ;:>articularlyamongst those steeped in a
community way of life, seems to be off set by resource limitations within the
Community Bank, The following anecdotal comments illustrate the
importance attached to ritual and celebration:
BlackMale Branch Manager, "When one opens a branch or outlet one should
celebrate the occasion, you should have speeches and a choir singing, these
celebrations should reflect the values and culture of the community."
White Female Foundation Manager, "Celebrations to mark the opening of a
new branch is important, if there is a feast in the community you do not send
ou: Invitations, everyone is invited, it is your community."
Black 1V':~leCommunity Liaison Officer, "Festivities should be used to mark
the o. ling of a new branch, these festivities will have a local content to
refle\~ '~evalues of the community, slaughtering a beast in a rural community
would be a foregone conclusion."
Black Male Community Lialson Officer, "When opening an outlet, although
we do not have the money for it, we would typically slaughter a beast and
IC
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process sorghum beer, we would have a number of respected elderly people
to come and speak at the opening in townships."
The relationship between the listed variables of 'Southern' humanism is developed
in Chapter Eight through the use of three interrelated constructs of ubuntu
involving (I) fellowship; (2) institutional logic;and (3) people centred values.
7.5. Research Proposition Four
Further to the Community Bank's natural inclination toward a 'Southern'
humanistic approach certain management pathologies were acknowledged by the
respondents hereoy affirming the intent of the fourth Research Proposition
forwarded for consideration, as detailed below:
o The extent that anyone component of the businessphere is exclusively in
evidence, so the organisation will exhibit distinct pathologies in the form of
overdone 'Western' materialism; 'Northern' mechanism, 'Eastern' cartelism;
or 'Southern' nepotism.
Pathologies associated with overdone 'Southern' humanism were identified to
include (I) heightened expectations; (2) prolonged consultation; and (3)
f~1Vouritism,patronage and nepotism. The acknowled- ment and acceptance
thereof has given rise to the implementation of certain checks and balances to
counter their disabling effect.
o Heightened Expectations: The Community Bank in many respects is
regarded as a panacea to all community problems. In the face of this
heightened expectation it is reported to be easy to become engrossed in
championing the cause at the expense of exercising constraint. The following
anecdotal comments apply:
::::1 (i
o
Black Male Branch Manager, "Communities want us to bring in ten million
rand right now, unfortunately ifWedid so it WOUld simply disappear, as result
ones passion to work with and serve communities has to be balanced with
rational resource utilisation."
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Black Male Professional, "Certain standards need to be upheld, you have to
mobilise capital before you can lend it out, unfortunately people from
communities do not fullyunderstand these finer concepts."
f
l
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Black Male Banker, "We cannot afford to be seen as an African bank
operating with a pure African culture, that in my opinion would be
unsuccessful as we would tl), ego certain business principles such as
profitability, unfortunately people from NGO's have a relaxed attitude and
find it difficult to apply business principles."
White Male Banker, "We have to constantly be careful about nor over
extending our human and financial resources no matter how deserving or
pressing a communities needs are."
From the above it is evident that heightened expectations and an unabated
desire to serve community needs to be balanced with sound business
principles.
o Prolonged Consultation: Whilst employees steeped in a community way of
life prosper within an open consultative environment, this can be a source of
alienation to those employees who display 'Northern' rational tendencies.
Anecdotal comments reflective of experienced frustration with prolonged
consultation include:
Black Male Branch Man~ger, "Management has to reserve it~:right to make
the final decision otherwise you would forever be in consultation and
transparency will stan: eroding control, without this final discipline you will
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end up in endless talks and consultations without any results, you need
someone to say we are under achieving so lets come to a situation where we
can make a decision. II
Black Male Graduate, "A consultation process involving people of such
diverse backgrounds can have a downside, it is difficultto reach agreement."
White Male Banker, "We are definitely too much in the process mode, in
setting up new branches we need to involve everybody, some of those
meetings become laborious and repetitive."
White Male Banker, "The consultation process has caused a bit of conflict
between the Foundation and the Bank, the Foundation want to go through
the whole consultation process regardless of how long it takes, everything
has to be discussed with the whole staff, we need to create a structure
where the decision making process is not so long."
Black Male Bank Manager, "Because of the size of some of our meetings
things can become bogged down with very little visible progress, it is good
that people debate and test issues, it nonetheless needs to be controlled
otherwise it can delay progress."
.""
\
In spite of these expressions of agitation amongst members of the Banking
arm there is a realisation that consultative processes are important and will
improve overtime.
i
~
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o Favouritism, Pa.tronage and Nepotism: The danger of favouritism,
patronage and nepotism are acknowledged and it is precisely for this reason
that the various components of Lessem's (1990a, I990b, I993a, I993b) four
world model need to be integrated so as to transcend the limits of a
particular world-view. The following anecdotal comments refer:
i II j
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Black Male Bank Manager, "Recruitment and selection at outlets remain a
function of management, if these appointments were to be made by the local
communities themselves all sorts of problems could come up."
Black Male Graduate, "Ultimately somebody has to be held accountable for
the issuing of loans as there is an issue of nepotism, there have to be checks
and balances to counter this."
White Male Banker, "We are very conscious of nepotism and those sought of
things, we are trying to steer away from it, for instance we would not like to
see the appointment of a Community Outlet Manager from the community
they serve because there is a perception that there will be pressure on him
to give favourable finance to members of that community."
White Male Banker, illam concerned about the fact that people on our Local
Boards of Directors may be subject to pressures of bribery or whatever
terms you want to use to give some sought of advantage, like recommending
bigger loans than the applicants can handle or put their names at a top of
weighting list, for that reason you have to implement strict audit
programmes,"
Black "'lale Professional, "We would like the Community Outlet Manager to
have independence, there could be influences that might be to his detriment
if he where to live in that community."
Black Male Community Liaison Officer, "In my interaction with communities
the issue of nepotism keeps on emerging, that is why transparency in
employment practice is so lmportant, we insist that our outlet staff with the
exception of the Outlet Manager be recruited from the local community that
they serve."
.J1
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Black Male Branch Manager, "Untii we get all South African's working we
cannot hope to solve the issue of employment, so there is a danger of
favouritism."
White Ma.leBanker, "The Community Outlet Manager should be from a local
community but not from the community that he serves, this measure is
required to avoid the danger of assimilation."
Themes of favouritism, patronage and nepotism are distinct pathologies of
overdone African humanism. While the positive features of ubuntu and
African humility have been alluded to it is cautioned that these forces of
social alignment can be equally destructive.
7.6..Conclusion
The Exploratory Research Findings submitted, whilst in need of refinement,
validated the four Research Positions forwarded for consideration.
\
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CHAPTER 8 - EXPLANATORY RESEARCH FINDINGS
8.1. Explanatoa Research Methodolo~
The passage to follow builds on the emergent themes of African management
identified in Chapter Seven. The achlev= =nt of which was made possible through
the employment of an iterative process of refining the stated Research
Propositions. In addition to the iterative process employed the refined Research
Propositions were cross referenced to appropriate research material and
narration.
8.2. Research Proposition One
Research Proposition One, whilst held to be true, was modified slightly tc give
substance to Lessem's (1990a. I990b, I 993a, 1993b) four world view model. The
revision is summarised in Figure 8.1. below.
I ...Pre-Stu~'Y Research Propositio_n__ -1--P_o_s_t-_S_tu_d....;.y_R_e_s_e_a_rc_h_P_r_o....p....o_si ti_o_n......,
I
African I"lanagement. is eclectic in African Management is eclectic in
nature encompassing all four world nature. embracing Lessem's (1990a,
views of Lessem's model. I990b, 1993a, 1993b) constructs of
'Western' empiricism, 'Northern'
rationalism, 'Eastern' idealism and
'Southern' humanism in a dynamic
whole.
Figure 8.1.
The nuances of the Research Proposition have be an discussed at length in Chapters
Six and Seven, suffice to say' the Community Bank has a purposefully
differentiated yet integrated approach to management. Diversity inherent therein is
.. __ .\':"",:'_,--'-
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found in the form of 'Western' empiricism; 'Northern' rationalism; 'Eastern'
idealism; and 'Southern' humanism. A summary of each business phere, as mooted
in Chapters Six and Seven, is presented in Figure 8.2.
r
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"Northern" Rationalism
Ethics and Standards
Professional Management
Systems and Procedures
"Western" Empiricism "Eastern" I
Customer Needs Driven Capacity Buildin
Inspired Leadership Cross-Functiona
Open Communication External Netwo
Profit Motive
-
"Southern" Humanism
Fellowship
Institutional logic
People centred values
Section S.4 refers
dealism
g
ITeams
rking
Figure 8.2,
Four World View
The above forces of 'Western' empiricism; 'Northern' rationalism; 'Eastern'
k'oalism; and 'Southern' humanism are similar in intent to those identified by
Lessem (1990a, I990b, 1993a I993b) and the "South African Management Project",
The summation of which - Chapter Three refers - presents an interesting interplay
between what appear to be differentiated yet complementary forces. The
embodiment of which provides a source of creative tension which needs to be
managed. As pointed out by Beck and Linscott (1993) there is evidence to suggest
that these forces of 'Western' empiricism; 'Northern' rationalism; 'Eastern'
idealism; and 'Southern' hurnanlsm need to be dealt with both on an individual and
collective level.
developmental bias. developmental bias.
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8.3. Research Proposition Two
,
r
~
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Based on the themes of diversity submitted it is concluded that African
Management is by necessity multi-cultural. Be-that-as-it-may there are strong
signals to suggest backing for Human's (1993) population ecology perspective which
proposes that organisations are isomorphic to their relevant environment. In view
of the population ecology perspective Research Proposition Two was affirmed with
qualification to Kotze's (1993) account of socio-econornic environments dominated
by a collective versus individual consciousness. The former being a salient feature
of economically deprived environments. The revised Research Proposition is
summarised in Figure 8.3. below:
PI'fa-StudyResearch Proposition Post-Study Research ••PropoSition
The natural inclination of those The natural inclination of
enterprises which have managed to organisations and/or sections thereof
engage the hearts and minds of its operating Within an environment of
black employees is toward a collective consciousness is toward a
'Southern' humanistic orientation as 'Southern' humanistic orientation as
opposed to a 'Western' primal. opposed to a 'Western' primal.
'Northern' rational or 'Eastern' 'Northern' rational or 'Eastern'
Figure 8.3.
Research Proposition Two
Whilst evidence of a natural inclination toward 'Southern' humanistic management
will be dealt with in-depth in Section 8.4 to follow, attention is focused
momentarily on its environmental archetype.
Kotze (1993) points out that in order to cope with soclo-econornlc depravation
people are forced by circumstance into a collective interdependency. The
manifestations thereof, as developed by Kotze (1993, p8~20), are compared to that
_ill
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of an individual consciousness found amongst more advantaged members of
society:
o "People with a collective consciousness are socially open, whereas people
with individualisticconsciousness are socially closed;
o Communities characterised by collective consciousness of necessity require
collective democracy i.e., consensual procedure. People with individualistic
consciousness regularly demand their individual democratic rights;
o In communities dominated by collective consciousness, adjudication is a
matter of reconciliation. The legal process in societies dominated by
individualistic consciousness is clinicallygeared to establish right or wrong,
innocence or guilt;
o People with collective consciousness are forced to divide their loyalty
between the group / community and the workplace. Persons with
individualistic consciousness subordinate social loyalty to professional loyalty;
o Collective consciousness creates an insatiable need for people and social
situations; individualistic consciousness creates an acute need to escape from
people at times; and
o Collective consciousness defines time socially and in terms of the immediate
present; individualistic consciousness defines time in terms of economic
surplus and the future."
Further to the above it is concluded that collective consciousness, a feature of the
Community Bank's customer interface, dictates a 'Southern' humanistic approach,
i'i
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whereas an individual consciousness akin to the Community Bank's technical core,
calls for 'Northern' rational tendencies,
8.4. Research Proposition Three
The third Research Proposition, an extension of the second, was affirmed with
minor modification. The revision is summarised in Figure 8.4. below:
~--------------~~~----.---'-----------------------'--~PI'e-Study Research Proposition Post-Study Research Proposition--------~-------~-----------~----~
'Southerness' issuch is That such 'Southerness'That
pre-eminently concerned with pre-eminently concerned with themes
socio-political recons-ruction and of voluntary subordination of
spiritual transformation and self-interest to communal objectives,
subsequently with building networks of rights and obligations, relationships
reconstruction I enterprising built on trust; community ownership,
communities through the adoption of inclusive and transparent
shared vision, organic organisational arrangements, democratic decision
structures, inclusive processes, ubuntu
and metaphysical management"
making processes, celebration.
humanistic values. primacy of language,
and African humility.
Figure 8.4.
Research Proposition Three
Before reviewing plausible relationships amongst the various themes of 'Southern'
humanistic management, as identified and described in Chapter Seven, the
assumption that the approach is pre-eminently concerned with notions of
Afrocentric religion is dismissed with qualification. The qualification being that
whilst there seems to be little or no evidence of Afrocentric religion in Community
Bank at this juncture, it might be a feature of rural communities which are in the
process of being engaged. This quallflcation is made with reference to research
conducted by Chown (1994) which found that African managers from rural
backgrounds are more traditional or Afrocentric in their approach to management
than their urban counterparts.
{)
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Further to the identification of pre-eminent themes of 'Southern' humanism, an
attempt was made to narrow the themes down into meaningful and interrelated
constructs. Consequent thereto, 'Southern' humanism is seen to comprise three
dimensions involving (f) fellowship; (2) institutional Irgic; and (3) people centred
values. The summation of which accounts for the term ubuntu: Figure 8.5. refers:
~ .•...••.••.Construct
Fellowship
Pre-Eminent Themes of "Southern" Humanism
Volu !:':.:.I'7subordination of self-interest to communal
objectives' ~iigh~" rid obligations; Relationships built on
,'ust; Com: unity ownership;
lnstitutronal Logic Inclusive and transparent arrangements; Democratic
decision making processes; celebration;r·----------------+-----~----~--------------------------~·
People Centred Values Humanistic values; Primacy of language; and African
humility.
Figure 8.5.
UBUNTU
Each construct is discussed with reference to appropriate research material and
narration.
o Fellowship: Ubuntu is first-and ..foremost a survival st,",'I.":,s'Y.It implies, as
posited by Kotze (1993) and Mbigi (1993a, I993b, 1993c, 1994) in separate
reviews, group cohesion and solidarity. Allegiance to the furtherance of
communal goals, as opposed to an indulgence in self-interest, is needed to
cope with a life experience of widespread poverty. According to Coldwell
and Moerdyk (1981, p73) it not only calls for but necessitates, "Each being his
brother's keeper. tach has a right and an obligation to expect help from, and
give help to his neiLhbour .... Seek the good of community, and you seek your
cwn good. Seek your own good, and you seek YOllr own destruction. Mutual
aid is a moral obligation," This bond gives identity to mutual associations such
as kolkhoz shared learning facilities and stokvels, as accounted for by
. "
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Rarnudzull (i993) and Likhele (1990). By inference each of the Community
Bank's outlets requires a similar sense of social identity, cohesion and
purpose. All of which is given definition and meaning through the promotion
of community ownership. it is a prospering and situational relationship built
on trust and good will rather than on the immediacy of physical resources.
o Institutioas] Lc ic: Whilst ubuntu implies social identity, cohesion and
purpose it requires an institutional logic to provide order and stability. In
keeping with open structures of governance, such as traditional Ji.l(taba. sand
management derivatives such the Venturecomm system associated with
Koopman (1987) and Pungwe sessions with Mbigi (1993c), inclusive and
transparent arrangements ar" called for. These arrangements provide a
mechanism for not only eliciting the views and opinions of people affected by
decisions but for the removal of dissent before the group can move forward.
Related group processes, as reported by Koopman (1993), include the need
of t~.~ collective to (I) focus on morals and emotions rather than on roles
and functions; (2) co work thr ough problems aurally and emotionally; (3) to
think out aloud and use continue 'IJ5 debate and arguments as the main part of
their reasoning process; and to (4) checkout how other members of the
team feel and whether proposed solutions are acceptable to all. By
implication these Inclusive and transparent structures of communication,
consultation and decision m;·:L-;ng provide for the ascendancy of legltnnate
leadership and authority. The strength of social as opposed to legalistic
bounds inherent therein govern behaviour aimed at rnalntalnlng group
iden'ity, cohesion and purpose. The threat of $f'cial exclusion ensures a high
level of conformance to gl cup values and unwritten codes of conduct. All of
which is ratified and/or re-inforced through planned ritual and spontaneous
celebration of group achievement.
I
~
o People Centred Values: Sharing life with others and being intrinsically
fulfilled thereby is seen to pervade every aspect of ubuntu: Moreover, in
accordance with Mbigi (1993a, 19; .-lb, I994a, I994b) and Prozesky (1996),
ubuntu is seen to include a host of people centred values such as the need to
II
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be caring, compassionate, dignified, forgiving, friendly, generous, helpful,
hospitable, respectful, self-disciplined, supportive, tolerant and above a!1else
understanding. As such it calls for great strength of character and humility to
subordinate self-interest in the furtherance of comm-mal objectives. Affinity
to the nuances of these espoused values is to be found in ones grounding in a
particular community and ones observance of the language requirement and
aural tradition of that community.
The above constructs of 'Southern' humanism are seen to be inextricably linked
and intertwined.
8.5. Research Proposition Four
Further to the Community Bank's natural inclination toward a 'Southern'
humanistic; approach certain management pathologies are acknowledged hereby
affirmingthe fourth Research Proposition, as modified in Figure 8.6 below:
Pr~-Study Ilesearch·.Proposition Post-Study. Research Proposition_.---- ,--+----- -_
The extent that anyone component of The pathological down side of over
the businessphere is exclusively in developed 'Southern' humanism - at
evidence, so the organisation will the expense of Western' empiricism,
exhibit distinct pathologies in the form 'Northern' rationalism, and 'Eastern'
of overdone 'Western' materialism; idealism - is heightened expectation,
cartelism; or 'Southern' nepotism. patro rage, and nepotism.
'Northern' mechanism, 'Eastern' prolonged consultation, favouritism,
~------~------------------~----------.~---------------
The acknowledgement and acceptance of the above pathologies of overdone
'Southern' humanism gives rise to the need to implement checks and balances to
counter their disabling effect.
o Heightened Expectations,' In the face of heightened expectation it is
reportedly easy to become engrossed in championing the cause of communal
needs at the expense of exercising constraint. As defence thereto, education
...
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---------------------------- __-------------------- __--.----
and training by way of community workshops is seen to be fundamental ~G
the alignment of organisational and communal expectations. Common
understanding about what can and cannot be delivered needs to be forged in
the formative stages of new relationship in order for the association to
flourish. The establishment of mutual rights and obligations being central to
the understanding that needs to be forged. lr, the absence of nurtured realism
tnere is a danger of disappointment and a reciprocal breakdown in trust.
o Prolonged Consultation: Whilst employees steeped in a community way of
life prosper within an open consultative environment, this can be a source of
alienation to those employees who display 'Northern' rational tendencies.
Their frustration is a result of what is perceived to be unproductive time
spent on direction less, extended and inconclusive meetings. In recognition
thereof, and in line with Koopman's (1987) experlen- ~ at Cashbuild, it is
suggested that hard and soft variables of manageme: rt be separated so that
'ssues may be dealt with pragmatically in appropriate forums providing for
varying degrees of worker participation and collective decision making. As
managers, employees and other stakeholders become more attuned to
inclusive and transparent processes so the process may be extended in a
controlled manner to other issues of mutual c ncern,
o Favouritism, Patronage and Nepotism: 'Whilst: positive features of African
humility have been alluded to, it is cautioned that these forces of social
alignment can be equally destructive. [dentlfled pathologies of favouritism,
patronage and nepotism are in keeping with Blunt and Jones's (1992, p37)
assertion, II.... that African managers are linked to extensive networks of
social obligation; and that values of reciprocity and social exchange that
characterise African social systems still impinge directly on the working lives
of African managers." As a result systems and procedures need to be put
into place so as to minimise risks associated with informal networks of social
obligation, albeit in the area of personnel racruitrnent, financial management
or external relations w ,,:erviceproviders.
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1:3.6. Conclusion
In view of the above, and in recognition of the need to transcend the limits of any
particular world-view, it is concluded that the various components of Lessem's
(1990a, I990b, 1993a, I993b) four world model need to be integrated.
1
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CHAPTER 9 - CONCLUSION
9.1. Affirmation of Research Findings
Through successive levels of analysis involving descriptive, exploratory and
explanatory techniques the following Research Propositions were affirmed:
a African Management is eclectic in nature, embracing Lessern's (1990a,
I990b, I993a, 1993b) constructs of 'Western' empiricism, 'Northern'
rationalism, 'Eastern' idealism ar, Southern' humanism in a dynamic whole;
a The natural lncllnation of organisations and/or sections thereof operating
within an environment of collective consciousness is toward a 'Southern'
hurnanlstlc orientation as opposed to a 'Western' primal, 'Northern' rational
or 'Eastern' developmental bias;
a That such 'Southerness' is pre-eminently concerned with themes of voluntary
subordination of self-interest to communal objectives, rights and obligations,
relationships built on trust, community ownership, inclusive and transparent
arrangements, democratic decision making processes, celebration, humanistic
values, primacy of language, and African humility;
a The pathological down side of ovsr developed 'Southern' humanism - at the
erpense of 'Western' empiricism, 'Northern' rationalism and 'Eastern'
idealism - is heightened expectation, prolonged consultation, favouritism,
patronage and nepotism.
Affirmation of the Research Propositions, forwarded for consideration, caters for
the extended development and testing of African management theory.
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9.2. Key Assumptions and Limitations
Whilst evidence supporting the Research Propositions is of significance, the
following assumptions and limitations need l .,, be taken into account in the
extended development and testing thereof:
o The Research Project was guided by the assumption that African
management is a PI'C jU{.t of all South African! and not thn exclusive preserve
of one group over another,
o It was assumed that the research subjects had sufficient grounding in the
Community Bank to articulate what makes their organisation unique
compared to traditional South African organisations.
o Research studies in the area of African management were limited in their
scope and as such did not offer a reliable framework for theoretical
triangulation.
o External validity of the case study was limited by the sampling method
employed and its size.
\
\
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Further to the above it is cautioned that the Research Findings submitted are
idiosyncratic to the Community Bank.
I
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9.3. Avenues for Future Research
Avenues for future research, albeit of a qualitative or quantitative nature, include:
o Content Ana!yt}s: lndepenccnt content analysis of the interview schedules
submitted in Appendix Two could be undertaken to determine
Inter-trunvldual reliability between researchers.
o Modifica.tion of Research Instruments: Due to possible deficiencies in the
areas of sampling and data collection, primary themes of African management
identified in the pilot study could be validated further through the
employment of more scientific research techniques within the same unit of
study. Suggested refinements include the use of probability sampling and the
employment of focus groups as a means of substantiating the primary
research themes identified in this Research Report.
\
o Before and After Study: At the time of data collection the Community Bank
was in its formative stages of development. Subsequent to which new
branches and outlets have opened in rural areas which might be considered
more Afrocentic in approach. The impact of these new branches and outlets
on the Community Bank's business outlook, management orientation and
leadership style justifies further research, albeit to substantiate or dismiss
notions of enculturation.
o Replication of Research Findings: Literal and theoretical replication of the
research findings across successive organisations, using the same case study
protocol, is considered highly desirable,
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o QI1 Ititative Research Instruments: Based on the face validity of the
Research Propositions for-war~ed quantltatlve research instruments may be
employed to test the Researrh Report's criterion validity across a wider
research population.
~nificance of the Research Findings
The case study methodology employed, proved useful, as it not only addressed the
stated Research Problem but tested the robustness of a host of generalisations
about African management. Further to. which the descriptive, exploratory and
explanatory nature of the Research Report satisfied ~ methodological requirement
that the project be practical and phenomenon driven.
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Appendix One
AFRICAN MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRi;
What does the name Community Bank mean to you? How do you feel being
associated with the Community Bank?
Tested Research Proposition 2
2 In your opinion what gave rise ~ the Community Bank's formation and how
did the Bank develop into the organisation that it' is today? What is the
driving purpose of the Bank?Would you tell me about the personalities who
pioneered the formation of the Community Bank?Have their roles within the
l'3ankchanged at all?
Tested Research Proposition 2
3 Hew does the Community Bank differ from traditional financial institutions?
Testt::dResearch Proposition 2
4 How have structures of corporate governance within the Community Bank
developed? To what extent are these structures in line with the Bank's core
values ~that which is held to be important to the Bank?
Tested Research Proposition 2
5 To what extent was the formation of the Community Bank and its
management approach a product of South Africa's cultural heritage and
socio-political struggle? Does the Bank encourage diversity of opinion or
commonalty? Do you consider this emphasis on diversity / commonalty to be
a strength of weakness?
Tested Research Propositions I and 4
Tested Research Proposition I
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6 Is it possible to identify different management approaches within the
Community Bank, for instance between management hierarchies, functions
and disciplines? How do you see these differences in management approach -
or lack thereof - evolving over the next five years?
7 How would you describe the operating environment of the Community Bank
with reference to the Bank's employee, and commurnty profile? What impact
has this environment had 011 the way in which your orsanisation operates and
carries out its business] (Probe for specific examples)
Tested Research Proposition 2
8 Have any deep rooted African Leliefs, customs and traditions been
incorporated into the C""nmunity Bank's management style? Has the
Community Bank developed any of its policies and procedures to
accommodate community management principles? (Probe for specific
examples)?
Tested Research Propositions 2 and 3
9 To what extent are employees and the community engaged in the day-to-day
running of the Community Bank?What mechanisms have been put into place
to encourage and facilitate their participation? Have these mechanisms led to
a spiritual and economic empowerment of employees and the communlty!
Tested Research Proposition 3
10 What aspects of t~e Community Bank's management style can be defined as
unique? (Ask for documentary substantiation ie., a policy or procedure, ask
for possible explanations of why certain practices are considered unique)
Tested Research Proposition 3
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I I To what extent does the Community Bank promote the collective needs of
employees versus their individual needs? Is there any reason for promoting
the one above the other? (examples of group versus indrvidual needs may be
found in the manner in which performance reviews are conducted, the way
in which rewards are distributed, and way in which employees are recruited
and selected etc.)
Tested Research Proposition 3
12 How do communication channels between the Bank, its employees and the
community differ from those in traditional financial institutions? (examples
may include the way in which meetings are run, the use of storey telling and
the use of rituals and celebrations etc.)
Tested Research Proposition 3
13 How does the Community Bank define and measure its success? What are
the primary and secondary considerations in the way in which the Bank sets
out in achieving its goals? Has the incorporation of community ccnee; 25
contributed or detracted from the Community Bank's measures of success?
Tested Research Proposition 4
14 What advise would you give other organisations attempting to implement
community concepts into their day-to-day management? is there anything
that they should avoid?
Tested Research Proposition 4
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Appendix Two
SEMI-STRUCTURED IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS
I
I
The eleven in-depth / semi-structured interview schedules to follow are verbatim
transcriptions of the interviews as recorded on magnetic tape during the months
of August and September 1994. While a primary spell check has been applied the
grammar and diction of the records has not been tapered with. As a consequence
the interview schedules might be difficult to read due to bad diction and incomplete
sentences. The interviews are listed in the order in which they were recorded.
Hence, it is possible to tack the learning curve of the interviewer and the
development of second y questions around the primary semi-structured
interview schedule.
I
I
~
i
Respondents Job Title .1Branch Manager
Biographical Date Black, male -Gradrate No .
Background Experienced Banker, line management responsibility.--Personal Comments I Reflection ~
I forgot to ask the respondent about his background, I feel that I was too mechanical in
my interview approach. A possible reason being that! was scared of being side tracked
and deviating from the intent of my research propositions. I lost critical information at
the end of the interview as a result of not paying attention to my tape recorder which
ran out of tape. I left the interview feeling a little bit uncertain as to whether or not I
was on the right track.
_'--- -
For clarity all questions asked by the interviewer are numbered and presented in
italics.
INTERVIEW ONE
I. A,)'a first question, can I ask you what does the name Community Bank mean to you?
Well, Community Bank, that; is owned by the community which it serves. That ownership
can come in various ways. By the community buying shares in the Bank. The other way of
course you want to have a Community Bank that focuses on community needs. It is also
that relationship with that community.
2. What gave rise to the Community Bank and its tormstion, what was its origin and the
need that kicked off the Inkiativel
\
i.
\
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In our discussions about how the Community Bank came about or the concept itself, as
even applied in other parts of the world. I think the concept itself is about making credit
accessible to communities. You know, communities, you may ask the question are for
instance the other banks not serving the interests of the community. In communities you
might talk of a millionaire. They are part of the community. So the question is does not
the millionaire who gets serviced by one of the more formal banks get serviced by the
Community Bank, after all he also forms part of the community. Then it is necessary to
narrowly define community banks. That then means that community banks serve the
interest of people who normally have problems in finding finance because normally we find
the banks or the well established banks have high yield, in terms of profitability. You know
they benefit the middle and high income groups. Normally they do no focus on the lower
end of the market and that is where the Community Bank focuses attention on. But then
that does not mean that you can really say for instance that because they focus on that
market specifically that they do not have a community orientation. The Community Bank
per se has defined the concept as on that small lower income. We have people who have
been marginalised, you know that type of aspect.
3. Why have we had to wait until 1994 before we got a Community Bank I why has
nobody picked it up on the concept earlier?
It is a question of intent because if you look at the building societies their operations for'
instance is not very much different except that banks did not go into the housing market in
a big way. That was always left for the building societies, Now with the change in market
conditions, with banks going into the former domain of the building societies, you know,
the capital requirements for building societies to remain competitive. The dividing line
between banks and building societies was re-grouped and once legislation prepared, you
know, jf building societies continued in that old fashion way they would have eventually
seized up and eventually swallowed up and lost market share. So the concept is really not
that different. You know except with the Community Bank it can do all sorts of things that
banks cannot do. For instance building societies would not lend money for business, you
know, for small business enterprises, The Community Bank conducts that because that is
still in the domain of banking.
4. I believe that there is a Board of Trustees within the Community Bank and that it is
unique in a sense, how is that structured and how does it work?
J(1, that is in terms of this Community Bank specifically because this one is the pioneer of
cornrnunlty banking in South Africa. It is unique in the sense that you have f:ttIO arms to the
Bank. You have the arm which concentrates on the providing of banking services and then
you have the education arm. Now normally banks when they establish a branch they do
30 first then they do their marketing afterwards but now with us ic is situation where we
first identify what the needs of the community are and if the bank can playa. ~:::...The next
question is to establish whether the communities will accept Community Bank coming into
their area and training. And if that is the case then of course our team go out there and
exp'oln the concept of banking. As opposed to the other who do not explain this type of
thing and expect them to know how banking works. We are saying that we have this arm
here that teaches people how banking works before we go in there. They are trained how
to use the bank properiy.
5. By engaging the community would they decid« where to open op a MW branch!
It decides where we are going to open branches. Because one other aspect which by
engaging the community we are lowing the risk in that market.
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6. You where saying that Community Banking is not novel to South Africa, I hear that in
India they have a similar concept as they have in the United States.
YE;S the Grameen Bank in India. The idea in this country about community banking was
made by Bob Tucker ex-Chief Executive Officer of the Perm Building Society and he then
roped in the well known civic association personnel together. They had this idea and made
it operationally possible.
7. Could you tell me about some of the other people who got involved in the impetus to
get the Bsnk off the ground?
We have Dr Ellen Khuzwayo she is an ex-member of the Urban Foundation, she is very
well known community worker. We also have Ishmail Khabela,
8. Could you tel! me about how they got involved with the drive with Bob Tucker in
getting the bank up and running?
9. There is a bit of contusion in my mind to hear about the PWV Community Bank and the
Community bank, are the,I' one and the same!
I think, look my 1,;stOryabout what role that they played is limited but I know that the
driving force, the people that drove this idea, was really Bob Tucker and Archie Hurst.
Once it became feasible the banks seconded people to support it. Archie Hurst was
consulted and did most of the spade work to ensure that feasibility studies where carried
out and that the concept could work. So there was this expertise.
No they are not one and the same the PWV I think that is the type of bank Tokyo
Sexwale is talking about, That relates to the financing of housing. The similarity in names
may be a mistake for a bank that does mainly the financing of houses. That. is what the
PWV is talking about. Their calling it a Community Bank is perhaps a lack of the right
word to describe that bank. Community is something that is being banded about and they
then just came in and just started using the word. Now they are using it more in a
descriptive sense whereas this Community Bank is a name already given to the Community
Bank as it exists now. But if you where to describe the functions that it would be carrying
out then it would be the Community Bank, the Community Bank. The PWV bank uses the
word in a descriptive sense of the type of bank it is to focus on, the needs of the
community. Not as an enemy.
10. I beli~ve that you have a branch out in Benc.ni, why Benoni, how was the venue
selected?
One I think a feasibility survey was done in Benoni and number two it SO happened there
was this area Tamboville which proved to be a suitable ground area because why t.:.ere
where already established communities there who would benefit immediately. And those
cornrnunlties had a social 'fibre in the sense that they had organisations that where very
much feasible. Like you had Tambovllle Civic ASSOciation, the Wattville Residents
Association. And for instance if you go into Wattville whilst it is an informal settlement it
is very much advanced. So it is easy really to establish there. And also people in that area
where very much receptive to that, to the idea. They were able to comment that they
would benefit from it so they could help develop this Community Bank.
II. How does the Community Bank differ from say traditional banks as we know them?
..
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It has got to be more. We are actually a mutual bank. In that sense it means that there is
relaticnshio between the bank and its client or members. I think that the other thing is
that it differs from the other banks, you know, ~t is focused on providing housing to low
income groups. Now when one starts talking about low income groups, we are focusing
on what we call uri-bankable communities. That is what we are focIJsitr6on. I me...\')we are
saying that we will be in a position to provide finance for twenty houses in an area which is
full of shacks. They would however say wait that is not our area. That is the first
difference. The second difference is the establishing of an outlet. It involves the
community. Which means at the end of the day you are going to have members of a
cQ''{imunity being voted who are members of 'ie Bank, I mean, being voted into our Board
of Directors. As part of the Board of Directors they will then be responsible for the
running, I mean not the management but the broader objectives of how the particular
ou-let is to run and decisions regarding credit in that area. They will be involved, you
know, in having an input in the running of the branch or outlet in that particular
community. The second and the most important difference with the other banks is that
they just have a Board of Directors. They are not however localised. They are at Head
Office. So with us the communities are involved and they are consulted in the whole
process whether it is in lending or not lending in a particular area. The Community Bank
by having people, a Local Board of Directors, whatever changes regarding the lending
operations of the Bank they wi!! be consulted which therefore means that the community
actively participates.
12. In terms of stokvels and other organisations like that did you borrow any concepts
from them in the way in which you go about your business!
t think that the ideas of stokvels really was one of those ideas generated about whether
people could save and how they could save. The concept of stokvels as it existed has been
there for years and it has been a very important savings scheme especially in the black
communities. I must say for instance that it is not the exclusive right and domain of black
communities. I "now for instance that some whites and coloureds have that type of thing.
You know in different communities it is called different things. That concept was also built
into the idea of the Community Bank. For lnstance in terms of drawing up products that
stokvels, you know, will be used for savings in communities. Information from stokvels and
how the)' operate clearly plays an important part in identifying what our members are
prepared do in saving.
13. You mentioned earlier on that the element of risk in the credit lending in the
Community Bank is different: to that of traditional banks, how do you determine the credit
worthiness of your clients to make sure that the money that you lend out is repaid!
i
~
We first of all have to clarify the point that we still have to stick to accepted credit norms.
But the market which we are serving has very little to offer in terms of security. So an
innovative way in dealing with the aspect of security had to be found and by growing the
communities group process, we say that if one person defaults, we could use peer group
pressure for instance or community pressure to say make up for your loan because if you
do not it means that this community is going to suffer. It is not going to have access to
credit. So it is hoped that we can use that process to lower the credit risk. It is going to
wc rk, it is going to work, this is new waters that we are testing. At the end of tM{0, three,
four or five years it will be interesting to see whether that in fact works. If you draw from
experiences of community banks in India or Canada or some credit associations and the
World Bank in Kenya for instance it seems to have worked. Obviously you cannot
transpose conditions in England and South Africa and hope to get the same results.
..
,
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14. If we where to talk and look at your whole management structure, it is interesting you
have got your Foundation, a Localised Board of Directors and the Banking arm, is there
any thing else in that line of interest thst sets you apart from traditional banks!
For instance if you look at our banking structures we have, where should I kick off? We
have a management structure that is transparent where it is not a top I down approach. I
would not call it a bottom I up approach which means that everything is initiated from the
bottom. But where decisions are taken or where decisions are made is where everybody
gets involved. You do not want one to feel threatened to speak their mind. Normally it,
other institutions you either have a bottom up or top down approach but having
emphasis on the top I down approach. You get participative management or what you call
it. But people will say we are talking about the concept of participation but the
participative with the ideas generating from the top. At the end of the day it is not so
much what is felt what needs to be done from the bottom / up. Whereas here it is. We
can throw an idea around if it is found to be feasible it can be implemented. If it IS not
found feasible it will not be implemented. It is still the right of management to make a final
decision otherwise we would forever be in consultation.
15. How do you define the hard .~daM~s that are the exclusive domain of the people at
the top and the soft variable of your business which are more open to participative
decision making?
Urn. look we have not really sat down and discussed it. From Archie's style of management
it is apparent for instance that the strategic decisions will have to be left to management.
People can have an input and make suggestions for instance. Systems and financial decisions
will have to be the domain of management. Not everybody has the expertise to make
those type of decisions in terms of how to run a bank. Those things are left to people who
are specialists and who are good in those functions who have a number of years
experience. Strategic decisions I think and the viability of something wi!! have to left up to
management.
16. Coming into the Community Bank for the first time and in my introduction to Archie
I asked why the colour blue in the Community Banks corporate logo and how was it
decided upon, could tell me a little bit about the process behind that decision?
They had the five colours of the flag and just said lets go for the blue and yellow. People
where consulted. I think that Personnel or something like that must have played around
the colour and would have gone through a process of consultation. It was then decided
upon with the assistance of outsiders. That was when the colour blue was identified. If you
had gone to other institutions the top guys would have said this colour whether or not
they would have had the expertise. The clerks where having their views asked about it. I
joined the bank when that process was under way. The same process happens in the
purchase of furniture for instance, staff get involved there. The material, the colour
everything.
/7. If you do not mind I would like to re-trsck and go over my list of questions that I
would like to ask you so that I can keep a focus. Could you tell me whether the formation
of the Community Bank and its management approach is a. product of South Africa', dual
cultural heritage and socio-political struggle?
Well, I think to a great extent. Just from my personal views and observations the way that
I perceive things. You have on the one hand the so called liberation movement, people
preaching transparency. That people need to be consulted. This process needs to be
transparent that is one thing and then you have for instance the traditional way of doing
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things which needs to be brought in away in order to try and control and balance the act
which to me is also a good thing. Because why if you imagine if you had a situation where
everybody lets say said lets be transparent, lets be transparent. That in itself would begin
to, you know, erode control sectors in that and you will end up with a situation where
you will be endlessly be talking and consulting without results. In the traditional way whilst
you are talking you are moving to, you know, a position. Those two schools of thought
where able to produce what we have today in terms of the culture of the Community
Bank. Because you cannot to my mind do away with certain things that are in existence. It
is good that we talk but we need to control the process and at times say fine and stop the
talking in order to reach results. Even with that I am sure that people will be talking to
each other. You should look at what happened with the formation of the JMC-
Johannesburg Metropolitan Chamber - in Joburg last week and yOIJ read what happens.
You can see clearly the influence of guys within the Council who will say okay guys we
have been talking but time is moving ahead and we are under achieving so lets come to a
situation where we make a decision.
18. Obviously there are community structures in the areas where you plan to open your
branches and that things are polltidsed to a point, has that effected the way in which you
set up at all! For instance did you have to go and consult with Civic Associations at all to
get their acceptance before establishing a brsnch?
How is that?
19. How did k effecr the way in which you structured yourselves?
I came here in April and already certain plans were filed with regard to opening branches
and I can only talk about what I have seen when I came to the Community Bank up to
now. I think in the first place decisions where based on what the community was
expecting. That was most probably when market research was done in certain areas to see
whether people wanted a bank there. That is how we go into a particular community. The
Joburg branch &ndthe setting up of the [oburg branch. For along time people where talking
about establishing a branch where there was a ccmmunlty with a strong social fibre. And it
was not possible to find that type of community drive not that it did not exist. It probably
does exist but it is not very visible. It is very weak in terms of organisations and the end
result was where do you eventually have ),our branches. We have one in Hlllbrow, we
have one in the Joburg centre itself. And that delayed the final decision about whether we
should have a branch in joburg and eventually they came up that we are going to have
Joburg here. it is not going to be community driven. Now we nave broken from first
establishing a links around a certain community and establishing a branch there. This
branch will act as a source of assessing communities around it and then we can begin to
identify who the communities in these areas.
20. Do you see communities themselves coming forward and saying we want a branch out
here where we are! Would you then go out there and assess the feasibility of the request?
It is interesting we get calls from Durban and all other and they would say come here we
have a strong communities, we need a bank here. For instance people say why are you
opening a branch in Butterworth? Butterworth )s small compared to such and such. And
those type of questions came up.
21. In terms of the '3anks management style do you encourage diversity of opinion or
commonality of values?
0°
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I will give you my personal view, ones has got to have diversity because 1personally believe
that in this country we will have to move away as time goes on from managing people
who, you know, have been disadvantaged and in bringing them into the mainstream of the
economy. As We go into the workplace, as we develop as a society we will find that we
have to manage diversity where colour does not play a part. Where you start to see
people as people as people with different values with different cultures. That will be the
challenge for us in this country.
22. In terms of operating environment you have just described has this had an impact on
the type of person that you employ and the way in which you do things!
[a, I think that it has but, you know, it is difficult really to quantify it properly. The Impact
at the moment because we have not been operating for a long time but it has had an
impact. We have just opened up our Benoni and Johannesburg branches and other
branches will be coming up. I think from that one can see the impact that having had
those type of staff. But it may be different from one area to another. For instance we need
to ask ourselves what type of staff do we need to employ in the different areas that has
emerged.
23. You mentioned earlier on that the community might well decide upon the employees
working there I what role does the Local board of Directors in the recruitment and
selection of staff!
What I said is not in terms of the type of staff that we employ there. Ultimately the
responsibility to employ staff remains the with senior management and of course
specialists in that field. Let" make an example assuming that the community would not
really be in favour of a particular branch manager. Ithink that those communities would be
in a position to have an input in saying that we are not getting on well with him and then
specialists in those functions like human resources will then find out what the problem is.
Why they cannot work with the branch manager or staff there. If it maybe means that the
wrong profile of staff was employed then that causes a problem and they will have to take
a corrective action. But we decide who has to employ people at the outlet level. It remains
a function of management otherwise !t could become a situation where it would become
impossible to have staff members because those staff members must be employed by the
local communities because all sorts of things might come up.
24. Have any deep rooted African beliefS, customs and traditions been incorporated in the
way in which you go about your business and how the community bank operates!
What kind of?
25. African beliefs, customs, traditions.
I think that the only type of tradition that has been incorporated in terms of how we
operate really is a question of friendliness in communities, you know, how to relate to
people in terms of being friendly, courteous, respectful. those are the only things. Overall
at the end of the day we must not forget that even a traditional person with a well
developed deep rooted culture stills expects a service. Whii:3t we have respect in terms
of talking to people, not hurrying them up, you must still provide them with a high level of
service.
26. Does that embrace the concept of Ubuntu?
/)
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Yes it does operate in terms of that. How far it goes we do not know as we have not
been in the market fer a long time. But if you take the whole concept and attempt to try
and apply it vigorously whether it will be successful or not I do not know. I know that if I
go into a bank, whilst I want to meet friendly staff, communicate and relate with them
too I still want service.
27. Has the Community Bank developed any systems or procedures around these beliefs
or traditions?
I do not think that we have a specific guideline but I think that is the culture that is
beginning to emerge and I think that it will also take a couple of years before we can start
having something by it. At the end of the day it is a melting pot of different cultures, I hope
that this is not a racist point of view. it is many different colours. One of the things that
we are saying is that eventually we will have programmes that will be developed in Sotho
or whatever languages of the people that we serve. So the challenge is to sit down and
write a programme that delivers to the market in a particular region in a language which is
predominant in that particular region. That will be testing.
28. I was thinking in terms of recruitment techniques and appraisal systems it; that peer
driven!
It will have to be definitely performance related. I do not know about peer pressure.
Once you have peer pressure, peer pressure can be good or bad. If I happen to be liked
then I can rock the boat. I can stand up to management. That does not translate into
performance.
29. The way in which you go about recruitlng people, do you put out a notice, do
employees bring forward suggestions?
Form what I have seen they have used the more traditional process of advertising. Maybe
the guys who are involved in the process will tell you more about that. But what I have
seen is more typical of recruitment advertising.
30. In terms of any other human resource systems and procedures is there any difference
to that found in more traditional organisations?
We really have not have any grievance or dlsciplinary procedures and things like that
which I know of. They are most probably being developed. But I have not heard of anyone
being disciplined maybe because there has not been a need for that, I do not know, I am
not aware of that.
J I. In terms of your day to day engagement with people in the community, what kind of
forums and decisions would they get involved in?
For instance we have meetings with representatives of certain communities where they
come in and we ask them what type of products they want and how are we going to be in
a position to help them. They say they want housing loans and we say fine where in
Orange Farm. Natal? But only after a process of saving will you get a loan. We have been
very transparent because some people ask what procedures are being following. So we
will be able to deal with that and say fine this the way we will deal with that. In terms of
that the plan is evolving. Things change, I mean we have a lot of practical experience.
Things will change but communities can rely on us to come and advice them on our
product and how the bank operates. We are very willing to do that. Normally I do not
know of any other bank that is willing to go out and advice communities about their
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products or commit themselves. We will not be red lining. Not that it exists in any defined
way. They would ask would you lend in this area and thac area to buy a house? We would
have to say yes up front as opposed to traditional banks if you ask them whether they will
lend money. They answer might be we do not lend in that area but maybe if you made him
a proposal he IT'ightsay otherwise.
32. What about mechanisms in the Bank to encourage people to come forward with
suggestions within the Bank!
It is a key role of tue Foundation. We have various workshops in which people are
encouraged to ask questions, they are encouraged, they can always phone and request
information or if they want to have an input. I remember when we opened Benoni one the
people from the Foundation side said that people are happy with the customs of the bank.
They will be structures available to them to give their opinion.
33. In terms of the Localised Board of Directors, would there be an equal representation
of Community Bank people and community people?
No. The bank manager will work in conjunction with them in the development of maybe
the placing of facilities, you know, the granting of loans, getting info from them and
conveying that to Head Office for possible policy making. That is about all. Well at the end
or the day they will not have the powers to dictate to the outlet or to the bank manager
as to what he can do. They can only make recommendations that can be forwarded to
Head Office or wherever final decisions. They do not have the expertise in the first place
for instance they cannot make decisions for the granting of credit. But if t.hey have
concerns they will be able to raise them up with the normal structures that have been
arranged for them to raise their concerns.
34. Are there any other aspects of the management style of the Community Bank that you
see as being unique!
We have participation at all levels I think that is one that we talked about it a little bit
earlier. Something else besides the fact that we have participation at a.!1 levels which is
neither top down, or bottom up.
35. So an open and free system?
[a.
36. To what extent does the Community Bank promote collective as opposed to the
individual needs of its employees!
Urn, look my view is that there will be certain aspects that will be driven by financial needs
but there will definitely be have to be some aspects which are going to determined by
management on what is best in terms of their expertise. Otherwise if you have things that
are already been driven by collective needs I do not think that could work in all cases. I
mean if you talk about social clubs for the Community Bank and fringe benefits may be
that way collective needs will be met. But if you talk for instance about what operational
responsibilities, financial strategy issues these cannot be made on a collective needs basis
while the experts in their fields think that it is meant for them.
37. In terms of communication channels within the Community Bank do they do they
differ at al! from communication channels in other banks! for instance the way in which
your meeting are run, and the medium used to get your marketing message across.
o
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Again we cannot change communication. To me communication is one where it is two
way. Feedback or talk where someone responds to this instead of, you know, something
that is being relayed to him or her. Typically they are engaged in a dialogue as opposed to
a communication. I doubt that you will find that in all institutions, you talk about
information obviously but you attempt to filter something from up and about. I mean you
cannot really reinvent communication.
38. Um do you make use of storey telling as opposed to reliance on policies and
procedures! Do you promote that a.tall!
I have not come across that at all but we this comic which was for the launch I do not
know how to classify that, you know, whether it is story telling or not. It was a comic in
which people discuss what they hear about the Community Bank. I do not know whether
you can classify that as storey telling.
39. It sound interesting, you are obviously engagingpeople in a different way. It no doubt
says more than me writing out a memo and sending it off to everyone. The comic sounds
interesting.
It is directed and targeted at our end users. May be in that sense if you talk about end
users but if you are talking about my staff members we rely on normal cirr:ularly
structured meetings.
4a They talk about within African traditions about the importance of rituals and
celebrations do you promote these ideas at all!
In the Community Bank we have that, what do you call it, local entertainment. I mean in
African culture, I do not know if it is the same in white culture, but I bet it happens, it is
sought of how do you do it. I mean for instance when you go to the opening of a store
there could be balloons and speeches and some kind of entertainment. A choir coming in
to sing may be sing in between the different speeches. The normal conferences have
speeches, music and cocktails. What is the difference there?
41. Christmas is coming up soon do you have any special arrangements for that?
We are going to have something for staff all together.
42. That sounds very traditional would you consider something more radical like the
slaughtering of a beast which would have some a deeper symbolic meaning!
I do not think that we can go that far. Lets put it this way may be in certain outlets
perhaps the Community Bank has done every well and it calls for a celebration. It really
lies with the outlet the way it celebrates and it should reflect the values and the culture of
that outlet. if it is a predominately African community it might be possible to do that. But
for instance say in Joburg we want to celebrate we have a melting pot of all races. Not one
single culture or tradition. It will be slightly different.
43. How does the Community Bank measure its success!
That is a very nice interesting question? There is only way really that you can measure
yourself with. That is how profitable you are. That is number one. And how have you used
your profits to render more service giving more people access to banking to satisfy their
needs whether it is in terms of finance, credit or finance for owning houses, or for
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business. I say that it has got to be profit because if you cannot make your profit then you
will not have the money to lend more people, you know, aspirant business people. The
only difference how are we going to apply the profits because how many houses you are
able to finance is a function of how profitable you are. If you are not profitable how can
you finance these things. You cannot finance without being profitable. That is the only way
I know.
44. W/ch that profit is it 3/1ploughed back into the community!
The concept that is being talked about at the moment is not to make shareholders rich.
Sure shareholders need a return for their money so they get interest depending on their
share certificate. You can call it a dividend if you want to. So that is part of their interest,
call it anything you want. Then the other aspect of course is that the money that the
Community Bank would have made will have to be one for, you know, for the
Community Bank to sustain itself. Two, you know, if we can then sustain ourselves we can
offer facilities )r credit to more people. And three part of the: money lets say for instance
in the outlet in Wattville or wherever may have made such profits whereby part of that
money can be used fer buildit~f of a school. Clinic or something like that. So if a
community outlet does well profits will be ploughed back into that community.
45. We have touched very brieRy on it earlier on, we had mentioned the whole thing
about community based projects do you see that as being an important focus about your
business!
Ja, I think that it is, it is part and parcel of the business. The iE:CiSOnwhy I say so is that
because in the past institutions of the corporate world they would not say fine where
does our profit emanate from. We would try and use this pre-fit from the community in
the community. They would normally have their community affairs manager or whoever as
part of their social responsibility decide where they have to make grants or donations to
a particular communlty, The fact that profits could of been made in Soweto does not really
matter. Maybe using a mixed basis or tinkering that to the broader objectives of the
organisation.
46. In terms of community values have these contributed or detracted from the success of
the Community Bank!
Well, we cannot really talk about success at the moment. We are in a formative stage. So
we have never said that we can talk about it. Yes we can talk about the idea and the
concept. Now comes the question of profits which will come perhaps after one year when
we will be able to say fine this is where we where and this is where we are now, how have
we managed. how many people have we helped to start a business. We are talking about
measurable success. At the moment the only success that we can talk about is that yes we
have money, we have got branches, they have been formed but have not financed houses
yet.
47. As a last question what advice you give other organisations or companies trying to
emulate what you have done in terms of Introducing communky management principles
into the way in which they go about their business!
Look I would say that what we have done has proved, you know. that it can work. As far
as saying that it is going to be the same is one bit of advice that I would give. You know
thing change. You need to decide on a strategy according to the needs of people at a
particular time. What I would say for instance with the bankers with regard to
uri-bankable communities is that what they have to change is how they design programmes
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to meet certain aspects of the needs of the on-banked. In other words the products must
be designed to the needs of certain mark. '. Because if you have a product you will always
find that product cannot be suitable to all types of markets. They do not talk about
emerging markets. Some people talk of un-bankable communities. So if you have a
situation and define tl.e market or how you see the market dictated tr. by the needs of
the market, you know, the way it wants to strata. Even amongst the low income groups
you will find differences in needs. You might go to a certain area where the average
income is say one thous- ':mds and below and you, delivery must be ieslgned in a way
which will suit that marke; ~ut now say you have a another low income group where the
average income is 'ONO thousand five hundred. Their needs will be different to the needs of
the group where the average income was lower. Therefore the products which we have
to suit those different needs. My advice would therefore be that institutions must, you
know, determine or design products suitable for these particular areas instead of having
products which they think will work in all areas. I do not think that can work. We need to
move a way form the concept that if products worked in Benoni that they will have a
wider application.
48. What advice you give other organisations trying to emulate your success in terms of
things that they should do differently, is their anythIng that they need to be cautious about
or avoid?
Respondents Job Title Marketing Manager
Biographical Data Black, male
Graduate Yes
As I said it all depends on what income group the community falls .nco, To answer y0\l
question say you have a situation where you have a white ,erson earning 'ONO thousand
rands per month then YOll have a black oerson earning 'ONo thousand rands per month
their needs are not exactly the same because of historical reasons because the one might
have access to financlal facilities. The other one also because of historical reasons might
not have access. Furthermore they both come from different communities. Now you can
not if you have a product, lets say housing. i" "I you do not have an informal :;">.ttlementin
white areas so now can you now start a hou g loan facility in the same way that you have
designed for black communities. Definitely not so what I am saying is that the money that I
will give to say a person that wants to do things is not to say that the Community Bank
differs suc=ssfully but to say that it identifies a certain segment of the market and to
make sure that their research regarding products is paid out to meet the needs of those
people. What I am saying take for instance, start in identifying those communities, Involve
those communities, in the process of making decisions, in the process of deciding what is
good for them, as opposed to d market survey that says this is their needs. You must
involve those communities in that particular situation
49. Is there anything that other companies should avoid?
I am going to give you my personal view. My personal view is simply that Recorder
ran out of tape. Information lost.
INTERVIEW nNQ
~-------------,-----------------------------------------~
Background Business / product development specialist, counselling and
training entrepreneurs, youthful and dynamic in approach.
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Personal Comments I Reflection :
While 1 remembered to ask the incumbent about his background i failed to record his
reply on magnetic tape. I nonetheless made hand written notes to verify the information
contained in the summary box above. I think that this was one of my better interviews.
The respondent came across as young and dynamic. I left the interview with a heightened
understanding about the Community Bank which was to stand me in good stead fOI"the
interviews co follow. At this stage of my research I felt pleased that I had persevered with
my original line of questioning. Instinctively Iknew Iwas on the right track. The answers
given supported my research propositions. --
I. What does the name Community Bank mean to you!
2. \lVhat about the PVVV Community Bank, are other companies latching onto to the
notion!
The name actually you know carries a message. Something like the institution is not just in
existence, existing fer the sake of it, it exists for the community. We are registered as the
Communit.y Bank. So it is kind of generic in the sense that it:really addresses our target ~
the communlty.
Yes that i~the generic aspect that I was talking about, We are legally registered so nobody
else should be allowed to use it. They cannot use the combination Community Bank.
J. What does the name conjure up in you, do you identify closely wlth the name!
C> yes deftnltely, it is my bank, this is my bank. I am the community and we hope that even
the peopie out there will share the same. 111 fact they told us so in many ways. Yes, this is
the insti .",;iol1.We initially played around with the name Peoples Bank before settling on
the name Communlty Bank.
4. In terms of your logo, what does it mean to you, the colours do not look very African!
Well, those are soft colours and there is a blue and yellow. The yellow being like a sort of
sun. I say maybe an awakening to a service, a market that has not been looked after. I
would say it carries that symbolism.
5: That is a nice way of putting it In your opinion whst gave rise to the formation of the
Community Bank!
I would say Cas and Bobby some three years ago realised that traditional institutions could
not enter for certain markets because of the amount of work involved In trying to cater
for that market. We are talking about lower income people. Banks ate traditionally set up
for profit, Profit being the overriding factor and you do not want to spend a lot of time on
small accounts. People just corning in to take cut moneys and really those institutions are
conservative and not being in touch with realitles of the people so I would say amor-gst
other things the short comings of tradltional institutions were realised and drove the idea
"'lI~---
\
,,'
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behind the Community Bank. They had to find ways of servicing this market. Discussions
and research led to where we are and really everything was pointing in the right direction.
There is a need. a very huge need, that can be addressed in that market.
6. What would you say the purpose of the Communizy Bank is!
Well there are three things that we are looking at which we are trying to service. The
purpose is tc;tlly to bring services to those communities that for whatever reason, you
know. have not held their needs satisfied by the existing institutions. $0 in a nutshell I
would say we have maybe three groups of people. Some have accounts with existing
institutions but they cannot access credit, you know, because I mean it was law until a
couple of months ago that blacks could not own property. The irony being that you then
go to an institution for finance and they S?y fine put up collateral. I mean I was never
allowed to own property so where was I supposed to get collateral. So we do recognise
that. Then there is another group of people that would like to have banking services in
their location, in nearby surroundings and you have people who have j1lst not been using
banks for reasons best know to them. $0 i would say the Community Sank addresses
these three targets and not only brings credit but a holistic financing arrangement, bring
banking services to those people. In order to build capacity, as you would appreciate, we
set up as mo dlvlsions. The Banking division and the Foundation where a let of work
shopping, consulting is taki:'Q place to sell the concept. They go and really start the
process and find out if people have the need for them to come into their area. You know
we do not just move into their areas we find out first if people have those needs.
7. In terms of the Foundation does the community appoint them!
The structure in the Foundation you have the manager and the senior trainers. They
recruit their own people. They have certain needs. Their recruitment will be different to
the Banks. The Bank is looking for people who have experience in banking. From the
Foundation side you will find that they need someone who knows about organising, who is
from the community structures. $0 they do their own recruitment and the Human
Resources Manager from the Bank is involved in the process,
8. In terms of Cas Coovadia and Bob Tucker what happened to them since the
Community Bank is now up and running!
Bob is no longer with the Community Bank. He has moved onto other initiatives with
Standard Bank. Cas is the Chief Executive Officer of the Bank, the whole Sank both the
Foundation and the Banking division. He is really the man on the top.
9. Is there anything about his personality that drive this initiative!
W(~II, t would say he has been involved in lot of community work. He has been
instrumental in lot of things like Actstop, for people in the inner city to ensure that they
get a fair deal from their landowners. He was involved with Pageview as well for the
people. He is a well known person.
t
10. Tell me about the Trustees, they are a diffen.mt body altogether!
You have the Board of Trustees who actually drive the Bank and drive policies, The Board
of Trustees comprises people from various backgrounds. You have people that are from a
corporate environment. You have people that are from community organisations, form
civics and from all those types of arrangements. Sought of a good mix of people. I would
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say that what is also interesting about this Community Bank is that you have people who
are really of diverse backgrounds who make up this organisation.
II. A-political!
Yes a-political. I mean people in their individual capacities belong to whoever they wish. As
the Community Bank is a neutral body With no leanings this is just a Bank for communities
wherever we go it does not become that the Banxs talks to a certain structure as opposed
to another. You talk to the whole community, whether they are IF?, ANC whoever .. They
all want banking services.
12. How would you say the Community Bank differs from traditional financial institutions!
~I
I say point one there is no institution to my knowledge that is structured the way we are
where you have capacity building on this side you have a division that is banking on the
other side. That is t:No bodies. We are a hybrid you know of a bank. We are sort of in the
middle. We are not just banking or just a. developmental organisation. So we are providing
financial services with developmental backup. Ifyou get what I mean. One thing is the way
we go about establishing a branch is very different to traditional institutions which identify
a location and do their research, If the numbers are there they I-ut in a structure and that
is its. We consult with communities a lot of consulting, seemingly it pays out. You know
we have at least one operation running and we are looking whether our consultation is
what has drawn people into the bank or visversa. After now we think yes that is what has
been happening. People that mostly open accounts are coming from the workshops that
we have conducted with them and also I think you know that whilst in certain instances
we will require things like collateral and what not we are cognisant of what the needs of
the area in which We will be working. To recognise that people have problems or what
not and we have to be creative in trying to be helpful to those people and we should not
just have a sheet there and do points scoring. Ws have to be creative and to be helpful to
those people. So we will operate differently along those lines.
13. Considering that the Community Bank cannot count on collateral and established
credit worthiness gutdelines, do you rely on community pressure to ensure the repsymon:
of loans!
I
~
Yes community pressure you know at outlet level, people form their own Boards of
Directors and all those sort of things and people always know where you work, I would
not say work but you make them conscious that the funds that they borrow are the funds
of the community because each community will be able to access as much credit as it can
mobilise savings so we can leverage those savings. If they put up one million that enables
the Community Bank to go out to the market to obiain say another two million. So that
we can lend to more people. So if John Doe in one community is not returning his fifty
thousand rand that he has borrowed he is doing the community down. People have that
culture of peer pressure you must contribute. What we want to emphasis to these
comrnunltles is the importance of savings mobilisation. People cannot borrow what they
do not have. So they need to understand that. There is a lot of education that has to take
place, even as we open it has to be continuous. That peer pressure is going to do us a lot
of good. Just community pressure.
14. Does the solidarity principle of ubuntu have anything to do with it?
As I mentioned to you vlhen we go to communitles where there are groups there is credit
worthiness for individuals. So you get into a group because you trust the other people and
because they trust you as well. They put up the groups savings for collateral. So there is
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that element of ubuntu right there. yY'e talk of Housing Associations now, they are our
target, we want people to build for each other. That is ubuntu at its best because W~ build
for you and wait until you payoff and then we will build for the next man. It is Ubuntu at
its best.
15. How have structures of corporate governance evolved in the Community Bank Did
you structure the Bank and then approach the communlty and say this is the way we can
serve you or did you first approach the community and thereafter structure the bank!
There was consultation first, although I was not involved in the process, I would say
someone identified a certain need in the community that people have not been having
certain needs met by traditional financial institutions so at that point they started talking to
people and tried to identify their needs. $0 I would say the Community Bank really came
after those needs where identified. It was demand driven. There is a demand. The biggest
one being the need to build homes. That is what is driving the Community Bank.
16. In terms of the Local Boards of Directors, what say do they have in the day~to~dJ;Y
running of the Community Bank!
They influence operations. There are things like people wanting to get loans. Somebody
will be involved in issuing of loans and there is the issue of nepotism. There have to be
checks and balances. The behaviour of staff. People on the Board, if one member of the
Bank complains that they did not get the right treatment thElYcan complain to that Board.
That Board can straighten up things, you know, talk to rnanag-..nent but what they cannot
do is hire or fire anyone. They can just complain. So I would say they mfluence the
day-to-day running of the Bank and also I am sure if there becomes the need they can look
at the books of that particular outlet.
17. Sa they are there to ensure transparency?
There is transparency, that is correct. At the same time they know that they cannot go
around talking about peoples affairs. They have a fiduciary responsibility. This is a kind of
client I attorney relationship.
18. To what extent was the formation of the Community Bank a product of South Africa s
dual cultural heritage and soclo-potltlcs! struggle?
Well, I would say I mentioned something about black people not being allowed to own at1Y
properties. So most of the problems in the communities stem from that not having the
right collateral. I mean apartheid by its nature said black people should not get amongst
other things education so there were no people around to educate people about banking,
especially in the communities that we deal with. So I would say that facilities were never
really provided for so YOI! begin to see that people where in this position because of the
system. We have to correct that. We were not allowed to buy houses, We did not even
know about government subsidies that we qualified or how to apply for them. So really
the politics has a whole lot to do with the work that we now need to do to clean up.
19. Does the Community Bank encoumge diversity of opinion or does the bank look for
commonalityl
We are so diverse, we accept and encourage the diversity that we have.
20. Is this considered a strength or a weakness!
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I would say it is a strength because we come form various backgrounds with what I would
say is a lot of different skills that we can really use pc:;itively here to benefit this Bank. !do
not see it as a weakness per say. There could be a down side in that in the consultation
process we have such diverse things to bring into a meeting I mean how I come to an
agreement. But it has not been a problem so far. In fact we have been doing very well
taking into account where we come from.
21. Within the Community Bank itself are there are different management approaches say
between different management levels and across functions and discipllnes?
Well, we are trying with time to have as flat a structure as possible. For now we have a
hierarchy top I down arrangement but management has encouraged that cross talk and the
up I down down I up type of communication. We have open lines of communication. We
are trying to stay away from rigid structures of the past or like that of other companies
where you find a lot of bureaucracy. We are trying to do away with a lot of that because
what is important in this market is speed of delivery. We cannot afford to be bureaucratic
about a lot of things. Speed of delivery is one of the critical success factors. We have to be
able to communicate quickly,
22. How do you see things changing over the next five years?
I see us becoming a bigger family. We have targets that we have set ourselves and I am
sure there is going to be long hours. It is not going to be easy because we have a target of
1.5. billion in assets and looking at a staff complement of fifteen hundred. So I would say
that we are looking at a flat structure. We want more accounts.
23. In terms of the way the Community Bank is set up is it possible to identify areas of
your menagement style that are more Eurocentric as opposed to Afrocentric and vis
versa?
Lets look at 0.)\' product line for instance. I would say that most of the products that are
there are close to what other institutions have with one or more slight changes to address
our market. We have a fixed deposit or lets say investment accounts, we have loan
accounts, whether that is Eurocentrlc or not I cannot say. But our delivery is different as I
was saying we are targeting groups schemes such as Mushisowazi or Mogioneswazi what
we call them. People give them different names, then Iwould say that is African.
24. How would you describe the Community Banks operating environment!
Considering the fact that the bank services marglnalised communities, low income, or
should I say previously disadvantaged.
25. Has this operating environment had an effect on the employee profile of the bank!
Employee, as I say at the Foundation and the Banking division there is a difference. On ·~.Ie
Banking side you would find people that come from traditional institutions so there is
some unlearning to do in the sense that when people join they go through an induction
process where they benefit from the development aspects that communities need. So they
begin to get a feel okay of how we can be helpful and, what not, then you have people on
the Fcundatio.i side who work daily or most of the time with communities be it around
civic things or political or whatever at least they are closer to the target.
26. In terms of the Local Board of Directors, do they have a say in who will he employed
at that Branch?
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No not really. What we target if we open an outlet, we will employ people from that
community and of course the process has to be the right one after all we are running a
business at the end of the day so you have to get the right people in terms of the right
qualifications and who can carry out their daily duties, The Local Board of Directors there
cannot do two things, they cannot hire and they cannot fire. They can only make
recommendations. The bank has to make its own decisions as to who it hires. in those
communities.
27. Presuming that a lot of the Community banks customers are illiterate, do you make
any special provisions for that!
I~
Yes indeed. I would say a plus or a strength of OUI" is that people behind the counter can
speak at least one African language and in the induction that they undergo they are taught
or told this is the market that we are dealing in so they must understand the needs of the
market. I do not even perceive it to be an extra mile. It is just recognition that we may get
someone who is illlterate who cannot write their names but they still want the services. So
that education process is on going. We are trying to demystify banking. A lot of people do
not put their money in a bank account because they walk in there and no one has time to
speak with them either they do not understand Englishand may be they cannot even write
their names. We want our people to be more sensitive.
2B. I believe that when the Benoni branch was opened you issued a comic strip.
A booklet was given out to communities role playingwl!a~ banks do. We have workshops
for those that cannot read. We have someone there explatning to people what this is all
about in their own language and all that type of thing. There is a lot of education that we
are doing.
29. Has the Community Bank consciously looked for and incorporated African traditions,
customs and beliefs in the way in which you conduct your business!
No, not really. No there are no customs, This is a business and we are trying to satisfy a
need. We are trying to give responsible credit when people borrow. They know they must
pay back. So I think it is just something natural. It is not something African or Eurocentric
or whatever to borrow or pay back.
30. I was thinking specifically in terms of the way in which people are recruited; disciplines,
are an." of these procedures done differently compared to the procedures in traditional
institutions!
i
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I would sayan a normal day when someone walks into the Bank I am sure there will be
something different. The approach of reaching out to those communities entails expending
energy. The community programmes we run are in the community's own language. In that
way we are African. but at the end of the day we run a business. We are a bank and need
to run efficiently. We bring a service to the community and that has to be a quality service.
31. How are employees and the community engaged in the day to day running of the Bank!
The community are involved. Their mouth piece being the Local Board of Directors. In
this way the community owns the bank. The Local Board of Directors are active and do
have an influence. We are a mutual bank in terms of savings and mobilisation and are trying
to stay ~.wayfrom collateral. We will use collateral in some instance and some instances
not. People are required to put some money with us for sometime. We are talking about
}
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relationship banking so when we start off you buy your share. The first six months you are
depositing money with us may be withdrawing it at times. So you are building a track
record for yourself. So we are watching that. In six months time then you pop along and
you kncv. you Nant a loan for one thousand five hundred or something like that and at
least you are able to go back and say okay this guy has been a good person and look over
six months and say he has a nice track record with us and then orl that basis you will have
built up a relationship with us. The staff in the Bank know you because Yl.:'J have been
coming along and you know we can trust you because it is very important to know this
Bank will be driven by this trust that we want to d -velor-with out members or client base.
That trust comes in during that six months. So you are not limited to buy one share. You
can buy as many as you like but on the condition that you are only entitled to one vote no
matter how many shares you have. That way we will not have one big person buying a
whole stack of shares and then you know just running the bank literally and you know
doing this and that. So you could have a hundred shares or just one.
32. V'Wththose shares are dividends declared?
Yes, they are interest bearing, so interest is paid yearly on those shares,
33. Profit where does that go, to the Community Bank or the community it serves!
It should be going back to the communities. I mean it can be invested, you know, there are
only so many shares. They can only redeem them or transfer them to another person. See
the way it works I have talked about a Board of Trustees. Right now the Board of
Trustees is sitting with all the shares so when people buy they are transferred from tha; to
the individuals that are buying so come next week and someone wants to sell them they
come back to the bank and the Trustees will buy back the share or he can transfer' them
to someone else.
34. In terms of this you have actively engaged the community and got capacity building off
the ground.
[a, it is working very well as we have on-going workshops in the communities all the time
and the people we have, we call them Community Liaison Officers, they are on the
ground. They work and live in those communities. So I have been myself to attend a few
workshops, especially those around product description where people want to know
about the different products. I have done a couple of presentations and have had
discussions and workshops with these people so that is going very well.
~
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35. What other aspects of the Community Banks management style wouldyou descrlbe as
being unique?
I would say internally, I mean we, I say top senior management is accessible. Okay we
encourage suggestions, ideas on different issues within the Bank. There are still policies
and things of that nature but overall the structure is not rigid. There is room for people to
bring up suggestions on different issues. I would say the uniqueness also comes in that
management is also prepared to go out into those communities. To meet with actual
grass root clients. So management is not this mysterious body and being unknown. Not
like an untouchable. Clients out there can really get to our management. I would say it
bodes well for the organisation.
36. To whet extent does the Community Bank promote collective versus the indlvtdue!
needs Olt erop.'Jyees and clients?
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In terms of clients we are targeting individuals and group business. There is a lot of group
business out there like stokvels, That is big business. They circulate hundreds of thousands
of rands. So it is good business and you also have individual needs. you know. business or
someone wanting a housing loan or education for their children. So we want all that
business.
37. What about internally, do you promote group or individual needs, for instance how do
you reward performance!
Well here there is a lot of team work. I would say that we are still in the beginning Stages,
you know. Reward systems are in place. We are new So I will not really comment on that.
It is still early days.
38. How do communication channels within the Bank differ from those in traditional
Banks!
Well in traditional banks you get layers and layers of management. Here we try and
facilitate communication. You know speed of delivery being one of our critical success
factors. So our communication channels we are trying to make them as easy as possible.
There are lines of communication. You still have to, you know. if I have an issue that I am
discussing With my boss if it is not resolved I can to his superior and to another superior. I
cannot just cut across it. We still have you know. formal lines or communication but they
are easy and quick. We are not really bureaucratic.
39. What about other participative structures that you may have?
Not structures as such. you know, here the style is participatory because we have
management meetings in the morning on Mondays and we have a lot of other associations
that take place and management is open to hear and discuss other peoples problems. So
really every body here participates in the decisions that have to be made. You are given an
ear. There is an open window.
40. How does the Community Bank define and measure its success?
l
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We define our success really one we have some targets that we have set for ourselves
also we are looking at the traffic that is coming into the Bank because we have to know
are we building the accounts and also if we get repeat business from people. That is can
we get their accounts and hold them. Then we know we are doing something right and I
would say another success would be the development of the staff and management inside
the Bank. At the moment they are being developed as a critical resource and within the
time they will really start doing a fantastic job, YOUi know, showing a return on the bottom
line. It will be positive sign the Bank would surely be doing something right and we go into
communities and expand and expand.
Telephone interruption.
41. We were talking about the primary and secondary success considerations that are
considered important in the achievement of your goals?
Well, one thing that is very important is the image that we want to portray to
communities. It has to be a real positive image we should not be saying one thing and be
doing another. We really want to be perceived to be different to other financial
institutions and if we are not aUe to do that then we are going to have a problem.
Sensitivity to the communities that we deal with is going to be very crucial. I think that the
, I
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education process the Bank has set itself to do, you know, demystify banking and really
showing our target that is possible that people can, you know, have a whole range of
banking services from savings mobillsatlcns to investments and things to loaning. If we do
that right then we are able to communicate properly. I think that we will be well on our
way. It is still early days. It will still take us sometime before we see the benefits. Well the
accounts will show us that we are at least attracting numbers as we role out. I cannot
think of anything secondary. All those things are important.
42. Has the incorporstion of community management principle contributed or detracted
from the success of the Bank!
, .
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Actually the concept of ownership has been a plus. That is what is really what is selling. $0
it has benefited the existence of this institution. We are thinking that is one of the
features, saving features of community banking. It is a measure of success people have
brought into the concept. The initial stages of going ln.e communities and telling them
about how they will own an institution has Ieally struck some interest. We get calls here
from the North West and where ever people have heard about Community Banking and
people want to own something and they really want to be involved.
4.3. lII/ouldyou elaborate on the Significanceof the twenty rand share?
Well we are looking at affordability. That is why it is twenty rand and that twenty rand
when you look at the size of the client base it is said that if we are able to get 30% of that
we are doing extremely well. Just 30%. That tells you just how vast the demand is for the
banking services. So twenty rand is saying to people formally employed and to people
informally employed that they should be able to afford to purchase that share. Twenty
rand is not a lot of money. It was really a question of looking at the dient base and saying
how much can they afford. It is interesting in market research when we asked them how
much they hoped to pay for the share, people where quoting about five hundred rands and
some one thousand five, Once you tell them no it is twenty rand - baaa they say I want to
buy.
44. What advice would you give to other organisations who want to emulate the success
of the bank in the implementation of community values into its business! Is there anything
that they should avoid?
I
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I would not say avoid as such. I think that people try and shy away from trying consultation
because they say it takes tOO long time and what not. If you really want to be successful
you need to be demand driven. You need to consult in order to address their actual
needs. So I would say that consultation to a certain extent really helps. It helps a whole
lot. People like to be involved. People have been talking about boycotting this and that. In
the past there used to be a housing boycott. Institutions were not talking to people f'}r
involving them. By addressing communities in the ways in which we do we are hoping that
they will look favourably to us whenever things happen as we are an institution, you know.
If someone borrowed and owed money on their housing loan they should not just boycott
because you know that they are letting their own community down and doing their own
community a disfavour. So engagement and involving communities is important. I am sure
you will not involve them in every thing it depends really on ones product line.
f
I
45. Is it possible for one branch to have a different product line to that of a neighbouring
branch!
We try to standardise products but we are not rigid. In this marketing division we will
continue to develop products around peoples needs. I mean we started off with a few
,.I
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products. In time we will constantly be looking at other credit needs of those
communities, It is an on-going process. some will be canned, some will continue. just
normal marketing. We want to standardise as we do not want a situation where the left
foot does not know what the right foot is doing. It does not bode well for control.
46. Thsmi, those are all the questions I would like to ask, is there anything that you think
that I have missed or which needs to be emphasised!
The most important thing is that we are about relationship banking. That is the thrust of
what we are trying to do. Where people come in and we build r .lationshlps with tr.am
during the first six months during which time they deposit: their money with us and we get
to know them and their face and that they have integrity in their community and all those
type of things. Doing that does not mean that we will not have corporate governance and
sound business principles. VVe run a business and we wili insist on the right business
principles being followed. So we are combining those elements to have the hybrid we
have. Also this education process, you know, if you go to the Johannesburg stock
exchange you are confronted by this big animal, you are scared of going there. We are
trying to say to them it can be done. It is amazing in my talks with people you find that
they did not know about fixed deposits or thirty day notice. They did not know what you
where talking about. So consciously we have taken an effort to teach 30 days notice. We
take this money and do like this. That is why it is costly and why traditional institutions
are not prepared to do that. You must look at the amount of time involved in it. I mean
you take a hundred thousand loan, it takes the same amount of time to process as the
loan for ~o hundred rand. So which way would you rather go? For the one hundred
thousand rand loan because you make better profits out of it. We go for the smaller one
and teach the people. We have to be creative in finding ways to make money, There are
other Institutions that are very successful in other parts of the world that are addressing
this particular market.
47. Are there any articles on the subject of community BEmkingthat I could look at!
Well we do not have articles as such but what I have been doing is just collecting cut out
from news papers on different thlngs to find out about schemes, low cost housing and
such. Look what he says - tie savings to home loans. So that is the relationship banking
that I am talking about. Because you want that six months period that shows me a track
record that this man can afford to save this much a month. They come here and say that
they want a loan for fifteen thousand i look at their track record and can say no they are
not going to be able to make their repayments but lets only give then seven thousand.
INTERVIEWTH~EE
Respondents [ob Title Operations Manager (User Interface)
Biographical date White, male
Graduate Yes - busy with a Masters degree in Industrial Psychology
Background Experienced Banker, played a formative role in the
conceptualisation and formation of Community Bank,
systems expert.
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IPersonal Comments I Reflection:
I felt relaxed and confident during the interview. I think that I was starting to develop a
natural rhythm in my interviewing technique. t"1yonly reservation being that I may have
rushed my questioning. As soon as I heard what I wanted to hear 1 rn 1d onto the
next question without too much probing. The respondent had a lot to contribute.
Everything was going according to plan.
I. To start off, could you tell me about yourself and how you came to be involved with th«
Community Bank!
Right I am from ABSA. I was approached by Bob Tucker going back ~NO years and he had
this vision about community banking and he was looking for someone to move on the
technical side. I am not a technocrat as such. Uh, I have a bit of a branch background with
the United in Capetown. Then I found my way to Joburg and I got through an aptitude test
for programming. I landed up in a user interface situation purely because of commercial
qualification rather than technical qualification. $0 I have really been in the user interface in
terms of the development of products for United and ABSA. I also got involved in various
functions purchasing and management operations.
2. Did you have any reservations about transferring over to the Community Bank!
I was trying to get out of the business at the time. I studied further in the line of HR. Iwas
in fact doing a Masters degree in industrial psychology. My aim in ABSAwas to get into the
human resources side. Then this particular opportunity came up. I was called over and
became side tracked.
3. What does the name Community Bank mean to youl
It is really about meeting cllent needs rather than the perceived way in which banks
traditionally did their business. The traditional perception being that they are there to
satisfy share holders requirements. Meeting client needs in that instance is a bi-product,
Our focus is really the other way around. We satisfy client needs where they are rather
than where the bank finds it convenient to deliver.
4. Could you tell about the core vslues upon which the Community Bank is founded!
Honesty, trust and integrity these are central.
5. In your opinion would you tell me about the formation of the Community Bank?
Well, BoL Tucker along with Cas Coovadia and Mark Swilling, they were the main players
and they perceived a need amongst communities for banking services and facilities which
traditional banks were not satisfying. Traditional financial institutions were prepared to
take savings provided they were profitable accounts but they were reluctant to give credit
to low income earners because the risks were too high. The Community Bank on the
other hand was looking for a mechanism to address that credit need. The whole premise
being based on training first, then mobilisation of savings, and relationship banking. There
are t:wo issues, the affordability issue as at some st:\ge loans have to be repaid. By having a
relationship with the client one can look at the persons savings pattern before looking at
the credit side.
\
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6. tlVas there anything about those key drivers, Bob Tucker, Cas Coavsdis or Mark
SWI11ingthat gave impetus to the rite of the Bank?
They were all very idealistic about the perceived needs of low income people. They then
had to go through a number of workshops to crystallise or operationalise the concept. It
was really a concept that had to be fleshed out. That happened through a whole process
of workshops where we got in a whole lot of consultants and spoke through the concepts
to find OUt whether we where barking up the wrong tree or not and to find out viable
options. The results of that process was produced in November 1992. It was put down in
black and white how we saw the whole process going forward.
7. Could you tell me a little bit more about the November 1992 report?
What happened with that November report, was that there was myself and about three
other people seconded from various other banks. we had some assistance from Delloite
and Touche and that document was produced at the end of November 1992. That
document then went to the Council of South African Bankers who were asked to examine
it and tell us whether we where on the right track or not. To do that then they got
Archie on secondment to head up that whole investigation. We established a team of
people seconded from other banks. Looking at the human resources, finance, systems and
all the major aspects that where required for this particular bank. We then produced a
report round about February 1993 which said yes that they were in agreement with the
principles that had been laid down. The only thing that they did not agree with was that
we could go with a big bang approach. Because initially in our 1992 document. we had
envisaged that we get hold of an institution and take it over and have an immediate
infrastructure and presence as opposed to going an incremental route being too slow in
meeting the requirements.
8. Have there beef] any significant changes in the process since Bob Tuckers departure?
Bob's leaving, yes, many people where upset by that. Bob had always made a statement all
along that he did not feel that he was the right person to be the Chief Executive Officer of
the Community Bank. Personally I agree with that. He is great in terms of being a
visionary. Tremendous. But as things cascade down there are people better equipped in
operationalising things. So he was really an inspirational force.
9. What about Cas Coovsdis and his involvement in community structures such as
Actstopi
Besides his network connections he brought iegit'imacy to the whole process. If Bob had
to come forward on his own it would not have I'...d the same legitimacy. But again Cas's
legitimacy is very local. It is not national.
Ia Does this pose a problem with regard to the Bank opening a branch in AthloM,
Capetown!
I do not think that you will find anyone who has that national profile. I do not know if that
is what one should be looking for. Everyone comes with a certain amount of baggage. It is
how you manage that baggage whether you want to shout about it or want to hide it. I
think Cas is extremely good. He is an extremely good negotiator. His business function
over here is to try and manage the +we different cultures wi~hin the Community Bank. I
think that he is very suited to that.
\
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II. You also have a number of well respected people on your D"·:1rdof Trustees, is any
one of them driving the process!
They are all very involved. At our very first Trustees meeting the)' all said they want to be
involved. They really want to make a contribution and not just rubber stamp everything.
They want to make a positive contribution. So each on of them has distinct qualities and
drives to satisfy the particular needs of the people,
f2. How are the Trustees elected!
The initial Trustees where approached and asked whether they where prepared to sit on
the Board of Trustees. They identify with the organisation. We spoke to organisations to
~pt a feel of who would be appropriate. Many of them came from the ANC but the
'ommunity Bank per say is apolitical and what they come with is their business and not
the Bank's business. So there are a lot with an activist background which is great.
IJ. How would you define the primary purpose of the Community Bank!
To satisfy the banking needs of low income earners.
i4. I have read about something called an E-Bank in a recent newspaper ertkle, is that a
different concept to that of the Community Bank!
It is a division of Standard Bank and yes I think that they will be servicing the same market
as we are serving, Whether they give the loans that we envisage giving in terms of the
lending side I do not know. I do not know much about that. But they are certainly from
what I have heard relying on electronic mechanisms to do the banking f(l':'llities SO I
envisage that they will have these electronic banking halls. But to make credit aV'lilr1.h!'J.! YOll
need a humanistic interface. But from the client point of view it i!> good to have as many
c-.· yers as possible. I would not like to see the Community Bank being the only player
:.ervicing low income earners. We Will not have the capacity to service all their needs.
15. How would you say that the Community Bank differs from traditional financial
institutionsi
The humanistic approach and we are trying to provide services which the client requires
rather than developing products according to our perspective and then looking f",r a
market. We are iooking at it from grass roots upwards rather than top down.
16. Being very customer driven how does ~\?;.tfind expression in the internal mechanisms
or the way in which you go about your business?
Yes it does everything is process driven. There are very few autocratic decisions. They are
decisions which effect many people and if done autocratically tr-:y will fail. It is ve~'}'
participative. The more people you involve, the more relevant people you involve, the
better the decision making process.
17. We have touched on it brieR", but could ,yOU tell me more about the structu. ,f
corporate governance within the Community Bank, namely the management stru :JS
within the bank!
WeI! very much like a traditional bank v.e have a Head Office, we have our various
functions say finance, human resources, operations, marketing and support services. That
is the functional structure.
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18. What I found interesting was the fact that the Community Bank has two distinct
sides, the Bank which ya« have described and the Foundation, are there distinct cultures
in both!
Yes definitely. The Foundation is very humanistic. They are the humanistic side and they
come along Wit' those particular values which is very good whereas the banking side is
very job focused at the expense of not going through the process properly. The Bank is
very focused.
19. To what extent has the formation of the Community Bank and its management styles
been a product of south Africa So dual cultural reritage and soda polit::ralstruggle!
Well definitely it reflects that whole sodo-pr'tltical struggle. 'lYe are definitely too much in
the in the process mode which has really become the way thinrs are at all levels. There is
a lot of negotiations and talking. The whole management style is not the traditional banking
style, I think that if we did not have the Foundation we could quite easily lapse into just
another bank. I think that it is necessary to have that different approach even though it can
be disruptive at times. It just needs to be managed more tnan anything else. I do not think
that either s'de should be able to move away dramatically from their particular focus.
20. Does the Community Bank value diversi~vof opinion or commonality?
There is commonallty other wise people employed by the Banking side would be doing
things autocatically wit":.n our own organisation. But the Foundation is very involved in the
initial orientation of new employees. That focuses on the need to be humanistic. Obviously
if you are not comfortable with that you are not going to stay with the Bank. I think that it
is also vr~rygood at lower levels. I am thir-klng of traditional financial institutions where
you have hierarchies everything gets done. as set by the top. without much Input ( im
below. We are trying to keep the structure of the bank very flat. So that everyone at the
bottom need not go through a hierarchy So people at the lower' levels where relevant are
involved in the process that directly affects them.
21. The Community '3f:1nkis in its twilight years and is relatively small with a few branches.
How is groYr'thgoing to affect the Bank and its management style?
[a, to an extent we wili become more formalised. But I would hate us to lose our
uniqueness. I do not believe that we will lose our process and the way of tackling things.
22. If some the key pla}/ers had to leave would the process that you talk about crumble?
I think that everyone that comes into the Bank subscribes to the way we are doing our
business and it is really goes from the top to the bottom. Is is not just a top process. It
transcends the whole Bank. So if we loose some of the top people we will lose specific
skills. I believe that there are enough other people to carry the process through. The only
place where it could be a problem is if someone like Archie had to leave. The person who
we replace him with would have to be legitimate in terms of the banking community and
the registrar and those sort; vf things. Ja certalnly from the point of view of having skills.
23. How would you describe your operatl:'1genvironment ln terms of your customer and
employee profile! For instance your customers are low income earners and may be
illiterate or semi ..literate.
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Sure a lot of communication has to take place and it is the work of the Foundation. So in
establishing new outlets rather than the way traditional banks go we look at the client, In
other words the other way round. The roundation run workshops with particular
communities who have approached us and who have shown an interest in community
banking or going through organisations who have identified particular communities. But
any way working with communities who feel that they need banking facilities we go
through a process of education, capacity building and mobilising capital and then once
certain targets have been met the actual opening of the outlet.
24. So the Foundation is responsible for that whole education process after which a
decision is made to open a brunch?
Yes and then there is a question of membership. Really before a client can become a
borrower or saver we say he or she has to take out a twenty rand PIB or a permanent
interest bearing share. That entitles him to participate in the election of the Local Board of
Directors at the community outlet. It also gives them a sense of ownership in the bank. So
it is mutual institution. That is where ownership comes in. In town ownership rests with
the Trustees because they hold most of the PIBS.Ownership will be gradually transferred
to the clients.
25. Is there any other selectks, criteria over and above the pur, hsse of the share that:
would preclude someone from becoming a member of your Btm'<'
They must have a need for a particular product. So unless the client wants to get into a
savings programme which will ultimately lead to a credit facility there would not be much
of an incentive to purchase the share,
26. Each share entitles you to a vote at the Local Board of Director's level. Typically how
many directors would be voted in?
No there is a minimum number set done in our Articles of Association. I think that the
number is six. But the idea is that each community outlet would have their own board
which will be involved in assisting the outlet manager when they get an application for
credit. So the idea is where the manager feels uncertain about certain applicants he would
refer them to that Board of Directors 01" lending panel and they would actually give him
the thumbs up. yes these are actually the good guys or they have concerns.
27. So it reduces the risk of lending?
Yes, but it is about the Whole ethos about givingthem that sense of ownership of the Bank
because the money that is saved in those communities is re-lent in those communities
having been geared up obviously. So there is an awareness that some of the money
invested is at risk. That is where the local input comes in.
28. We all know about stokvels and the power of peer pressure, to what extent have
principles from these institutions been adapted and implemented in the wa)" in which the
Community Bank goes about its business!
All right, we are very supportive of stokvels, We do not seek to ..eplace them. We will
have things called Club Savings. But going back to Stokvels if they want to invest their
money that is great and '{liewill support them. We will possibly get into group lending. We
do not seek to replace any of triose informal saving schemes or mechanisms that exist. We
just provide a safer place to leave those funds. But certainly it is one aspect that has come
up. A fear that the Community Bank is now out to replace these informal institutions. In
, I
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some of our workshops there was concern of this. I think that is something that we will
have to work hard on during our works hoping. We do not want to be a threat to the
community. It is about this ethos of building them up.
29 Have any deep rooted African beliefs, customs or traditions been adopted by the
Community Bank in the way in which it goes about its business and managers people!
Not consciously. apart from the aspect of trying to establish within established
communities. I think it is more process than anything else. I do not know if that is African
per se?
30. The word ubuntu does it mean anything to you?
It has been thrown around at various workshops and it can be interpreted in many
different ways and it certainly has not come out consciously as a buzz word in our
environment.
JI. Besides those structures already mentioned are there any other mechanisms withtn
the bank tin •.t..Ighwhich you encourage worker participation?
Aright we have had a number of workshops that have revolved around communication.
"Ve have been initiated by the Foundation a lot to find out what community banking is all
about.
32. Archie Norst was telling me in an earlier ccnversetion that the Bank had run workshop
with a management consultant by the name of Christo Nel. Could you tell me somethlng
about that?
There they were really JUSttrying to see what the vision was all about and what it is we
are trying to achieve. V\'e had previously done a workshop with Falkenberg and that only
really involved senior management from the Bank and the Foundation and that really
looked at the communication issues, the vision and about operationalising that. Everyone
came forward with ideas to see how we could set up meetings and set up various
communication mechanisms.
JJ. Do these communication mechanisms that you are referring to differ from those in
traditional financialinstitutions!
Urn, I do not know, m",y be something in the middle. Uh, I think what happened initially
was that we tended to be quite job focused and bu~y With opening initial outlets. As a
result in some of OUf meetings the)' did not stick to that which they meant to be dealing
with. But then in setting up those branches we had to involve everyone. We needed
everyone's input and sorue of the meetings did become laborious because of the repetition
between various meetings and different levels of participation.
34. How would ),OU run a t:ypk.."3.lmeeting!
We have an agenda. It depends very much who is in the chair to what extent they permit
side tracking and inconsequential discussion.
J.ri. Besides the partidpstive meetings mentioned and the workshops do you have any
internal publications or social functions whkh are worth mentioning!
..
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At this stage we do not have any internal publications. In terms of social events they are
focused more around company relays. There is a social club that has been established.
36. They talk about the need for celebrations and rituals in African tradition Is there
anything in that what you have considered!
Certainly after the opening of the Benoni Branch. The (lerSOnworking on the Foundation
side invited everybody to his place in the East Rand for a Gumba, I think that certain
people, myself included, were a bit hesitant about going into the townships. That is one
part that we need to address. Whether those fears are real or not we do not know. I
mean that you can give reassurances that you are safe but you never know.
37. Given the demographic profile of your client or membership base, what employment
practices have you implemented to accommodate their needs!
They will have to sign the withdrawal slip, whatever the system produced, but they would
not actually have to write out the amounts. On the brochure side we need to be very
sensitive to different languages. But then again the literacy thing is a significant issue.
38. I believe that you also put out a type of booklet or comic strip is that successful.
The Foundation does not like calling it a comic strip but yes there is a booklet which
depicts what the Community Bank is all about and that is been used in the workshops. It is
also available at our branches. Yes it has been quite successful in getting our message
across.
39. w,'Jat aspect of your management style do you think are unique to the Community
Bank?
The degree of partici patl on. The fact that we have gone back to grass roots building
Society operations where you save in a community for specific needs in terms of a credit
faciiit)'.
40. I have never quite understood what difference between a bank and a bUildingsociety
is?
The roots of the building society is to move into communities, people would get together
and save. Then on a regular basis as money became available would make loans on a
regular basis as money became available, would make loans available to the particular'
members of the groups or to people within that community. Some of the building societies
where in fact terminating bulldln; societies, Once everyone in that community had been
given a loan, there would be no further savings and you would get the balance repaid going
back to the members. Or else you had the permanent building societies just an on going
cycle of savings and making finance available. So that is what we are really about. But
without the focus being completely and utterly on home finance but some business and
personal loans also depending on what the credit requirements of a particular community
are.
4 t. In terms of the Wiiy that you go about recruitment and selection, discipline and
rewarding of people, is that different!
Recruitment yes, particularly in thl:Jcommunity outlets we will look for suitable staff from
those particular cornrnunlties, So it is really going through and developing people from
those communities rather than taking people with banking experience from different
f\
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environments and then putting them into a community where they feel unsafe or unhappy
about working in those conditions rather draw in people and develop them. So that is on
the recruitment side. We are also utilising psychometric tests which have been accepted
by the people who have under taken them. Grievance procedures and that we have not
had any. But then again I think those again I will guess will be hurnanlstically applied and
strictly by the letter of the law.
42. One thing about recruitment is there a danger of nepotism?
We are trying to steer away from that. We are very conscious about those sort of things.
You see the other side even With the manager within the community outlet. We would
not like to see them drawn from that community because there is a perception that he
will have pressures on him to make finances available to people in the community. He
needs to be more objective and less subjective to pressures from the community. But the
rest of the staff we see as being developed from the community.
43. The way in which you reward people, Is it biased toward individual or group effort?
We have not got into those type of sectors at this stage. I think that we are going to have
to be very careful about, you know, not been seen to favour one or the other. I just have
a perception that may be we need to stick to competitive salaries rather than get into the
scenario where we get into incentives per se, I think that the peoples hearts should be in
their jobs. You I,now the whole philosophy of servicing those clients needs. It should not
be reward driven per 5e. It does have implications in terms of marketing effort. You
know, what is the incentive to go out and get new accounts. That is something that we
need to think through.
44. We spoke about the community becoming members /11 your Bank via the purchase of
shares, is there a similar share option availablefor employees?
I think that most of our Head Office staff, when the Benoni branch opened up, became
members of the Bank. Most of LIS got our PIBS.In fact I would be very surprised if anyone
has not.
45. In terms of those shares, there may be interest, do you declare it, what happens to itl
Yes interest is paid. Those are paid half yearly interest on that particular investment
46. The notion of social responsibility, g/ving back to the community and developing them
in other ways, does that playa part In the Banks philosophy at all!
We spoke about that in the earlier days in saying where branches or outlets are very
successful and there are profits directly attributable to those outlets how would we handle
those. The ideas played around with initiallywhere that we could possibly get involved in
social !J' 'jects like clinics or whatever was needed in that community. But what I think
woulo happen in practice is lets say a branch did get a profit which was attributable to that
community we would work through the Local Board of Directors to see what they felt
was most appropriate and handle it through a process like that. It deftnltely could not be a
top down decision, Saying okay we will establish an art gallery would be totally in
appropriate.
47. We mentione earlier on the whole need to toe sensitive about trust, respect; integrity
and so on how do you see that manlfesting itself in the Community Bank! In other words
I I
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t,"'at whole humanistic side of epproedung people. Could you tell me something about
that!
That is really the workshopping of the Foundation. The trust and integrity is built up
through the savings programme. In other words building up that client relationship or
building up relationship banking really. So from the Bank's point of view they learn how to
trust that particular client. Equally from the clients point of view they perceive that their
savings are safe in the Bank. They learn how to trust the Bank and they do see that their
friends do get loans. So that whole relationship is made more meaningful.
48. Community banking is not unique to South Africa, you hear about examples in India
and Indoneski, did you borrow any concepts or prindples tram them!
We spoke to people from Indonesia. We spoke to a person from the Grameen Bank,
Mohammed Eunice and we fund out how they actually operated. A lot of it is NGO based.
We are not an NGO, apart from the Foundation. S(' we did not actually latch onto any
direct ideas. We got input from these circumstances and experiences to see what had
come out of them. What were the major things that wa had to be aware of; what
presented dangers and cpportunlrles and see how we could build those into local
lnitiatives, We had [ackllns from the UN with us for quite awhile. He was very involved
and helped us prepare that initial document. He brought quite a few good ideas in terms of
products that we could potentially modify or apply within the South African environment.
But then again those where things that had worked well else where and time will tell
whether we will in fact need particular permutations.
49. So It is a nome grown indigenous concept more than anythJilg else?
[a, but taking cognisance very much of what has happened around the world. We are not
reinventing the wheel. I think that is one of the good things of Hank's experience. saying
that certain things had not worked well else where they had been tried. This whole thing
about peer pressure is very much a debatable point. It works in some communities. It
does not work in others. Just to take it as a basic assumption and base your whole
premise on it your whole initiative could be floored.
50. Does peer pressure work in South Africa!
~
I
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It works in certain communities. I do not know whether it works in all initially. It will only
really work effectively I think where the group is set up by the members. Whel'e it is
artificially established there is no commitment to "the group. Therefore your peer group
pressure is not going to work. Something like a Stokvel where the members are elected .
ja it will work. Where you get into a group lending situation like they have in Northern
Transvaal and groups themselves formed together and they are selective as to who comes
into the group. Ja, then it is effective.
JI. You have a branch down stairs which is not within a Community per se, do JOu see
that as a probiem with this particular branch?
I do not think rhat we wiiilhave a Local Board of Directors down here. We will more than
likely land up providlng services to clients who want to save as individuals here. It is seen
as a platform for servicing clients who live in the Western part of Johannesburg who
actually work in town. During the day that may be the most convenient time and place to
do their banking. But we are not directly in the community, as we are or intend to be in
Davey ton and Wattville. In Athlone we are more close to the community than elsewhere.
Clown here we are completely remote to a community. I think that this part of our whole
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learning experience ~too see how we work in different environments. Because there is no
ways that we are going to land up in a community every time. I mean if you take Hillbrow
there are many different potential groups of clients. Whether we identify communities per
se or focus on hawker associations or what ever else. There are many different ways to
handle the situation. We do not see communities per se.
52. To what extent does the Com.nunity Bank promote collective versus indMdual needs!
We handle both. In terms of the lending side we will definitely look at employer
sponsored schemes where there is a provident fund or where the pension fund comes in
or where a hawkers association wants to get into the scenario where finance is provided
to the group and where the advances to the individual members we will consider it. It is
really about providing credit where the formal banks say forget it because of red lining,
where security is bad or where they just do not know their clients.
53. How does the Bank define its success!
Our success at the end of the day is whether or not we are going to be financiallyViable.
That we are in fact able to meet our financial projections in terms of our financial viability
model and I think that a measure will be that each area in itself will be financially viable
and sustainable entity. I do not know whether you have covered this area previously in
your discussions with Archie?
54. No
What we are really saying rather than going over South Africa establishing branches
everywhere we rather work in geographic entities. just take Benoni on the East Rand as an
example. there we would establish a traditional building society type outlet which would
then support community outlets within the surrounding communities. The perception is
that our model has been wor king that the clients needs would most probably be met
within the community outlet environment so that clients would not have to trek all the
way in from Daveyton into Benoni for example or from Umtatwa to do their banking. \/lle
would have outlets withIn those communities operating at suitable times or hours for
those clients. But as a total that Whole area of Benoni would become a financially viable
entity. Although initially, say Wattville, is a newly established outlet it is running at a lose.
But the fact that Daveyton, an outlet which has been established for a long time, it is In a
profitable mode. Hence, that area as a total would be sustainable and I think that is very
important. I do not think that we particularly want to see that the Western Cape is madly
successful but there is ~t'\methjng floundering in Butterworth. 'We need to grow and be
commercially viable. Because at the end of the day what has been proposed is that
although the Fcundatlor, was initially grant funded that the profits of the Bank should be
used to support the activitles of the Foundation. Because we wiil not be able to get grant
funds for every and a day.
.'i5. If an area proves not to be financially viable would you close it down!
Well even before we go into it we do economic viability studies. And we need to make
sure that we are not bluffingourselves that we are going into a place where yes there is a
tremendous demand for credit but there is no propensity to save, There is no ways even
if they did save that they could establish business that could be viable. Because I have a
big concern. It is great to talk about housing but when a person is unemployed what is a
house worth if thElYcannot afford the re-payment? Our focus will thus have to be on the
up-liftrnent of the people in those communities. To give them opportunities to establish
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small businesses and develop their capacity to get into a situation where they can say, yes I
can now afford to make a repayment on a home loan.
56. What are the primary and secondary considerations which the community Bank holds
important in the way in which goes about the achievement of its success!
Sure the staff from both the Foundation and the Bank have to be totally and utterly behind
the whole lot. Also what is very important is how we get into a particular environment
and the establishment of an infrastructure. Whether that is a system or brick and mortar.
You know it is about the establishment of a presence. For example, you will find
communities who have needs but there is just no infrastructure to move into and I doubt
that they would have sufficient propensity to save to make those communities viable. So
how we actually deliver to those communities whether it is through mobile facilities or
how else. I think that transport is a big consideration in rural areas. To give you an
example if you were to go from Wattvil!e to Butterworth costs sixty rand. So to place ten
rand into a savings account does not make sense. It is about the ability to meet those
clients needs on an economic basis, really. It is one hell of a challenge.
57. You spoke of the type of social fabric and said that if it is in tack it is easier to go in
what kinds of things do you look for in your socio-economic feasibility studies before
deciding to open a branch in a perttcaler community?
Well that is very important. Well lets put it this way. The communities that we have gone
into, with the exception of Hillbrow and down stairs, is an identifiable community in the
first place, is it significant in terms of the number and in terms of economic capacity. This
is often established through working with other organisations. Plan Act being an example.
They have a lot of demographics that are valuable to us. The emphasis is definitely on
consistency and in terms of our man working in that community. Otherwise we might just
as w~1Ibe like any other bank and establish a branch where it suits us rather than looking
for people to service.
SS" You work closely then with local NGO's!
Ye:s, a hang of a lot whenever we go through the workshopping process. It is not about
the Community Bank going in and doing its whole thing. It goes through a process of
getting together the relevant organisations and that introduction is done through an
organisation working there, whether it is a church or whatever getting those people
together or representatives from the various organisations. Telling them what community
banking is all about and then putting the ball back into their court and saying right is there
a need for what we are talking about. Appoint a committee amongst yourselves, which is
a Community Liaison Committee, and then we start taking the process forward in that
community. They might decide who the appropriate Community Liaison Officers to be
appointed are Those peop.~ would then be on contract to the Foundation to workshop
within those communities. Especially in terms of educating what we are about, what
banking is really about. I is about the first step in empowering that community. So, yes,
they would say we need this facility. We do not simply go and deliver. They help us get
through this process.
59. Since the community Bank's inception, its founding document,'; and the opening of
outlets in the past three months, what: kind of mistakes have you encountered along the
way, and what advice would you give other organisations trying to emulate what you have
done?
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All right the one thing in our financial model w,-, projected a certain volume of business,
now that has not been met. I think that initially we where expecting that a lot of the
workshopping, lets take Benoni for one example in particular, well we thought that a lot
of the workshopping that had taken place in Wattville and Daveyton would have a spin off
on the number of accounts that we would actually open in the Benoni Branch. We have
now come to the realisation, I do not know whether it is a proven realisation, but the
perception , lets put it this way , that may be when we open in Wattville those outlets will
see the fruits of that workshopping more ')0 than in the Benoni Branch itself and what we
are really saying is to get business going in the Benoni Branch we may need to do some
advertising and make the fact known that you can in fact make loans from the Bank in the
Benoni Branch and that you do not have to wait for the actual opening of the Community
outlet. I mean that someone has actually suggested that we should actually first open the
community outlet and then the branch. Whether that is practical or not I do not know.
But I think what we have learnt i,' that we have put too much capacity or spare capacity
into the Benoni Branch and its illfrastructure. We have now resolved to go very much
smaller with 4 or 6 tellers at a maximum and that if there is a need for additional capacity
that we open another outlet rather than expand on an existing outlet.
60. Hence a mushrooming effect!
Ja, service points that are convenient to the clients. Maybe we could of gone for smaller
premises. Putting in the ability to have 4 tellers and whatever else and saying well if it gets
too busy to open new premises that are convenient. I think that is our one thing and really
we have been driven by the need to get visibility.
6/. Down the road in Marshall street you find the African Bank, how does the Community
Bank differ from them?
They are very much a formal bank. I do not think that they would go to the same extent
that we would. I do not know where their branches are. I know they have a few in town
but whether the), get involved in the townships or not I do not know. There are very few
banks in the townships. I mean we went down to Klipriver the other day and there was
not an FNB or Standard Bank there. They had pulled out.
62. The way in which you go about involving the community in community banking, does it
diminish the kind of security risks that you have with regard to money and its transit!
Not really, not really because it is not the people of the community that are the problem
but the people outside of the community who are the problem. So we need to be very
aware of security issues. We would like to go with open counters and all these nice things
with minimal security. Rather having peripheral security in terms of who comes into the
Bank and whether you can get out quickly. Rather than putting up bullet screening. We
have input from different staff who say that they feel very unsafe. So in Benoni we gone
initially with open counters with a bit of a compromise. We have a bit of glass to prevent
people jumping over the counter rather than to stop bullets coming through the counter.
Downstairs and in Hillbrow we have gone the same route. But when we get into
communities we need to be sensitive ~o what they recommend that we should do there.
We need to keep an open mind there. So if a particular community feels that it is
inappropriate to put up bullet screening and we have people who are willing to work in
that environment we will consider it.
63. Would that be a Local Board of Directors decision?
..
()
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Recommendation, no they would recommend to us and that would be part of th-a process
of opening up the whole outlet. That is one of the things that I did not really mention.
When we opened up down stairs for example the manager because he was on Board he
was very involved with everything that happened at the branch. So we did not take a
declsion and say yes Head Office we think that XYZ should happen. We may have said
that but we got his feedback as to whether that was appropriate.
64. Les, I think that I have covered everything that I would liked to have covered and
would like to thank you for spending your time with me. Is there anything that you think
that I have missed for instance the dynamic between the Foundation and the Ba.nk?
No, there is this perception at times that the Bankwould take over this initiative and that
came out very strongly when CaSAS became involved in doing evaluations. I do not know
whether it is still a factor with the Foundation. I think personally the factor was Mary. She
still has this perception that the Bank wants to drive every thing and do things in a more
formal way without being sensitive to the ways of the Foundation. So there is a dynamic
there that is being managed to an extent, but it can be destructive if people go and take it
personally. I do not think that Mary means it personally. She uses the word personally,
okay, but the whole thing behind it where she is corning from is that is that she has this
concern which is very much a Bob Tucker concern which was voiced very loudly on many
occasions. But he had this perception that if the Banks tried to get a hold they would try
to take it over. We thought around that a lot. You could have any power base but one has
to be careful of an interest group taking control. You would be powerless and you vision
would become corrupted.
INTERVIEW FOUR
Respondents Job Title Executive Director ~ Finance
Biographical Data White, male
Graduate Yes
Background Experienced banker - Finance, involved in the
conceptualisation and formation of the Community Bank,
responsible for setting up financial I accounting systems and
controls, line management responsibility.
Personal Comments and Reflection :
Having met the respondent the previous day to set up an interview I thought that he
had an imposing manner and I felt a little bit intimidated. Once the interview started I
soon relaxed and found respondent to be friendly. The respondent came across as
very genuine and sincere. At this stage of the interviewing process I did not fully
appreciate the fact that some respondents will interpret questions With reference to
their immediate areas of responsibility instead answering in a broader organisational
context. I had to probe a little bit harder than in previous interviews to get what l was
looking for. The interview nonetheless remained tightly focused without too much off
the track questioning.
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t, Before we start could you tell me about your background and how it is that you became
involved with the Community Bank?
I am a Chartered Accountant. I worked for JCI for quite sometime. From there I joined
Bankcorp, in the Central Merchant Bank or Cenbank as it was called then which through a
succession of changes was eventually taken over by ABSA. I was in charge of the Merchant
Bank, being the Financial GM and eventually with the rationalisation of that division I was
seconded to this position. I have been at the Community Bank from April last year and we
have been through the whole process. We have had to draft the Mutual Banks Acts with
the Reserve Bank, we formed four separate groups marketing, technological, personnel
and finance. I headed up the finance grouo on a full time basis, There where
representatives from all the banking groups on a temporary basis but I was here
permanently. When the Community Bank was established I sort of automatically stayed
on.
2. Has the experience been enjoyable?
I really came from the one end of banking which is very professional and sophisticated
right down to grass roots which in the beginning was a bit of a traumatic or shocking
experience for me. The challenge has been so great. To be able to sit back and say we had
nothing but a thought and today we have a bank with two hundred mi!lion rands worth of
capital, we have proper computer systems in place, we have a treasury, we have
infrastructure, we have trained staff, we have whatever a bank needs. We have followed
the out sourcing route which made the setting up of the items that I mentioned earlier
possible but also more complex. From a physical point of view we had to bring in
infrastructure. In some of the instances like with the treasury and the computer there was
nothing. What makes it So much more complex is the drafting very complex first off
agreements. You know what I mean having to be involved in all these negotiations. Some
times you are negotiating with ten parties simultaneously for capital, for computer
systems, for treasury, what have you. It has been an experience that I think very few
people get involved in. You know finance normally sit ,'",.:I write up records for whatever
other peoples do. But to really to be part of the process to create something from scratch
that has been a very good experience,
J, What does the name Community Sank mean to you?
It means creating a bank for people who have never had access to banking in a proper way.
4. Could you tell me about the Bank's formation and the key personalities behind it?
Well first of all while a lot of what I am saying I am sure you will have heard already before
but let me go through them. First of all the whole idea was mooted by Bob Tucker and
Cas Coovadla and they had this idea and they could not get this thing off the ground and
then when COSAB under Piet Liebenberg, I do not know about his personal involvement,
but COSAB more from the ABS.\ grot t'ley are the ones who saw the needs for this
bank. They have sponsored us to r. -'I)' large extent. Piet Badenhorst and Mike
Tereblanche have really pushed this thing. They have given Us rent: free premises for along
time, they have given us staff and 'skillsat no charge etc. Then once we had a management
team that could go with this thing from thereon things started to take off. We were able
to negotiate capital and we also then had the expertise and with the capital we can then go
and buy the expertise that we did not have to start the process going.
, I
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5. Could you tell me about the people on the Board of Trustees and their role!
Oh, yes I forgot about them I was just looking at the Bank. Of course the Tn ..stees really
had to legitimise the whole process. I think that they have earned a lot in the process
about what banking is all about. They got to know and ask relevant questions and really to
think about banking. But at the end of the day I \ " the whole purpose of the "1 rustc .lS
was to legitimise the whole process for the people to 0 ly into this whole idea.
6. The type of people represented on the Board of Trustees, they come from diverse
backgrounds?
Yes, they really come from political parties and then from civic organisations, from labour
organisations, development organisations. but the one thing they are always very careful to
point out that '!Ithough they come from those sectors they do not represent: them. They
are there as Individuals. I know that it sounds like a bit of a problem but they are like
COSATU. They have now got someone from COSATU. But it IS not a COSATU
appointee it is just that they have identified someone from COSATU who they feel cal.
make a wort" while contribution. Then they bring the person on board. The same goes
for a lot of ot ,1er people they have.
7.No doubt as new Trustees are brought on board, they have to undergo ash", 'P learning
curve to come up to speed with the rest of their colleagues?
Yes, the tnlng is if you have to judge them with just your own personal view then some
are quite bright and fast. Some of them, do not know if they should keep quite and do not
say much. whether it is a matter of misunderstanding or not really being a person who
puts their views on the table. Some have learnt a lot faster than others. The most
remarkable one of the whole lot is SHel1Khuzwayo, a lady of 8! years old. Whenever she
says something people really lister. to her. She calls herself a developmental worker. She
has written a number of books and is well respected.
8. Have the roles of those people that initiated and set up the Bank changed at al/ since the
Bank has been up and running?
Sorry I do not know what you mean.
9. for instance it is reported that Bob Tucker was a great: visionary and once the concept
of the bank was accepted he withdrew?
Well. Bob Tucker has left and Cas Coovadia who is really more of an outsider and in
contact with the civics and who fulfilledalmost a political and banking role has moved onto
the Bank. But he is the spokesperson to the outside world. So as far as managing the Bark
is concerned he is net that involved. I think that he has a task of merging the cultures of
the Foundation and the Bank without really managing the day-to-day operation and then
to the outside world he l.'i the spokesperson.
10. Is managing cultural diversity very important considering your operating environment!
Yes, of course you need the right person to manage it. You cannot take a traditional
banker into that role on the other hand, I do not think that you can take anyone withcut
any business sense into that bank. So you need a person who has a foot in both doors.
II. To what extent was the formation of the Community Bank a product of South Africa ~
dual cultural heritage and socio-political struggle?
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\l'liell, I think that if f it is a product of it with the whole change that has happened in
the whole country it was a kind of a natural product of that change. JU!;tone small cog in
the big wheel. So may be if you say It was a product of that form the Banks point of view
we would say we have neglected this part of the market in the past. Hence, we have to
establish something like this. From that point of view maybe there is an input. But I really
think that it is part of the whole change. It is just one of the wider parts of the whole
change.
12. How does the Community Bank differ from traditional financial institutions!
Well it is very similar to the old buildlng society concept, apart from the fact: that we had
this two hundred million rand start up. I C oubt building societies had that a 100 or so
years ago when they started. Apart from that it is really quite similar to the old building
societies. Mobilising savings in different ways, Stich as savings accounts, fixed deposits, long
term deposits and that type of thing leading to the other side home lending, personal and
entrepreneurial loans which is a bit different to the traditional building societies. That is as
far as the Bank structure is. On the other side there is the Foundation which no other
financial institution has ever had which is really there to break into the communities as
such and gave us a foot in the door in communities who have up until now been 'fery
negative toward banking in the traditional sense.
13. The concept of community banking is not unique to South Africa, far instance there is
the Grameen bank and other similar set ups in Indonesia, did you borrow any concepts or
principles from them?
The only thing that I think that we have really come to understand from the people is
really this persr-"I relationship in banking on the one side and on the other side very
strict. control over credit collection. All the people in this market exercise very strict
credit collection. Prompt credit collection is the key word otherwise you will sink. That is
one tip that we took from them.
14. Stokvels and other informal saving schemes and the way in which they are
management, did lOU borrow ali/ ideas from theses informal institutions?
Well yes this gues into this whole relationship. It is not just a relationship with an
lndivldual but a relationship with a whole group. So yes this what the whole thing about,
you know, peer pressure. We have not done any lending yet but it is part of the sc. eening
of credit applications. How do you fit into commur.'ty! How well do you support pur
stokvel? How well do you support your church and that type of tHnking. VVe are also
going to ask for references from those types of bodies. lust now you asked what are the
differences between the Communlty B...nk and other traditional financial institutions. This
whole credit granting thing is built on relationships rather than financial security or
collateral. You know the people that we are going to lend to do not have the collateral or
security. $0 we would look at the relationship that this guy would have in his community
and the relationshtp he builds over a length of time before we grant him a loan.
15. In terms of tb« way you have set up your whole corporate governance structures, the
Board of Trustees, the Banking side, the Foundation and the Local Boards of Director's at
outlet level, how do you manage all these interfaces?
Well I think that it all comes together at the end of the day in the Board of Trustees
because if you look at the directors of the Foundation, and the directors of the Bank they
are mainly norolnated from the Board of Trustees and all of them are Trustees apart from
1l
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the bank. That is Archie and myself who are Executive Directors. We are not Trustees at
this point in time. Now hopefully in time that will change. But at this point in time all those
people are trustees.
16. Could you tell me about the powers of the Local Board of Directors at outlet level?
Well, because those people COl from those communities they represent those
communities. The)' will approve tl.. .edit, Since we have this very close relationship type
of lending we need people who know the members or clients. Remembering that we try
not to appoint a manager of ,1 branch from that community. We bring him from other
communities. We need input from the Communities itself. Now the credit will be
saggested or tabled by the manager through the normal channels and then the local Board
of Directors will then approval the credit at the end of the day. They are co-responsible
with the manager f:>rthe financial results and the performance of the branch.
17. Any they remunerated In sny way?
No
18. On the down side of African management one hears of the danger of there beinz
nepotism and favouritism, ts the bank conscious of that at al/?
Yes. we are quite concerned about the fact that people who are on our Local Boards of
Directors may be subject to pressure or bribery or whatever terms you want to use to
give a sought of advantage to people in some way or another. give them bigger loans than
they are entitled to or put them on the top of the list. And for that reason we are
implementing strict audit programmes. That auditors will go and look and audit those
process lines as well, YOt} know. applications will have to go through a certain process and
added to the bottom of a list. The auditors will be there to make sure tnlL it does not
happen.
19. Could you tell me something about the way in which you manage your people or put
differently your management style?
WE;>l1I have a very small staff, a secretary come legal advisor here next door. He is a
professional man and the other side on the financial side I have mentioned and he has two
ladies. They are both professional people. Up to now I have left them to sort of manage
them by their own rather than, you know, sought of guide them. If there are problems I
..."m resolve that
20. Do management styles within the Bank differ across functions and hlersrchiesi
Well, I think, you know, that it depends em the functions like marketing Ben has one o,
two staff members and t handles them in much the same way as I do. On the other siLe
we have the technologic. Ide where we have Les Scott and Allie on the operations side.
Because the have me. t; iunlor people and bigger numbers of people I think that they need
a far more structured h .iagement style. Myself and Sebastian. the personnel guy. I think
that we have more professional people working for us, small numbers and people who can
think for themselves to do their own sought of thinr,
21. With/i1 the Bank there is obviously a fair amount of diversity, do you See this [L<: a
strength or as a weakness!
Would you say that again?
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22. Within the Bank do you emphasise diversity or do )fOU look for commonality of
purpose?
No, I think that we have diversity. No I think that I misunderstood your question. What
you are saying is here a lot of different opinions say from a general management level?
Now I think that we have a lot of commonality. People who we have are all seasoned
bankers apart from Sebastian, the personnel guy. but you can see he has worked in
organisations where performance is on the top of the list and up to now I think that the
GM's have a well formed base and come together. The difference of opinion is between
the Bank and the Foundation rather than between the managers of the Bank itself.
23. Coc:ldyou tell me about the dynamic between these tWo sides?
Well up to now it has really been a bit of a problem. You know we must remember that
we are talking about two entirely different types of people and they are not used to
working in this structured basis, decision making by a single person or by a small number
of people making decisions. They want the whole bloody process to be gone through
regardless of long it takes. EW"/thing has to be discussed with the whole staff of the
organisation. You knew in the beginning it was okay now in the bank alone we have a staff
of over 70 people. The Foundation, I would say has about 20 people maybe even 30 if you
take all the people. So you cannot practically consult a 100 people for every little decision.
It has really caused quite a bit of friction up until now.
24. You a/so have to manage your growth you are in the twilight )'I:ars as you get bigger
do you see this ss becoming more of a problem?
Well no I do not think so. I think that as people come. You must remember you have to
get along with a lot of essential disciplines which are not ?!ways that occupied, so people
have a bit of time to playa bit of politics to make noises about things that are really not
that important. I think as we come more onto stream and the pace starts picking up.
People will get more into the situation where they will have to get into the days works.
Once that happens CI. lot of this will disappear.
25. In terms of the Community Banks operating environment; sen4ng the un-benked or
margina/ised communities, have you adapted any of your systems or procedures to
accommodate that environment? I am thinking in terms of people management.
Well I think that what we have done, we have quite an extended training programme for
people who come on board. I cannot think of the terms that we would use now but if you
join the a company, such as your own, I am sure that they take one morning to show you
around.
26. Such as an induction or orientsiion programme?
Yes, in mornings companies rush through this thing. Here they do it in a week, you know.
For some people this is too much. For a lot of people it looks after their needs if they are
not used to this type of environment up to now he has been living totally in another
world. Ithink it takes more time to get that guy to think along the right lines.
27. You market is primarily black no matter how YOLl define it, have you taken any deep
rooted African customs, trsdltions or beliefs into account in the why in which you go
about your business?
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No, I do not think so, not trr,;! Bank itself maybe the Foundation would have done that.
You must remember that the side that I have links with is the more formal banking world,
the Reserve Bank. So on my side no.
28. II1lhataspects of the Community Banks management style would you describe as being
unique or different!
Sorry I am not with you at ail, personally?
29. I" general, the Bank as a whole.
I see, I think on the operational side the people have to be very much aware of the market
out there. You know the way they layout their branches for instance. You cannot go and
[ust put in a counter and teller machines. You need a place for people to sit. You have to
greet and treat people the right way. It is not like you and I going into a Bank and the
teller just, you know, you just give him your slip and he gives you your money and he.
hardly says hello. You know you have to go through the whole process of making the guy
feel comfortable. Taking to him in his own language. If I say language it may not necessarily
mean Zulu or Xhoza but it means the way they are used to doing things and you have to
create the facilities for a lot of people on that basis. There has to be a place for them to sit
and chat. There have to be communal areas to help them. When we go into the
community outlet side we have to create a post office facility for them because they do
not have post deliveries in their areas. We might ever. have post boxes linked to our
community outlets.
30. You sr» in the process of opening branches here in Jc;l:::r.r.csburgand Benont; but as
such they are not: physically located in communities, does that detract from the initial
purpose of the Community Bank!
The intention is that these branches that We have in Benoni, Athlone and Johannesburg.
LG~scome back to Johannesburg as Johannesburg has a very difficult situation. Benoni and
Athlone are really going to be regional offices, We just opened the branches there but
they will be regional offices as in traditional banks, with outlets being in Daveyton ,
Umtatawa, So really we hope the branches will generate business in the black areas. It is
just that those branches are [ust the starting point. the infrastructure is there and the
systems and so on.
3 I. Could you tell me about the significance behind selling shares to your clients who then
becomes members of the Bank!
Well the thing is YOLI are not only setting up a banking facility for their clients but you put
them through an education process. Piet Liebenberg described this Community Bank
concept. as a crash C01Jrse in capitalism. While I think it is nice way of putting it. Our
clients apart from having limited knowledge about banking up to now are really financially
illiterate and you have to teach them a lot of things. One of those things is the whole idea
of PIBS issued to people which gives them ownership, not only a sense of ownership but
over time. they will have to take over this whole Bank. they will be the share holders in
this whole Bank. We cannot give them the normal equity type of shares jlJst because of
the way thinp: have been structured. So you pay the guy interest on the PIBS rather than
dividends. Whatever the Bank does he gets his interest.
32. You have gone out and engaged the community and they have now become members,
do your employees have shares?
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Well I think that a lot of them have. A lot of them for instance when the Benoni branch
opened went out and opened accounts. I am waiting for the Johannesburg branch . I do
not want to open up an account in Benoni. I want it here. So really at this point in time I
am by default since I am a director of the Bank so I am just waiting for the [oburg branch
to open my account.
33. To what extent does the Bank promote the collective versus the individual needs of its
employees and it's members?
Well I think that if yOli look at it from the point of view that they are trying to promote
this club savings kind of ideas and also getting these groups of people like stokvels and
church organisations and so 011 to become as a group client of the Bank rather than
individuals. Well not that they not are pushing for individuals but they are trying to get
groups as clients as welt
34. You have existing informal saving structures, such as stokvels, that generate their own
money, do you see yourselves as undermining them or working together?
No, they have to bank their money somewhere. Some of them I believe generate large
sums of money and we hope that we can mobilise a lot of those savings and taking them
away from other banks ifwe have to. You must realise that I will quote a figure and that is
an old figure now, Bob Tucker initiallydid investigations to get to the stage where we are
now, they did a study and at that point in time they estimated that some seven billion rand
of money is placed under matrices in the townships which is really out of circulation. Ifyou
can just mobilise that or a quarter of that you have already done quite a lot.
35. In terms of capfl.citybuilding of communities how do you see things unfolding from
there?
ja, this thing about capacity building sometimes I think that I understand it and sometimes
not. You know it is a term which the people in the Foundation and cornmunlties use. I am
not always sure what they are getting at. They will say the Bank will do some bask capacity
building; That is alii can say. Let me not show my ignorance.
36. Looking at some of your people systems and procedures such as recruitment, reward,
discipline and things like that are they done any differently to the way traditional banks go
about their business!
Up to now we used employment agencies. Where they are different form other traditional
organisations is that they because we held to employ fairly large numbers of staff. They
would interview people on a group basis. That is the first time I have seen that. But also
considering the fact that the people they have handle are the more junior or branch type
staff. You know you could do that. Interesting I was involved in one of these sessions and I
do not know whether you have seen this being done but you get people together and they
are given different tasks and they have to handle the task in a certain way. You give a
question or a case study and they have to work through the whole problem You leave
them and just observe from the side what they are doing. They have to go and appoint a
spokesperson, a chairperson, a secretary and so on and then you just watch them and it is
interesting that it does not take long to see the people, the leaders come out, the
workers come out and the people. You just observe the process from the side and very
soon you can identify the people VI ho you should employ.
37. Communication channels and media within the Bank do they differ significantly from
those in traditional finencial institutions?
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Well in this point in time we have got E-Mailgoing which in my opinion is a bit of a white
elephant, The thing with us at Head Office we are still too small to get a benefit out of the
thing. You know it is quite expensive and where you have a large number of people who
are really oager to get the thing to work. I am sure it can work very well but h-re I am
one of the relaxed guys on that. , like personal contact with people.
38. People talk of African culture as being very oral and open and you have E-Mail is there
a. class of worldliness!
Even for me to use a telephone on an internal basis I do not like it. So rnavbe , am a bit
sceptical but I think that it is a white elephant. $0 that is communication systems.
Technologies are almost forced onto third world culture. So in some ways it is not
appropriate,
39. What about the ways in which meetings are conducted in the Community Bank?
, think that they are still very much the old style with a chairman, apart from calling him a
chairperson now and having a secretary. I mean all that is in place. The one area where we
are different is that we tend to over popularise the meetings. Every bloody interest group
or people who perceive that they have an interest want to be part of the meeting. You
know from my background I am used to having just small groups of people present rather
than these large groups. I have been pushing the idea of having more groups but smaller
more effective groups and that is now a new procedure that is being set and developed. A
lot of things will start going better now.
40, In terms of the Community Bank how do you measure your success!
There are a number of ways that we will have to measure our success. The one is
financially. I do not really mean ROE or ROA in a normal sense. ROA maybe but ROE yes.
t think that we must generate enough pro'lts to sustain ourselves. We have to pay our
shareholders their interest. Bad debt reserves and the type of reserves that the Bank
needs. But then over and above that I do net think that we are going to maximise profits.
That is on the financial side. On the other side I think the rendering of a service is almost
more important than the financial side. There will be surveys done on a regular basis. We
have quite a large budget for surveys and research done to see how we impact upon the
comrnunitiss in which we operate. I think that will be almost more important than the
financial side.
.~.
41. JI11'thregard to these key success measures does the bank have primary and secondary
velues or principles about the way in which it goes about its business?
What do you mean?
42. Maya valuegood be being sensitive to the needs of customers.
o yes I think those people sensitive values. We have to instil those prime values and the
cultural thing. Even for me, a chartered accountant, to go into a bank you sometimes get
treated as if you do not understand what goes on in a bank. I do not know if you have had
the sal ne experience?
43. That is why Iprefer using the auto teller machine outside.
\c·
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You accept that it is not going to smile at you or have a kind word but when you go inside
and you have contact with people. The people still treat you as if you do not know what
you are talking about. I can imagine how a number of our clients must feel in a bank. I
sympathise with them. I really hope that we can do a lot better than that.
44. Since the inception of the Community Bank you have gown down quite a steep
learning curve, what advise would you give other organisations attempting to introduce
community management principle into their day-to-day business?
Well, I will tell you what I think from a financial point of view. I think to approach a much
wider interest groups than we have. You know when we started looking for our capital we
went to three big people. The three people who really came with the capital that we have
are FCSA, IDT, ABSA. From there we have generated our capital. At that point in time we
got our two hundred mllllon rand. It is only a year later now that we are getting out
capital. So the main capital is only coming in the next few days. A year after we negotiated
those agreements. So I think you must be less dependent and seek out a lot more
contributors not only for capital but for expertise and technology and so on. On the
technology side we have ABS though a massive contract with ABS which is about two
inches thick. We have gone to our sourcing to one agent. I think of ways of getting more
people or a much wider interest group involved from the formal sector.
45. Those are really all the questions that I would like to ask with the exemption of"one, is
there any thing that other companies should avoid in terms of community or African
management principle?
Yes, I do not know if they can avoid it but they must. try to create a structure where the
decision making process is not So prolonged. I can give you an example. ~Nf.1had come up
with a 10go for this bank and followed this consultative process. After more than a year
staff came up with ideas and then the Foundation would sa)~ we need to get the
community involved. We must start a competition. Get some of out clients to come lip
with ideas. After a year at one of those community workshops it was asked how can you
start a bank if you do not even have :1 logo? So the lego was designed and decided upon
within 3 days I think. It is an example of the unnecessary process. You know j(OU get all
these interest groups, who know internal interest groups, such as the Foundation having
people talking about: things, having meetings and at the end of the day not delivering the
results. I think that it is a totally avoidable situation.
46. That is everything, is there any thing that I have skipped or that ! should have
mentioned?
You know that one of the things that we have a problem with at this point of time and
may be it goes back to my comment about out sourcing. We need to be out sourcing to a
WIder' audience. At this stage we have gcie down this "oute of getting communities and
development workers involved and at this point in time we sit"with a Board of Directors
at the Bankwhich leans towards those people, not that I am saying that it is wrong to have
those people on board, but there is not enough bankers stroke banking skills on our
Board and I think that it is something that we will have to address and any similar type
organisation should avoid falling into the same trap.
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Respondents Job Title Personnel Manager
Biographical Data Black. male
Graduate No
Background Previously employed in the manufacturing sector,
experienced human resource ,:ctitioner.
1----
Personal Comments and Reflaction :
In my previous interviews I tended to place emphasis on external relations as opposed
to internal relations. Hence, I approached the interview with a view of eliciting more
information on this neglected dimension. During the interview I found the respondent
to be cautious in committing himself to an answer. At times during the interview I felt a
little bit distant and I had to work hard at my questioning.
I. To kick off could you tell me a bit about your background and how you came to be
involved with the Community Bank?
Okay, my background is from a manufacturing side. I was with Unllever for just on 20
years. My experience was varied in the sense that I started off 011 the technical side and
having worked for about 8 years I moved out into human resources. For the most of the
time I was in the Industrial Relations side and that has been my background. How I came
to be here, I got a transfer from Durban where 1used to be or where I spent most of my
time. I then transferred up to Boksburg, Unilever have an operation out in Boksburg, So I
came up to head their human resources. Then in 1994 there was an opportunity to go
back to Natal which came about a time when the Community Bank was looking for
people. So it was time to get off the bus and join the Community Bank one, That is the
way that I am here.
2. Was there anything in particular that attracted you!
[a, it came at time when I felt that I needed a change of scene. I had a number of offers
but the aile that attracted me in particular was this one. Possibly because of their focus
and the fact that it was a nev. venture. You know everything was starting brand new. that
to me coming from a big Company, like Unllever, where you tended to be solid and you
would not get opportunities to influence things. Hence, I thought that it was the right
decision to go. I think that was one of the things that sold the job to me. Iwas going to get
a break of being able to establish a dep:1.ri:li1~ll1tTo b';~part of an evolving culture.
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J. What does the name Community Bank mean to you!
Internally what do you mean?
The Community Bank means to me not a black bank as people take it to mean. A bank
where the community at large wherever it 01=- rates has not just a share but a say in the
running of the bank. It would be more a relationship than a banking institution where I
would think the objective would be the up-liftment of the community in which it is
operating.
4. Everyone I have spoken has focused on external relsaons with the community, could
you tell me about the name means internally to the employees of the Bank!
5. What I mean is that everyone talks about engaging communities and capacity bUlYding,
the whole relationship between you and your customer or members but what about your
internal relationships here within the Bank!
That is a very varied point and something which tends to be overlooked but I think that it
is very important. One of the things why the Bank is also an attraction is capacity building.
Capacity baildlng of its own employees in terms of banking. Because lets not fool ourselves
banking has largely been a white institution. I mean if you had to look, I have not done a
study, but my own observation, the management of the formal banks. is very male
dominated. You will find people of my colour would largely be at the subordinate level.
But at the Community Bank I think the focus and philosophy is to enable those people
who had largely been disadvantaged and not having taken part in banks to become bankers.
We say take people who have had no banking experience wh~wso ever and training them
to be bankers.
6. Would you tell me a little about the Community Bank and how it was founded! What
gave the initiative its whole impetus?
Well the history is documented somewhere and I will give you what I can recollect from
the top of my head. It was an initiative born out of ideas from people who where
lnstrumental t- those ideas. The people are Cas Coovadia, Bob Tucker and they saw this
as an opportunity. The banks mission is to serve the low end of the market. It started off
as a project two years ago and it has had a lot of people involved in and out and finally I
think one of the spin off's of that project has been the promulgation of the Mutual Banks
Act and the registration of the Community Bank, I think, in July this year. So it has come
quite a long way and I think the most worthy observation \:0 make is that it was born out
of community inspiration. And if you even look at the people who comprise the Banking
Trust they are drawn from the community and they are leaders in their own rights.
7. Those Trustees where they nominated or where they selected to become members!
[a, they where nominated. Earmarked because of their particular skills and background and
offered positions on the Board.
8. Did they formulate the whole concept or idea as to how the Community Bank would
work!
[a, you see there where these t::#o key people, Cas and Bob who Iwould say are the brain
children of the project but then they brought in the people that were instrumental in
getting the project off the ground. They drew in the skills and experience of several and
I
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various people all from different walks of life. Some of whom of course stayed with the
bank and some did not.
9. Obviously managlng the Banks growth has been a key variable in your success to date,
would you tell me about the key players, their roles and do you see them staying with the
Bank!
Some have stayed and some have left. Mostly I would say those people who started with
the project are still here. I mean people like Les Scott and Archie Hurst and in the
Foundation as well. Bob Tucker left recently but he was more involved on the fringes as a
Trustee or Chief Executive Officer of the Board of Trustees until recently.
la How important do you think that somebody hke Archie or Cas Coovsdis is in
managing the dynamlc between the Banking and Foundation side of the Community Bank?
Yes, very important. It is very important that Cas as Chief Executive Officer as one of his
roles is to manage, not just to manage but to forge a culture which I believe is going to
show itself or develop as time goes along. Because I do not believe that there is a culture
at this stage that one can say that this is a Bank or a Foundation. We are working on
developing one. But yes Cas is very instrumental because he sits as Chief Executive Officer
on one side and Archie being a banker on the other side. Then of course you have Mary in
the Foundation.
II. How would you say that the Community Bank dlffers from tredittons! financial
institutions?
I think by its very focus. It focuses on the lower end of the market. It also looks at
building relations and building capacity. It is not just an institution that like traditional banks
that just establish themselves and the customer just has to fit in. The approach from the
Community Bank is to engage the community and to listen to what the community is
saying. For example when we say that the community has to have a say the Foundation will
go into a community and discuss and look at ways of workshopplng with the community
to determine whether there is any Viability in the Bank establishing itself. And if the
community is not committed, the Bank will not establish. So the Bank has a demand driven
approach.
12. Looking at other structures and corporate governance in the Bank for example you
have the Board ot" Trustees, the Bank, the Foundation, Brsnchcn, and Local Boards of
Dtrectors at outlets; do you see the Community Bank as a whole managIng in a different
way?
Yes, it is different. It is different. You know as far as I am concerned that structure is
unique to the Community Bank. I have not come across a similar structure in other
conventional banks. So it is very unique to the Community Bank.
!3. In terms of the Board of Trustees how would you define their role?
Like all shareholders I think that they are there to ensure that the Bank is sustainable. That
they have got loans from the funders which is put to good use and must show a profit at
the end ot the day. I think that is their function. They need to ensure that the Bank
operates within the mission and vision that it has set. That is their function.
14. We have heard that one of the problems associated with mission statements is that
management go out on a bosberaad and on their return tell the worktorce this is our
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policy without involving them in its formulation. Is this a problem associated with the
Community Banks mission statement!
ja, look the mission statement was derived by the Board of Trustees. But I think that it has
not been an exercise where there has been a bosberaad and you just produce this thing.
Now I think here we had an opportunity and we came on board and we have also looked
at this mission statement ourselves and had comments made by staff. I mean that a mission
statement is just a mission statement. But I would not see it as one of those futile
exercises hangingon the wall and no one identifies with it.
15. Would you tell me about the Foundation, is it very different from the Bank!
[a, it is separate in the sense that the Foundation , I mean once you have spoken to Mary
she will give you more information. It is set up differently. It is registered as a Section 21
Company. It is also grant funded. So it is not like the Bank. It operates more like a
non-governmental organisation. It also has its own Board of Directors.
16. In terms of the Local Board of Directors at branch or outlet level, what role do you
see them playing?
The Local Board will be involved with the branch manager in setting, not in setting but in
implementing policy and also looking at loans, business loans, small micro enterprises and
things like that. They would also be responsible for nominating appointments for the
Board. You know at Head Office as well. They will also be involved in that.
17. Could you tell me about the significance of the twenty Rand Share!
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In what way?
18. The fact that you are now not a customer but a member of the Bank when you open
up an account!
Yes, well that is the approach. You know that this is not about an institution but the
relationship aspect of the Bank whereby you are not just a customer but }'OU are actually a
member and membership means buying a share certificate and that entitles one to a vote,
to appoint, you know vote in the Board of Trustees. It is significant in that sense.
19. To what extent was the formation of the Community Bank a product of South Africa's
sado, political struggle and turmoilln the country!
Weill would think that was at the back of the Jliind of the people who promoted the idea.
They had to look at the soclo political state of alir society and having looked at that there
was a whole mass of people. A large majority of them who where in the informal sector
who where not banked or poorly banked aud who needed .':0 have the restoration of
their dignity in terms of the way they were treated by conventional banks. And I think that
to me even though it is not always black but by end of history those people were largely
black. They have been disadvantaged.
20. Taking what you have said as being a fact that the ma/ori~v of you customers or
members are black has that influenced the type of people you would employ and have
there been any spill over effects in the way in which you go about your business!
[a, I think one of the key and critical factors that had to be borne in mind was that if we
are sincere about the whole mission we had to reflect the demographics of society and by
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saying so we had to endorse a policy of Equity and Employment practice. It is not just an
action policy for blacks only but also for gender as well. We are looking into it but we
have not quite got there because. there are always problems when YOLI set up a policy but
the pool of people you want to draw are not always available. But it is a constant and
conscious process.
21. Have you changed any of your personnel policies and procedures to accommodate the
notion of community values/
We are at this stage developing some of the policies. Our approach is not to copy what
other people are doing but to develop something that is reflective of our mission. Yes we
are developing polices but those policies have to be influenced by the mission of the Bank.
22. Could you give m. I an example of the direction in which your thinking is going? For
instance in the areas of recruitment and selection, discipline and reward
Ja, I am just thinking of which one will stand out dearly. Our recruitment policy is one of
those. The discipline and other policies are not so much. I think that they are more
reflective of the current trends in the labour movement. We have developed a maternity
leave policy which is very much informed \\:'th what is happening in SACWU.
23. W'l1atis unique about that policy?
Nothing much but if you look at the policy it is very liberal. It gives paternity leave of 3
months for that matter. Ha Ha. That's a joke. But we have not gone that much over board.
But we do have paternity leave as one of our policies.
24. In terms of the Community Bank do you value diversity of opinion or commonality!
No, we do value diversity of opinion. It is evident by the different type of people we have
seconded from other banks. Most of whom have very strong and established culture form
where they come. But that is.to us a strength rather than a negative.
25. In terms of what you have just said how do you get all those people, who are possibly
head strong to come together and t..slk?
No, I would not like to say that there would be no tension. But I think that we are
fortunate that it is perhaps it is a question of people understanding what it is that the Bank
is trying to achieve and where it is heading. And coming to terms with that they also have
something to offer even though it might change or be disruptive to the process the Bank
has set itself. So I would say they come with a mind set already wanting to be part of the
process. So whatever discomfort they mig~,~:feel being in a strange type of environment it
is probably overcome by the willingness to participate in this venture.
26. There are obviously certain values which are central or important to the Community
Bank, could you tell me about those values!
We have just gone on an exercise about a month ago. We went out with a team of
consultants and went through some of the values which we found. You know it is always
something that people discover and find for themselves and that in essence the values
would always be the same. So the people values which drive many institutions We also
came up with such as the importance of human trust, human dignity and you know such
things. We came back with these as a product of that exercise.
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27. Trust, dignity and respect are all core components of the concept of ubuntu; did you
see your values as embracing this concept!
Ubuntu, [a, it was one of the things that came up. I hope that it wHl be one of the things
that will set us apart from other institutions. We need to develop that empathy, ubuntu.In
fact I think we have as we have already had some feedback from some clients, from some
banks, I wil! not mention names. They have commented favourably about our client
relationships and the W3.y in which our staff deal with customers. But it is a focused area
for us to hone into, ubuntu.
28. I believe that all new employees go through an orientation programme when they Join
the Bank, do you affirm these values durlng that process?
Yes, absolutely.
29. What wouldyou t)'Picallytake people c"rolfgh!
Well, there are several training mac' lies. I think that IOU 'Iv, .. get that from Mary. But one
of the things that we take them through 1$ a training module on managing diversity. You
know it is an appreciation of managing diversity. We also have a module on client relations
where we emphasise all aspects of dealing with customers. But the induction itself you can
get the details from Mary because it is run by the Foundation.
30. Within the Community Bank you have very different cultures, the Bank/ng and the
Foundation side, do the management styles within each differ!
Ye ··idoubtedly. You see a bank is a bank. It is driven by bottom lines, set targets and all
tho-.e things. it is very structured. The Foundation is different. It is meetings and meetings.
It is an atmosphere of relaxing. It is a laid back type of approach.
3 I, I have heard the words pragmatic humanism, meaning on the O~Jeside we are in
business to make a profit end yet on the other side we have to engage people /n a
humanistic way to be successful. Pragmatic humanism then being a balance between the
two. Do you see the Community Bank in this way at all!
Yes. I think there is that balance and it is typified in the approach of the Founc...J.f and br
the Bank itself. Because the bank is about banking and the Foundation is about pt, r,le and
the humanistic element I imagine.
32. Has the Community Bank incorporated any African beliefs, customs or traditions in
the way in which it goes sbout its business!
I do not know whether this will answer yo·.r question but we are looking at medical aid
schemes and we have looked right across the whole spectrum. What we are looking at is
medical aid schemes that would not shy away from say homeopathic medicine and I know
that some medical aid schemes do 10t consider those but for us we do not have a
problem with African or traditional healers. Because some of our people will come from
those areas and those beliefs would still be very much.
33. In African management principles people talk about the whole metaphysical aspect of
management. In other words the forces that direct our lives over which we have no
control Does this so called supernatural force have any relevance in the way in which you
go about YOLr business!
\I,
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No, not to that extent.
34. To what extent are employees engaged in the day La dayactivitle:. ...f rh. ~Bank!
In the day-to-day running of the Bank. Your question is to v-hat extent are they involved in
decision rnaklng.i We have structures within the Bank. For example we have a
management committee that meets every Monday and that is presently involving the heads
of departments but in' 'olves the staff as well. Representatives of staff. The decisions of an
operational nature or at that level are made at that ('-lANCO. For the branches we do
have meetings once a month. We would go out and the staff are responsible for putting
out an agenda and keeping minutes. We go out and have these meetings as I say at least
once a month.
35. Does empowerment really take place at that level?
[a, for example empowerment during the orientation training one of the projects that they
get given, each branch has gone through developing a business pian for their own branch.
That business plan they would then developed and presented to management and it
varies, and when they go out to the branch they have to make it happen. They are assisted
here and there to make the thing work. It is meaningful. At the end of the day it is their
business and the:;,yhave together with their oank ma .~erand make it happen.
36. Are there any other initiatives that you have conducted to introduce community
management values into the Bank?
At the moment that it the only one so far.
38. To what extent does the Comm.: io/ Bank promote collective needs over individual
needs?
Well, we do not have a union at this P' t:sent time. We are very much open to the
unionlsation of employees. , have just developed a policy which is a bank policy towards
our approach toward .. trade unions. We are open to trade unions when the people are
ready. We will not force it on them, It will have to come from them. Then we will
obviously have to work with them in developing something like that. That is as far as we
have gone.
,
I
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39. What about the notion of team versus individlJalreward?
We have not got that far.
40. How do your communication channels within the Community e· ,~differ from those
of traditional bs)iks!
I would not know what or how the traditional financial institutions operate. Because I am
not coming from that background. We are moving toward, to I would say a classless or
structuralless, or levelless communication. Where there is real 'pen door, it is real talking
to the people. To give you an example Archie Hurst. meets with those people, he goes
out to the branches. So there is no question of levels that they have to talk to the branch
manager, who talks to the operations director, who talks to Archie. Archie just talks to
everybody. Here at Head Office when we have general meetings everybody is there. That
is why I call it classless or levelless communication.
~..
, 'i)
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41. Sometime back I followed the negotiation process in the johannesburg Metror ,Iitan
Chamber with regard to the endeavour to end the rent boycott in the greater
Johannesburg area. \tVhat was Interesting was the representation of a multitude of interest
groups such as political parties end civic associations. At those meetings, involving aI/ these
interest groups, there was a special dynamic. How do you handle big open air meetings?
For us it is not so unwieldy. When I say general meetings with staff -t Head Office you are
looking at 20 say 30 people. So that is not too large. I do not know about the
Metropolitan Chamber. The political forces must be something else. Here our differences
are not that hardened because we o'1ly have the different disciplines such as marketing.
operations. finance. human resources and support services. So it is not so much a
difference. Ifyou go to the Foundation things will be different.
42. Do you have joint Bank and Foundation meetings?
Only at MANCO on that management committee but that is only once a week, [a, at
which the representatives of both sides meet.
43. Are there any other communication channels or media that you would have inside the
bank, such as comic strips?
[a, those are just product brochures.
44. In African management one heal'S of communication being oral, is there a discrepancy
between your communication medle and the technology at your disposal!
On PC we have electronic mail but most of us are still grappling in coming to grips with it
So yes we are being African but we also need to have that as one of our styles. But it is
something new I find that most of us have to make a time and read ones E-Mail. So the
easier thing to do is just walk down the passage and network while making coffee.
45. In terms of the Community Bank how do you measure your success and how do you
know that you ero doing the right thing?
At this stage it is not easy to say but the measurement would be how many customers or
members we will be able to deliver in a particular branch and whether we are able to keep
those customers 01' members. So that is our measure.
46. Do you have any primary or secondary consldersrions w'hichyou Will not compromise
ir, achieving that success?
Primary I would say is that we establish branches across the country in five years time.
One of our objectives is to build outlets around those branches. The outlets would be in
the order of 115. Then we would have gone through the Whole cycle. We would like to
See those outlets developing into branches in their own right. So it is quiet a steep
objective, That is the way we would like to see the bank developing.
47. Does each branch have its own unique style or character?
Look the policy will be determined centrally. But the way in which the Bank operates in
different areas depends on local conditions. For instance an area like this, the Johannesburg
area, in the afternoons you still find people doing their business here. We are even
contemplating having to stay open late. it all depends on the locality how we will be
influenced by what is happening around us.
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48. :Obviously, the Community Bank has been down a steep learning curve, what sdvice
would you give other organisations attempting to introduce community values in the way
ill which they run their business!
\Ale are still. learning. We have not yet consolidated our learning. One would have to
understand ones community. more and more. Learn as much as one can about the
community in which one is operating. I think second of all to do a lot of marketing before
you actually start operating. Marketing in a sense of allaying fears that you have been
ripped off in hlscory. They are very cautious about. you know. who they trust. So I think it
would need a lot of confidence in the community. In a sense you need them on your
Board of Directors.
49. Is there anything that other companies should attempt to avoid! For instance the down
side of community management!
I think that one has to think very carefully about the image that one wants to project and
that it is dearly understood. There is a danger when one says Community Bank that
people assume that a community ts a community. You know if you understand what I
mean. A community also needs to be commercially understood. $0 we say okay yes this is
your bank but as certain standards have to be upheld. People tend not to understand
those finer concepts.
50. Correct me if I am wrong but I believe that the branch maf'ager at an outlet is
someone who does not live in the community that he or she serve J was that a conscious
dec/.;'!io ..'l
j(l we v-ould like the person to have independence. You know. independence in operation.
Vv hilst the person should be a local person there could be influences perhaps that might
be to his detriment in livingin that community.
§I. Other people mannlng the outlets are nonetheless recrulted from that Iocs!
community.
They are.
52. That is everything that I would like to ask. is (here anything else that I sh('!!ld of
covered or which you would like to elaborate onl
I think you have covered pretty much everything. Ja I think you have got the whole thing
quiet well. Thanks Patrick.
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INTERVIEW SIX
Respondents job Title General Operations Manager
Biographical Data Black,male
Graduate No .-
Background Experienced Banker.
Personal Comments and Reflection:
I got off to a bad start with the respondent. In spite of the Genera! Manager' personally
introducing me to the respondent, '·I,e respondent asked for a letter of mtroduction
stating the purpose of my research. I explained that I conducting a qualitative Research
Report on African management principles and as part of that philosophy I did not have a
list of mandatory questions which could be pre-rehearsed. During the interview the
following day I made a point of going through ali introductory formalities. In spite of my I
initial reservations the interview turned out to be enjoyable. I appreciated the
respondents personal insights and analogies.
I. To start off I was wondering if you could tell me about your background end how it
was that you came to be involved in the Community Bank?
Well to start off I am a seasoned banker. I worked for First National Bank for quite a long
time. About twenty eight years altogether in the areas of management, credit management,
in the area of training and more particularly in the areas of small business management
giving advice to small and medium size enterprises. I am a banker as far back as I can
remember.
2. How was it then that you came to be involved in the Community Bank?
Well you see when the Community Bank was started Bob Tucker obv'ously touched base
with a lot of companies to sell the concept to them. He looked at development agencies
and he looked at COSAB, the Council of 30uth African Banks to sell the initiative to them.
He said well here is an opportunity to enter uncharted waters and the uri-banked or lower
income people where not considered. So he mentioned that he had this idea of mixing
community leaders with bankers and coming up with a hybrid situation of the initiative and
indeed he started the ball rolling with development agencies and banks. Once they had
bought into it they had to show their commitment. The commitment was not only
financial commitment. It was also in terms of resources and I was then seconded to come
and give a hand in helping things get started due to my experience in enterprises and
having started a division within First National Bank. So they felt I could make a
contribution to the Community Bank.
3. ~"/;7ereyou hesitant corning here and doing something different to what you where
used L~"
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I would have to say initially not. It was a challenge from a distance to come to the
Community Bank. But as soon as I got in I realised that it was also about a culture conflict
within the organisation itself. For the first time I came into contact with people who
worked for NGO's and who where very relaxed about things. They had their way of doing
things. That just did not gel for me. From that point onwards there was bit of frustration
and obviously I then said to myself accept this as a challenge. ItWClIJldteach me new ways
of doing things and I should try and get out of my comfort zone and do other thing. I said
to myself ifycu buy yourself a new pair of shoes obviously they pinch you and so forth but
in time you forget about that uncomfortable situation and you now wonder how
comfortable the shoe is and it becomes a real part of oneself. So I looked at that analogy
and I said to myself that perhaps that is the approach that I need to take. So I entered the
initiative with that attitude and it is working well.
4. lIWtat does the name Community Bank mesa to you? What does it conjure up inside
you?
It conjures up involvement by the people ' conjures up concern for the people with
which you are operating and it is actually \ f important to me. It really means that you
are closer to your market.
5. What about the whole not/on of ownership wkhin that!
Yes, of course this is the exciting bit about the Community Bank not only does it profess
to be dose to the people but if ;(;0 empowers communities. One would have a problem
with the word empower. I would personally feel it is not the something that we bestow
upon people it is something that people bestow unto themselves. So it should be self help
empowerment by the communities in that they are allowed to buy shares for the first
time. The good thing about this is that the Community Bank demystifies a number of
concepts. concepts such as purchasing and ownership of an institution. And again banking
concepts are demystified. So the Cornmunity Bank has quite a lot to offer to the people
out there.
6. Earl/er on you touched upon Bob Tucker's visioa, w;~at do you think gave rise to the
{ormation of the Community Bank?
---:;,
Well it was not onl,' Bob's initiative he hooked in people from community structures,
People such as Cas Coovadia who has a strong community link and started discussions
with Dr Ellen Khu:zwayo.Who is the chairperson of the Board of Trustees, Those are the
people that Bob Tucker networked with. People with strong community associations and I
think that it was through that very line that the concept was given fruition with the
opening of our fist branch.
7. Community banking ts not unique to South Africa, the Grsmmen bank is well reported,
gillen this fact to what extent is the Community Bank a home grown South Africa.product!
Community Bank is not a new concept. I mean there are a lot of these concepts in
Indonesia and in other areas such as Bangladesh and the like. In America you have the
comrnunlty banking service but I think the distinguishing factor here is in our approach.
Communltles are made to feel part of the organisation even if they are not borrowers in
that institution. In our instance whether a person is a borrower or not a borrower he
feels part of the organisation because that is our requirement. He must be part of the
organisation, He must purchase a share of no less than twenty rand. That is the unit price
of the shares.
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8. 'V';ith Bob Tucker leaving, how has the issue of leadership change affected the course
that the Community Bank has taken! Has the change brought with it an unique
perspective!
It has not really changed with the departure of Bob Tucker. I think that everyone who
comes on board here tends to buy into the concept Archie Hurst for instance is a
thorough bred banker. He has obviously had an im~·,.ct on the banking side of things.
Although Bob Tucker and certain community leaders started this initiative there is a clear
distinction and this is what is actually distinguishing this organisation from other
organisations. In that we have these t)No strong arms, the Banking arm and the Foundation
arm. They both need each other in this initiative. I think that the Banking side will not
succeed if the Foundation does not do its side and the Foundation will likewise not
sue _ .d if the Bank does not perform. $0 people coming on board it depends on where
they slotted into. If you come into the Bankingarm as !did as much as we have to grapple
With other peoples culture frcrn other institutions, banking institutions. Because
remember not: all banks have the same culture. So it is sort of easy to adjust to that
culture, a business culture, but jf one had to move to the Foundation side I would
definitely have a problem in working in that area and so the Foundation has not had so
much of an influence on the Banking arm and I do not think that the Banklng arm had an
influence on the foundation. They still do their thing. They stick to their rules and
regulations and I think that in that way people coming on board will identify with a
particular part or division.
9. Are there any other distinguishing factors which separates the Community Bank epan:
from traditional financialinstitutions!
[a, I would say that the other distinguishing factors are first such as relationship building. It
is something that we think that We have to encourage. We are not endowed with a lot of
assets so it is critical that we establish that relationship because when we lend out moneys
to people we are dealing with one of our basic criteria is that we would like to see some
form of savings mobilisation. A person developing the savings pattern. I believe that is
actually critical to the success of this organisation. Because people must start showing that
before they can start accessing funds. They must exhibit that savings pattern. Even though
it is minimal it is at least some form of commitment and determination.
10. We have spoken about the Community Bank's interface with its members in particular
communities, what type of values are considered important in that interfacel
Well, that is to me, well we cut across all spectrums of business endeavours and even
human endeavours as such the basic values such as integrity, respect, concern for others
and service quality are held to be important. You know these things are the type of things
that people tend to say that low income earners or the un-banked do not cherish and I do
not believe that. ! believe that even the low income earner cherishes those values that you
as a corporate client hold dear. Those same values are held dear to low income earners.
Believe me people do not really want third or second rate service whether they are low
income earners or the uri-banked people. They still want professionalism. They want to be
treated with respect and that is one thing that we are not going to lose sight of. Our
values are more or less the same as some of the corporate institutions, the values that
people hold dearly to any association.
Il. Does the word ubuntu have any special meaning within the Community Bank!
Well ubuntu is a very clear concept. While the Community Bank is not primarily a black
bank the majority of people who are uri-banked and who are low income earners are
1/
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blacks. The concept of ubuntu is known as the ability to sacrifice not necessarily to take
pity on others but being syrr.pathetlc to a persons cause. I believe that in the Community
Bank the concept of ubuntu will come out very strongly at each of our outlets. In that at
outlet level we have a Board of Directors who advise the manager at the outlet of risky
deals. Tnis is where people will come in and people will be sympathetic to their fellow
human beings in terms of access to credit facilities.
12. Could you tell me about some of the structures of corporste goverrsnce in the Bank
and how they work in terms 01 the Board of Trustees, the Banking and the Foundation
arms? Is that unicue in any respect?
iwould not say that it is unique in its structure but rather unique in the its functions. For
instance we have > main Board of Trustees. Their duty is to look after the entire initiative.
Cas Coovadia, the Chief Executive Officer, reports to the Board of Trustees. On tire
Trust we have the Board of Directors of the Bank and the Board of Trustees of the
Foundation. I do not know much about the Board of Trustees of the Foundation. But the
directors of the Bank are charged with all responsibilities. They have a fiduciary duty
towards the depositors funds. The Bank IS run along business lines. They have to ensure
business ethics are kept to the required standards and it is their duty that they do so.
Archie as MD reports to the Board of the Bank. The branches have obviously their
managers and advising committee but it is not as powerful as the Board of Directors. At
the outlets we feel that we are reaching the people. In the outlets, which are mainly in the
townships we will have different trading hours. The Board of Directors will be drawn form
the locals and as I have said will advice the manager on all shaky deals and you know all
matters affecting that community in the area.
13. Would that Board of Directors at outlet level meet on a daily basis?
They would meet maybe once a month initially,quarterly thereafter or as the need arises.
No they are not going to meet on a daily basis it is a voluntary duty that they perform.
They will not be remunerated for it. So we cannot stretch them too far.
14. Would the customers or members of the Bank, upon the purchase 01 the twenty rand
share, vote them into power?
The members of the Bank vote them into power at the general meeting that they will be
holding.
15. What is the significance of those annualgeneral meetings and the ability of members to
elect and appoint directors!
W::II the significance of those meetings is chat, that is where power rests and it exhibits
our stated objective of taking banking to the people.
16. What would the outlet managers powers be! Can the Local Board of Directors dlctst»
to him?
The outlet manager first of all has the responsibility of running the outlet in terms of
business ethics and so forth and of course he is ultimately responsible. He is still the
captain of the ship. He reports to the branch manager of the area. So you will find in an
area such as Benoni you may have say ten outlets. Those ten outlet managers will report
to the Benoni branch manager who then reports to an area manager, who reports to the
general manager of operations.
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17. How does the Community Bank envisage managing its growth and the mushrooming
effect of its e)(f'ansion with the opening of outlets snd new branches!
ja, in time ifwe see that an outlet is perfo 19 extremely well we will update its status by
turning it into a branch. To do so we must ,Joviouslyfind sound business reasons for doing
it. If we find that may be the job of the brartcn manager of the core branch becomes too
much and that he just cannot handle it and one of the outlets is growing and doing
extremely well then we will hive off some of the responsibilities of the core branch to the
growing outlet.
18. To what extent was the formation of the Community Bank a product of South Africa 3-
socio-political struggle and the transformation that we are going through at the moment!
I think that polities had a great influence on the formation of this bank in the sense that
access to credit was seen as a political issue. How can you expect people to have assets
when the system denied them the acquisition of assets? If you had to go back to the
apartheid years where blacks where not allowed to even own property how could banks
call on blacks for collateral before qualifyingfor a loan when they oo not have anything to
show. Politics had a great influence on the creation of the (..ornmunity Bank and that is
precisely what we are saying that we are aware of past depravations and that we would
like to address these imbalances because we feel that some of the issues raised such as
high risk areas and so forth where just a smoke screen for not making funds available low
income communities.
J 9. Within the bank you obviously have different cultures between the respective people
drawn from the different banks in addition to which you have the Foundation. Bearing this
in mind does the Community Bank value commonality of purpose or diversity as a
strength or weakness within the bank!
I think that we actually value diversity. From a personal point of view I think that you are
actually enriched by getting such input form such quarters as NCO's and so on. Much of it
may go across the grain but in the end one is made just that much aware about what is
happening. Coming from 2. structured organisation and so forth means that one has a
blinked vision, of you know, people and credit assessment and so forth, but with the input
of people from other organisations and NGO's those blinkers tend to be removed and
you feel and see things in a different perspective.
20. What touched you the most coming through that type of personal learning
experience? Is there anything that you can sa)~yes, I am a better person because of that!
I think what touched me the most was the humanistic aspect of it. You know that one has
been nurtured into believing that the system is just not part of my culture but when you
start getting the humanistic aspect of it only then do you begin to become engrossed.
21. People talk about the need to liberate the work ethic in everyone, is that in evidence
in the Community Bank?
I do not know where you are coming from because work ethic is quite a broad term. You
can use it loosely. If I understand you when you talk work ethic I mean the principle of
time keeping.
22. I was thinking more along the lines of someone walking the extra mile because they
want to and not because the,v have to.
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Yes, exactly, that is what I was thinking. Then I must say that I find cne zspect of a work
ethic in this organisation to be more prevalent among the people in the Bankingarm. With
respect I do not see it; in the Foundation side. Perhaps that is their way of doing things. I
am not knocking them. To me that is my perception of them maybe they appear too
relaxed, maybe my idea is before you can spend you have to earn something. Now I get
the felling rightly or wrongly that in the Foundation people tend to get grant funded. They
get grants from overseas and wherever and they are not being accountable. '( ou know, I
feel that one has ~;o be accountable if you spend a rand you must account for it and
likewise if you are an hour or two late! view that, as you knov,', as serious. You know that
your input to work is not productive for the time that you are absent. I cannot just take
off a day.
23. Coming back specifically to the Banking arm of the Community Bank are there not
differences in the management styles even within this core activity, such as between
finance, marketing and operations!
Well you know that management style is a very personal thing. It is also subjective. I would
say yes there is a difference because sometimes you find that marketing people by their
very nature tend to be outgoing people and finance people are introverts and they cross
the T's and dot the l's, So there is that difference but that difference is enriching in the
sense that ones weakness is somebody else's strength.
24. GIven the operating environment of the communities in which the Community Bank
operates or plans to operate in, has that had an influence on the way in which you go
about your busine..s! For instance where you open a branch, the products you offer and
the types o/peop/e that you employ.
[a, it has had a profound effect especially on the type of people that we recruit. I
mentioned that one of the things that touched me when I joined the Bank was the
humanistic side of things. Vvhen we look at prospective employees we look at someone
with a humanistic touch to things. The market that we operate within needs that type of
feeling. In a v'!ry round about way the market out there has had an immense influence on
the policies and the type of people that we have employed.
25. Have any deep rooted African customs, beliefs or traditions been incorporated into
your msnsgement style or the ~yayin which you go about your business?
~)
Well )OU see talking about deep rooted. The only deep rooted cultural thing would be the
concept of ubuntu that has had an impact on this organisation. You know that culture is a
dynamic concept and by that very nature it has to adapt to different circumstances and
working in mainly urban areas we find that there is a plethora of cultures coming into
effect and they have had an effect and they have obviously an influence in the communities
and even within ourselves. To say that we are adopting the distinct African culture at this
point in time would be premature. It is because we have not really made in roads into
rural areas. I think that would be a challenge once we move into rural areas. This is where
may be we would be sensitive to African culture. But if one talks generally about certain
African traditions, I think that we are of the view that the best is a business culture and for
the organisation to succeed it must draw from the people itself. In as much as we say that
this is a business culture we have to draw the good from the African culture and from the
Western culture. We cannot afford just to be seen as an African operating bank with a
pure African culture. That would not to my thinking be successful because you would have
to forego certain business principles such as profitability. We are in business and we have
to show a profit. Even at the end of the day shareholders want us to give them a return on
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their investment, So the only way in which we can do that is to derive a ,",rofitfrom our
organisation.
26. Thst seems to be a pragmatic approach. To what extent are employees in the
Community Bank involved in the day-to-day running of the bank?
The community is involved from the start, you know, before we establish outlets the
Foundation will do workshops and so fOi :11.They have a workshop process that they do
and they draw the community into them. Once they have shown a certain amount of
interest they would then elect a committee Who will conduct meetings from time to time.
Out of that committee the Foundation might employ one or t$0 people and they will look
at the numbers of people interested in the Bank coming into their al -ea. Iithe support is
sufficient and we have gone through a process such as looking at the resources needed to
establish an outlet we will look at the entire population fi7".-es of the area, the income
levels, we will look at things like security, you know, security of the property from which
we will be operating i:l. We should not kid ourselves. Even though we are identified with
the community we have to be vigilant because robbers and thieves de) not care if money
comes from the community or the rich people. To them money is money and they will
rob Or steal irrespective of where the money comes from. One dIet can take pensioners
funds from pensioners just shows the extent to which people cal" go. One has to look at
the security and the premises within which we operate.
27. Is the whole social fabric of the community in which you operate an Important
consideration ta trying to reduce the risk factor!
[a, the social fabric of the community is important in so far as the community values
certain things. In informal settlements for instance or squatter camps if you do you rounds
you will see the pride and dedication of some of the people living in those conditions.
From an outsiders point of view you would say that those are the things that would be off
putting. Those people however show pride and dedication and we find that social fabric
actually sustains them.
28. 10 what extent does the Community Bank promote the collective needs versus the
individua.lneeds of its employees?
Again the culture of the business is such that benefits have been geared toward individuals
as opposed to groups. This where if you had to look at the black culture that type of thing
goes against the grain of black culture. In black culture it is the group and not the individual
who has to be nurtured or made successful. But because we are running a business and
the profit motive comes in, yes we do take into account that certain things need to be
done for groups. But again we do not loose sight of the individual achievement and
individual exlste=ce, Again we would adopt say the group approach but we will only do
that where we ....el it work and where W.,"J feel that it has merit. Some of the concepts that
we have introduced include quality circles. The accounts are collective in certain things.
But then again we have also to look at the individual successes.
29. How do communicstion channels within the Community Bank differ from those found
in other more traditional organisations?
.J
I think communication in the Community Bank has been made easy by the fact that the
MD of the Bank not only has an open door policy but he encourages people to come in
and talk to him. The influence of the Foundation has had an impact on us as well in the
communication line. Mary from the Foundation obviously is the kind of person who comes
from that type of culture. She moves around on this floor very often and it encourages
\)
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other people to move in the area. You know instead of keeping the two organisations
apart we have regular meetings as well where people air their views irrespective of
seniority and so forth and the whole aspect of communication is encouraged
30. In those meetings is there an open forum!
It is an open forum. We do have obviously here and there structured meetings for senior
management when we discuss policy but by and large our meetings an open forum
meetings.
31. Earlier on this year I followed the rent boycott negotiations in the [ohennesaurg
Metropolitan Chamber where at any given time you had a number of powerful interest
groups all trying to get their points of view across at the same time. Do you have that
sought of dynamic within your meetings!
Although those open forum meetings are really avenues for people to air their views they
are not really avenues where grievance procedures are set or where disciplinary action is
taken. It is just an opportunity for people to talk and socialise. But when we look at other
issues we need to have a structured meetings.
32. How does the Community Bank define or measure its success?
Well from a Banking point of view we will not have success unless we look at the bottom
line. We will also look at the support we wi. be getting from the communities. A crltical
one w041d be that the success of the Community Bank will be really measured by the
extent to which it has granted credit to those I( ti' income earners and secondly how
those communities have responded to their commitments. I think that although we have
not walked along that road but if we possibly can make credit available to as many people
as VIe possibly can, they will honour their cornmitrnent and pay up. In this way we will have
proved to the formal banking institutions that the market is not that risky after all. If we
can do that we will really have proved a point. The whole issue of high risk was just a
smoke screen We are definitely out there to prove a point.
33. What are some of your primary and secondary considerations in the achievement of
that success!
Could you clear what you mean by that?
34. just that some companies are ruthless in achieving their bottom line targets at the
expense of say social responsibility.
[a, obviously in achieving that success we realised that there is quiet a lot of work that
needs to be done. Now we have this other arm as our partner, the Foundation. side by
side in achieving that. Ensuring that people must be educated and trained. For those two
things to happen the Foundation must come to the party because they receive grant funds
and those grant funds are primarily for educating and training people. Side by side we have
to educate and train people of their rights and obligations.
35. The Community Bank has gone down a steep learning curve, bearing that in mind,
what advice would you give other organisations attempting to introduce community
management principles into the way in which they!o about their business?
Weill would say first of all to get community involvement that is critical. You have to get
the communities blessing to support whatever you are doing. And Secondly one must have
III
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the determination to succeed. In other words you must also commit time and money to
your project.
36. Is there anything that other companies need to be weaty about or should cry and
avoid?
[a, companies should try and avoid being over zealous and hasty to enter this market. The
other thing that 1 think that companies should avoid is trying to be paternalistic. i is off
putting and people see though that very very quickly. V\'! sn you enter a market such as
this paternalism does not work. You have to be up front and open about what you do. Do
not do things for the people but let the people do things for themselves.
37. That is everything that I would like to ask, do you feel that there is anything that I have
left out or that you think that we should elaborate on!
Quiet frankly I think that yo\.1have been very thorough.
:NTERV!EW SEVEN
.~
Respondents job Title ManagingDirector - Foundation
Biographical Data White, female
Graduate Yes -
Background Varied experience in the retail industry. poll ~l activist,
trade union movement, community work rural projects.
Personal Comments and Reflection :
Of all the interviews I had scheduled this was the one I was looking forward to the
most. Everyone I had interviewed to date had mentioned the respondent in some in or
other way. The respondent had a lot to offer unfortunately I let the interview become
too personal. These personal comments nonetheless shed light on the tension, be it
creative or destructive, that exists within the Community Bank. The respondents I
enthusiasm and passion about the vision of the Bank and its day-to-day running was
encouraging. This interview did not shed any light on Research Proposition 4.
I. To start could you tell me about:your background and how you came to be involved in
the Community Bank!
Okay, I am a sociology graduate and started my career in fashion, fashion retailing in
London and moved to South Africa and began working with projects in rural areas helping
them with marketing and basic business skills. I opened up the first industrial craft industry
in South Africa which subsequently fell through due to political asylum. I then spent two
years being a small business advisor. I then came back and started working with the
National Union of Mine Workers for as a rural development project adviser on
agricultural business and helped set up COPE which is Co-op for Planning and Education.
During that time I was basically responsible for finding funding and finance for small
...-j,
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business. I became totally frustrated with the lack response from the of banks and with the
funding process which took ages. You basicallyhad to deliver a project and they wanted to
see the damn thing up and running before they would consider your request and even
then they would only give you funds after eighteen months. It was then that Bob Tucker
was talking about the role of community banking. I was at first very sceptical about the
initiative but became more and more convinced that he needed a bank that could provide
funding to these people. That is when I joined Bob and Cas at the Community Bank.
2. Has it been a pleasant experience since chen!
It has been a good fighting experience. I ha- been involved since the beginning. I .eel that I
have the vision about what the Community Bank is about. Since walked in here I have
been in conflict as I am not a banker although I have a business background. I found it quite
difficult at the start.
J. What does the name Community ff t.: mean to you! ~Vhat does it conjure up inside of
you?
It is a bank that is really reaped in t::hecommunity. in delivering to the community. in
attracting investment into the community, for the community and servicing its needs and
being directed and controlled by that community.
4. We have touched on it a little bit but could you tell me littk bit more about the
formation of the Bank and how the initiative got off the ground?
I suppose it is a combination of Cas' active work where most of his constituents where
experiencing problems with the failure of financial institutions to finance housing and Bob
Tucker's frustracions in trying ':0 tum them around to provide credit to the majority of
tht'>population. There are a number of reasons why traditional financial institutions could
not deliver. Well it did not balance. So the basic philosophy of the Community Bank is to
service those needs through community outlets, so that the staff who work in those outlet
can get to know their merrbership or clients. The bank manager in turn knows his clients
and with the support of the Local Board of Directors can make judgements on people
because that's really what it its about. Its about making a judgement call on somebody as
to their SUitability.If you are a wage earner it can be to a certain extent be a more exact
science but when YOll are informally employed it is difficult to a make a judgement. So you
have to use a relationship in tracking people. Even then it is very hard to determine
affordablllty if people are informally employed. Therefore all that Y0l! can really do just
ask, " ask are you going to pay me back". I mean it is a voluntary relationship. They know
what they are getting themselves into. That it is the relationship and they must pay back.
S. We have heard about stokvels and how successtul they operate in terms of the same
principles of trust and peer pressure that you are talking about, to what extent has that
type of philosophy had an impact on the wayyou sre going buiiding relationships?
I think its about delivering a product. In one of our workshops that W'a go through with
members or potential members we ask what they are engaged in whether its a stokvel or
a small business. We build on this life experience so that people can understand what
banking is about and how for instance the bank differs from a stokvel and how it might
also stimulate business. That is how we ~ryand sell the idea to the client. I think one of
the problems with people in this country is that they do not feel that they qualify for
credit because they did not have everything the bank asks for in their credit application. It
certainly not because of the shortage of money. People of this county do not understand
as say you do say in England, where I have three bank accounts which I juggle waiting for
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my bond to come up. You do not have a shortage of money. The original building society
also had a shortage of money and look at them now. We have to build that up again. So
we want to build on peoples experience with a stokvel to which they make regular a
contribution and say you may have to sit and W"dit12 months before your turn comes . I
think that concept is actually in people experience so long as you make people understand
that ;$ what the Community Bank is all about. That money circulates and that the more
money the Bank can attract more money 6ere is in the pot to go around but there must
still be some kind of waiting period for it. And the other difference is that it is not some
automatic right as it is in a stokvel. So we basically use the stokvel as an example building
on peoples experience. For jnst:~,1cehow do they make judgement about people wanting
to join their stokveli By extenslon we say that basically the same thing applies at the
Community Bank. We ask how :.re we going to make d. judgement as to whether
somebody should get a loan? If YUlI do not want him in your stokvel, why do you want
him in your bank? By asking these types of questions why are you not lending him any
money, we are making sense and maneging in an African way.
6 ~Vh.atwas it about Bob Tucker's p~rsonality or that of Cas Coovedis and the other
people who pioneered the orgenlsetion, the really drove the process and made the Bank a
reality, what did they leave the Bank with!
I think that Bob Tucker. I think that the Ccmrnunity Bank would really not have been
established without Bob. Whether ',<; succeeds without Bob I do not know. I think that you
need a particular lead .•', he had a vi!;ion,he also had the experience whether the bankers
liked him or not, he is recognised as having run a financial institution. $0 he brought.
confidence to this programme, he certainly brought confidence to this programme on
behalf of the new government, and the kind of confrontation that this Bank went through
no other institution has gone through at this point in time. It has really gained broad
support, it really has and Bob Tucker was responsible for deiivering that.
7. Tell me about Cas Coovadia!
Cas brought very much and does bring an understanding of the political sensitivity that
Bob Tucker was insensitive to. That was important. He balanced Bob. Bob carne with his
particular background of privileged access to the code of power which he understood
used with regard to how decision making and networking is done. What he did not
understand is that it does not actually work in a black community. It does not work in the
same way. It does not mean that there is no networking. There is but does not happen
around a dinner table. And that having an articulate argument and discussion and always
leading does not work. You cannot bully people into accepting. You do not have to, They
will make a judgement on you as a person and Cas is very sensitive to that and knows it.
Sometimes you will gain more by standing back and ensuring that people get their
opportunity to speak job;;,' leading from the front all the time. That is basically a tactic, you
gain a bit more from behind than leading from the front. And for that reason it is very
important to have the pair of them. I mean Bob is an impossible person to work with.
They make a very good team. I think particularly Bob had the authority or right to say to
the bankers that this is not acceptable. If Cas said that and they would not necessarily
listen because they won't think he has the banking experience and that's actually pretty,
pretty worrying.
8. How does the Community Bank differ from traditional financial institationsi
It is different. Th€:! reason is that other banks do not build the capacity of their
membership in any sense. They may deliver an efficient product and therefore serves
people but as a bank they have no intention of trying to bring those people onto their
(I
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board or try and to have the institution run and owned by their own people and that is
never going to change. I meal' they will never do that. I think that our concern with
educating and training people about banking obviously has a lot to do with it. Main stream
banks and the Community Bank have a similar aim in one sense that you want people to
really understand the product and therefore get the most out of it ensuring that they
repay. $0 its good company practice to ensure that you educate your client. But what the
Community Bank docs is to educate both its membership and staff. I think its our
intention to grow our own breed of bankers. I hope to god we are doing that because if
we are not we are going to have major problem. You know that Eunice Mohammed of the
Grameen Bank came here and said that he had two major problems with the Community
Bank. One was that We where serving the unemployed as well as the employed and that
was a conflict of interest. And I have to say that more and more I think that he is right.
9. ~1Iere there any other lessons that you have pickad up or learnt from the Grsmeen or
Indonesian bank?
I think it is not really a model that one can bring into this country but I think the fact that
r<::oplecan be trusted, ifyou like, is an important lesson that we have to acknowledge.
10. Would there be any other distinguishing factors between the Community Bank and the
Grsmeen bank?
Oh, completely one is a bank and the other is a credit programme. Obviously the kind of
regulations that we are submitted to is distinguishing factor, which in some ways is a
strength. This is in fact the contradiction of tw~ Community Bank. You have to be
registered as a bank in this country to bring confidence to the people you are trying to
deliver credit t,:,!.Even at the bottom among the poorest of the poor it is important 'for
them to actually feel this in a proper bank. The backlog of the problems of the African
Bank aimed at the black community demonstrates the need to be accountable, $0 in some
ways it is good we are a registered bank and peop'e can see. But because of that
requirement we have to employ experienced bankc.: The problem is that exact same
experience and where they got that experience for. If Wi'atrack that experience it is a
failure. In so doing you are seen to be questioning who the,' are. They got that experience
by being senior in other banks. What you are saying to them is unlearn the whole bloody
lot and that is very difficult By their ver,! nature a banker is il conservative risk taker. Now
here we are just trying to say come on, just go for it! I meal) its a very difficult leap of faith
to make. I believe that Bob Tucker could make people make that leap of faith. He made us
all make leaps of faith. Well some of us anvway and I think that it is a tragedy that to this
day we do not have someone who can make people make leaps of faith at the moment.
That is a serious issue in terms of Community Bank taking an lnstitution into a new arena.
It requires us all to make leaps cf faith in every single thing we do. We are not JUStasking
just the bankers, we are asking the community people to do that as well. The Community
Liaison Officers are :;::.yingto us we do not want to have a bank which has meter thick
bullet proof glass. We are trying to say this is yours, the communities, and that why is it
that the cash does not get raid~d and why an outlet does not need aggressive security.
That is a leap of faith to the bank and you will find exactly that. I will say lets go for it and
while the banking staff may understand they may say I am not sold on the idea. And
community people on the other hand might say there are rogues everywhe-e, In every
way you are looking for people to take leaps of faith and you need :3.0 inc. .l'ibly strong
leader to do that.
I I. Within the whole Community Bank structure what leadership and vision docs the
Board of Trustees provide?
..
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I think as far as I am concerned, with our structure, 1 think the Foundation has a lot of
allies in the Trust. ! think the Trust shares the vision. The people in there understand the
language that the Foundation uses and the conflict with the Bank. If push comes to shove I
would probably end up finding I do have a lot of allies in the Trust. So if you really had to
fight things like making language acceptable, makin~ sure that things are in the vernacular,
that development takes a long time, convince people that capacity building is an
investment, you need to spend time on all these things, there would be strong support.
Most of our Trustees are all from the community, some of these things are so difficult to
explain, )'OU know, what community is about, let me give you example. We opening
outlets and we had this opening in the 'Nestern Cape or Athlone, now some of the staff,
now not the Foundation nor the Bank but the staff of both wanted to pay their own
airfare and ~heywanted to take their own time to attend the opening. Now that coming
from my background with the trade union and community work that I have done, that is
exactly, that is the essence of what the Community Bank is all about. Do you think they
went? They were forbidden. Just because we have an institution to run we do not
understand what people were "rying to say. There were going to pay six hundred rand of
their own money, yeah there s some of the staff who are earning less than two thousand
rand and that it. We are opening downstairs with the launch of the first branch in town
and only one member from each department has been invited to come. You know if there
is a feast in your community, you do not send out written invitations. you know, its our
community. That ethnic community is lncredlble difficult for people here to understand.
This is why black management who have been trained within the formal sector, I mean,
you !<now,what I am talking about they have forgotten their community too. They do not
do that anymore.
12. One theme that we pick in African management is the Whole notion of celebration and
that whole re-enactment of your beginnings and where you have been, the past and the
future is quite important. I am surprised nobody has tries to invoke that and get some
mileage out of it or to Lsrness the goodwill that Hows from It.
Bu~they do not, I mean absolutely, they are destroying what is there ill that. I think that
some of the staff have come here with quite a risk te their career. Some of them here are
quite ~oung in their career and are going to big places and people wou!d not want threats
like that. Ifwe are going to spend a lot of money on training and moulding our staff and of
course there is the risk that they are going to be snatched up by tan to the dozen by
other institutions. My feeling is that people will stay if it is an environment -vhere they can
really thrive in. And part of that is the actual African management side of it. Given that you
have leadership that is not black, you are not going to develop that because they do not
have the same sensitivities there. And even then the senior black staff are more interested
in proving themselves to be, you know, okay in the white world. I mean that is the
problem But I think that in the long term there will be success. Once the bank has lots of
outlets open you are going to find that this is initiative is going to be driven by the
community. You must meet the Community Liaison Officers, the people who are on the
Cornrnunitv 'Jalson Committees. They have a sense of ownership which is unbelievable
and that is hat we are trying to create now when these outlets open and the manager
then becomes rooted in it as well. That is the hope for this organisation. Basically at
bottom of it there is going to have such a critical mass that we may change things from the
top
~
I 13. Can you tell me a little about the kind of corporate governance of the CommunityBank, the kind of structures in place and the way things are done around herel So far all
my interviews have been with members of the core Bank and not the Foundation.I ..,,",I-
I
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The Foundation works differently from the Bank as it was intended to, well not always,
maybe in the long run we will have a common culture but at the moment we have a
different culture. We definitely do not a top down type culture. We have a team process
of decision making, I mean, I do at the moment. The Foundation is smail enough so it is
not a problem. We carry this behaviour through to everything. If something is happening
everybody turns up. I have one of those problems with staff working too many Saturdays
and I am never going to get them to take their leave. I suppose a lot of it is we are
regarded as being not as disciplined as the Bank. I mean, its always been said that NGO's
are less disciplined but I wouid say that we are more disciplined because we are more
accountable to each other. I do not worry if people do not come in until quarter to nine
but I am on their backs if I think that they are taking advantage and so you find that people
do not just skive off on this floor whereas there are a lot of four o'clock meetings going
on up there and that docs not happen down here. So it is a different way but we always
seem to be left, urn, but we insist on having mass meetings but then I think its the culture,
which I think Cas also supports, I mean our Manco, that is OUI" management committee
meeting, which is also a joint meeting between the Foundation and the Bank. It includes
second line managers. You need these people there in the meeting even if they have
nothing to say. I think that we look at that as a 'iood experience and that they will
eventually say something. How else do you empower people to understand that they do
not have to keep their mouths shut. You have to let them basically see their managers
disagreeing. Seeing in fact that people are not infallible. That they can be challenged
because I think that there is a culture in the formal sector. and I know that culture, and we
have it in the Bank, I would do anything I can to break it. The word comes down to a
decision you are told that is it. That is the need. End of storey. I think tha: is a vel'y. very
unhealthy way of working. That does not mean that I do not say no in group discussions
but it is has to be after a long consultative process. At the end of the day I would
guarantee my productivity is higher than theirs from the staff. I think that if they could get
some of that culture and in some ways there were indications that they are, they have
people who want to work like that. I mean it is a case of if people want to feel valued they
need to feel that they have something to offer and that they will be heard and encouraged.
That is something which must become the Community Banks culture. And I think that Cas
is working very hard to develop that. We) are moving to try and develop cross company
teams to look at iSSUeS. We certainly have a cross training team. We have a Roll Out
committee which is a mixture of the Bank and the Foundation and we do fight within that
committee. But when that committee comes with a recommendation and we do not know
if its a Foundation issue or whether it is the Bank which had the ascendancy in it. This is
one of the problems, the Foundation is excluded from those things that the Bank
considers to be of an operational nature and therefore none of our business. Our
position is that everything is our business, yes, that is our position and it drives them
potty. In some ways there is very little that can actually happen that does not have an
enormous impact on the people side of things. And I do not \:hink that means that the
Foundation should sit there and veto everything that is done by the Bank. What's more
people within the Foundation have a similar type of background, they a, '" ...:1 activists.
t'1ost of them have leadership positions in some community based organisation. So
although they are leaders they know what accountable leadership means and they' know
tho' in trying to ensure that you have to be constantly thinking about your membership
base rather than me personally and I think that is very different.
14. You spoke about giving unselfishly and helping to empower people in a non-threatening
way to help them get up and runnin~ by themselves. To what extent was the formation of
the Community Bank a product of south Afdca s socio-political struggle!
That would be very big. I mean it is a product of exactly that, apartheid, in what ever way
Y·CH.l mix it. In terms of people being excluded from the delivery of financial services. from
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being excluded from living in particular areas, their education levels, their exclusion from
formal employment. So with staff have drawn them exclusively from communities.
unemployed and with no banking experience. Which is something that other banks do not
do. ! think it is very Important and I think we are finding. and our training will tell you,
that it is easier to train people if they have not already been to a financial institution,
15. Within the Bank. to what extent is diversity encouraged, or do you look more at
commonality of purpose?
Commonality, I think diversity across is accepted and expected, I am not sure that within
the recruitment process, um I think that Sebastian has a very good approach to
recruitment, I think he does look for diversity and has not got a problem with it. But, I
think we are still doing too much of the 'old boy network' in terms of recruitment, in fact
definitely! And if is not an 'old boy network' specifically although in lots of cases with
senior managers it is, I think its a kind of we recruit what we are like and what we are and
that is a problem.
-: So they are not pulling anybody up through the system With them?
16. Carbon copte» of oneself. In terms of diversity between say the foundation and the
Banking side is that' vied as a strength or as a weakness?
I think a strength. I think it is a strength as long as it is managed properly. I mean it is a
strength of the Community Bank if the Foundation is staffed by not just a kind of white
liberal with an NGO background because it is not. ! think I am the only white person here.
But it is actually truly .1 community based organisation in a sense because of the people in
it. It is obviously an NGO but the people in it are not the kind of people who have had
jobs in a previous NGO, except perhaps one or two, but on the whole all our CLO's,
Community Liaison Officers, have come unemployed out of those communities, they are
activists. they are not NGO people, and I think that is an enormous strength.
17. Within the Community Bank is it possible to identify different management styles
across functions and disciplines.
Urn.
18. I was thinking back to the cross company teams your where talking about?
Mm, [a, I think that is important to continue to build more of those. I think that there are
different management styles definitely you have one department that is really dominates
by, f}NO departments in fact, that are completely dominated by their general managers and
do not push their staff forward. You do not really see the rest of their staff.
Not at ali, not at all.
I
r
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2a People say that one of the greatest measures of success is ones ability to work oneself
out of a job in order to liberate oneself to do something else but that entails pulling
people up through the system to create that opportunity.
Absolutely. It is not just senior management, there is a lot of staff who have come from
traditional financial institutions who know that they just have to work with their boss.
They are only accountable to their boss and so what you are really trying to encourage is
the sharing of information all of the time. If it is me who else is it effecting? and must I
inform this person and so it is not just from top management. It is also people who come
_- .
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from other traditional agencies. They are just not interested in sharing and they find their
own authority and their own positions threatened by other people coming in and saying
'why did you not tel! me this?Why haven't you? Weill told myself!
21. in terms of your operating environment and the fact that you are servicing lower
income earners, how has that impacted on the way in which you go about your business!
For instance the types of systems and procedures that you may hsve in place!
v,'~I!,obviously We are trying to focus on that environment and therefore we have this,
for example, the other day Bob announced mat we could not deliver to this end of the
marker unless you really go the high technology state of the art kind of root.
22. Was that in connection with his announcement of the opening of the E-Bank or
something like that!
Exactly, he still believes chat, The problem is that you cannot force technology onto
people. You cannot. We ended going back to pass books because although we wanted to
use bank cards people are just not comfortable with it. They do not trust them. They want
to walk around holding their books. And people will take their money out just to make
sure its there. And yup there is a lot of training to be done. I would say one of the
absolute distinctions between the Community Bank and other financial institutions is that
we know we cannot deliver profitably. \Ne are going to have to cross subsidise and we
are still going to have to deliver the product because that is part of out target market. It is
part of our commitment. The Community bank has to deliver to the poorest of the poor
as well. And although we are obviously going to have to cross subsidise that with grant
funding it is still part and parcel of the strategy of the Community Bank in delivering. It is a
part of the strategy because it.'>part of the vision not necessarily because it is profitable or
that it is particularly kind of sensible if you like but I suppose in that sense that's good and I
think that the Bank has accepted that as well.
23. One 01' the questions I have right at the end of my list which! think is worth bringing
up now is, how does the Community Bank measure its success!
J think that is an interesting question because one of the things that I feel very strongly
about and that I have got to start implementing is that I think we need to have a long term
social impact assessment done on the Community Bank. Obviously that is difficult do in a
place like Benoni but when we move OUtto rural areas like Butterworth there is going to
be a branch in the Border I Kei area such an assessment will be possible. Now our success
is not rated on our bad-debt ratio and private portfolio alone. Each one of the community
outlet Board of Directors is going to set its own target.s within their own communities. In
some senses this cannot do it from Head Office. It has to be negotiated. The targets will
depend on the demographic advantages of -t:hecommunity and their credit needs. Or.e of
the Local Board of Directors jobs will be to ensure that the Bank Manager does not tend
toward lending to the least risky only, which they will inevitably do. Their job is to ensure
that a certain extent of the portfolio ends up at the highest risk end. $0 that is something
that you can look at. In the assessment we will look at whether the Bank has actually
drawn in investment into the community and whether it has acted as a catalyst for
developmene in that area. The purpose is to ensure that our vision becomes a viable
reality. And then in the long term to ensure that there is real participation on these Local
Boards to the point where; there is a very healthy Community Banking forum, which is
electing directors and trustees directly and has no interference from the Bank or the
Foundation.
ij
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24. When you go up stairs and ask the same question how do you measure you own
success the answer is a little different to yours, there is talk of accountability to
shareholders, sustainab!1ity,profitability, what is the debate around that!
I think very few banks actually understand these issues of community and its political
process.
25. Almost like the RDP programme, you have to see beyond the immediate to realise the
benefits of the programme and why it is needed.
[a, in some ways the RDP brings everybody on board and I often say that the
anti -apartheld movement brought everything form Communists to Christians at the wo
ends of the spectrum and everyone in-between including business, because it was bad for
business, together. But once the need feel away so did the structure. People moved lway.
t think that in some way the Community Bank brings on board communists, socialists, all
the way up to straight forward business people who are interested in black
empowerment but only as a kinr' ~reation of opportunity for them selves. If everyone is
working toward the same ern, does not matter if people have different kinds of
perceptions of the thing as long as it is controlled and it is probably healthy to have that.
But! think is does carry. The Community Bank has a complete mix, a total mix. When we
set up the division my problem was that we all shared the vision but we did not
understand it in the same manner. Even the word empower, you know, we would have
debates about what does empower mean. Does it mean that a person can only just use
their bank account efficiently or does it mean that your bank account is up to 'maggots' in
terms of their needs?
26. Have you consciously gone out and sourced any deep rooted Atiicsn beliefs, customs
and emditions or have any of these been incorporated in the way in which you go about
your business!
We have not consciously done that because, I mean, I think that in the Foundation the way
in which we go about things is because its peoples natures to do so. That is their life, that
is how we do things. Yesterday We all dashed off to give condolences to a member of the
CLC whose husband has lust been shot down. I mean we do not do this every day but
when it does happen it is important to do so, to go to the funeral. It is Just completely
different. We just work in a different way. I think a lot of them really believe in community
participation.
27. When I have asked a similar question in my earlier interviews I felt a little bit
despondent about the replies that I got, I thought, you know that this was the type of
thing that should be coming up.
i
f
I
!
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They are not coming up. I am telling you they are not coming up for two reasons. One is a
black face doesn't mean that you are an African manager and I think that's a fundamental
mistake Bob Tucker made. His constant harking on getting a black face as opposed to an
Africanist and you can talk to the staff they completely trust my experience and where I
am coming from and it is not to do with skin. I am not even African, you know, I am
British. But that ls not what its about and to try and to get Bob Tucker to undei stand.
And if you look at the ANC and if you look at the kind of people they have In their
leadership the ANC has never ever taken that kind of position either. So that Bob's
expression that a black face will make a good black institution is flawed, look at the African
Bank. You haven't interviewed Pule yet, have youl:.JI
28. No
I1..
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We made a big mistake With our Bank staff, the experienced ones, we the Foundation did
not make any and I stand to be corrected. When we recruited the community staff for
the Community outlet, they have to have a rnatric and they had to show that they were
community activists. They could be church activists Or political activists. They just had to
show that they understood the community process. Those staff are turning out to be
fantastic People are really impressed. When we recruited our Bank staff we made 110
effort to test their community sensitivity. To assume that just because somebody is black
that he or she has that identification is a real mistake to the point where some members
of staff are horrified at the thought that they may have to go to a place that does not have
quite the kind of sanitation's that they are used to. These kind of things are really
important. In terms of the people you interviewed Upstairs you need to interview Pule.
Have you interviewed Tammy]
29. Yes
I I Whom I have a lot of respect for. I think that he is extremely good, not a Community
Bank person at all, anything but Community Bank. He will get there, I think, He heads up
operations. Brian Viller, the white guy, the Regional Manager, a Community Bank person,
Les Scott I think is quite a Community Bank person. I think he could be quite a strong
Community Bank person, if he did not have this problem that he comes from ABSA. He
still has problems breaking that mould but his heart is there.
30. To whet extent are employees in the Community Bank engaged in the day-to-day
running of the Bank and in decision making?
In the Foundation everything, more or less everything but in the Bank it is not. It relates
only really to inputs into the process. Some of us on management committees have a bit
more input particularly in the rural communities. So we do have a bit more input into
that. But on the Exco we should have more say in the day-to-day things but even so, one
tends to force you entry into things. That is basically how I have to operate, i hear about
something and I am not automatically told about th!ngs. Anything about staff which is part
of our vision, that could be anything that is published for public consumption, should have
our input particularly if it is for community consumption. We have no input into their
booklets, their leaflets or anything. In reverse that frustration has led tn the point where
we are developing our own home-ownership guide because we want to make sure our
members know and understand home-ownership. I had a video made to show staff. All our
material we are trying to start from scratch, comic: stripe type thmg and it has worked
quite well. i have got someone coming on who is basically going do posters, comic strips,
more videos, tapes and whatever to get the message across. Now given that one would
think that we should have some input into things like the forms and other bank material. If
you go into our Branch there is nothing but English, other languages are coming. Its the
kind of thing said and how it is said which one feels is important. The kind of clauses and
legallse is totally irrelevant. I mean if people cannot understand it what is the point of
putting it on there?
31. In African management there is talk of nurturing and developing trust and mutual
relations. Earlier on we spoke about the (act that somebody had died and there was a
funeral arrangement and that in terms of your community ethic it was natural to go way
and attend, are there any other traditions like this that you have considered?
The Foundation, not the Bank.
32. What avenues have you explored?
\
(
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We have a social committee that goes across both sides which deals with funeral
collections and it does birthday party and things like that. Supposedly we are trying to
organise the community side of things but we do other things together. There is a lot of
staff in the Bank at the kind of middle management level which have much more sensitivity
with the community side of things. Archie's secretary comes to workshops in the
townships on Saturday. Part and parcel of orientation is that every member of staff from
all the general managers downward has to attend. They come to a weeks orientation, run
by the Foundation and attendance to a workshop in a township is compulsory. Now some
of them kind of become 'born-again' when they go through that process, they really d0
that has happened, some advanced staff particularly have really kind of taken off.
33. Within that whole orientation process, what kind of values do you put forward, or
promote as being important?
I '
People centred, participation. Our values are, even from the community side. we want to
promote professionalism and security so that people have a sense of faith and confidence
in the Community Bank. So that should be reflected in the way we deliver workshops or
anything. you know. we should be professional in that, the delivery. But I think people
centred is the most important one for us. Everything should be people centred.
34. What about the whole notion of ubuntu do you consciously try to espouse that and
address that!
I personally hate the word ubuntu.
35. It is a kind of buzz word that is doing its rounds at the moment.
I think that the word community has also been abused but its still to me the essence of
what we are doing. Community means having empathy and understanding and connection
with people in the community as opposed to as in their individual positions. I think the
Bank is still totally obsessed with positions, Its standard practice. 'and who are you, well I
am. and where I come from and where I live'. you know that kind of thing.
36. To what extent does the Community Bank promote collective versus individual needs
of its employees!
Collective or individual?
37. For instance, your reward structures seems to me to promote individual achievement
as opposed to being a team based reward system. Your recruitment and selection process
also seems to be done on a indlvidual basis.
No, no we recruit everybody on a collective basis down here. The Managing Director of
the Foundation was recruited as a group. I will not interview anyone unless it is on an
group basis. I actually forbid anyone to recruit anyone on an individual basis whatever the
level. The Trustees have brought into the process and Sebastian is completely sold on it.
There is no way you w;rt have one-on-one situation because you will take that person on
and they will. be an absolute disaster. The group process of interviewing is particularly
important where you have a team who have to work together. The team members have
to be there. Team reward. we have quite, urn, basically the training, we do not have a
training team. There is a area team who work as a trainer and an organiser and
administrator. They work together as kind of area team which then make up regional
teams. Um here as well there are teams. And you can be cross teamed and there maybe
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inner-city teams. The reward for that not so much. Our salary structures do not really
distinguish between salaries as much as they do up stairs between <;"y training and
operations. In fact the Bank is horrified at what we pay our training s ff. They under
estimate and value training completely.
38. What about Disciplinary Codes and Procedures, what Isyour thinking on the need for
them?
I fired the first person in the Foundation, there is another one, it does not matter. They
are ali talking about how no discipline is carried out, that we are not professional. I am
extremely conscious that in some ways the Foundation is the interface with the
community and you actually cannot hide. You have to be 100 percent competent in your
job in the Foundation because they are dealing with community. They reflect how the
Bank is going to appear in everything. So we are a hell of a lot more caring in the
environment but in saying so if a person is allowed to get away with not holding their own,
then its their peers who are the ones that suffer that. We have been though that, we fired
a regional organiser by following our Disciplinary Code and Procedure and it worked
wonders. Um maybe that's my Trade Union background, I am a great believer in the
disciplinary process and grievance procedure. It often formalises things easily enough to be
able to deal with the problem. You know you start a warning procedure you will probably
hear the other side of it and then you try to deal with it. I have used the grievance
procedure and the disciplinary procedure a couple of times.
39. What kind of values are espoused in your Disciplinary code! Have they been thrashed
out amongst people over here!
Together. At the start of our orientation we ask people what kind company their would
like to work for, a mini mission statement, We make ever/one try and go through the and
develop their our initial statement. Obviously you cannot keep changing it. its a way of
tryirlg to see where people are coming from. We tend to work these things through quite
often. I think we do not do it enough. We do not sit back and review our procedures in
terms of our values sometimes.
40. So it' has not become a living document as such?
It is here, Ithink that it is here, but it is not in the Bank, nor at the Exco, There there is a
problem.
41. What initiatiVes are being undertaken to bring these two divisions of the Bank together
and to forge a common culture!
I think that one of Cas's hardest jobs. It is not the role of the Trust to develop. It is his
role to develop a common culture but that is not by taking just a mediating role between
the Foundation and the Bank. it is taking a leading role. I do not know if I can explain this
properly. But if you try and compromise too much between the two you actually loose it
ali together. I think that Cas has really got a hard job in delivering that new culture and I
think that is why he is trying to work directly with the Trustees as opposed to the two
Managing Directors. Because as he says the problem is if you involve the decision makers
of the top team, if one of them puts their foot dow!', which is basically what the Bank
tends to do, then it is actually paralysing the whole process. You have to have common
agreements so he is now stepping back and reflecting with the Trustees and using them.
back skating if you like. to help him make decisions which sometimes which neither of us
will like.
[1
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42. So it carries enough weight in order to balance everybody out
But you have to have a commitment to that process and I actually do not think that is
there With the Bank. I think basically that Archie sees himself as running this Bank and that
we kind of a nice but at the end-of-the-day I am running this Bank. And he sees that as
being directed toward Cas, rather than understanding that we are more than just a Bank. I
think that in some ways Bob left because he did not understand this dynamic. Again his
background in the formal institution made it impossible for him to understand that you can
actually have MO rnanrgernent teams. Not that he did not enc(-u:'£:.geteams below him but
at the end of the day he felt that there had to be a decision maker and he felt that he had
to, I mean, he had this workshop where he kind of crystallised his decision to leave. We
are talking basically about the role of ManagingDirector of the Bank and the Managing
Director of the Foundation and him. And he felt that we should work as a team and th~':
v-as fine. Now the point is that is fine. As long as there was no interference you have a
bank. I think he felt because he also had been a CEO of the Perm he had always worked
witn a lieutenant who, although they had they disagreements sometimes but at the end of
the day, would take his word. Now I think that he felt that he could not do that and if he
and Archie could not get on then one of them had to go. I mean its really a problem
because this man could be an unbelievably irritating man to work for. But an excellent
brain and actually the kind of person, the traditional visionary, useless manager, completely
useless, you have to have a really strong lieutenant who can keep up. follow through and
keep people happy because he ain't' going to do that. As long as you understand that this
was his nature and his strength. If you take that away you have got no one who can really
make people win. Not that Cas is not a good leader. We will follow him but you will not
get the Bank to follow him because he is not a banker. You know, he does not have this
authority. He does not really know about banks.
43. In terms of communicuion channels within the Bank and the foundation do they differ
much from that found in traditional organisations!
...~
I do not know if the B<1.lk differs very much from traditional banking organisatlons because
I do not work for it. I think they are still quite traditional. Their are kind of Archie's team
or his sub-teams. He does not refer to them as sub-teams but they do meet and I think
that is really very typical of it. When I was in retailing it was also there, very male and even
very white male here, I mean, Archie has a little team of Dannie and Ben and Les who he
talks to, you know what I mean, he would never admit that in a thousand years but he
does, And the staff said to me that they often refer to one of the General Managers,
among one another, as the white man, I mean well he is a black I white manager. What is
missing from Archie, which is quite unusual, is actually disastrous for the Community
Bank. I mean Archie does not even engage in what would be traditional team building,
white management team building, you know, going away and socialising together and doing
the parties and all those kind of things, To give you an example Cas invited people to his
house for a braai, we had the lnvestec Team Race, okay, Archie runs the first leg and goes
home. Now, I mean that's a disaster in a white organisation, let alone in this culture. You
think we can make him understand what the Community is about?
44. What about internal meetings, how are they run, are they unique!
I suppose we are less formal than most, I mean, I actually get, I do not know if this is
typical of business or not but it seems to me that most people from a corporate world
have no idea how to run a meeting. There is no procedure, I mean it is all about people
putting their hand up, and saying excuse me, except me I interrupt them. But there is a
democratic background that Trade Unions have, you know there is a meeting procedure.
One of the things that we said we have learnt with the orientation particularly was that we
.,
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put everyone through meeting procedures because there are appalling and people need to
learn how to chair but on the other hand what makes for, what would appear on the
surface to be a free meeting is not because the people who are speaking are dominating
because they have got the authority of their position. You will find the odd person who
will respond but even when you have the Manco most people are just sitting there and not
participating it is because they are not encouraged or expected to talk really.
45. Earlier on this year ! was following the Johannesburg Met.ropolitan Chamber
negotiations around the rent boycott and what struck me the most was the dynamic of
Chamber meetings involving a multitude of radically different interest groups involving
powerful and not so power leaders. How an agreement was ever reached in that
environment surprised me. Do you have that same type of dynamic here in the way in
which you go about reaching consensus?
No, you see, it does not recognise peoples authority. We do not see them in their
community. It is depressing and I think that a lot of the Bank staff have not seen our staff
in action in communities so they do not always listen to what is being said. Now I think I
make myself heard. You know that I am leaving at the end of this year?
46. No, this Is the first time that I have heard about it!
Anyway I think that the ability for somebody else to exert themselves and there is a
dynamic of race in it, you know what I mean, I am a white female who is going to interfere
and it might be quite hard to find somebody who is going to be able to interfere in the
same way. I suspect, I mean, the woman who is taking over is terrific and maybe she will. I
do not know how to put it, you know, you learn such a level of modesty from going out
into communities. You are work with people in community structures or community
projects with people like Beetle and Abe. That is Beetle who has just walked past, if you
interview him you will think this man is fine but there is nothing appealing, Then you see
him in his community, like Abe who you went to see yesterday. Now Abe is the chair of
his civic association, he is well known, he is a leader, he is really extremely good. He was
there too, and we get in there and it is Boetie who stands up and starts talking and he has
this enormous authority which if you do not see you cannot understand. One of the things
people said about the Community Bank, in market research, is that they want a black
manager in the Bank because it is very hard for them to sell themselves to a white
manager and it is the same type of thing. It is very hard for me to sell these people who
are obviously activists, may not be as articulate. In time I think they will prove themselves,
We were talking about it yesterday, Pule and myself, about the advantages of being
someone who is kind of aggressive or quietly influential. And Pule was talking about the
fact that he wanted to vary his style of management which is very much like mine of
challenge and putting in your point of view across and stimulating debate. He was learning
from Sebastian to be quieter and to take the line and I think that is a mistake. I mean I
think you need both kinds of people but I said Pule 'you lead people, Sebastian does not'.
Sebastian is excellent, I am not criticising him in any way and I think he is a wonderful
facilitator of the human resources but he does not lead people and that is what this is
actually about. It is about inspiring people and! think Pule does inspire people. This whole
thing about the 34 people who wanted to go down to Athlone Pule was leading that and I
said if you start compromising and acting in a facilitating role, you will be following. I think
in the future Community Bank will be full of Community Bank people. At this point in time
you need strong leadership and you need very good people and he is important
47. The Community Bank has been down a steep learning curve, so to speak, what advice
would you give other organisations trying to implement community management principles
into their dey-to-dsy management?
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I think that your recruitment process is critical. I would say without fail you must follow a
group interview process. I mean I am astonished at how the correlation between those
who do not fit in and their selection though an individual interview process. I would
guarantee you. you can pick out the people who have not gone through group interviews,
In the Bank staff, I mean the telephone and line staff as well as at Head Office. Also
occaslonally I think you need to supplement, sometimes that group interview. because
there is a tendency still for introvert people not to come through but even then you need
to consider you are. Talking about people who are going to interface with communities. In
this case there has still got to be a leadership role. You cannot actually have someone who
is completely introverted. But I cannot over emphasise the importance of a group process,
giving people a task to think about or something to debate around. That would be the one
thing. Secondly I would not buy skills. I would not do it. I would build skills and training.
And I think that the cost to the company may be astronomical but I am not so sure that
the cost of these inflated salaries we are paying to outside skills is justifiable in any sense of
the word. You 1<..,0\"1 for the extra fifty thousand, if not the hundred thousand that you pay
pel' annum on a bloody salary I would rather train somebody every damn year, it is a
better thing ;:0 do. The other thii\~~is I think we have made a mistake in under estimating
our common sense approach and ability. And I know that the whole world is going
towards out sourcing and yes, its the right thing, but I think we have gone about it the
wrong way. I think we put into the hands of people who where out sourced in the division
of the Community Bank which is an absolute mistake. I think that every level you only out
source that which you can control and not just because you are feeling unsure. I think
that it is impossible for the people who are out sourced to do the job properly and I think
that is a mistake for everyone to keep telling us that it is a damn strength, I do not believe
it for a minute. I really do not believe it. In terms of management I think that if people can
really capture the vision and want to work here. Then we are onto something. If they are
not prepared to come on the salary offered they are not going to stay at the Community
Bank because of this issue of people poaching our staff. So if they are good someone is
going to and there is one member of staff whose is already been offered another job on a
salary of 50% more than what he is earning now. What I am saying is that the person will
not go as lot ~hey are happy here and you are delivering to them something that is
unique and that's where you get this combination of valuing the person and yes sometimes
allowing things that you cannot justify, maybe, in terms of the company's productive time
or the cost, The intrinsic value being that the initiative that cernes from them. You have
got to let them learn, to make mistakes and do it. I do not know, its a very. urn, I mean I
was actually thinking about this because I was thinking about what I wanted to do and I
was thinking, you know, for once in my life I would really like to start organisation that
does not have any outside interference and how I would go about picking stafi and :,ow
you would just let it grow.
48. I hear wnt you are saying.
You know I see such potential in the staff here. There are some really fantastic staff and
one of the things the Trustees keep coming and saying is, why have you got such fantastic
staff? It is unbelievable, they are so friendly, so nice and so good. And it is not just about
picking or selecting people, that is only part of it, its also about nurturing and giving people.
One of the staff in this section was extremely valuable in the NGO environment and
people there were saying but that the people there needed quite a lot of hands on
experience. And it is just not true, you know, as long as you are given the right
environment. you know, in a team, you do not need that hands on direction all the time.
They will find it amongst themselves with the odd meeting and planning. You know they
are just people trying to meet their targets. You do not direct that but it does need hands
on training. People love it and they can see themselves growing and its just wonderful to
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watch people. The staff here t am incredlblv '~roud of them, they are incredibly competent
and very very good. And you just think ify~'(.were given an opportunity to carry that out
with the Bank staff too you would see an amazing improvement in that section. I am just
afraid that they are not 'Soingto implement it.
49. Is there anything you would avoid if you had ~o go down the same kind of process
again!
The same process, you mean. setting up the Community Bank.
.so. Ja, I thinking about whether there is anything that people should consciously evotd if
they had to introduce community management principles in the way that they go about
their business!
I think that we copied too much. I think we did not take enough risk at the beginning. I
think we should have had set up more task teams and done more brain storming before
the bank was formed. Now that was a problem as many of those people Involved in those
initial teams did not come forward with us. They were quiet creative. We had people from
all of the different banks some of whom had never been able or allowed to do things that
they wanted to do. We should have "aken those things rather than sit back again and say
weI! what does a normal bank offer, well lets offer something in competition or something
similar. Now. I understand that there is a requirement that we have to look like an
ordinary bank but; you know. one of the things that we have been toying with, is the fact
that everyone in this market plays the lthuba tickets and belongs to the Edgars Club even
though they cannot afford it. Why because if they pay their five rand they might win a
million. That is the environment we are in, you know, people have to have a dream and
why the hell are we putting two percent or four percent on savings accounts. instead the
idea was that they put that money into a 'ular draw and win a big prlz? Why not
because the he Bank would say that it has .. moral effect. Banks are not supposed to
gamble. And those are the kinds of creative energies that come and we should have
harnessed those instead of re-inventing it all again. And that was the problem of taking
people fru,-."' the other sectors, you see all the Banks gave people to start the
brainstorming. now they have taken all those ideas back to their respective banks and used
them there. But I think that if you were starting again it would be important to ensure that
your initial team has not only the vision but the responsibility of taking it into operation.
Les has been here since the beginning but: he is the only one, Dannie's has too. That was
another problem all of these senior managers were given by the other banks in their
efforts to support and help us. Now you have ask yourself who are the people that they
are going to give you? It is like people that they put into social responsibility. The people
that they do not where to put. Now that is a reality. We may have people that we
pinched. But I think it is essential that start with people who share your vision and do not
let outside people pressure you to do something simply through a threat to withdraw
their funding or their support. Bob made a critical strategic mistake he did not understand
the .upport that he had rallied. He did not actually understand how powerful it was and in
any sense he did not use it. When the chips where down we had a lot of problems. you
know, Archie with caSAB. At times we should actually have just said no. I mean Cyril
Ramaphosa was furious when he found out that Bob had not bothered to ask for
assistance for whatever reasons. Cyril could have brought about pressures from outside.
He said why did you not bother to ask us for support? I mean he maybe a politician but he
is a great one for negotiating and putting together deals. He certainly would havs brought
a bit of pressure. So I would not allow that to happen again.
5/. /'1;uy those are the questions that I would lilt&> .~ ask, is there anything that you think
that I bave missed out on or faf1edto rstch the u/f;llmics of?
'>/.
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No I do not think so.
INTERVIEW EIGHT
.-
Respondents Job Title Community Liaison Officer
Biographical Data Black.male---.....
Graduate Spent time at Oxford University --
Background Trade union movement. broken employment record I ANC
Research Department, NGO experience, unemployed at time
of appointment.
~
Personal Comments and Reflection :
This proved to be my most rewarding interview. The respondent demonstrated a true
passlon about realising the vision of the Community Bank and a deep intellectual
insight into community management principles. The interview had a natural unforced
Itempo. I left the interview with a lot to thi~k ab~llt. .~
I, To start could you tell me a little bit about yourself, your background: and hollVit is that
"""1 became involved in the Community 8"lnk!
I have twelve years experience in the Trade Unions and due to an injury I sort of moved
out of Trade Union work in 1992 due to pressure on my heart. I have not been
consistent you know in jobs. I worked in the ANC research department and then went
over to Rustin College in Oxford. I came back and did some sundry work for. you know,
an education NGO, then I joined the Bank in January this year. I was just encouraged to
[ol.: the Bank. md I carne over and spoke to Mary and when I got an explanation of the
Bank. It then dawned to me that. you know. there is a very. very strong VIsion.There is
something , tt the Bank can deliver to our people given this period of transition not just
to democracy but to a new prosperous South Africa. Since I saw that joining the Bank is
still part of my political life. is still part of the struggle that I have been caring for, it is just a
new kind of vis.on, you know, empowering the people and ensuring that the youth credit.
As one of the tools of development they use the Community Bank as a vehicle for
investment. I knew that they'd be devoted from Cas. you know. because we worked
together but in a sense. I've never applied my mind until Mary explained it to me.
2. Could you tell me about your fears, depredations about joining the Benk, was it a
natural thing for you to move into!
I think. jar it was natural but the concerns that I had when Cas used to talk about such a
big venture how could political activists, or people with a political activist background or
view grapple with this. maybe he did not explain it in full. He had aU these actuary dining
room figures. So once I got exposed and found that you know it has a balanced human
resource then I got settled,
3. What does the name Community Bank mean to you, what does it conjure up inside and
how do you feel about it?
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Well it conjures a new notion, a different notion, a notion of Banking with a difference,
banking with a culture. In fact I would like those two slogans to be used in out marketing
drive, 'we are a bank with a difference, we are a bank with a new culture'.
4. Could you tell me something about the kind of people that were involved in the
formation of the Bank, and what gave rise to the Bank?
Well, its bob Tucker obviously, sitting down with Bob Tucker, talking with him, listening #;0
what he presents in the workshops, and also just generally. one picks up that Bob had this
vision for years. His involvement in the Perm Building Society exposed him to this life.
There was partial or clear denial of access to banking for the majority of the people of
South Africa. He made attempts, I think that the Perm was the first financial institution
that ventured into boldly and daringly into the back communities. That was largely due to
him. But they could not move beyond a certain level and that is when they decided to
move on and start it all a fresh with the right people, which they did successfully.
5. You mention C<lS and his kind of invalvemont.
Well, Bob looked around and said who can I rope in from these communities. H~ needed
somebody who could help hill" ~alise this vision. And he called in Cas and the whole
process started, the process of consultation and conceptually, in fact a process of
conceptualisation and consultation.
6. What was it that Cas brought along, you know; obviously he is a person with
tremendous background
Community background and civics,
7.Did he bring the kind of credibility that Bob Tucker could not muster?
He definitely could not have been able to muster that but that is part of it, but Iwould not
like to put that at the forefront, the issue of credibility. I think the key issue is that Bob
had to get someone from the very communities or a leader, you know, who can articulate.
In itself leaders have got creditability because they run, t.hey go to hundreds of meetings,
but that does not necessarily mean they are grounded in those communities.
8. Other people who have been involved in those formative years that had a special
contribution to make.
I would not know in particular. No individuals. All I know that somebody, I forgot his
name but Cas would know it, came from the United Nations to help with the feasibility
study. I spoke to him a couple of times and from that time he was quite optimistic about
this. He came to held with the feasibility study, he went around and his impression was
that he sees a strong fibre, you know, strong prospects.
~ Bob Tucker has subsequently left, did that leave a void in the Community Bank!
Not at all, Bob was here to build the concept and put the institution into place and at the
end of the day he has to make a living.So, he is still a Trustee, not just a Trustee but an
active Trustee. His position was very unclear, even during that time, you know, some sort
of head, in the sense that he started it but he never came to head the Bank.
c.
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10. In terms of Cas Coovsdis So unique position of being the Chief Executive Officer of the
Community Bank, how would you define his role, what does he have to do!
Well, he is the head, the full time head or leader of the Bank. He is the liaison, the key
liaison between the Bank and the Board of Trustees, which has the ultimate control of us,
at this stage of the time. He is the spokesperson of the Bank to the public.
II. As the one person that has a foot in the door of the Bank and the other in the
Foundation, not to mention the Board of Trustees, how does he merge the two cultures
that are evident within the Community Bank?
Well we will have to wait and have to see. He has only been in the position for a couple of
months and there is a lot ahead of him. What he has done is to balance, you know, the
creative tensions between the three components of the Bank and that process is unfolding.
12. In a nutshell, what would you say gave give to the actual formation of the Bank, was it
the fact traditional financialinstitutions were not deiivering or could not deliver?
No. they were not delivering first and two they cannot deliver by their very nature. They
are not delivering. for example they are red lining and then there were a whole host of
other things that you may have picked up as well.
1.1.How would you say the Community Bank differs from traditional financialinstitutions!
We want our target communities. that is, what Iwould call the inappropriately banked,
uri-banked and under banked, low income rural and urban communities. We want them to
lise the Bank as a vehicle for investment. We want them to use the services and all the
facilities especially credit as one of the tools for development. Of course that is a very
broad term N you can unpack it - a very good example is that of RDP delivery. At the
meetings you know half way through a workshop, whatever workshop you run with the
community. I am talking from a political point of view, people are able to pick up that the
Bank has a role to play in the RDP delivery and in user financing. RDP, to a very great
extent, IS expected to finance projects, to resource projects and the Bank has got a
distinct role to resource individuals to empower themselves. Primarily housing. We have
to talk about housing because you see the Slovo's and the Tokyo's they talk about large
scale moneys to develop infrastructure, you know wholesale financing and we so okay fine,
we can integrate in that prospect of housing delivery in ensuring that the individual gets
credit to finance his or her house.
14. In terms of the way in which the Community Bank goes about its business is that very
different to the First Nationals and the Standard Banks of the world!
Yes and no.
15. How does it differ?
Yes, because we are a bank, we have to go according to the Bank Regulations, although we
are registered under the Mutual Bank's Act but there is overlap, obviously, in terms of
technicalities, ynu know, the lending criteria, the financing of the Bank, capitalisation. But
no in the sense that I would not say we are just going to provide credit to the
communities or to the end user and it ends there, We say that our involvement in that
process is capacity and institutional building because they saying that let someone use the
bank as a tool, now you cannot use that tool if you have no capacity in using it.
Conventional Banks do not care if you have the capacity to understand and use them.
c
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Unpacking that as well you can say that there is customer care, you know, banks are
intimidating in the sense that they are unfriendly, and the whole iss.....-=; of accessibility
comes in there. Accessibility comes in various ways, accessibility its in cerrns of access to
loans themselves or access to bank services themselves, whether it is savings, whether it is
loans. Geographical access in terms of location. We are taking banking to the people.
Access in terms of time. Daveyton is a test case, an acid test in fact, where the dream is to
open from ten to six pm, something like that. Open from after three on a Saturday
Afternoon, things like that. I do not say that these are the right times. Access in terms of
staff, the staff will come out of Daveyton, in fact the Daveyton staff is already in place, they
are still working in Benoni. So you can see what we mean by accessibility, it is in various
forms. When you compare those various facets of accessibility to those of conventional
banks that is where we differ.
16. One thing that I found very interesting was the whole notion of people buying a
twenty rand share and becoming a member of the Bank as opposed to a customer, can
you tell me about the significance of that?
Go back now, go back to capacity and institutional building, go back to credit as a tool for
development and look at the vision. I am sure that you have a.copy of the vision.
17. No, I have not, I need to get one.
Yes, there are hundreds of them here is one.
/8. If I could geL'a copy it would certainly help me.
Because, let me read it very, very quickly to you, liThe vision of the Community Bank, is to
be community owned and managed, to be a sustainable institution which caters effectively
for the focused saving and borrowing needs of low-income, urban and rural communities
and which empowers those communities through a process of capacity and institutional
building". You must have picked up what I was saying in those words, because I am
backing them, so the key thing is community owned and managed. If people are going to
be using this bank as a credit, you know, as a tool for development, it people are going to
have their capacity built, they have to own it, they have to manage it. Ownership is the
anchor for identification and how do you do that practically is to get people to join as
members and the entry facility is that twenty rand share package.
19. In terms of that share package, how does that translate in terms of involvement in
dsy-to-dsy decision making?
Mmmm, I am glad you asked, you know, I have just being discussing that with the training
people, w(~need to unpack that very dearly. I have not found a way of doing it. But I have
few things that I have picked 1S people have been discussing it since I joined in January. I
say that it is an entry facility, to get into it. What does it mean? There are rights and there
are obligations. The first right is the right to participation, which could ultimately translate
into the right of ownership. But I think in general terms it is the start, it is the right to
participation, to participate in the Bank. Its the right to information. to know what is
happening in the Bank. We hope to give quarterly financial statements, which we will put
in the outlet offices and branch offices, how are things working. In fact, you know, the
right, which is unpacking the right to participation is attending member meetings and you
know, some statistics that is part of the business. Part of that is the right to influence the
direction of the Bank through those meetings. Influence, in particular, part of influence is
substantial control of the Bank and the last one is the election of the Board of Directors,
through annual general meetings. I PUt that as last because it is quite important that we
(I
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are not going to only let a member participate once a year. They have to be part of the
process. They have got to influence the needs. you knov-, the product development. We
are saying that the guiding principle for product development is that it has to be
community needs driven, our products will be tailor suit made not a ready made suits.
Our regional manager takes about these nice concepts and I am going to develop this. The
obligation is now to attend meetings, who is now going to elect those bloody Board of
Directors, you know, if you do net attend as a member. There is an obligation for you to
promote the Bank, there is an obligation for you to support the Bank in whatever
appropriate, you know. ways as a member.
20. In terms of the Local Board of Directors at outlet level. what kind of decision making
or influence would they exert on the bank?
It is limited at this stage, it IS much more advisory than supervisory.
21. How do you see this unfolding over the next two, three, or four years?
Elect a Board of Directors and then they oversee, together with our branch manager,
how the community outlet works, how the staff handle the members. how applications are
processed, you know and the creating of accounts, and any investment needs.
22. Will participation on that Board be totally voluntary, would there be any
remuneration, reward or an}1:hinglike that/
We are discussing that, we are discussing it, you know. when you develop a concept, in
particular such a major and complex concept like this you can never say that you are
finished, we are discussing it. I have seen some report whereby , you know, one of the
branches, actually rr smbers are discussing it.
23. How would that feed into the bigger, wider process, regions and then into the
Community Bank:. Head Office itself, to other structures that exist?
Well ultimately it has to feed into the Board of Trustees, at the top. but the thing is that
they have to take into account whatever is discussed on the ground by the members. If
you mean there is remuneration, for the Local Board members, [a, it has been discussed
by the staff at various levels, and also in existing communities and the Liaison Committees
are discussing it.
24. With these Liaison Committees, how then do they feed-back to you guys up here,
how does that allWOt*!
Bear in mind that those are purely advisory structures promoting the Bank and ensuring
the constant and ever improved link between the target community and the Bank. They
are voluntary and transient in their nature. They are born out of a need to maintain that
liaison and constant link with the communities. But. once a Local Board of Directors is
established, then they kiss them good-bye.
25. So the Liaison Committee falls away?
The structure, jt' is dissolved but there is a probability that some or all of the Liaison
Committee members would be elected onto the Board. Over period of time they would
have developed their leadership, they would have been observed and judged by the
membership.
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26. In terms of the Community Bank, to what extent is it a product of South Africa's
socio-polltksl struggle and the phase of transition that we are in at the moment?
If one looks that the transition process one would say yes, it is a result of that it came at
the right time. But at times I wish it would have come earlier. I would have liked the
apartheid government to have done something about it.
27. What was it out there in terms of the sodo-economic environment that actually gave
rise to the bank?
Socially, I think because blacks in particular wer~ fourth grade citizens and they are just
entangled into a maze of social problems, obviously I have to supply each, the same
economically, they had no financial institutions to empower them. And politically, the
financial institutions had no concerted effort or worked out programme to empower the
majority, which is black. Now when I say black, it is a generic term and includes coloureds
and Asians. And a very good example is how the Volkas's and Sanlarn's of this world have
come about. I think the Community Bank has almost come about for the same reasons
that gave rise to Sanlam because the Afrikaner felt there is no financial institution that can
empower him financially and economically. You know you drive between Bloemfontein
and Queenstown up to Kokstad to experiment. You see in those small towns Rouxville,
Jamestown, Aliwal north, this and that, and you see a series of co-operatives established
in 1923, 1930 or something that. You can see that the Afrikaner people went back to the
ground, they collectively came together and people keep reminding us that. You know, at
the launch of the opening of the Johannesburg Branch on Saturday they gave the example
of how Sanlam come about. I think the socio-economlc c">nsttaint that the Afrikaner
where experiencing led them to set up Sanlam. We are the same. Not that we were not
experiencing at the same time, one hundred years ago. It is just that they had better
access. Now that the political scenario has created a constructive environment for us to
establish it. I mean it took Bob, Cas and them around a year to raise this two hundred
million because they had to finish with the feasibility study first, and then they had to start
the fund raisir.~.
28. In response to the lack of formal institutions to help the un-benked market a host
informal structures like stokvels developed, have you acknowledged these bodies and
worked with or against them?
If you say you want: to empower communities and be part of that community served by a
stokvel and burial society network and other forms of syndication such as kitchen dubs all
of which are informal financial networks you cannot work against them. Ifwe did that we
are running against our very vision. So we are thei-e to strengthen them - it is simple.
29. Has the Community Bank borrowed in management principles from those informal
structures and incorporated them into the way in which you go about your business?
Us borrowing?
30. ja, I mean has something special come out of that!
Oh, not in terms of the money - oh, ja, ja - I think the key thing is one word 'trust'.
31. How would you unpack that?
Eh, in a Stokvel money revolves. There a no legal documents for those people saying to
them how they repay and how they regulate themselves. People still collect money and
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take it to the bank to deposit or circulate it to one another. Compared to the
conventional banks you go and ask for just one hundred bucks. you got to sign a ten page
form. you know. to make sure that if you fall ill. die or abscond that is what is going to
happen. ThE.difference that is based on a relationship of trust. The difference is that the
whole concept is based on, you know, strong community. you know, institutional fibre.
You learn that, you know, successful projects are people driven, because stokvels and
burial societies, syndicates and kitchen dubs are people initiated and people drive fl. Hence
our strong position that our projects, development programmes are going to be
community needs driven. That Local Board of Dlrecrors is one of the things that is going
to ensure the promotion of the Bank, ensuring that the Bank is well and a live. If through
general meetings of members, there are strong signals for a specific programme it should
be taken up by Head Office. Marketing has got to develop it and look at the feasibility, go
back and say look this is feasible, this is not feasible. A good example is a cheque account,
we do not have it now, but already there are some murnbltngs around it. And we said okay
lets not rush it, lets see as it unfolds in the various branches whether there will be a
sizeable number of people and the marketing department has recommended it because
of the feasibility, or has not recommended it, then we will enter a debate. But obviously
we will do our level best to convince the people,
32. Within the Community Bank to what extents is diversity encouraged or do you look
for commonality of purpose?
I like that one because we say the Foundation, because of the Foundation and the back
ground of its staff and the staff of the core Bank, the Bank is like a fruit salad. The fruit
salad is there, you do not blend it, you keep it mixed to maintain the creative tensions but
you ensure that it can deliver.
33. Do you view this diversity as a strength or as a weakness?
It is, there are more strengths than weakness with all the professional bias and you know
economic conservatism from the bank and the humanistic and community biased
orientation within the Foundation.
34. How do you merge two different groups of people that think very differently, one
group In terms of systems, controls and procedures, and the other about people and
feelings? Tell me about the dynamic and how it al/ worksi
..~
There are fights, some get frustrated but some like me enjoy it because I know it is bound
to happen. You have people with years and even more than a decade of experience ir•
conventional banking and you have these zealots from various NGO's and various political
activists from the Foundation who are so passionate about reaching out and delivering to
the people. They are being constantly questioned by the core Bank about the cost and the
likes. You have the whole process exposing misconceptions from time to time, but also
putting into place mechanisms for people to ensure that they don't exercise those
misconceptions.
35. Could you tell me a bit about those mechanisms?
Well, its joint, its cross-functional teams, joint teams between various departments, Within
each arm, particularly across the two divisions,
36. Would you say that the management approach within say the Bank and the Foundation
are different and would it be possible to say that the approach differs even within the
Foundation tram person to person, from one area of responsibility to the next?
I
. [
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Of course Imean we are relatively new. We come from various backgrounds. That is still
identifiable and I feel its healthy because it is going to enrich a broad management style in
future. But bear in mind in January we were just eleven and now we are, good lord, we
must be around eighty five. If we are growing at the fast rate, then you cannot talk to
either a blended or a consolidated management style.
37. How do you guys go about managing your groy{th so as not to loose sight of your
vision!
I like that one too much, 'managing your growth'. Everything in time, we are quite adamant
about consolidation for expansion. We are stick.ng to five pilot areas and it is going to be
some time before be go beyond these five pilot areas. The cross functional teams, you
know, the new strategies that t wanted to be put into place. Given that we have just had a
bosberaad , you know that, we are quite confident that we will be able to handle that.
38. Do you see the Local Branches hiving off, mushrooming and spreading out as a
network, how will that al/ work?
At a branch, we have got to have a network ~ interruption person entered the room - A
branch. you know, is linked to a network of outlets. Right and as I say we have five, no,
six branches in those five pilot areas and we stick to that. And if those branches are able
to sustain themselves, you know, qualify for a network, you know, of community outlets
around them, so the better. But we are going to have to make sure there is a feasibility
study for each because those outlets are within the community, so that ensures that there
is going to be growth, savings and the rest.
J9. Canyou tell me about how you go about the feasibility study, obvtously' the social fibre
about where you are going go into and open a branch or outlet is tmportsnt; does that
have any tntluence on where you open up?
Yes.
40. What kind of things do you look for in a community before opening a branch!
We look, it is a community population of at least one hundred thousand, so that we can
be able to mobilise enough savings for the community outlet to be sustainable. We look
into political and social stability of that area. We look into other community development
initiatives and development support and the communities support of those projects. VVe
look into financial viability of the whole area as to income levels, disposable incomes. We
look into infrastructure, can you put in data lines, telephones, can you set up premises so
that we can be secured. But most important of all is there a drive and pressure from the
community that we should go and open a community outlet there and are they sharing a
reasonable commitment to ensure that you get the support and sustained support.
41. If you had that strong support but not the infrastructure would you still consider
opening a branch, say for example in a community such as Pha/o Park?
We are working hard on those meetings. Once again you move form conceptualisation to
recommendation. There are all sorts of options that we still have to put into test.
42. /n terms 0.1 the branches that you have opened in Commissioner Street here in
Johannesburg, Hi//brow and Benoni ~I..ose are not in local communlties, are you not doing
things back to front!
·.. _ . _ (1 _ .
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No, a lot of people come in here from Soweto, from here in town, from as far as the Vaal,
so if joining or buying of shares becomes so strong from one area so that it justifies the
opening of a community outlet. we will sit down through our structures and committees
and look at it.
43. In terms of the membership of the Bank, the Banks customers, how does that impact
on the kind of staff that you employee?
I said one of the points was accessibility is staffing. It is staff who must 1;0 understand the
culture thing. They must also have propensity. You cannot always say that somebody has
an understanding when you are recruiting this person. But they must show potential to
work with others ir; a user friendly way. The Community Bank is not a 8 o'clock to a 5
o'clock bank, be rest assured of that. People have to accept r'iat they have to work during
weekends, after hours to support the communities, to interact and understand them.
Especially outlet staff, we insist, except the outlet manager, that the rest of the staff must
come from that community and that they be known by the community.
44. At times you take on people that have not had formal banking experience or an,vthing
like that.
You train them.
45. Is that a strength or weakness?
It is a strength , the weak thing is that they do not have any experience but the strength is
that they have, they have an orientation and keenness to be part of this new venture, and
from what I have picked up particularly the Athlone and Benoni staff. you know, we have
moved correctly.
46. If you had to say here is an employee profile, what type of people would )"ou employ,
say within the Foundation?
In simple terms people who know how to work with communities, who irrevocably strike
a balance between working with communities and look into financial abilities of financial
institutions like the Bank. I mean we are not a grant funding institution. $0 it is not a
function or a task or a challenge for the core-Bank personnel only. That's equally a
challenge for us, you und=rstand, we are not a grant funding institution.
47. Have any deep rooted African customs, beliefs or anything like that been incorporated
into the way in which you go about your business!
Hardly as yet, though some interesting things, we open and close meetings with prayers,
we let the local priest or any elderly to that prayer. That is about all the tradition.
48. You spoke earlier on about the concept: of trust, is that encapsulated in the notion of
ubuntui
Yes, well its going to come out dearly during the development of community outlets. But
it is more of a. It goes beyond tradition and custom. I mean it is a philosophy of life. But
the very orientation of the Bank is that we should be culture sensuivity.
49. You also mentioned earlier on about managing in a humanistic way, can you tell me a
bit more about that!
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Well, conventional banks are cold, impersonal institutions, they do not value human
beings, they look at them as numbers. It is not until you come within certain levels of
income or belong to certain income brackets that you can start getting credit. To us we
w;J1value each and every member.
50. Is there anything else. have you changed any of your systems or procedures to
incorporate these values, I am thinking in terms of disciplinary codes and procedures,
recruitment, reward and that, to incorporate the notions of humanistic management?
Ja, we've just finalisingthe human relations systems, employment conditions and there is a
strong debate on it, incorporating, you know, views of the staff generally. And part of it is
consultation. That staff has to be consulted on policy formulation as broad as possible
especially on issues that affect them.
5/. Do you have forums or committees or in what context does that consultation take
place?
It is still done on an ad hoc basis, to be quite frank. But there is an expectation that it has
to be institutionalised.
52. Having heard that there is a funeral for one of your colleagues over the weekend and
that a number of staff are planning to attend and help prepare and say prayers, are these
important things that should become part and parcel of the terms and conditions of
employment over here at the Community Bank!
Not necessarily part and parcel of the terms and conditions of employment but part and
parcel of the evolving culture of the Community Bank. That is definitely going to become
part of it.
53. You had a party or a celebration to launch your new branch down stairs recently, was
that a celebration for everybody within the organisation or only for a selected few people?
A selected few because of space and resource limitations.
54. In Afrit.an management people talk about tne importance of rituals, celebrations, oral
communication and that, have any of these things been incorporated in the way in which
the community Bank goes about its business?
Bear in mind that we have hardly moved. You know some of the things, you cannot say
they have been done, you can say so towards the end of 1995 but not now. You see that
but be rest assured in Daveyton, the launch of the Daveyton outlet, the launch of the
Butterworth branch, you will see interesting things come out there.
55. Could you lfivl::me an example?
Ja, the launch of the Essie River outlet, I believe they are going to place a lot of emphasis
on a local content in terms, of you know, a festivity. Now I do not know what they will
bring to 'i;hl:3C.weyton outlet, the people will expect to see the launch in terms of the
other festivities or activities that they are used to.
56. Would you go so far as to say slaughtering a beast or something symbolic like that!
,,)
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Of course, of course. I do not know, I am speculating in Daveyton, but in Butterworth,
being a rural area is a foregone conclusion.
57. While people over here in the Foundation no doubt feel part of that and c vntortsble
with that, what about the people in the Bank, are they going to come along 3' "injoythe
festivities as well!
Up to now I See them as being orientated to like these new activities and revelations. And
Iwill still expect them to come along.
58. You mentioned earlier on the whole notion of orientation for new people coming
into t.'le bE/II<, canyou tell me what happens in that orientation process?
The orientation of?
59. New employees or people that are employed by the Bank.
Well there is a five day induction for each and every employee to ensure that people
understand the vision of the Bank and the culture that they are going to get involved in.
60. Have you conducted any specific interventions or interventions in order to introduce
community management principles into the Bank, such as value sharing workshops and
industrial theatre and things like that, have you explored or tried any of those things!
Eh, I think they are still being developed. We had two workshops to ensure that we have
shared values and we seem to be coming to a good concurrence as to what are the shared
values. The last bosberaad that we had, had an effect to ensure that people understand,
you know, even the vision, a common interpretation of the vision. Out of it an unfolding
strategic plan, out of which we could see how we relate to one another on a day-to-day
basis, what mechanisms could we put into place As I said cross functional teams,
communication, both vertical and horizontal, lateral relations, formal and informal, you
know interaction.
6/. 1.11 terms of the way that you reward people is that done on an individual basis or on a
collective basis!
Reward is individual definitely at this stage.
62 You have got team focus and you are all in this together, but you are stl" rewarding
individuals, can the team spirit survive With this!
How would you reward them as a team?
63. The team decides haw things should be broken up and divided amongst them how the
cake is to be dIvided
Not as yet. The Bank will tell you there is no way that marketing can be done separately
there has to be team work. There is no ways you can open an outlet separately. There has
to be team work. There is no policy that can be developed separately or be
cornpartmentallsed. There has got to be team work. In many respects both divisions have
to work together. There has got to be joint effects, translated into joint teams.
64" In terms of the Community Beak and the Foundation, how do you measure your
success, in other words haw do you know that you are doIng the right thing!
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The Bank as a whole, the Bank measures its success as a bank that it is going to provide
savings and borrowing facilities to the community. By the level of its impact to the quality
of the lifewithin target communities.
65. You go along to the banking side and you ask them the same question and they say we
are looking for sustainability and new accounts, in other words they seem to be
profit-motive driven, is that a true reflection or not!
Well the Bank has to make profits to ensure sustaina.bility,that is unavoidable, But still we
are not going to measure our success as to how much profit -compared to the previous
financial year. We shall check through our input and contribution as a bank in the target
community. Have there been any marked change in the quality of life of that community?
66. tn terms of going out and achieving that quality of life and up-httment; are there any
primary or secondary considerations that you take into eccountl
At this point in time you see, probably we would be having about one thousand members
collectively now between three banks. What would be primary? Primary would be the
amount of the loan portfolio that is available to the savings institutions. You know this
'gearing up' the community saves one thousand rand and we would get it up to three
thousand rand. Obviously if you work hard enough and inform the community, the more
they save, the more they can borrow form the loan portfolio, The loan recovery for us at
this stage, we look into that, we are able to get sustainable participation from members.
And secondary would be the support that we are getting from other development
initiatives within communities. the support from even the local industries, the- local
business.
67. How important it; that networking with say NGO's and local b,I"'.:::RSS to you?
We are part of the environment, we are not an lsiand, and we are appropriately sensitive
to that, Normally we have got membership in a number of recording interrupted,
end of the tape, lost information.
68. We were talking about being sensitive to ones environment. As a last question since
the Community Bank has been down a steep learning curve, what advice would you give
to other organisations trying to emulate your success in introdudng community
management principles into their day to day business?
Value human beings, they will make it, they will make mistakes, will make hundreds, they
will be frustrated, they will be inspired and will br up and down. But as far as I am
concerned even when they are down they will succeed. Value a hum n being and out of
that a lot of things will flow out. Community participation is strategic, it is a strategic plan,
you know what will De appropriate to the vision - tearr. work, permanent enhancement of
the staff, success to venture, support from th~ ccmmunltles, support from the networks, I
think it all centres around valuing people. If an institution does not see human beings as a
valuable entities in the world but sees them as mere entities to make 'bucks' and give
loans that is where all sorts of problems will creep in.
69. In terms of valuing the human being is that a way of liberating the kind of work ethic
and natural work rhythm of people!
[a, , would think, and enhancing staff performance. So, the valuing part of it is not only
outward looking, that is to the community that we want to give banking services or credit
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services but also it is inward looking, that is the staff, the people, the army, the card res
who are going to carry out the big job. Using simple terms staff have got to be valued as
well. You have to look after they development and training, the working conditions ensure
that they are conducive, ensure that communicatic:n, you know, work relations are ever
improved. Staff must feel part of the family.We see ourselves as a family.We are building
that culture of a family. Is that not one of the best methods of improving productivity? If
bankers we can flood this place with highly skilled people, within the Foundation and the
core-Bank but ifyou do not build a culture of a familyhere things will be different.
70. What would you tell other people to avoid if they had to go the same route!
P oid being impersonal, avoid a top I down approach. Be sensitive to the communities
needs but be equally sensitive to high expectations, In fact avoid living ..lp tr t"e
expectations or livingup to all the expectations of the community.
71. Some people have accused African management, at times, of being paternalistic, cf
nepotism and that, have you had any expel Ience of that! For instance your local outlet
manager is not elected by the community, is that a check and balance against that type of
thing!
It is an attempt obviously. If I say value, also the key thing is to inject democratic values in
work. So jf you are injecting democratic values you cannot be paternalistic because you
have to be transparent and accountable. I think the thing is to bring in new cultures, like
being more accountable and transparent, like developing more democratic values. But
obviously avoid being ultra democratic because out there peoples needs are ~es/.erday,
they would like you to bring ten million bucks right now that they can simply 'chow' it in
whatever way. So in a sense, the passion to work and serve communities and meet their
needs has got to be balanced by rational resource utilisation. A good example, you :say to
pc» .e, everyone can join but do not t~ink that everyone is going to get loans. You can all
~p~lybut do not think that just everybody is going to get loans. But all should be done in
a 'ransparent W.lY, because I hear when I speak about the other credit programmes,
people are still frustrated by them and i suspect that those credit programmes are not
transparent. People do not exactly know and also they do not engage in capacity and
institution building, As a result people have no sizeable understanding. I would s::ty
thorough understanding, even sizeable understanding of those programmes. And of course,
let those institutions, wherever they establish themselves, let them grow 01ganically.Again
addressing paternalism.
72. Those are all the types of questions that / /)(wegot to ask you, have I left anything out
or is there something that you would like to add!
The government Patrick, the RDP dellvsry and again that is very closely linked. It is much a
personal type of thing, though you pick it up from other simnar instanc ;,s, the government
have got a meaningful role to play in community banking. Let me generate now because In
fact if I have time I would like to write a paper C:l that. Gosh I have got all sort of things. I
think the Bank has got to be sensitive to political issues. Like you know, to what extent
are we going to be rural biased, given all the n;gh overhead costs, when going into tht
rural areas, you know, premises, infrastructure and that lot. Then the government has g'
to get in there. The administration costs of macro lending, good lord, it is too high ana
difficult to travel, mind you he says that he is going to remove what is that, there is an
exemption from six thousand rand down, IOU see. Those are the things that the
government has got to get into. The relations between the Community Bank and the
unemployed, vis-a-vis RDP delivery, that is why I said, you know. I am JUStgeneral here.
We have a bank, we have got to be sustainable, so we cannot just be ,grant funding. But if
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there is a grant funding institution coming in then We can explore join ventures, in fact I
am also looking into the issue of joint venture, But I have also been pushing that people
should not always talk just about formal relations and formal -etworks. In any work
situation there are informal relations and informal networks and they should equally value
those relations and networks because t:hey are helpful. At the end of the day they are
going to enhance the purpose of the staff, as well as the functioning of the Bank. I mean if
people talk during tea time and people talk in the passages that must be equally valued. No
matter how much procedures you have, this committee can only make a
recommendation, the management ccn.mittee can only go up to this level, then there is
the executive, then there is the Board of Trustees, But people picked up the phone and
manipulated things so that humanlstic and integrity component must come in, so whon the
influence from formal relations and informal communication comes in, it must be positive,
not destructive.
..,. -~~--
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INTERVIEW NINE
Respondents Job Tlt'e Community LiaisonOfficer
Biographical Data Black,male
Graduate No .
Background Varied manufacturing, trade union movement, political
activist, community leader - Tamboville Civic Association
Personal Comments and Reflection :
The respondent had a very direct and concise manner. I do not think that either one of
us was sufficientlyrelaxed to reap the full benefits of the interview. The respondent had
just bought a hamburger for lunch and put it to one side when I entered hls office. 1felt
uneasy about disturbing his lunch break an; . not want to take up teo much of his
time. In spite of asking a fair number of questrons I do not believe that I probed enough
to clarify specific issues pertinent to the Research Propositions forwarded.
I. To start off could you tell me a bit about yourself and how you came to be involved
with the Community Bank!
All right I come from a trade union movement. Firstly, I was employed in one of the
biggest Steel manufacturing companies which was later on taken over by lscor, I was also
very much involved in the formation of FOSATU and the change to COSATU and the
union which is now known as NUMSA in 1987. Also linked to that period, 1979 to April
1989 or the early 80's 1got involved in civic issues and the establishment of the UDF at
that stage to oppose or attack the racist system. I was also one of the first founder
members of the Wattville Civic Association. I have been the chairperson since 1984 until
this year March. I was also engaged with quite a lot of NGO's. In the late 80's and the
beginning of the 1990's we had to transform the civics from popular resistance into
development and I do not know ifyou have heard of the Tamboville story?
2. No.
It was based in Benoni and we where one of the very first Civics go into a joint
partnership with the local authorities to develop land for housing. I also began to get an
insight into how the bureaucrats operate. And then w'th the Bank I also think that I began
with a proc- ss in late 1992 when they were doing quite a number of case studies and Iwas
involved with Bob and Cas. I was also part of the main group that made a presentation to
the Registrar of Banks. My involvement with the Community Bank began formally last year
in about October when I was employed and given the task of establishing the very first
Community Bank branch in Benoni. So it was a mammoth task, it was quite difficult.
J. From your background in community structures what does the name Community Bank
mean toyou!
...
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First, I consider it as a type of identity for me. I is not just an institution. I am part of it.
Also I do not just see the Community Bank as a delivery vehicle. I see it as an institution
that embraces the community that we intend to serve. It is really being part of the less
privileged people. that is how I fee! about it. It is not just a job. It is <.: Commitment more
than anything else.
4. In one of my earlier interviews the person that I was interviewing said, 'the Community
Bank is my Bank' denoting true identity, do you feel the same type of ident!~v!
Yes.
S. Could you tell me about what gave rise to the formation of the Community Bank, and
the people behind the tormstion of the Bankl
Firstly, it was a commitment from those people and it was also a realistic approach about
what the Bank could and could not do.
6. How about some of the, < iople who where involved in setting up the Bank!
There was a committee which was actually set up, a Liaison Committee. I was very much
Involved, We were not promised any compensation or remuneration or Jobs for that
matter with the Bank. At first it was a bit of a sacriflce for them as they had to attend
meetings and of course they spent very long hours in those meetings. Instead of the group
becoming smaller because of the number cf meetings we where having, We found that
they Were in a position to motivate other people to join the Local Liaison Committee. In
the beginning the committee was about 8 people md ended up with about 24 people, and
we still applied those very same principles.
7. In terms of the broader picture, the Community Bank, what gave lise to its formation!
Could you re-phrase that question?
8. In ather words the purpose of starting a bank of this type!
\
\
! think until now the critical issue has been housing and as to how institutions begin to
differ with regard to low income communities. And the other aspect was that the
established banking institutions instead of really going into those lower income
communities they tended to backtrack in the form of! you know, red lining and all the
townships where classified as high risk areas. There was not a bank which was willing to
lend to these low income communities.
9. Is it possible to identify a vision or dream of anyone who said come lets go out and
make thts a reality?
Well it was Bob, Bob Tucker.
10. What role did he play in the whole process?
He engaged himself in various activities and he also consulted members of the established
financial institutions as well as the ci....ics. And i think that he had, which I thought was
quite unique abc Jt him, was his ability to listen to ideas and to encourage people and at
the same time to transform those ideas into practical and achievable goals.
II. What role did Cas Coovadia play!
(/
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Well Cas was really concerned about the issue of houses. He really understood what the
needs where and so on and he provided guidance as to which issues needed to be focused
on.
12. You have mentioned !li'O powerful and influential men, did a spectsl dynamic develop
between them!
I think that it did. It did in that Bob had very Lroad ideas about the community in terms of
transforming them into achievable banking actions. He could not delve into that much and
he was there with his banking expertise and putting up the numbers. I think that he was
quite unique in doing that that. Meanwhile for Cas he was looking at the banks relations to
the communities. So they kind of complemented each other.
13. Besides Bob and Cas where there any other people who deserve mentioning in the
formstion of the Bank!
I think PlanAct played a major role. I guess also the Tamboville community because of the:
number of peace areas. A number of exploratory meetings where held with them and I
guess Mark Swillingwas also there and obviously Mary Cobbert and I think a number of
people who came from the formal banks.
14. To what extent does the Community Bank differ from other traditional financial
institutions!
Firstly, we have the training and capacity building side. I am not saying that other banks
might not have them. They might have them. Our modus of operandi is nonetheless
different in that instead of looking at the high tech management styles etc., we are
concentrating on the illiterate or semi-literate communities. Secondly, in terms of the
Foundation we are also able to respond to our membership needs in terms of their
product needs. We are able to design products to community needs.
15. We hear that the idea of community banking is not unique to South Africa, there are
other such banks, such as the Grameen Bank, to what extent then is the Community Bank
a home grown product?
I do not think that that is a fair judgement. One, what where the other community banks
established for and second what where their successes? So you cannot judge the
Community B'mk against something that is really not there.
16. During my interviews with the banking arm of the Community Bank mention was
made of the Grameen bank and the Indonesia Bank, do their successes and failures have
any bearing on the way in which the Community Bank goes about its business?
I,,'
I
r,
It definitely is, as the Community Bank recognises the various alternative structures within
the community such as burial societies, the stokvels and so on. Why did we have those
structures? It was because traditional banks stopped addressing the needs of those
communities. It is only recently that they have done studies that say there is a loss of
money so we should lend to them. But In the real sense they are looking at the rands and
cents of those institutions instead of the culture of those institutions. We at the
Community Bank recognise their culture and at the same time we are saying that these
hybrids need to be strengthened. We should not be destroying them, In fact they should
I:le utilised in such away that they are effective in their communities as well as in the
frranclal community. So it is a type of two way process.
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17. You made mention to the culture of those structures and the social fabric, could you
elaborate on that!
In fact those structures such as the burial societies and the stokvels were formed on the
principle which is very simple. It is actually based on a particular need in that community.
There is a focus within that group and then the other aspect is that those structures do
not have to go through all the legalistic processes. They do not have to sign any legal
obligations to fulfiltheir role. I have still come across situations whereby the burial society
or stokvel has collapsed because of minus one and so on. It is quite the opposite the only
thing about this structure is that their leadership style whereby they have a president, who
is a life president, and I do not really know how to put this now. I would like to put it in a
very subtle manner, They are sort of success orientated. You have them for predominantly
women only and then for men only and it is very rare that you have the two successes
coming together. So it is one of those unique things and at the same time there are
feelings that Africans are very conservative and allow their wives to do certain things. One
is that African men do encourage their wives about joining those burial societies and
encourage them to participate.
18. Can you tell me about some of the structures that exist within the Community Bank,
such as the Board of Trustees, the Banking arm, the Foundation and the <:ignificanceof
these structures!
I think that there are a number of cross functional committees r.hat we established because
we recognised that we come from two different cultures. One is the Roll-Out Committee.
Our special task is to deal with areas which we intent to open up. We also have a Launch
Committee which does our launch functions. There is also the Official Club Committee
and out of the bank we have the Community LiaisonCommittee.
19. The word Liaison Committee has a historical connotation.
As much as we would have liked to have called it another name such as a Community
Co-ordinative Committee. It is really a question of semantics because if you look at its
function it is more than co-ordlnatlve because this committee does have a direct
participatlon in the Banks activities. The members of the Liaison Committee participate
when we interview the prospective Branch Manager and they also set out the salary scales
(If the Community Liaison Officers. And they also have a say when we have to locate
premises and a location. We also have although it has only met about twice a year, a staff
Liaison committee meetings. The purpose of those meetings is that we begin may be to
start to engage the staff that is working for the Bank. Now the community representatives
that is done in a sort of formal and informal way. If we. were to talk of the Community
Bank being a type of relationship bank you obviously have to begin with yow srructures.
The other structures that WI;; would like to have in two to three years would be a number
of outlets throughout the country whereby the Local Board of Directors chairperson and
secretary would be a:.tf; Ie, 1ingand would have a direct say in the policy making of the Bank
as a whole and then secondly there would be a National Banking Forum and a national
general meeting. They would then elect 50% of the Board of Trustees serving the National
board of Trustees. 50% of the Board of Trustees would then have to retire. Then we
would have the people from the townships and villages and so on certainly being the
managers of the Bank?
20. So the Trustees are only then for a limited period or do you stay on for as long as the
community feels appropriate!
.•
o
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Yes, I would say the community would not want to reject the current Board of Trustees
because they are ali good. They deserve the recognition but ownership has to be
transferred to the Bank members. This is the only viable way.
21. If I went along to the banking arm of the Community B~nk and asked them the same
question would they give me a different answer to the one you have given mel!
Look you know that ultimately we have tCIdo that. But at the same time I may say that
there may be critical resistance as it is just unthinkable in the South African context
whereby people in the township will be running the Bank. It has never happened before.
But I am from the Foundation and I am absolutely convinced that if we looked at our big
trade unions, COSATU and so on, who will be controlling it. It can happen. I am
convinced.
22. To what extent is the formation of the Community Bank a product of South Africa s
socio polit:icalstruggle!
i may not have ~ correct or direct answer to that. I think that through the process of
economic depravation of communities the need had to be addressed. And also again this
notion that South Africa has political but not economic freedom. This is a way of
addressing this misconception that the major,ityof South Africans, especially the blacks. do
not strive for economic power as in other' African states. What we would really want is
real economic freedom. When we talk about economic freedom we are not talking about
being remotely controlled. We do understand that there is a shortage of skills and we
have to develop ourselves. In the process of doing that we cannot blame everything on the
leaders of apartheid. You, recognise that apartheid had done us some damage but then we
have to use the existing resources. The human resources and the skills in the white
market place and so on and say teach us how you actually did it.
23. Earlieron you spoke about capacity building,what do you mean by that?
That is really the buzz word of today. I think that in order to answer the question one has
to ask how does one measure capacity building. At what point do you say that these
communities have the capacity to do certain things. I think that with the Community Bank
that recognition will be there when the Local Boards of Directors begin to function.
When people have to make decisions about loans. about the planning of the Bank, about
advising managers and so on. I believe that at this stage it is really one of seeing that
community. the first being Daveyton, and sayingwhat really mattered to them. Hence, the
workshopplng process and the training programmes and so on. I think that every thing has
a beginning and an end. You have to measure it. A thing like mentoring where you would
say okay you are an understudy for Mr XYZ and you have to reach a certain point
whereby you can do certain duties on your own. You also have to be in a position to
make judgements and you should be prepared to take risks. That is how you have to
phrase this whole word of capacity building.
24. Albert Koopman writing on the Cashbuild experience talks about defining the hard
and the soft variables of decision making. In other words those issues which are and
which fire not open to discussion and consultation. Is it possible for you to define the hard
and the soft variablesapplicable to the Comrnunit)' Bank?
I would most probably classify the soft variables as more of the application and training
aspects and to be in a position of being able to take decisions with the community. The
hard ones, would be the real practical things such as management for instance.
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25. In the Community Bank there seems to be an ethos that separates the two sides of the
Bank, the Banking arm snd the foundation, within the Foundation do you see management
styles differing at all or do you al/ operate along the same lines!
I think for practical reasons yes, in the sense that most of us come from civic or NGO
structures and secondly our structures are really flat and democratic. Also the emphasis of
the Foundation is not in terms of valuing community empowerment in terms of rands and
cents but through education and training. Whereas in the core-Bank, although people do
not agree with it, they function with a hierarchy which is bureaucratic and they value
people in terms of rands and cents, That is the difference.
26. /.. it dehumanising?
I think that it does in the sense that at times one gets very frustrated. We want to do a
certain amount of things and we know that we actually understand what needs to be done
and addressed. The problem being who controls the balance? It is the core-Bank. So
basically the man who has the money says no you cannot do anything. That is one of our
reasons of frustration. Although we are grant funded. But there are, you know, other
activities which our organisers really are backingwhich the Bank should be doing and there
is building recognition. Then' is no professional research paper that has proven that this
needs to be addressed. I think that the attitude is that a scientific approach in that jf it is
not at risk it is not bad.
27. Are you saying that they have not lived in the communities that you serve and as a
result do not adequately understand what need to be done!
That is correct. That is where the problem really is. As a gripe for instance ifyou where to
conduct a number of workshops in the townships. A general introductory workshop. the
Foundation staff will always do it. In the core Bank you will come across people who will
say am I going to be safe in the townships because I am white. Of which I can understand
their fears but then the worst part if you come across a black manager and he asks you the
exact same question. Now you ask yourself where did that guy grow up. I can understand
a white having those fears. The judgement of blacks With the same fears is more
conservative than the whites because th\~ywant to project an image perhaps, 'I am a guru
in the banking world and I have to prove to all that I am board'. I know one guy who made
a ridiculous statement, " do not think that the Community Bank should open up in
Attrldgevllle townships.'
28. The name Community Bank implies zhet:it should be located in communities, is this at
odds with the opening up of the Commissioner street Branch downstsirs?
I think that this is branch were you have to ask where do most people come form which
gives us a Signalas to an area where we might open.
29. Within the Community Bank Is diversity of opinion or commonality valued!
I guess there is a recognition that we come from diverse backgrounds and at the same
time there is recognition that we need to respect each other and at the same time that we
try to change people from different cultures and try to adapt to one another. But there
should be some type of common understanding on how to operate on such things like
cross functioning committees or teams which we establish together on a particular issue
from the Bank and the Foundation and try and deal with it.
30. Do you see diversity of opinion being a strength or a weakness?
..
.- .
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For a Bank of this kind I guess it is - interruption Someone came into the office. train of
thought lost.
31. Do you see a common culture emerging over the next 5years or so?
[a, I guess with the people of the Foundation there is a Willingness to learn and listen to
other people and to develop a unique Community Bank culture which embraces both the
Foundation and the core Bank culture. Iwould definitely say that we have to adapt.
32 In terms of the Community Banks operating environment and considering that you are
primarily involved in delivering a service to low income communities, has this effected the
way in which you go about your business and the way in which you service that market?
One of the criteria is that we had to employ people with banking experience and others
without banking experience all together and really combine them at the community outlet.
or whatever. At same time the emphasis should also be on people who come from those
communities and that people should have some background of being involved in
community activities.
3J. The way in which you engage yo! or members or customers starts With your
workshops.
In the workshops we tell people what we are all about, the type of products that we have.
I think that the most important thing that people have recognised is the importance of
how they are treated. Every question that is being asked by our members is important.
Where people bank is irrelevant, we will try to address their questions because in the long
run. it is still happening, where people will go to a particular Institution first. stands in a
long queue to only find out that it is the wrong queue with the transactlon not being
properly explained. They are being frustrated as time goes on and their questions will
never be answered. If you walk into a bank. that is one of the things that we express upon
our employees that in urban areas every African guy can speak either Zulu or Sotho. So
you can answer the guy in his language. You might also talk about the weather, it is very
hot. are you tired and want to sit down. People need to feel that there is a guy in Benoni
who is quite good in that. As a result some people who just go and because of the
treatment stand in the queue and confess and say. '(I never meant to open an account but
now that you have explained I am going to open an account', We have found this to be
very very useful.
34. In terms of this operating environment is there anything else that you do differently!
Yes, we are going to start a process of ~pneral meetings with our members. In those
meetings we will be informing them of how to open accounts, telling them about the types
of accounts available, we will also be discussing the products, a little about the Branch and
its operations and at the same time we definitely need an input from them as to what is it
that needs to be improved about the Bank and what other products do they think that we
need to develop.
35. Some people would say that the approach is just good marketing.
Yes, it must be good marketing but with us it is not related to any particular product. Our
focus is on capacity building. Part of the problem is engaging people because we have to
refine some of the workshops. These people need a workshop on how banks actually
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work and so on then we can develop our central workshop. Therefore we do not have
ready made workshop modules .
.36. Have any deep rooted African beliefs, customs or traditions been incorporated in the
way in which you go about your business!
I do not think very deep but there is talk about trust. The one is respect. Respect in the
sense that if you come across a person and you do not greet that person that is really a
sign of not recognising that person. I think that these are the very basics.
.37. The b~r word at the moment is ubuntu, does that have any special meaning within the
(..ommunity Stmk?
Ubunta, yes but we are not talking about it but a.rually practising it.
.38. In what way do you incorporate it into your day to day management style and make it
a reality!
I will give you an example. One of the community members husband was shot dead. Most
of us made contributions from the Foundation, and others came to pay respects and
secondly today a number of members went to help, you know, peeling vegetables in
preparation for tomorrow's funeral. That is ubuntu in a way. Besides that we have also
recognised that people need very special treatment like the elderly people within our own
communities. Most traditional financial institutions will not couch a pensioner because a
pensioner would have a minimum deposit. For us we need to recognise that there are
people out there that can make use of our Bank. In discussions amongst the Foundation
and the Banks members that when you open outlets, you probably have to make deposits
for them. Wte have to may be make actual payments for those pensioners. These are some
of the discussions which are taking place.
.39. In African management text books there is talk about the importance of celebrations
and rituals, are these considered important for the Bank!
Yes, I think that one of the things that we have to do is when opening outlets, although we
do not have the money to do it, is to slaughter a beast and then process sorghum beer
and then have a number of respected elderly people who come 1:0 speak to the officers
when we open outlets in the townships. But I think people in the townships are sought of
living in the modern world. When we move into rural areas that is going to be a key issue.
\ 40. In terms of human resource systems and procedures within the Community Bank, areyou doing anything different to that practised in traditional institutions!
In what sense?
41. For instance the banks policy toward recruitment, selection, reward and discipline!
Since I began here I have not been involved but there is a grievance and disciplinary
document. I for one think that we need it in case but it is not really there, I think that the
principle that if you are wrong there must be a mechanism to deal with it you cannot fire
someone on the spot. Secondly, we also allow conflict it is very healthy in a way.
42. Does the Community Bank promote the individual or collective needs of its employees
within the Bank!
/)
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I think have already expressed myself on this point. We actually look at the collective
needs. Secondly, in the meetings we have a chairperson but that is really to facilitate
discussions and ensure that every one participates. Others direct and issue instructions.
43. What kind of initiatives or interventions have you carried out to get work rhythm!
I think that perhaps there have been a number of tensions in that people want to ding to
their territory in a way and not wanting to share information ..Our function is to break
those tensions. We work as a team collectively. I do 110tbelieve that we should restrict
other people. Secondly. the sharing of responsibilities. So what we began to do was that
they should have weekly planning meetings. I did not have a direct say in that. But they
would clear out a way and decide how they are going to work.
44. In terms of meetings and communication in general, how do lines and methods of
communication differ in the Community Bank compared to those found in traditional
financial institutions?
Look, if it is an issue related to a particular person or a particular department or division
in the core Bank I do not go through the first line then the second line of management. I
go straight through the to the core Bankwhether they like it or not.
45. Earlier on this year I was fol/owing the dynamics of the Johannesburg Metropolitan
Chamber negotiations to end the rent boycott and what struck me Was the large number
of interest groups with different power basis all trying to represent their point of view in
an open forum, is this type of dynamic present inyour meetings!
Yes, it is sought of like that but: in a way it is a lot more focused on bank related issues
rather than influenced but outside influences.
46. Do you have a lot of people attending tJ70se meetings where maybe traditional
organisa.tionsmight on!}'have four or five people? Does the size of those meetings make a
difference?
It does in a way that one could get bogged down and not make any progress. The other
aspect is that people tend to differ on strategy whereas traditional financial institutions
may agree on a certain basic principle as to which strategies need to apply. It is good that
people debate issues and test models that need to be applied. But at the very same time it
is a bad thing in that it delays progress in a way. I do not personally have much gripe about
it because I come from an environment which allows community participation and which
recognises that it is a very long process. I do not mind it because once you have it going
and once you have it right it is bound to sustain itself for ";!ver,for a number of decades to
come.
47. In terms of the Community Bnnk how do you define or measure your success, how do
you know that you are doing the right thing?
That is a tricky one. In terms of the Bank I suppose we measure our success by the
number of people opening accounts and also we have an important aspect when someone
is opening an account. We also check to determine whether it was result of our
workshopplng process. These are the type of measures that we look into and of the
measures is the Community Liaison Officers they were initiany employed on a six months
contract basis, we later recognised that we had invested a lot into them in terms of
developing their understanding of the Bank and so on and as a result of that we had to say
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what do we do with them? Their contract is about to expire so if you can find permanent
job for them on a full time basis it would be appreciated?
48. Besides the Banks need to show a profit and open new accounts are there any prlmary
considerations or values with which you go about your business? For instance values which
you are not prepared to compromise in winningnew accounts?
~ .10t really, not really not that I am aware of.
49. The Community Bank has undergone a steep learning curve, what kind of advise would
you give other organisations trying to emulate your success in Introduciag community
management principles into the way they go about their business!
I think one of the mistakes that they made is that they tried cr sought of replace white
management With black management. As a result you find that a layer is replaced by two
layers. I think that results in an environment in which people get frustrated. They are put
into those positions as a sort of window dressing without making an input. I mean that this
should be avoided. The other aspect is that a number' of companies would prefer focus on
academic qualifications rather than on the experience and the impetus that the people
could really deliver. I think that has to be taken into account in that we have had decades
of apartheid and so on. That most probably needs to be taken into account. One that is
very much important is that management should listen and be open, even to junior staff.
So you go to someone who scrubs the floor in the morning and say how things going in
the township and so on. You would be surprised how much co-operatlon YOI' will get.
50. Are there any downsides to community management principles, is there anything that
people should avoid?
What do you mean downsides?
5/. Is there a danger of nepotism or favouritism creeping into the management practice?
\:
[a, I think the danger really for us in the Foundation is that we .nteract with the
communities. The major issue that keeps emerging is one of employment. Since you know
that I am related to bla, bla, bla, can you? I think that this has been t.he history of
employment parties in all the major industries. A foreman in company XYZ needs a
person so he goes to a supervisor and says can you get me someone. You get a neighbour
and that is how it became a pattern. That is why transparency in employment practice is
so important. Then the other danger is the whole aspect of secondment or rr.entorlng
management staff. Companies need to come to a point when they have to make some
judgement as to whether the mentoring process has really achieved its objective. In other
words if one looks at the current South African industrial trend you would look at people
with a community background. People who play a secondary role may end up being
poached by other companies - telephone interruption - and you will find that these
people will also be poached and they will never be given the opportunity to develop
themselves. They tend to have sought of negative attitl'rI<;s towards other companies
therefore you also have an element of networking.
52. It is interesting to hear you mention the word networking; do you find it of
significance, does the Community Bank make extensive use of networking?
I think firstly you get to know the institutions that are out there, and secondly you also get
resources from them in the form of maybe information and you also avoid duplication as
'.1
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well. You are also able to spread your unit quite wide without having to stretch oneself
within the areas that we are working.
53. Those are all the questions that I have to ask, is there enythtn« that you would like to
add or which you feel that I missed out on?
You asked quite a number of questions, not any that I can think of now.
INTERVIEW TEN
fRespondents Job Title
-.
Br , .ch Manager
Biographical Data Blacx, male
'-
Graduate N(,.-
Background Experienced banker
Personal Comments and Reflection :
The respondent, whilst describing himself as a bit of a maverick, carne across as
very friendly. Regrettably, the respondent spoke very quickly and did not slow
sufficiently to allow purposeful and controlled interviewing. My introductory que
should have been more focused. At times I felt ~l1at .he incumbent did not r
deeply enough on the questions asked.
I. Please would you tell me about your background and how it was that you becsme
involved with the Community Bank?
I used to work for First National Bank in 1980 until 1992. I started straight from school
doing almo+ everything as far as the many aspects of the Bank are concerned. Now 1
moved through the ladder from enquiry clerk moving over to lending and service
positions, being a teller and being transferred from one branch to another. Please stop me
if 1am talking too fast?
2. No not at all,please carry on
Moving from one branch to another because when I started working it was in the
township branch in Daveyton so we did not have anything like foreign exchange,
guarantees, off shore finances. So I moved from Daveyton to Benoni in 1985. From where
I did foreign exchange, managerial, off shore finances and guarantees. I must say that I was
one of the very few people to get that opportunity. Some of them joined before me. Being
black you Were told you are a teller and that is it. I was transferred back to Daveyton and
became what was known as a Branch Administrator which is like an Admin Manager. I
went there until we had to open a branch in Spruitview. I opened that branch and from
there is was profitable. You know what it 1/, about FNB they give you a branch and say
C'K fine the cost of a branch like this one is ..me million rand. That is what you owe IJS - a
million rand. In brackets they say this is your business. So before you can make a profit
being
down
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you have to pay \1:'> back the one r 'and we spent on the branch. So the Spruitview
branch cost round about zhree quarters of a million rand. Their pay back targec was within
two years. I had to pay them back that three quarters of a million rand. Now we started
operating in September 1991 and in September 1992 we had our profits of 38 cents. That
was our profit. Now what helped us when we started was we had Thokoza, Vosloorus
home loans that were held by a branch called Small Business Loans. We took over 36fj of
those loans that amounted to 4.5 million and our interest paid per month was on average
seventy thousand rand. Now you multiply that by twelve and that gives you an excess of
what we owed plus the new accounts, okay. but you have to build in the interest that you
owe. The total set up then was less than fifty rand. Which means then in fiscal terms we
had reached our target. That is we had repaid the Bank their three quarters of a million
rand. Now in 19921 1993 financial year I left FNB.
J. What persuaded you to leave FNB and join the Community Bank?
No not really. I then went to Nedbank. Okay there Iwas their manager in the department
they call Corporate Matching. What it is a fraud detection department whereby all the
Nedbank branches in the greater PWV where under me. All the deposits being made.
W'hat happened is that if they capture a deposit on the sjsten ~at the branch the. deposit
now has to go to the access centre. Now that credit matching how itworks is lets say you
make a deposit of one thousand rand but the teller captures it as one thousand and ten
cents. Now then it goes to the access centre where they do it as one thousand and one
cent. So the two do not tally. they do not balance. The credit is 9 cents so it will show
there is something wrong. Everything should balance so that you can match those two
entries; But what happened is that I worked there from September 1992 to May 1994
when I left them to join the Community Bank. But the problem why I left them. actually I
was quite happy there. but we had too many clashes whereby I had 12 people who were
working under me. Okay. it was .. IUltiethnic. we had blacks. whites and coloureds. When I
took over my department I found that there were guys there for the past 25 years who
had never received a rise in their entire lives. Now when I started to raise the issue and
unravel this thing, I became a hero to some and a pest to others. Now that it started to
become conflict management because we had conflicting managers there. I had to go
through each and every file of my staff. Then 1"'~d to interview them one by one. Now
there was this one guy in particular who was a scooter driver and he was siXty two, [a
sixty two. who was transferred ro a branch in 1984 and now in terms of his academic
qualifications. I mean he had gone up to standard six. now they taught him the job. and
now they felt he was a scooter driver. Imean it the lowest of the lowest grade. Go ride
your scooter because you have been hired to ride a scooter. Then he said look I have
falle- off that scooter five times and now I do not want to ride the scooter any more. So
they had two options fire him or relocate him to the Bank. Now what was he supposed to
do? He was a standard five guy. But, okay. he managed. If he was not productive why
would they have kept him for so long. Either you T;te him because he IS not matching the
company but by keeping him you are doing him a favour. Never allow this to happen.
Either give siy .ionths and say if you do not pull up your socks then we win have to
retrench you. But that was never done. He was about 64 when I left Nedbank.il
i'l
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4. So you were a bit of a maverick!
That is right. So I too': that guy. Imean he never got any promotion. So ; took the matter
up. A rear payments amounted to about 18 thousand rand. From a mere grade pay of one
thousa ••d one hundred rand to about two thousand four hundred per month. Now Imean
10 percent. seven percent and like that. Now any problem that they had, because we had
eight floors, the word spread around. hey there is a black manager down there ifyou have
a problem go to him. Now v,', .t they forgot was that was my area. I could not go and
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solve a seventh floor problem as that would put me in contlict with some. So it turned out
to be a racialistic thing. From the background that I had come (rom I was not afraid. So I
was making them very much against me. Because' why what would happen is that they
would all go out to lunch. , was on the third floor and most of them were on the fourth
and seventh floor and now they would forget about: me. They would go out on a business
lunch and when they would get tl,ere they would sa)' oh what about, you know about that.
They would t~.~n be too emba- :)~edto call me and say come over and join us. I would
then say ah ah, as if they h.;., {orgot that I existed. They were feeling very much
embarrassed. Now I know who was spear headlnr that. I then went to him and said, "Look
I do not care that you have been with the bank for 25 years". What was important was
productivity and I had it. So that was why he could not realise this error. Now if this man
was correct he could of taken the matter up with the industrial court. But all he wanted
was to stay there until retirement, Now being on 1;(11) third floor and being on the other
floors. When y,')uwent there you found them all locked in the senior managers office and I
would say why was I being left out when I went to find out what was happening. He said
why and I said because you having a meeting with the other managers not me. He said he
had called which was a lie. So I took the matter up with the senior executive. de said, no
he had no personal grips against me but they were making it difficult for him. I then said
why if that is the case he had better transfer me to one of his branches. That was .still
about to be done \ ,,",en this Community Bank thing carne lnto existence. I was not
interested in the Community Bank. I did not know were it; came from, what their policy
W(.IS and what was to happen. But I said take the concept. It was nice to be associated with
the first o~ its kind. I was the 'very first black- no the very first manager at this branch,
which was the: very first branch to be opened to the public in the whole of South Africa.
Now if I do not support this worthy case and this Community Bank goes up and up and up
it is best you know to say that I am part of it. I would have been part if I had joined them
With in)' experience and expertise throughout the years. I felt take a chance and join them
and that is how I ended up joining them. So then I was a bit cynical about: the whole thing.
I mean WI;.'are in a new era. You know the quotation I like gees, liThe people who make
the most out of life are those that take the bad decision and make tht:3.nost out of it". So
I said if I make the most out of it I will be the first person to enjoy. So I said fine even
though I did not know much about the Community Bank. Let me take a chance even
though it could of been a bad decision but if it works I am the one who will be very much
happy. That is Wily I joined and opened the first branch before Johannesburg and Athlone,
Now everybody was saying fine lets look and see if he is going to crash 01' is he going to go
l!~')and up. Now at least most of the things that I acrually put into place when this branch
opened we did not nave. So I had to try and introduce this and that at the end of the day
perhaps now the other branches will ask how did you do this and that. Some of the
policies suggested have been accepted and are up and running. Hence, I am saying then we
were able to be 1': first because why because of my expertise there is going to be a
second and third branch, VVestarted the ball rolling and once the ball was rolling all eyes
were focused on us. There is now competition with the other t'N'lO branches. I know
maybe if the), want to overtake IJS as far as deposit,') were concerned they would S<'l.}'COL Ie
look you were the fir .:meand now you are lagging behind. So I have always got to take
the lead r J open up t gap.
\.1
Now what happens is the Community Bank, a" you are probably aware, is not a
commercial bank whereby you just go and save fifty rand here and there and when )·ou go
and want to borrow one hundred rand they tell you no you need security. The
Community Bank is about the community. It deals with the cornmunlty and it is for the
community. Now I <I.msure you know that wo have the amount of 200 million rand which
5. What does the nsr Community Bankmean to you, what does I." conjure up inside of
you?
_'
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is with our Trustees. Now that 200 million rand is going to be bought from the Trustees
by the community. We do not call them customers but members because it is their Bank.
Hence, we call it Community Bank.What will happen now once we have those 200 million
rand then they will have a say in the running of the Bank. If they say okay guys change
from a community to a commercial bank we will do so why because the shares are no
longer held by the Trustees but by the people themselves. That is how the concept of the
Community Bank comes into effect.
6. What is the significance of the share and being a member of the bank as opposed to
being a customer?
You see in this the core branch we will have what we call outlets or sub branches which
are going to open in the townships themselves. The core branch like this one in Benoni is
going to have outlets in Daveyton. Tatwa and one i., WattViIle. Now all these outlets are
going to have what we call an outlet manager whereby once these people buy those shares
they have what we call a Local Board of Directors and once a year, sa)' they mark up two
hundred thousand accounts. then they will have a meeting whereby they will choose from
the people who would have brought those shares the people who will represent them as
far as decisions of the bank ~t"" concerned. Now they will be represented by those very
same people who bought those. shares, so they will say okay Patrick, because we think that
you will be the one who is most influential we want you now to be on our Local Board of
Directors. Now the Local Board is the one who will go to you as the Outlet Manager and
say okay fine Mr X went to you for a loan but you turned it down. What are the reasons?
The Outlet Manager would then say okay Mr X might do this and do that to improve
upon his past rating then we would be able to redo his loan application in four months.
Okay then you would go back to the very same people and say this is the problem. So
When he goes back the next time he knows what to ask them the next time, you know
what made them turn down my first application. So you work on lmprovtng on your credit
rating so that you can qualifyon your second time.
7.How does the Community Bank differ from traditional financial institutions? You have
had the unique experience of having worked in both.
You know that our borrowing is not going to be based on security but upon trust. That. is
where we differ. On trust how does that function : take for instance directors at local
outlets • that Board has been chosen by the people to represent them. That Mr X wants a
loan, you the branch manager might not know him. That Local Board is the one who might
know him. Okay, we know him as he has a house here, he is having kirl You with me
now? That Local Board has been chosen by the people who will be telling me the outlet
manager to give it a go, granting the guy a loan or no. So if he does not pay I will be going
to that very same guy and say okay that guy is not repaying his loan so say to him is he
going to repay us. That is how we aim to reduce the risk.
8, The whole notion of stokvels, have you borrowed any guiding principles from those
informal institutions in any wa.y?
I do not know whether you have heard of any of those developmental companies which
are under the IPT. They, are, some of them. are called the Thlabele Development
Corporatlon rhey went down. Why because they used to say they will give a stokvel two
thousand five hundred rand per person of a stokvel. Now if the Stokvel is ten ,ht~ywill
give you twenty five thousand rand. Now say the stokvel might have five thousand in its
account. Now it is collective bargaining but per person. What they forgot about was
concerning the address of the stokvel. They would give all the members of the stokvel the
same address. Using one guys address but say 5 guys resigned from the stokvel now they
~..
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are looking for them at an address where the guy does not stay. $0 that is how they
happened to loose part of their money. Why because they did not have the proper
address of where the person stayed. Now we are saying that we are going to borrow to a
stokvel, But the way we are going to do it is they have ten thousand rand. Now we are
prepared to borrow one person ten thousand rand or 5 people two thousand rand each
from the very same ten thousand that they have got and they can stiil continue to deposit.
Now once the first 5 people have repaid their ten thousand w~ are prepared to give
another 5 people ten thousand rand. Now our risk will be reduced by saying we have
given it all now but now they must repay from something that they have actually saved.
The ability for the next person tel qualify for a loan will be on the good of another to
repay us.
9. How does the Community Banks approach to people management differ from that of
traditional financialinstitutions!
We are saying, lik€!I mean, the core branch may differ from the outlets because it may
operate like any other traditional financial institution. The trust element lies at the outlets.
But whatever we do we speak the language that people understand. Whereas in traditional
financial lnstinrtlons there are those banking jargons that if you go to a teller they thlnk
that you understand what they are saying to you and when you go out you did not
understand anything.
10. Earlier on we spoke about the importance of trust within the Community Bank, to
what extent is that an extension of the concept of ubuntu? Do you manage in that way at
all?
As I said to you before this one is like any other uank. We get any customer of any kind,
black or white, whatever. Now the trust element lies in the outlets where the customer
is based where the growing power lies with the Local Board of Directors in that particular
area. When a person wants to borrow we bring in that Local Board and we will say do
you know Patrick, how long have you knowr. him, what do you think if we gave him X
amount, do you think that he will be able to repay us, you know you are sitting here, and
Patrick that guy is not here. The Local Board of Directors is putting their head on the
block for him. If he does not repay questions are going to be asked of the Local Board of
directors. now that is trust. That is how it functions.
II. What gave rise to the formation of the Commardty Bank!
Okay, well I am not too well versed, as I joined the Community Bank quite late. The
concept came into effect some three years ago. You know Cas Coovadia, he was with
Actstop. Actstop, you know, was about stopping evictions out of flats, whereby these guys
where just occupying those flats for 5 or 10 years. Now the landlords want to kick you
out. Now there was no ownership involved so Cas and then Bob Tucker came together in
order to do something for the pecple by the people and managed by the people
themselves. Out of which came the concept of the Community Bank, which row came out
of the concept of the Grarneen Bank in Indonesia which is a rural community whereby it
was mostly targeting women while most of the men are in big industries in the big cities.
The women where left in the rural areas and the husband might not send any money for
four years or something like that so they had to set up some gardening of plants and
flowers ana rice. So what happened in that community the Grarneen Bank would come in
and say all right so you have land but no crop now we are going to borrow you ~ay ten
rand each to buy crop and once you buy that crop you plant that crop and once you sell
that crop you repay us ten rand. So it is on a small scale but it can become a very b:g thing
managed by the people themselves. Now once they have bigger plots you have some crops
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and chattels that you are selling they now most probably have one thousand rand which
they would sub-divide into a group of five. Now they would borrow the first two and the
other three must wait until the first two have paid back. Now if the first two do not pay
back then the other three cannot get any loans. Now the other three are working and
they will assist in any way they can to help the other two pay back as soon as possible. So
they can qualify for those loans. Now those. three will be helping those two to sell and
once they sell and pay back the other three ge~ loans in return which means that the other
two must the other three to sell quickly so that the whole thing is repeated. This thing
has been very successful thus far. The loss t ~ey suffer is less than half a percent. Why
because it belongs to the community of that ::.rea. If they say go and rob that person they
are robbing from the whole community. T'ney will not do that as they know the whole
community will suffer. That is where the concept of our Community Bank comes in.
12. As you have mentioned Community Banks are not exclusive to South Africa, there Is
the Grsmeen Bank and others, to what extent do you think that the communlty Bank Is a
local home grown concept!
14. How important is the Community Bank for black economic empowerment/
Here in South Africa the number of uri-banked communities far exceed the number of
gigantic conglomerates. Now we have got black banks and mega bankers. Now people in
rural areas may be small farmers. Now he is making money selling chickens or things like
that and the nearest bank to where he stays form his residence is 500 kilometre. If he
wants to go and bank one hundred rand it is going to cost him sixty rand to and from and
he ends up with only forty rand. So he might as well put his money under his mattress. So
ifwe are going into those areas where people are not being represented where we go and
take that money from under the mattress. I mean from where is it easy to reach them we
assist them there and we will reach all the uri-banked communities in South Africa.
/J. To what"extent is the communtty Bank a product of South Africa's socio-politicsl
struggle!
Now you see that is one thing that is soclo-polltlcal. Now I do not know if you know of
the Community Housing Bank. Now I will not be able to elaborate much on that. Okay,
Cas Coovadia was on the ANC electoral list. But now I firmly believe given the changing
socio political climate in South Africa will have a very much positive effect on this Bank.
Because now people want to have a sense of belonging. Now if we involve them socially
we bring the so called Community Bank nearer to where they stay then we can bridge the
gap between those communities. Whereby FNB is for the DP and ABSA is for the CP and
the Standard Bank is for the NP and now what about the black bank they do not have.
Now as you see now as soon as we identify this Bank in the political spectrum they must
think that this is our own bank. The black man they come here to town. They get a bank
in town run by black people. So that creates a sense of pride in them.
lS.I was thinking more along the lines of traditional beaks red lining certain areas!
Now I do not know in 1994 they are members of parliament.
That is still happening. People come in and say I have been to this and that bank. It is
happening probably why because of the risk they took earlier on whereby it is the mistake
they made long time ago whereby the person who was borrowing money to build a
houses or extending a house was actually a third person instead of being the first person. I
mean you get an estate agent in front. Right you get the bank in the middle. You get the
buyer right at the bottom. Now this guy the estate agent will go and take. the forms at the
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bank and now take them to the prospective buyer and help him to qualify for what he
does not qualify for. Now building a house which is below standard. The bank in turn does
not even know this person. They have never seen him in their lives. What they do have is
a so called pay slip given to them by the estate agent and then now say okay he does not
qualify and say okay go ahead. Now this gUj will build him say a house that is below
standa rd. Then now say the house was built in winter and it is now summer and it starts
to rain and the roof leaks and now he wants to go to the estate agent. Why because he is
the developer or person who made the house. Who says no, no not me you must go to
the bank. When you go to the bank and say what is happening to my house they will say
what who are you, we have never seen you before and you say but I have being payingyou
for my bond. and they say oh, oh ja Mr Patrick what is the problem. No my roof is leaking.
But we did not build your house. MRX built your house. But I say I am paying you the
bank not Mr X. $0 they say okay but the 5% retention has been paid to that guy who has
now gone to Bloemfontein. Now this man who is committed to paying the Bank for 20
years within a year he is unhappy. Do you think that he is going to continue paying ..he
bank? Forget it. He is going to say no I am not going to pay the bank. He will become a
Iiabiiity. I will get within the very same street all the people who got the same developer
who built a!1those houses. The same bank financed them. They will be unhappy because
why the banks do not care and they will start now by stopping their repayments. The bank
will now seek a court order to evict those people. Now we are going to sell those houses.
Who is going to re-buy those houses? They say if you touch that house we will burn it.
You will not move inside those houses. So the bank tries to evict them, they get
vandalised. Oh they say you buy it. it is my house, I paid for it. You cannot have it unless
the bank re-pays me all that I paid for it. Then I will go out. The banks themselves are
afraid to go into the townships so they will send a court order. The people do not care
about the court order. Some of the people are not even educated so it means nothing to
them so they throw it away. Then the police will come and say no you have to evacuate
this premises. They say how can you sell my house without my consent? This is my house.
I bought this house. Hence. now they decided to red -llne these areas wnere they felt their
loses were too big. But I still think it was their fault because they never went to the
people themselves or even looked at the house. Now buying a house is a big investment
and you must be proud of it. But at the end of tho day any problem you have come to us
we will sort it out for you. Instead they closed their doors to these people. Now in return
you would say we have been banking here for twenty years and you do not want to talk to
us. Fine we will take our bank accounts elsewhere but here. That is how the whole thing
started.
16. Would you tell me about the Foundstton and the type of work thai: they do! In other
words about the trainingprogrammes they run and the significance of these interventions.
Now the Foundation they go out to the very same community and say for instance we
were to give a person a bond. Now they will tell you initially what is a bond, what is
co-association. how can you build credibility. how can you be empowered. That is what
we call capacity building. Now you make people aware, whatever you acquire it must be
paid for. Now you cannot just say I want to borrow money for a bank without starting
somewhere. You must start saving yourself. But at times you need money right away, not
next month. As the bank says when you get. but what you have on hand. Even if you only
earn fifty rand pe r month save ten rand for a rainy day. Then you can say okay I will go and
borrow against ny fifty rand. You cannot come to the bank empty handed and say you
want to borrow money. What is you track record, it is nil. so they the Foundation go out
there and say okay look this is your Bank. It is important for their sense of belonging. they
say have pride in this bank and support it in any way that you can. They will be able to
look after you, make you aware and tech you more about banking itself.
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17. In terms of buying the share certificate and waiting six months and making deposits to
build a track record, could you tell me about its significanceand how it works?
If you buy a certificate you are buying from the wo hundred million rand, now you
become a member of the Bank and can elect a representative to the Board. That is how
the whole certificate works. But now coming to the saving accounts how it functions is
we have saving accounts as a new bank. would • I mean it took 15 years for companies to
change a persons mind. Now say you have your account with FNB, they are happy, why
should they change to a new bank. will it survive and if ~o will it not be like just any other
bank. So we are saying, if you save with us, with this Bank, without your savings account
we cannot survive. So before we borrow you money you must have saved for at least six
months with us. Tell your friends. tell your family to support the what you call. Then we
will look at considering a loan for you when the time comes.
18. At the moment you have your core regional bank, the Benoni Branch, do you have a.ny
operating outlets yet?
Not yet. The first one that we are about to open will be in Daveyton. It was supposed to
be in September but we are having problems with the lease and that. It will nonetheless be
in Daveyton.
19. So as such you do not have a Local Board of Directors?
No not at the core branch. Why because here in Benoni we are getting white. black and
Asian customers, whatever. So if now we where to elect a Board of Directors here we
would have people saying now the Bank is controlled by whites. You know that whites will
come and buy shares of fifty thousand rand. So this core branch will run like any other
traditional financial institution. Now in the townships that is were the Local Board of
Directors will come in.
20. How do you see those outlets evolving over time? What is It that they will be doing
that will differentiates them from this the regional bank!
The outlets have limits. Now say a person comes in and says that they want to borrow ten
thousand rand from the outlet, Now because the oudet sub-branch manager can only
authorise 5 thousand rand he would then refer that decision to us. Because you see they
cater for small loans. small housing loans. small business loans and small personal loans. But
anything bigger than that is referred to the core branch.
21. I have picked up in my discussions with other members of the Community Bank that
the manger at outlet branches is not elected kom the local community but is appointed by
the Bank from a different community from the one he or she serves.
No he will not be elected by that community but will be from chat area, say form
Daveyton, but not elected by that community. The Local Board of Directors have no
power to hire or fire. They only get the powers to recommend and decline some of those
people who apply for loans. Now you could imagine if they were to hire and fire, they will
come and say, UNo Patrick we do not want you. get out, we are going to get:Godfree and
I come in and then I do not grant a loan and they say get out, we do not want Y1JU either".
They will not have any of those sort of powers. It is just to recommend that is all.
22. In terms of the notion of empowerment; bringingpeople In and giving them a degree
of decision making, how do you see that evolving ove'" next five yearsl How is that goIng
to effect the core branch and the Community Bank's Head Office inJohannesburg!
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You see in the townships, I know you have been in them, it is a very much interesting
situation. You get that little old lady over there selling tomatoes and she has been doing so
for the past five or fifteen years and she has about seven thousand rand with her through
saving those extra coins every day. Now some day she goes out and says <I<ayI want a
loan of ten thousand rand. The bank says no, no why because he has been with them for
so long but when she wants to borrow they say on ways, she has not been working. But
she has been saving with them for so long. It is those sam= very old ladies who want to
expand by say buying five boxes of tomatoes per week an. say create a beautiful store.
You know make it look more attractive. So she can buy more stock and increase her
revenue. Here in town We have the so called middle ,lass customer. In the townships it
will be the lowest of the lowest. So We have our m.... .ere which is different to the one
in the township. The rnlddle class get transferred to the core branch.
23. To put it in perspective you have a Board of Trustees at the top of the Community
Bank, is it possible that members of the bank in their respective communities will one day
be able to vote in new members to the Board of Trustees?
Okay, that is a good question. Now those Trustees are there to look after that two
hundred million rand. Once that two hundred million is paid fOI"by the members of the
bank those trustees will relinquish their post. In fact n '3 people who hold shares are
members of the Bank. Because they have that rnone- is entrusted to them. But as
soon as that money is in the hands of the people the ... , .y have nothing t.o control. That
is how this thing would operate.
24. Is there a real vision that once the community or communities are self sustaining then
they will stand on their own two feet?
That is right, because we know it now, the Board of Trustees they are looking after that
money in the interests of the people, who are members of the bank, who have a vote, So
we will get new faces amongst those people.
25. In terms of the structures within the Community Bank, namely the Foundation, the
Bank itself and the Board of Trustees, what are role does the Board of Trustees fulfil?Is is
concerned about merging the two organisational cultures of the Foundation and the Bank
together?
As time goes on there wil! be a need to merge the two, Because once we are up and
running, okay, it will take some time to achieve the commitments that we are struggling to
reach. Now what the Foundation does is that they go down into rural Durban or Natal
and they tell people about the Community Bank, we will service those outlets there arid
now once we branches th -oughout South Africa the Foundation will be engulfed by the
core bank.
26. Is it true to say that the management styles of the Rank and the Foundation are very
different? rhey do things differently. In t:~}rl'~."of"t.hi$ dynamic do you see diversity as a
strength or as a weakness?
Well it should be commonality. I mean at this polnt in time the Bankers are saying that
they are higher than the Foundation because they are the ones realising the profits. But
without making rJeople aware the Bank woulr' J-" 'ust like any other institution. So that is
our belief. Making people aware through the, )undation and once they are aware then
they will be engulfed by the Bank.
\
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27: On the one side you have the traditional bankers who have a certain mind set about
the way in which things should be done and then you have the Foundation which may be
described as being more open. Is that difference considered a strength or weakness!
Well Imust be honest with you when I flrsc joined the Community Bank I said they are
totally useless. When I first joined and undergoing the induction course, run by the
Foundation, I came to realise ~ why because I came from the banking sector whereby
things where done in a commercial way. Now here Iam and things are so different. With
all my years with a commercial culture . Now I am told that this guy a civic leader is going
to tell me how to run the bank. Now Imean I am a banker and not a politician. I know
something about banking and nothing about his polities. So it is difficult to reconcile the
two. But now after the induction course I would say okay how good are they. That is
when I said that is very true. You get it now. Town councils are merging but they know
very little about black culture. Now they want to go out and it maybe too late. Because
why it is a diversified country. But now here we started out as friends. Okay politician
become banker', banker become politician, become one.
Okay, the type of people that we have here, while at first Iwas astounded because they
had why people straight from school and how can they start a bank, a new bank with new
people, why did they not get ex-bankers and put them in here. But I started to realise now
but I mean how do you start to transform form a society. You have to get someone or
somebody who is going to get the consequent credibility, who has not been involved in
other institutions like us then it is easy to transform him lr'lto this type of community
banking. But with us who is wanting to compare. Why are things done this way? Because it
will take tin-Ie to change that particular attitude. But With these new people you will be
okay that is the way it is, now just do it. So I said okay they have a point as far as that is
concerned.
28. In terms of your target market and the environment in which you operating in how has
that influenced the way ill which you go about your business, the type of people you
employ and the range of products that you offer?
29. We hnve spoken about the fact that when a customer or member comes in here you
talk the same languag~ in terms of your employees are tuned in, what types of qualities do
they have to have to service your members!
You see some of the branches are in town, like this Benoni one, so : cannot speak like
Hindu, I can however speak Sotho, Zulu or eight black languages and here for instance if
you get a person who speaks Shongaan come in I will have some one who can speak
Shongaan, ifwe get a person coming in speaking Pedi I have someone who can speak Pedi,
if the person speaks Afrikaans we too can speak Afrikaans. So now at the core branch it is
a multi linguistic branch. Jr. the township the branch is based on the predominant language
of the area. If it is Zulu we will put Zulu's there. Other outlets may be Sotho.
Not really, not really.
30. Have any deep rooted African belief.,.,customs or traditions been incorporated in the
way in which you go about your business?
J I. Do you see that happem~'1gin time as you become more active in local communities at
outlet level?
Yes.
.4/:
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32. What types of things do you think that you willhave to consider then!
Well. as a I said to you it depends where those outlets are going to be situated. Now if
you have been into the townships we have a lot of factions, Xhoza sections, Zulu and
Shongaan sections. So one thing is the predominant language spoken in all the like areas is
Zulu. Every person, every black person can speak Zulu. So now if the outlet is going to
be in a Sotho area you would expect the Banks people to speak that language. Because,
why it is the language that they understand. But now if you had to go to places like in the
Free State or in Natal they speak Sotho and in Natal they speak Zulu. In the PWV they
speak any language but the predominant language is Zulu and secondly Sotho then Pedi and
Tswana.
33. What about the importance or symbolism attached to rituals and celebration?
No. a bank is a bank. a bank is a bank. I mean if you understand a culture we want to take
it in and bring it in. I mean now lets say we take in a culture it may be important to that
particular tribe. So if for instance somebody wants time off to go to initiation school and
it is part of their culture we would give it to them but there is a cut off point.
34. In terms of systems and procedures that you have in place over here with reference to
personnel, do they differ from those in operation at traditional financial institutions?
The people?
35. Yes, such as recruitment and selection of staff, disciplinary procedures, reward ,
maternity benefits.
Well at this point in time they still have to be put in place. Because up to now they have
not been needed. So we do not have them yet. Fine this is the path for us to follow if this
and this happens. There is no such book yet.
36. Does the Bank promote the collective or individualneeds of its employees?
The collective needs but based on individualneeds.
37. Would you give me an example oithts lor instance how do you go about recruiting
new employees or handle grievances?
It depends on the position the person is going to occupy. If it is management you have to
do so under what we call transparency. Where say you are dissatisfied with me and you
are my clerk you can go straight and talk with my MD. You do not have to go via the red
line. Okay so you understand. Vv'ith interviewing first of all there is top management who
will interview that person then second it is followed by the human resources, the
Foundation to ask that person how does he know that community that he is going to be
working in. We do not just to take anybody and to put him into Daveyton if he is living
in Alexander. If you say you are serving the community where you belong. So people
would not call you by name but would say you know that guy from where you come from.
So you have to be from that particular area. The people would say he belongs to us.
38. To what extent do the channels of communication in the Bank differ tram those in
traditional financialinstitutions!
Well could you re-phrase that?
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39. For example the way in which you hold meetings do they differ at all!
Well, some of the things might not change. If iOU had to look at now what happens is that
we hold OUr meetings. Well being a town branch I mean all the things are in Englishso you
cannot expect them to be in Zulu or Sotho. All our meetings are in English.What it is top
management coming into the branch and wanting to know the problems, the mishaps. You
know the difficultieswe are encountering. The things like that so there is transparency. It
involves the whole Bank as such. But you say, if there is a problem, okay, I will take it up
with top management as such. Now if you look at it from the financial side of it. You will
say ah, ah, people wait a minute it will be costly. Ifwe make profits then may be we will be
able to re-look at it again.
40. That leads me onto the question how does the Community Bank measure its success?
In other words how do you know you are doing the right thing?
Through all the things I have told you. Though the involvement of all people, the Local
Board of Directors and all sud: things. Now we see ourselves through the involvement of
the Foundation. You know the people themselves, get them in. Our success will be based
mainly on those communities that we serve. If they let us down we will not be successful.
For them to succeed they have to support this cause. They know that now my borrowing
is based on their ability to repay. If you do not repay he will not be able to get what he
wants. So now that is collective borrowing.
41. Are there any primary or secondary considerations in the way in which you conduct
your business. For instance values whichyou hold dear and will not compromise on?
Like here in the core branch we operate like any other financial institution. So there are
many things that we will not entertain. Iwill make an example. We get developers coming
to us wanting to say get one large loan to pay the people. Now we are not sure that the
people will be getting what they wanted, the happy individual himself. We like spreading
our risk unlike giving one person ten million rand we will give ten thousand people ten
thousand rand each. Then we are spreading our risk by that.
42. You have been responsible for getting the Benoni branch up and running, since which
time ycw have no doubt undergone a steep learning curve, with respect to the experience
that you have picked up along the way what advice would you give other organisations
trying to introduce community values or principles tn the way in which they conduct their
business?
This is a new country what was done in the past was far too little in terms of what needs
to be done. They have to get themselves orgcnlsed and get involved in the community.
We do not want to come to the stage whereby there will be a law that presses other
financial institutions which says there will be no red lining. There will come a time when
the government will say, "like it or not there will be law, and you will land in serious
trouble, if people do not lend everywhere," So they must involve themselves now. Because
why what is about to be done I tell you is quite different to what was done before. I mean
there are a number of people who are not housed properly in this country. If I succeed
and people are properly housed it is round seventy five percent of people being under
housed which means over the next twenty years we have to get people going.
43. Is there anything that you think that other companies should avoid in trying to
lmplement community values and principles in their day to day business?
One is red lining.
·.J./_
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44. ~'th reference to African management some writers warn us against the dangers of
nepotism, favouritism and paternalism. Do you see any truth in these assertions? for
instance high unemploym ='7tmay aggravate hiring decision?
I mean we have to get South Africa going. get it working. We cannot cover the whole
aspect of employment. But once we get people employed, once we get people committed,
who will reduce a': the bank robberies, all the car hi-jacking?Because people are thinking
about making flv:J bucks. But later if we let that stay as it is in the year 2000 we will have
one thousand car hi-jacking per day and WlOhundred bank robberies per day. Then the
country is going to slide into what we call the banana republic. So we have tc get
everybody working. By that way we will be eliminating those people who arc idling and
doing nothing. We ~ave to get every body involved in community activities.
INTERVIEW ELEVEN
Respondents Job Title ManagingDirector - Community Bank
Executive Director
_> - .
Biographical Data White, Male
Graduate Yes
Background Experienced banker. played a formative role in the
promulgation of the Mutual Banks Act of 1993 hereby
gaining approval for the registration of the Community Bank.
-
Personal Comments and Reflection :
It was with regret that Iny interview had to be cut short due to a time constraint posed
by the respondent. The primary interview questions were nonetheless asked and the I
interview proved to be concise and to the point.
I. Could you tell me a littie about yourself and how It was that you came to be involved
with the Community Bank?
I joined the United Building Society ir, 1958 and after holding various POSition was
appointed a Group Executive of ABSA. M)' involvement with the Community Bank was
brought about by the need of CaSAB to appoint a delegation to investigate the feasibility
of Bob Tucker and Cas Coovadia's idea to form a bank such as this. I managed that pilot
study and made representations to COSAB.
2. What does the name Comuumlty Bank mean to you?
The bank is primarily about the provision of a focused savings and loan facility to people
who have not previously had access to capital. It is about the servicing the needs of
un-bank communities.
,..,.,
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3. In your opinion what gave I ise to the Community Bank's formation and could you tell
me about the personalities who pioneered the formation of the Community Bank!
The formation of the Bank as I said was brought about by the need to service a large
group of low income or un-banked people who for historic reasons where deprived of
banking facilities. Bob Tucker and Cas Coovadla where the visionaries behind the idea or
concept which was developed through consultation with various community leaders and
people like that. At that point the. services of a technocrat were required to give substance
to those ideas through the development of acceptable banking systems and procedures.
This is where I became involved in the Community Bank. The Trustees of the Bank also
played an important role and they were drawn from cr '1munity structu •es, Their primary
responsibility is to ensure that the vision of the Bank remains true. Furthermore this group
of Trustees play an important role in providing legitimacy to the Whole process. This
legitimacy is derived form the fact that no individualhad to have cross representation in all
communities. As a result there is a good ba.ar.ce of representation and the legitimacy of
the Trustees is widely accepted.
4. To. what extent was the formation o.f the C...nmunity Bank are product of South
Africa's dual cultural heritage and socio-pollticsl struggle!
It is really a product of the way in which traditional banking structures where set up.
While they were controlled by large;'financialinstitutions their focus was on growth and
the maximisation of shareholders Interest. As speculators shareholders would not support
risky investments. Up until the late 1970's blacks could not own property. As the issue of
owmrshlp came more and more to the foreground so it became more politicised. Those
flna-iclal institutions who had become heavily involved in housing loans faced a serious
~ " rem of non-payment. As a result of the risk involved a cautious approach was
adopted. Banks and building societies called for guarantees from government and this gave
rise to the negotiation of the new indemnity insurance scheme. Looking at all this it is
clear that the market was influenced by political events. The affect has been profound and
has left communities without the provision of basic banking services. Hence the need to
work with communities to rebuild trust and new structures. This bank is based on trust
and the need to develop a sense of ownership.
5. How does the community bank differ from traditional financial tnsdtution:
Firstly, the Community Bank is essential a mutual bank which was made possiole by our
representations to COSAB and the subsequent passing of the Mutual Banks Act. I think
when we first met I explained that we are not equity based. Instead we have managed to
secure Wlo hundred million rand in loan capital which is held in trust by the Board of
Trustees. The intention is that members of the Bank will purchase a twenty rand share in
the Bank from the Board of Trustees and in so doing the source of credit available in
future will be from the members themselves. Secondly, and flowing from this the way in
which we are structured is more like the traditional Building Society serving a particular
need. We do not have a cheque book facility and in ail operational sense we are
restricted. Thirdly, besides the wa'f h, which we are structured with the Board of Trustees
and the lssue of member ownership of the Bank we have a Foundation which promotes
education and trainir:J in local communltles. This is what sets us apart and puts us at the
leading edge,
6. Could you tell me about the management style of the Bank, does it differ between
functions and across the Bank and Foundation?
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Management style is really depends on the person. Each individual is different. Generally I
think that we have a mora participative style of management than that found in other
banks. The style is more supportive. I"lentorship is encouraged and lour focus is
development driven. Our approach is more humanistic and we are aware (\f the needs of
people.
7.Does the community Bank encourage diversity of opinion or commonality?
I suppose diversity because of the division of the Bank. The bank itself is more traditional
in the sen..e that its focus is to be sustainable. It has to be profitable and business
traditional measures and financial ratios apply. The Foundation on the other hand is staffed
by people form an Nl'iO backgro d and other members of staff have a political activist or
trade union background, They are accustomed to grant funding and previously were not
held accountable, As a result they do not look for a return on investment. They tend to
measure their performance by the number of people they draw to workshops and
meetings. Their approach is very humanistic as is that of the Board of Trustees. The
marriage of these two arms gives rise to relationship banking run on commercial lines.
8. Is this relationship between the two cultures viewed as a. strength or as a weakness!
At times there can be conflict at this lnterface uut we need to interact in order for this
initiative to be successful and sustainable. The dynamic is healthy although it is not an easy
issue to deal wlth. Relationships between the two developing and things are beginning to
settle down.
9. To what extent are your structures - the Soard of Trustees, the Bank, the Foundation
and the Local Boards of Directors brsnch or outlet level ~in line or congruent with the
core values of the Bank!
The vision of the Bank is to be community manageo and community owned. The Bank has
to eventually belong and be managed by the community. To get to this stage Local Boards
of Directors at outlet level have to be elected in the short term and in the medium to long
term these will feed into the election of a National Board of Directcrs. This represents
the fruition of our stated vision. At which point the management of the bank will come
from and will be directed by the communities which we serve. The vision is essentially
about the mobilisation of savings and the educarton of people. Wkhout savings there will
be no loans or hand outs. The accumulation of savings is important to the basic philosophy
of the Bank and its success. Further to the accumulations of savings is the whole concept
of capacity builriingwhich is facilitated by the workshops carried out by the Foundation in
local communities. It is about the empowerment of local communities.
10. What impact has the Community Banks operating environn,.M wit/lin un-benked
communities had on the way In which you go about yoar business and the type of people
you employ?
In the appointment of management we look for proven banking experience ana tne
incumbents ability to identify with issues in local cornrru.,» ties. Preferably the person
should be from a local community, but possibly not from that particular area, so as too
avoid the danger of assimilation. The person recruited should also feel comfortable with
group dynamics and share the vision of the Bank. At junior levels we do appoint fresh
people without any banking experience and we try and keep a fifty I fifty balance between
experienced and non-experienced staff. The balance $.'" ;~to be working well. Once again
the people employed at this level must identifywith .o:!;ecommunities which their serve.
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II. Have any deep rooted African beliefs, customs or traditions been incorporated tnso
the Community banks management style!
None that I am aware of.
12. Alternatively has the Community Bank developed any of its policies or procedures to
accommodate community management prindples?
In terms of our Human Resources policy we have tried to address all important issues that
might be raised. As a result the process followed in its development has been
c~.rticipative.At the end of the day however the policies and procedures that emerge have
to be sound so I would say l;nai:. thEl:Ydo not really deviated much for those policies ar.d
procedures found elsewhere.
13. To what extent does the Community Bank promote the collective needs of employees
versus their individual needs?
15. How does the Community Bank define and measure its success!
\ /'
The bank recognises and encourages the contribution of ail its employees. As a collective
employees have complete freedom of association and may join a union of their choice. the
majority of out employees have not joined and at the moment there is a move to establish
a staff association within the bank which will fulfilthe role of an in-house union which will
get involved in the negotiation of staff policy issues.
14. How do communication chsrmels between the Bsn«; its employees and the community
differ from those found in traditional financialinstitutions!
Communication channels conform to traditional structures without being remote. At c!1e
moment the bank is small and management i!: close to staff. Staff at all levels are free t")
discuss issues openly. We also have various management committees which meet regularly
and there are regular briefing sessions. Communication in the bank at the moment is flat.
Management meetings between che Bank and the Foundation are run by Cas Coovadia
who facilitates the exchange of views.
The banks management team focuses on business measures such financial ratios, new
membership, breaking ground in new areas, how effective ownership is transferred from
the trust to members, how effectively are outlets being run. in a nutshell we are
concerned about the financial success of the Bank.
16. How do you see the bank developing over the next five years?
We have a five year target with regard to community representation and the
establishment of branches at which point the Foundation role will diminish and will either
fall away or will incorporated as a marketing I training and development branch within the
structure of the core-bank. The Board of Trustees will continue to be representative of
local communities and will remain the vehicle for the transfer of shares to new members
and will be responsible for the repurchase of the twenty rand permanent interest bearing
shares.
17. What advice would you give other organisations attempting to implement community
management principles into their day-to-day management? ls there anything that they
should avoid?
~ ..if~~ _ __'_ _
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Firstly, business has to giY~increasing recognition to t:.t'l !'.·......d to engage communities as
that is where the bulk of the people are. Unfortunately, you cannot engage them without a
genuine attempt at up-liftment, For this to happen a g' eat JI!!;:t[ of focused development has
to take place. Secondly. instead of having a national focus business should concentrate
their efforts in targeted regions and work intensively on development. The problem being
that you cannot be all things to all people. There is a real danger of over extending ones
human and financial resources, A change of emphasis is needed to cope with the demands
of targeted areas. As tempting as it is to heed to all calls and requests one needs to remain
focused.
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